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Preface

The American university presidency is one of those 
highly respected yet generally misunderstood roles in 
contemporary society. Most outside the academy view 
leading a major university as a prestigious and signifi-
cant assignment, comparable to a corporate chief exec-
utive officer or senior public official, such as a governor. 
Certainly the size, complexity, and social impact of the 
contemporary university demand considerable skill as 
a leader, manager, politician, and, of course, fund-raiser 
extraordinaire. Yet, despite the importance of the presi-
dential role, many students and faculty on the campus 
view university presidents as one of the lower life-
forms of academic administration, and their respect for 
presidential authority is accordingly limited. The pub-
lic visibility and responsibility of presidency, its rather 
anemic authority, and its accountability to lay govern-
ing boards demand both a very thick skin and a tol-
erance for high risk. The late Yale president A. Bartlett 
Giamatti once put it: “Being president of a university 
is no way for an adult to make a living. Which is why 
so few adults actually attempt to do it. It is to hold a 
mid-nineteenth-century ecclesiastical position on top of 
a late-twentieth-century corporation.”1

At the University of Michigan, the Office of the Pres-
ident is located in the Fleming Administration Build-
ing, a formidable blockhouse-shaped structure with a 
Mondrian pattern of narrow slits for windows. This for-
tresslike building, constructed during the days of cam-
pus protest in the 1960s, suggests power and authori-
ty—and perhaps as well isolation from the surrounding 
campus. Yet in reality this building is the helm of the 
university ship of state, where the president must chart 
a course and then navigate the institution from its 
traditions, achievements, and obligations of the past, 
through the turbulent seas of social change, toward an 
uncertain—indeed, unknowable—future.

My own tenure at this helm of the university—as 

provost, acting president, and president—lasted almost 
a decade, sandwiched between other academic roles as 
a professor, research director, and dean, all at the Uni-
versity of Michigan and together spanning almost four 
decades. I regarded serving as president of the univer-
sity as both a privilege and a high calling. But I must 
admit that there were times when it also seemed to be 
just another one of those onerous assignments a faculty 
member is asked to assume, more akin to chairing the 
curriculum committee or a task force on budget cuts 
than to being elected as a powerful chief executive of-
ficer of the university. Hence, it was not particularly 
surprising to most of my colleagues at Michigan when, 
following my 10 years at the helm of the university, I re-
turned to the faculty to resume my activities as a teach-
er and a scholar, although such a decision was certainly 
counter to the current tendencies of many university 
presidents to migrate from one institution to the next.

Recently, several of my colleagues have reminded 
me that one of my presidential duties remained unful-
filled. Most presidents of major universities, such as 
the University of Michigan, are expected to write their 

The Fleming Administration Building
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memoirs of the experience. In some cases, these efforts 
turn into autobiographies that are both amusing and 
therapeutic. Others instead draw on their experiences 
as university presidents to focus on issues related to 
higher education and its role in society, a path I have 
followed in past tomes concerning an array of topics, 
such as the future of the public university, technology, 
and—perhaps against my better judgment—intercolle-
giate athletics.

In response to the reminders, I decided to kill sever-
al birds with one stone, by writing such a memoir but, 
rather than organizing it as the traditional chronologi-
cal narrative, instead using my tenure as president of 
the University of Michigan to animate a commentary 
on the state of the contemporary university presidency. 
In this effort, I have also introduced a historical perspec-
tive by drawing on the experiences and achievements 
of earlier presidents of my university. This synthesis of 
memoir, history, and commentary was stimulated by 
my strong belief that successful university presidents 
are usually those who build on the history, traditions, 
and culture of their institutions, learning well from the 
experiences of their predecessors. To illustrate this im-
portant principle, part I of this book begins in chapter 1 
with a brief summary of the history of the University of 
Michigan, identifying what Burton Clark defines as its 
institutional saga—those long-standing characteristics 
that determine its distinctiveness. Here I have devoted 
particular attention to how earlier Michigan presidents 
have both shaped and been shaped by the Michigan 
saga in their efforts to face the challenges and opportu-
nities of their eras.

With this historical background, the book then 
moves in chapter 2 to discuss the various paths to a 
university presidency, drawn heavily from my per-
sonal experience and later roles as counsel and confi-
dant to both those seeking university presidencies and 
those responsible for selecting university leadership. 
Chapter 3 then turns to the selection and evaluation of 
university leaders, with the aim of providing guidance 
to both the hunters (governing boards) and the hunted 
(candidates) in the presidential search process. Again 
this chapter draws on my experience, as a quarry of the 
presidential hunt.

The diverse roles and responsibilities of the contem-
porary university presidency are the subject of part II 

of this book. Academic institutions are, in reality, very 
complex social communities. Their leadership involves 
not simply managing a complex array of activities but, 
more significant, providing intellectual, moral, pas-
toral, and, on occasion, even spiritual leadership for 
large, diverse communities. After a brief review of the 
general aspects of university leadership in chapter 4, 
chapters 5–9 consider in some depth particular presi-
dential roles, including executive responsibilities, aca-
demic leadership, political roles, moral leadership, pas-
toral care for the university community, and strategic 
leadership.

Part III of this book concerns the personal and pro-
fessional life of the university president. Chapter 10 
provides a perspective of the wear and tear of public 
leadership, its rewards and challenges, and the role of 
and impact on the presidential family. Chapter 11 illus-
trates the degree to which both risk and failure are im-
portant elements of all presidencies. The final chapter 
concerns the endgame, the decision to step down, and 
the afterlife of the university presidency. It concludes 
with a brief assessment of whether the contemporary 
university presidency, at least as it is currently struc-
tured and perceived, is a realistic assignment, capable 
of attracting talented individuals and enabling their 
successful leadership of these important social institu-
tions.

It seems appropriate to mention here an important 
caveat. Although I have had the good fortune to have 
experienced essentially all of the academic leadership 
roles in the university—from my early years as a rank-
and-file faculty member involved in teaching, research, 
grant hustling, supervision of PhD students, and fac-
ulty governance, to various administrative assign-
ments as dean, provost, and president—I have done so 
at a single institution, the University of Michigan. This 
happens to be an anomaly in higher education, since 
these days it is quite rare for a university president to 
be selected from an institution’s own faculty and rarer 
still for a university faculty member to spend an en-
tire career at a single institution. To some, my mobil-
ity impairment may suggest a personal character ›aw, 
perhaps a lack of imagination or marketing skill. How-
ever, I used to rationalize this dogged determination to 
remain in Ann Arbor by recalling an observation made 
by a former dean colleague that there were very few 
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institutions in our society today worthy of total loyalty 
and commitment and that fortunately the University of 
Michigan was one of them. Actually, I do not remember 
just which of our deans said this, since he or she has 
probably long since left the university for greener pas-
tures. In any event, it was a belief I shared.

Furthermore, the University of Michigan has played 
an important role in both defining and transforming 
the nature of higher education in America in the past, 
and it continues to do so today, in such areas as social 
inclusion (e.g., the 2003 Supreme Court cases defending 
the importance of diversity), technology (e.g., the 1980s 
development of the Internet), and public character (e.g., 
the “Michigan model” of transforming an institution of 
higher education into a privately supported public uni-
versity more capable of balancing the vicissitudes of tax 
support with success in the competitive marketplace 
for private support). Hence, what better place could 
there be to use as a springboard for a career-long effort 
to lead change. Or at least, so I have believed.

Clearly the issues and perspectives discussed in this 
book are heavily in›uenced by the particular charac-
teristics of the University of Michigan. Since Michigan 
is one of the largest and most complex universities in 
the world, the scope and complexity of that institu-
tion sometimes can magnify issues to levels far beyond 
those experienced by most other institutions. Yet, while 
perhaps different in magnitude, my experiences as 
president at Michigan are, for the most part, quite simi-
lar in character to those faced by the presidents of most 
colleges and universities.

The task of leading a university can be complex, 
confusing, and frustrating at times. The wear and tear 
of being on call 24 hours a day, 365 days a year; of de-
fending the institution against its foes and sometimes 
even its friends; of conveying a sense of optimism and 
hope amid the doom and gloom that pervades a cam-
pus during hard times—all take their toll. Most presi-
dents of the University of Michigan (myself included) 
have wondered at times, in personal papers or intimate 
conversations, whether they made the wrong decision 
to accept the position. On my last day in office, I took 
my e-mail pager, long cursed for its frequent emer-
gency messages that drove my Pavlovian responses to 
crisis, and tossed it into a nearby lake as a symbol of 
cutting the cord and returning to the freedom of faculty 

life once again.
Together, my wife, Anne, and I began our years in 

Ann Arbor in university family housing in 1968, re-
turning 20 years later for another decade in university 
housing in the presidential mansion. After 10 years at 
the helm of the university, serving together in my as-
signments as provost and president (which for us, as 
with many other colleagues in university leadership 
positions, were two-person roles), we decided to return 
to the faculty and the community where we began our 
Michigan odyssey. We have continued to serve on the 
faculty and within the campus community, if sometimes 
only as ghosts of the university past, since invisibility 
is an absolute requirement for has-been presidents. We 
both regarded the opportunity to serve in the presiden-
cy of the University of Michigan as not only a calling 
of great responsibility but a privilege of leadership and 
service on behalf of a truly remarkable institution. It is 
my hope that this book will convey such a sense of both 
the challenges and the rewards that accompany the role 
of leading the American university.

Ann Arbor, Michigan
Fall 2006
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The beginning of a new university presidency is 
usually associated with the pomp and circumstance of 
an academic inauguration ceremony. The colorful robes 
of an academic procession, the familiar strains of ritu-
alistic music, and the presence of distinguished guests 
and visitors all make for an impressive ceremony, de-
signed to symbolize the crowning of a new university 
leader. Of course, like most senior leadership positions, 
the university presidency takes many forms depend-
ing on the person; the institution; and, perhaps most 
significant, the needs of the times. Clearly, as the chief 
executive officer of an institution with thousands of 

employees (faculty and staff) and clients (students, pa-
tients, sports fans), an annual budget in the billions of 
dollars, a physical plant the size of a small city, and an 
influence that is frequently global in extent, the man-
agement responsibilities of the university president are 
considerable, comparable to those of the CEO of a large, 
multinational corporation.

A university president is also a public leader, with 
important symbolic, political, pastoral, and at times 
even moral leadership roles, particularly when it comes 
to representing the institution to a diverse array of ex-
ternal constituencies, such as government, business 
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and industry, prospective donors, the media, and the 
public at large. The contemporary university is a po-
litical tempest in which all the contentious issues swirl-
ing about our society churn together: for example, 
civil rights versus racial preference, freedom of speech 
versus conflicting political ideologies, social purpose 
versus market-driven cost-effectiveness. It is of little 
wonder that today’s university president is frequently 
caught in the cross fire from opposing political points of 
view, making the presidency of a major university both 
considerably more difficult and less attractive now than 
in earlier eras.

My service on various advisory committees and 
as understudy to two earlier Michigan presidents had 
provided a rigorous education on the nature of the 
contemporary university presidency prior to my as-
cent—or perhaps descent, in the minds of some—to this 
leadership role. It was therefore perhaps not surprising 
that on that beautiful fall day in October 1988, my wife, 
Anne, and I approached my inauguration as Michi-
gan’s eleventh president with considerable apprehen-
sion. We viewed even the terminology used to describe 
the inauguration event, the “installation” of a new pres-
ident, as suggestive more of bolting one into the com-
plex machinery of the university administration than 
of coronating a new leader. Yet we also viewed this op-
portunity to serve our university as both a great privi-
lege and a very considerable responsibility. Fortunately, 
after two decades at Michigan, we were well steeped in 
the legend and lore of the university, a very key require-
ment for a successful university presidency.

Institutional Saga

Successful university presidents must be well in-
formed (acclimated or indoctrinated) to the history, tra-
ditions, and cultures of the institutions they are leading. 
The way that academic institutions respond to changes 
in leadership is very different than, for example, the 
way that the federal government adapts to a new presi-
dent or the way that a corporation is reshaped to ac-
commodate a new CEO. Universities are based on long-
standing traditions and continuity, evolving over many 
generations (in some cases, even centuries), with very 
particular sets of values, traditions, and practices.

Burton R. Clark, a noted sociologist and scholar of 
higher education, introduced the concept of “organiza-
tional legend,” or “institutional saga,” to refer to those 
long-standing characteristics that determine the distinc-
tiveness of a college or university.1 Clark’s view is that 
“[a]n organizational legend (or saga), located between 
ideology and religion, partakes of an appealing logic 
on one hand and sentiments similar to the spiritual on 
the other”; that universities “develop over time such 
an intentionality about institutional life, a saga, which 
then results in unifying the institution and shaping 
its purpose.” Clark notes: “An institutional saga may 
be found in many forms, through mottoes, traditions, 
and ethos. It might consist of long-standing practices 
or unique roles played by an institution, or even in the 
images held in the minds (and hearts) of students, fac-
ulty, and alumni. Sagas can provide a sense of romance 
and even mystery that turn a cold organization into a 
beloved social institution, capturing the allegiance of 
its members and even defining the identity of its com-
munities.”2

All colleges and universities have a social purpose, 
but for some, these responsibilities and roles have actu-
ally shaped their evolution and determined their char-
acter. The appearance of a distinct institutional saga 
involves many elements—visionary leadership; strong 
faculty and student cultures; unique programs; ideolo-
gies; and, of course, the time to accumulate the events, 
achievements, legends, and mythology that character-
ize long-standing institutions. For example, the saga of 
my alma mater, Yale University, was shaped over the 
centuries by old-boy traditions, such as secret societies 
(e.g., Skull and Bones); literature (from dime-novel he-

The “installation” of the new Michigan president
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roes, such as Frank Merriwell and Dink Stover, to Buck-
ley’s God and Man at Yale); and national leadership 
(William H. Taft, George H. Bush, Bill Clinton, George 
W. Bush, and Gerald R. Ford—although the latter was 
first and foremost a Michigan man).3 Harvard’s saga 
is perhaps best captured by the response of a former 
Harvard president who, when asked what it takes to 
build a great institution like Harvard, responded sim-
ply, “Three hundred years!” Notre Dame draws its saga 
from the legends of the gridiron, that is, Knute Rockne, 
the Four Horsemen, and the Subway Alumni. Big Ten 
universities also have their symbols: fraternity and so-
rority life, campus protests, and gigantic football stadi-
ums.

While institutional sagas are easy to identify for 
older universities (e.g., North Carolina, Virginia, and 
Michigan among the publics; Harvard, Yale, and Princ-
eton among the privates), they can sometimes be prob-
lematic to institutions rising rapidly to prominence. 
During the controversy over inappropriate use of gov-
ernment research funds at Stanford during the 1990s, 
the late Roger Heyns—former Michigan dean; chancel-
lor at the University of California, Berkeley; and then 
president of the Hewlett Foundation, adjacent to the 
Stanford campus—once observed to me that Stanford 
faced a particular challenge in becoming too good too 
fast. Prior to World War II, its reputation as “the farm” 
was well deserved. Stanford was peaceful, pastoral, and 

Several Familiar Symbols of University Sagas
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conservative. The extraordinary reputation it achieved 
first in the sciences and then across all the disciplines 
in the latter half of the twentieth century came on so 
abruptly that the institution sometimes found it diffi-
cult to live with its newfound prestige and visibility, as 
its inquisition by a congressional inquiry into misuse of 
research funds in the 1990s demonstrated.

Again I quote Burton Clark: “The institutional saga 
is a historically based, somewhat embellished under-
standing of a unique organization development. Col-
leges are prone to a remembrance of things past and 
a symbolism of uniqueness. The more special the his-
tory or the more forceful the claim to a place in history, 
the more intensively cultivated are the ways of sharing 
memory and symbolizing the institution.”5 A visit to 
the campuses of one of our distinguished private uni-
versities conveys just such an impression of history and 
tradition. Their ancient ivy-covered buildings and their 
statues, plaques, and monuments attesting to important 
people and events of the past convey a sense that these 
institutions have evolved slowly over the centuries—in 
careful and methodical ways—to achieve their present 
forms and define their institutional saga. In contrast, a 
visit to the campus of one of our great state universi-
ties conveys more of a sense of dynamism and imper-
manence. Most of the buildings look new, even hastily 
constructed to accommodate rapid growth. The icons 
of the public university tend to be their football stadi-
ums or the smokestacks of their central power plants, 
rather than ivy-covered buildings or monuments. In 
talking with campus leaders at public universities, one 
gets little sense that the history of these institutions is 
valued or recognized. Perhaps this is due to their egal-
itarian nature or, conversely, to the political (and po-
liticized) process that structures their governance and 
all too frequently informs their choice of leadership. 
The consequence is that the public university evolves 
through geological layers, each generation paving over 
or obliterating the artifacts and achievements of its 
predecessors with a new layer of structures, programs, 
and practices. Hence, the first task of a new president 
of such an institution is that of unearthing and under-
standing its institutional saga.

The Michigan Saga

To illustrate, let me adopt the perspective of a uni-
versity archaeologist by sifting through the layers of the 
University of Michigan’s history to uncover its institu-
tional saga. Actually, this exercise is necessary both to 
explain my particular experience as a university presi-
dent and to set the stage for a more in-depth analysis of 
the various elements of university leadership. So what 
might be suggested as the institutional saga of the Uni-
versity of Michigan? What are the first images of Michi-
gan that come to mind? Academic activities such as 
students listening attentively to brilliant faculty in the 
lecture hall or studying in the library? Scientists toiling 
away late in the evenings in the laboratory, striving to 
understand the universe; or scholars poring over an-
cient manuscripts, rediscovering our human heritage? 
Not likely.

The University of Michigan is many things to many 
people, but its images are rarely stimulated by its core 
missions of teaching and scholarship. To some, the uni-
versity’s image is its football team, the Michigan Wol-
verines, decked out in those ferocious winged helmets 
as it stampedes into Michigan Stadium before a crowd 
of 110,000, rising to sing the Michigan fight song, Hail 
to the Victors. Others think first of a Michigan of the 
arts, where the world’s leading orchestras and artists 
come to perform in Hill Auditorium, one of the great 
concert halls of the world.

For some, Michigan represents the youthful con-
science of a nation—the birthplace of the teach-in pro-
tests against an unpopular war in Vietnam, site of the 
first Earth Day, and home of the century-old Michigan 
Daily, with student engagement in so many of the criti-
cal issues of the day. There is also the caring Michigan, 
as experienced by millions of patients who have been 
treated by the University of Michigan Medical Center, 
one of the nation’s great centers of medical research, 
teaching, and clinical care.

Then there is the Michigan of the cutting-edge re-
search that so improves the quality of our lives. For 
example, it was at Michigan fifty years ago that the 
clinical trials were conducted for the Salk polio vaccine. 
It was at Michigan that the gene responsible for cystic 
fibrosis was identified and cloned in the 1990s. And al-
though others may have “invented” the Internet, it was 
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Michigan (together with another “big blue” partner, 
IBM) that built and managed the Internet backbone for 
the nation during the 1980s and early 1990s.

Michigan can also be seen as a university of the 
world, long renowned as a truly international center of 
learning. If you walk down the streets of any capital 
city in the world, you will encounter Michigan gradu-
ates, often in positions of leadership. Indeed, Michigan 
is even a university of the universe, with the establish-
ment of the first lunar chapter of the UM Alumni Asso-
ciation by the all-Michigan crew of Apollo 15.

These activities may serve as images of the universi-
ty for many. I would suggest, however, that they are less 
a conveyance of the nature of Michigan’s institutional 
saga than a consequence of its more fundamental tra-
ditions and character. To truly understand Michigan’s 
saga, one must go back in time almost two centuries 
ago, to the university’s founding in frontier America.

It can be argued that it was in the Midwest, in such 
towns as Ann Arbor and Madison, that the early para-
digm for the true public university in America first 
evolved, a paradigm that was capable of responding 
to the needs of a rapidly changing nation in the nine-
teenth century and that still dominates higher educa-
tion today. In many ways, the University of Michigan 
has been, throughout its history, the flagship of public 
higher education in America. Although the University 
of Michigan was not the first of the state universities, it 
was the first to be free of sectarian control, created as a 
true public institution, and responsive to the people of 
its state.

The University of Michigan (or, more accurately, the 
Catholepistemead or University of Michigania) was es-
tablished in the village of Detroit in 1817 (two decades 
before Michigan entered the Union), by an act of the 
Northwest Territorial government. It was financed 

Michigan Images (clockwise): Hill Auditorium, MLK Day March, Jonas Salk, 
University Hospital, Apollo 15 (all Michigan), Go Blue, Angell Hall (center)
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through the sale of Indian lands granted by the U.S. 
Congress. The founding principle for the university can 
be found in the familiar words of the Northwest Or-
dinance, chiseled on the frieze of the most prominent 
building on today’s campus, Angell Hall: “Religion, 
morality, and knowledge being necessary to good gov-
ernment and the happiness of mankind, schools and the 
means of education shall forever be encouraged.”6 This 
precept clearly echoes the Jeffersonian ideal of educa-
tion for all—to the extent of an individual’s capacity—
as the key to creating the educated citizenry necessary 
for a democracy to flourish.

Actually, the first incarnation of the University of 
Michigan (the Catholepistemiad) was not a university 
but, rather, a centralized system of schools, borrowing a 
model from the imperial University of France founded 
by Napoleon a decade earlier. It was only after the state 
of Michigan entered the Union in 1837 that a new plan 
was adopted to shift the university beyond secondary 
education, establishing it as a “state” university after 
the Prussian system, with programs in literature, sci-
ence, and arts; medicine; and law—the first three aca-
demic departments of the new university.

Both because the university had already been in 
existence for two decades before the state of Michigan 
entered the Union in 1837 and because of the frontier 
society’s deep distrust of politics and politicians, the 
new state’s early constitution (1851) granted the univer-

sity an unusual degree of autonomy as a “coordinate 
branch of state government,” with full powers over all 
university matters granted to its governing board of re-
gents (although, surprisingly enough, it did not state 
the purpose of the university). This constitutional au-
tonomy, together with the fact that the university was 
actually established by the territorial government and 
supported through a land grant from the U.S. Congress, 
has shaped an important feature of the university’s 
character. In financial terms, the University of Michi-
gan was actually a U.S. land-grant university—sup-
ported entirely by the sale of its federal lands and stu-
dent fees (rather than state resources)—until after the 
Civil War.7 Hence, throughout its history, the university 
has regarded itself as much as a national university as a 
state university, albeit with some discretion when deal-
ing with the Michigan state legislature. This broader 
heritage has also been reflected in the university’s stu-
dent enrollment, which has always been characterized 
by an unusually high percentage of out-of-state and 
international students.8 Furthermore, Michigan’s con-
stitutional autonomy, periodically reaffirmed through 
court tests and constitutional convention, has enabled 
the university to have much more control over its own 
destiny than have most other public universities.

Implicit in the new constitution was also a provision 
that the university’s regents be determined by state-
wide popular election, again reflecting public dissatis-
faction with the selection and performance of the early, 
appointed regents. (The last appointed board retaliat-
ed by firing the professors at the university.) The first 
assignment of the newly elected board was to select 
a president for the university (after inviting back the 
fired professors). After an extensive search, they elected 
Henry Philip Tappan, a broadly educated professor of 
philosophy from New York, as the first president of the 
reconfigured university.

Tappan arrived in Ann Arbor in 1852, determined to 
build a university very different from those characteriz-
ing the colonial colleges of nineteenth-century America. 
He was strongly influenced by such European leaders 
as von Humboldt, who stressed the importance of com-
bining specialized research with humanistic teaching to 
define the intellectual structure of the university. Tap-
pan articulated a vision of the university as a capstone 
of civilization, a repository for the accumulated knowl-

“Religion, morality, and knowledge being necessary to
good government and the happiness of mankind, 
schools and the means of education shall forever be 
encouraged.” Northwest Ordinance
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edge of humankind, and a home for scholars dedicated 
to the expansion of human understanding. He main-
tained: “[A] university is the highest possible form of 
an institution of learning. It embraces every branch of 
knowledge and all possible means of making new in-
vestigations and thus advancing knowledge.”9

In Tappan’s view, the United States had no true 
universities, at least in the European sense. With the 
University of Michigan’s founding heritage from both 
the French and Prussian systems, he believed he could 
build such an institution in the frontier state of Michi-
gan. And build it, he did, attracting distinguished 
scholars to the faculty, such as Andrew D. White and 
Charles Kendall Adams,10 and placing an emphasis on 
graduate study and research and on investing in major 
research facilities.

Of course, in many other ways, the university was 
still a frontier institution, as the early images of the cam-
pus suggest. Yet even at this early stage, the University 
of Michigan already exhibited many of the characteris-
tics we see in today’s universities. One might even make 
the claim that the University of Michigan was not only 
the first truly public university in America and one of 
its first land-grant universities but also possibly even its 

first true university, at least in the sense that we would 
understand it today. To be sure, the early colonial col-
leges, such as Harvard and Yale, were established much 
earlier by the states (or colonies), as were several insti-
tutions in the south, such as the University of North 
Carolina, the University of South Carolina, and the Uni-
versity of Georgia. But all were governed by clergymen, 
with the mission of preparing young men for leader-
ship in church or state. The University of Michigan, 
predating Thomas Jefferson’s University of Virginia by 
two years, was firmly established as a public univer-
sity with no religious affiliation. Michigan’s status as 
a land-grant university, provided through congressio-
nal action, predates by almost half a century the Land-
Grant Acts establishing the great state universities (e.g., 
the Morrill Act of 1862). And Henry Tappan’s vision of 
Michigan as a true university, stressing scholarship and 
scientific research along with instruction, predates by 
two decades other early American universities, such as 
Cornell University (founded by Andrew D. White, one 
of Tappan’s faculty members at Michigan) and Johns 
Hopkins University.

From its founding, Michigan has always been iden-
tified with the most progressive forces in American 

The Michigan Campus - Circa 1856 (Cropsey Painting)
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higher education. The early colonial colleges served the 
aristocracy of colonial society, stressing moral develop-
ment over a liberal education, much as did the English 
public schools, which were based on a classical cur-
riculum in such subjects as Greek, Latin, and rhetoric. 
In contrast, Michigan blended the classical curriculum 
with the European model that stressed faculty involve-
ment in research and dedication to the preparation of 
future scholars. Michigan hired as its first professors 
not classicists but a zoologist and a geologist. Unlike 
other institutions of the time, Michigan added instruc-
tion in the sciences to the humanistic curriculum, creat-
ing a hybrid that drew on the best of both a “liberal” 
and a “utilitarian” education.11

Throughout its early years, Michigan was the site 
of many firsts in higher education. Michigan was the 
first university in the West to pursue professional ed-
ucation, establishing its medical school in 1850, engi-
neering courses in 1854, and a law school in 1859. The 
university was among the first to introduce instruction 
in fields as diverse as zoology and botany, modern 
languages, modern history, American literature, phar-
macy, dentistry, speech, journalism, teacher education, 
forestry, bacteriology, and naval architecture. It provid-
ed leadership in scientific research by building one of 
the first university observatories in the world in 1854, 
followed in 1856 with the nation’s first chemistry labo-
ratory building. In 1869, it opened the first university- 
owned hospital, which today has evolved into one of 
the nation’s largest university medical centers.

Michigan continued as a source of new academic 
programs in higher education into the twentieth cen-
tury. It created the first aeronautical engineering pro-
gram in 1913, then followed, soon after World War II, 
with the first nuclear engineering (1952) and computer 
engineering (1955) programs. The formation of the Sur-
vey Research Center and associated Institute of Social 
Research in the 1950s stimulated the quantitative ap-
proach that underpins today’s social sciences. Michigan 
was a pioneer in atomic energy (with the first nuclear 
reactor on a university campus), then later developed 
time-sharing computing in the 1960s. In the 1980s, it 
played a leadership role in building and managing 
the Internet, the electronic superhighway that is now 
revolutionizing our society. Michigan’s influence as an 
intellectual center today is evidenced by the fact that it 

has long been one of the nation’s leaders in its capacity 
to attract research grants and contracts from the public 
and private sector, attracting over $800 million a year in 
such sponsored research support today.

Throughout its history, the University of Michigan 
has also been one of the nation’s largest universities, 
vying with the largest private universities, such as Har-
vard and Columbia, during the nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries, then holding this position of na-
tional leadership until the emergence of the statewide 
public university systems (including, e.g., the Univer-
sity of California and the University of Texas) in the 
post–World War II years. It continues to benefit from 
one of the largest alumni bodies in higher education, 
with over 450,000 living alumni. Michigan graduates 
are well represented in leadership roles in both the pub-
lic and private sectors and in such learned professions 
as law, medicine, and engineering. Michigan sends 
more of its graduates on to professional study in such 
fields as law, medicine, engineering, and business than 
any other university in the nation. The university’s in-
fluence on the nation has been profound through the 
achievements of its graduates.

What can be said of the role of sports, such as foot-
ball, in Michigan’s saga? The Michigan Wolverines play 
before hundreds of thousands of spectators in Michi-
gan Stadium and millions of viewers across the nation. 
Michigan leads the nation in football victories, ironical-
ly passing Yale (on whose team I played in my college 
years) during my presidency in the 1990s. Standing tall 
in the history of sports are such Michigan gridiron leg-
ends as Fielding Yost, Tom Harmon, Bo Schembechler, 
and Gerald R. Ford. Yet as difficult as it may be for 
many fans to accept, football and other Michigan ath-
letics have always been more of an asterisk to the list 
of the university’s most important contributions to the 
nation. Michigan’s sports are entertaining, to be sure, 
providing students, alumni, and fans with the thrill of 
victory and the agony of defeat—and always a topic of 
conversation at reunions. But in the grander scheme of 
higher education, they have proven neither substantive 
nor enduring in terms of true impact on the state, the 
nation, or the world.

Michigan students have often stimulated change in 
our society, but they have done so through their social 
activism and academic achievements rather than their 
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athletic exploits. From the teach-ins against the Vietnam 
War in the 1960s to Earth Day in the 1970s to the Michi-
gan Mandate in the 1980s, Michigan student activism 
has often been the catalyst for national movements. In 
a similar fashion, Michigan played a leadership role in 
public service, from John Kennedy’s announcement of 
the Peace Corps on the steps of the Michigan Union in 
1960 to the university’s involvement in launching the 
AmeriCorps in 1994. Its classrooms have often been 
battlegrounds over what colleges will teach, from chal-
lenges to the Great Books canon to more recent con-
frontations over political correctness. Over a century 
ago, Harper’s Weekly noted that the university’s “most 
striking feature . . . is the broad and liberal spirit in 
which it does its work.”12 This spirit of democracy and 
tolerance for diverse views among its students and fac-
ulty continues today.

Nothing could be more natural to the University 
of Michigan than challenging the status quo. Change 
has always been an important part of the university’s 
tradition. Michigan has long defined the model of the 
large, comprehensive, public research university, with a 
serious commitment to scholarship and progress. It has 
been distinguished by unusual breadth, a rich diversity 

of academic disciplines, professional schools, social and 
cultural activities, and intellectual pluralism. The late 
Clark Kerr, the president of the University of Califor-
nia, once referred to the University of Michigan as “the 
mother of state universities,” noting it as the first to 
prove that a high-quality education could be delivered 
at a publicly funded institution of higher learning.13

Interestingly enough, the university’s success in 
achieving such quality had little to do with the gener-
osity of state support. From its founding in 1817 until 
the state legislature made its first appropriation to the 
institution in 1867, the university was supported en-
tirely from its federal land-grant endowment and the 
fees derived from students. During its early years, state 
government actually mismanaged and then misappro-
priated the funds from the congressional land grants in-
tended to support the university. The university did not 
receive direct state appropriations until 1867, and for 
most of its history, Michigan’s state support for its uni-
versity has actually been quite modest relative to many 
other states. Rather, many people (including myself) 
believe that the real key to the University of Michigan’s 
quality and impact has been the very unusual auton-
omy granted to the institution by the state constitu-

The Michigan Campus - Circa 2010
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tion. The university has always been able to set its own 
goals for the quality of its programs, rather than allow-
ing these to be determined by the vicissitudes of state 
policy, support, or public opinion. Put another way, al-
though the university is legally “owned” by the people 
of the state, it has never felt obligated to adhere to the 
priorities or whims of a particular generation of Michi-
gan citizens. Rather, it viewed itself as an enduring so-
cial institution with a duty of stewardship to genera-
tions past and a compelling obligation to take whatever 
actions were necessary to build and protect its capacity 
to serve future generations. Even though these actions 
might conflict from time to time with public opinion or 
the prevailing political winds of state government, the 
university’s constitutional autonomy clearly gave it the 
ability to set its own course. The university has always 
viewed such objectives as program quality or access 
to educational opportunity as institutional decisions, 
rather than succumbing to public or political pressures.

This unrelenting commitment to academic excel-
lence, broad student access, and public service contin-
ues today. In virtually all national and international 
surveys, the University of Michigan’s programs rank 
among the very best, with most of its schools, colleges, 
and departments ranking in quality among the top 10 
nationally and with several regarded as the leading 
programs in the nation. Other state universities have 
had far more generous state support than the Univer-
sity of Michigan. Others have had a more favorable 
geographical location than good, gray Michigan. Yet 
it was Michigan that made the unusual commitment 
to provide a college education of the highest possible 
quality to an increasingly diverse society—regardless 
of state support, policy, or politics. The rapid expansion 
and growth of the nation during the late nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries demanded colleges and uni-
versities capable of serving all of its population (rather 
than simply the elite) as the key to a democratic society. 
Here, Michigan led the way both in its commitment to 
wide access and equality and in the leadership it pro-
vided for higher education in America.

Particularly notable here was the role of Michigan 
president James Angell in articulating the importance 
of Michigan’s commitment to provide “an uncommon 
education for the common man.” Angell challenged the 
aristocratic notions of leaders of the colonial colleges, 

such as Charles Eliot of Harvard. Angell argued that 
Americans should be given opportunities to develop 
talent and character to the fullest. He portrayed the 
state university as the bulwark against the aristoc-
racy of wealth. Angell went further to claim that “the 
overwhelming majority of students at Michigan were 
the children of parents who are poor, or of very mod-
erate means: that a very large portion have earned by 
hard toil and by heroic self-denial the amount needed 
to maintain themselves in the most frugal manner dur-
ing their university course, and that so far from being 
an aristocratic institution, there is no more truly demo-
cratic institution in the world.” To make a university 
education available to all economic classes, Michigan 
kept tuition and fees minimal for many years. President 
Angell put it, “The whole policy of the administration 
of the university has been to make life here simple and 
inexpensive so that a large portion of our students can 
support themselves.”14 This commitment continues to-
day, when even in an era of severe fiscal constraints, 
the university still meets the full financial need of every 
Michigan student enrolling in its programs.

As historian Frederick Rudolph suggests, it was 
through the leadership of the University of Michigan 
after the Civil War, joined by the University of Minne-
sota and the University of Wisconsin, that the state uni-
versities in the Midwest and West would evolve into 
the inevitable and necessary expression of a democratic 
society.15 Frontier democracy and frontier materialism 
combined to create a new type of institution, capable of 
serving all of the people of a rapidly changing Ameri-
ca through education, research, and public service. As 
Rudolph notes, these institutions attempted to “marry 
the practical and the theoretical, attempting to attract 
farm boys to their classrooms and scholars to their fac-
ulties.”16

The university has long placed high value on the 
diversity of its student body, both because of its com-
mitment to serve all of society and because of its per-
ception that such diversity enhanced the quality of its 
educational programs. From its earliest years, Michigan 
sought to attract students from a broad range of ethnic 
and geographic backgrounds. By 1860, the regents re-
ferred “with partiality” to the “list of foreign students 
drawn thither from every section of our country.”17 
Forty-six percent of the university’s students then 
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came from other states and foreign countries. Michigan 
awarded the first U.S. doctorate to a Japanese citizen, 
who later was instrumental in founding the Univer-
sity of Tokyo. President Angell’s service in 1880–81 as 
U.S. envoy to China established further the university’s 
great influence in Asia, when he later persuaded the 
United States to allow China to invest the reparations 
from the Boxer Rebellion in a new university, Tsinghua 
University.

The first African American students arrived on cam-
pus in 1868. Michigan was one of the first large uni-
versities in America to admit women in 1870. At the 
time, the rest of the nation looked on with a critical eye, 
certain that the experiment of coeducation would fail. 
Although the first women students were true pioneers 
(the objects of intense scrutiny and some resentment), 
the enrollment of women had increased by 1898 to the 
point where they received 53 percent of Michigan’s un-
dergraduate degrees, roughly the same percentage they 
represent today.

One of Michigan’s most important contributions 
to the nation may be its commitment to providing an 
education of exceptional quality to students from all 
backgrounds. In many ways, it was at the University of 
Michigan that Thomas Jefferson’s enlightened dreams 
for the public university were most faithfully realized. 
The university has always taken great pride in the di-
versity of its students, faculty, and programs, whether 
that diversity is characterized by gender, race, socio-
economic background, ethnicity, or nationality—not to 

mention academic interests or political persuasion. The 
university’s constitutional autonomy enabled it to de-
fend this commitment in the face of considerable politi-
cal resistance to challenging the status quo, eventually 
taking the battle for diversity and equality of opportu-
nity all the way to the U.S. Supreme Court in landmark 
cases in 2003. In more contemporary terms, it seems 
clear that an important facet of the institutional saga of 
the University of Michigan would be its achievement of 
excellence through diversity.

A Heritage of Leadership

Of course, while university presidents are most suc-
cessful when they understand and respect the institu-
tional saga of their university, they are also capable of 
shaping it to some extent. Perhaps more significant, 
the long history and unusually strong traditions char-
acterizing some universities, such as the University of 
Michigan, inform, define, and shape their leadership. It 
has sometimes been suggested that the regents of the 
University of Michigan have been fortunate to have al-
ways selected the right leader for the times. Yet history 
suggests that the achievements of Michigan’s presi-
dents have been due less to good fortune or wisdom 
in their selection than to the ability of this remarkable 
institution to mold its leadership. For this tradition, all 
should be grateful, since change inevitably happens in 
both rapid and unexpected ways in higher education, 
as evidenced by the diverse roles that the university’s 
presidents have played over time.

Henry Philip Tappan, Michigan’s first president,18 
brought to Ann Arbor a vision of building a true uni-
versity that would not only conduct instruction and ad-
vanced scholarship but also respond to popular needs. 
He aimed to develop an institution that would cultivate 
the originality and genius of the talented few seeking 
knowledge beyond the traditional curriculum, along 
with a graduate school in which diligent and respon-
sible students could pursue their studies and research 
under the eye of learned scholars in an environment 
of enormous resources in books, laboratories, and mu-
seums. Although his expectation that university pro-
fessors should engage in research as well as teaching 
disturbed some, it also allowed him to attract leading 
scholars and take the first steps toward building a “true University MLK Day Demonstration
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university” in the European sense.
Yet Tappan also had an elitist streak. His vision, per-

sonality, and European pretensions eventually began 
to rub the frontier culture of Michigan the wrong way, 
with one newspaper describing him as “the most com-
pletely foreignized specimen of an abnormal Yankee 
we have ever seen.”19 Although Tappan’s first board 
of regents strongly supported his vision, they were re-
placed in 1856 by a new board that, almost immediately 
after its election, began to undermine Tappan’s leader-
ship, by using a committee structure to weaken his ex-
ecutive powers. The board’s opposition to Tappan was 
joined by several faculty members strongly resistant 
to change, along with the powerful editor of a Detroit 
newspaper. Eventually, the convergence of these hostile 
forces emboldened the regents to fire Tappan in 1863, 
ironically during a secret session soon after the regents’ 
defeat in the statewide election. The lame-duck board 
named as his successor Erastus Haven, a former faculty 
member who had long sought the position.

Despite this ignominious end to his tenure by a hos-
tile board of regents, Tappan is viewed today as one of 
the most important early American university leaders, 
not only shaping the University of Michigan, but influ-
encing all of higher education and defining the early 
nature of the American research university. Years later, 
President James Angell was to have the last word on 

the sordid incident: “Tappan was the largest figure of a 
man that ever appeared on the Michigan campus. And 
he was stung to death by gnats!”

A professor of Latin language and literature from 
1852 to 1856, Erastus Haven had been among those 
seeking Henry Tappan’s dismissal and viewed himself 
as a possible successor. Al-though the newly elected re-
gents were lukewarm to Haven, they quickly conclud-
ed that it would be too disruptive to bring back Tappan, 
particularly after, following his departure from Ann Ar-
bor, he had lashed out publicly at those who had under-
mined him at Michigan. Although Haven had no per-
sonal agenda, he was able to win over elements from 
both campus and community and succeeded in con-
solidating some of the reforms Tappan instituted. He 
secured a modest annual appropriation from the state 
legislature. He defended Michigan’s unusually large 
out-of-state enrollments (then two-thirds) by remind-
ing the legislature that the university had been funded 

Henry Philip Tappan (1852-63)

Erastus Otis Haven (1863-69)
through the sale of lands granted by the U.S. Congress 
rather than through state tax dollars and hence had na-
tional obligations, an argument subsequent presidents 
would frequently repeat.

However, Haven broke no new ground in mov-
ing further toward Tappan’s vision of a university. He 
sided with the regents to deny admission to women. 
The unusual nature of his appointment in the wake of 
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overseas assignments. Despite his brief tenure, Frieze 
accomplished much, quietly moving to admit women; 
obtaining the funds to build University Hall, the domi-
nant academic building of the nineteenth-century cam-
pus; and establishing the University Musical Society, 
the center of cultural life in the university and Ann Ar-
bor to this day.

Perhaps most significant, Frieze created the Ameri-
can secondary school systems, the high schools, as we 
know them today. Prior to the Civil War, most public 
education occurred at the primary level, and colleges 
and universities were obliged to create associated acad-
emies to prepare students for college work. Frieze be-
gan the practice of certifying select Michigan public 
schools as capable of offering respectable college prepa-
ration, thereby freeing the university from preparatory 
commitments and stimulating the schools of the state 
to extend their responsibilities into secondary educa-

Tappan’s firing would continue to deprive Haven of 
strong faculty and regental support. He soon became 
frustrated with faculty criticism and left in 1869 for the 
presidency of Northwestern University.

The regents asked Henry Frieze, professor of Latin 
language and literature, to serve as president pro tem-
pore until Erastus Haven’s successor could be selected. 
Frieze would later serve in the interim role on two other 
occasions, when his successor, James Angell, went on 

Henry Simmons Frieze (1869-71)

tion. This device unleashed the high school movement 
in the Midwest and later the nation, not only enabling 
the state universities to cultivate scholarly aspirations, 
but reshaping public education into clearly differentiat-
ed elementary and secondary schools.21 James Angell 
put Frieze’s contributions well: “No man except Presi-
dent Tappan has done so much to give to the university 
its present form and character. No one was ever more 
devoted to the interests of this institution or cherished 
a more abiding hope for its permanent prosperity and 
usefulness.”

Michigan’s longest-serving president (38 years), 
James Angell, had served as president of the Univer-
sity of Vermont and on the faculty of Brown University 
before coming to Ann Arbor. He presided over Michi-
gan’s growth into the largest university in the nation. 

James Burrill Angel (1871-1909)

He was persuasive with both the regents and the state 
legislature. He managed to convince the state to fund 
the university through a mill tax (a fixed percentage of 
the state property tax), thereby avoiding the politics of 
having to beg the legislature each year for an operating 
appropriation (as is the practice today).

Although Angell himself was not an educational 
visionary, he recruited many faculty members such as 
John Dewey who strongly influenced the direction of 
American education. It is during Angell’s long tenure 
that we can mark the first appearance of many of the 
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opment of a great graduate university on the German 
model. Very much in the Michigan spirit, he argued 
that whatever they did ought to be something new and 
different,25 that a rapidly changing nation required 
new colleges and universities that could change with 
it. Angell was the last among Michigan’s “headmaster” 
presidents, men who fostered an intimate relationship 
with students and faculty. The large, complex universi-
ty of the twentieth century would require a far different 
type of leadership.

At the age of 63, Harry Hutchins, dean of the Uni-
versity of Michigan Law School, was named interim 
president in 1909, to succeed James Angell. After sev-
eral candidates, including Woodrow Wilson, declined 
to accept the Michigan presidency, the regents decided 

to appoint Hutchins president for a 3-year term, which 
was later extended to 5 and then 10 years. Hutchins 
largely continued the Angell agenda, with the first sig-
nificant additions to the campus from private gifts: a 
large concert hall (Hill Auditorium) and a women’s 
residence hall (Martha Cook Hall). Hutchins made the 
first concerted effort to pull together Michigan’s grow-
ing alumni body, with such major projects as the Michi-
gan Union (the nation’s first student union). However, 
he also faced the difficult challenge of leading the uni-
versity through World War I, which rapidly exhausted 
his remaining energy and led to his retirement in 1920.

University of Michigan’s present characteristics, such 
as the academic organization of schools and colleges, 
the four-year BA/BS curriculum of 120 semester hours, 
the Michigan Daily, the Michigan Marching Band, and 
the Michigan football team. When Angell arrived, the 
university had 33 faculty and 1,100 students, and the 
university administration consisted of only three peo-
ple: a president, treasurer, and secretary. By the time 
Angell retired in 1909, the university had grown to over 
400 faculty and 5,400 students.

As noted earlier, Angell was an articulate and force-
ful advocate for the role of the public university in a 
democracy. He continued Frieze’s efforts to shape co-
herent systems of public elementary and secondary 
education and replaced the classical curriculum with a 
more pragmatic course of study with wider utility and 
public accountability. With other public university lead-
ers of the era, such as Charles R. Van Hise at Wisconsin, 
he established the state universities of the Midwest in a 
central role in the life of their states.

Yet Angell also embraced much of Tappan’s original 
vision for a true university in Ann Arbor. He favored 
eliminating the freshman and sophomore years and fo-
cusing the university on upper-division and graduate 
education. Interestingly, Angell joined Andrew White 
of Cornell in attempting to slow the professionalism of 
college football. When Michigan students invited Cor-
nell to play its football team in 1873, White replied to 
Angell: “I will not permit thirty men to travel 400 miles 
merely to agitate a bag of wind!”23 Thirty years later, 
in 1906, Angell called the formative meeting in Chicago 
of the Western Conference (later to become the Big Ten 
Conference), with the intention of reforming the sport. 
But he suffered an embarrassing end run when Michi-
gan’s famous coach Fielding Yost persuaded the re-
gents to withdraw Michigan from the new athletic con-
ference in 1908, because the conference would restrict 
the outside income of coaches. (Walter Byers observes 
that it took a decade—and a new board of regents—
for Michigan to end this “flirtation with foolishness,” 
restore faculty control of intercollegiate athletics, and 
rejoin the Western Conference.)

Perhaps most indicative of Angell’s vision was the 
advice that he gave a visiting committee of trustees 
from the newly formed Johns Hopkins University. He 
convinced them that the time was right for the devel-

Harry Burns Hutchins (1909-20)
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his vision of an expanding university precisely fit the 
needs and spirit of the post–World War I years. He un-
derstood that following the Great War, the demand for 
a college education would be enormous. It would be 
a time for the university “to spend boldly rather than 
conserve expediently,” as Hutchins had done. Burton 
recognized: “A state university must accept happily 
the conclusion that it is destined to be large. If the state 
grows and prospers, it will naturally reflect these con-
ditions.”26 Propelled by the prosperous economy of the 
Roaring Twenties, construction on the campus boomed, 
and enrollments increased. Burton was also an academ-
ic innovator. He restructured the board of regents to 
give the deans more authority; created faculty execu-
tive committees as a form of shared governance at the 
school and department level; instituted faculty sabbati-
cals; and attracted visiting faculty in the arts, such as 
Robert Frost. Unfortunately, Burton suffered a serious 
heart attack in 1924, and he died at the age of 49, after 
only five years as president.

In the aftermath of Marion Burton’s tragic death, the 
regents searched for a young man in vigorous health. 

Marion Burton was attracted to Michigan from the 
presidency of the University of Minnesota (and, before 
that, Smith College). Tall, with a commanding pres-
ence and a persuasive voice, he captivated students 
and legislators alike. His talent for organization and 

Marion Leroy Burton (1920-25)

They turned to the 36-year-old president of the Univer-
sity of Maine, Clarence Cook “Pete” Little, as Michi-
gan’s next president. A cancer researcher with all of his 
degrees from Harvard, C. C. Little favored the Michi-
gan focus on research, but he clung to the New Eng-

Clarence Cook Little (1925-1929)

land collegiate ideal of a selective student body, with 
an emphasis on character development rather than 
preparation for a career. In effect, he pushed the Har-
vard educational model (complete with the Harvard 
“houses,” instead of students living independently in 
boarding houses and fraternities), along with a com-
mon curriculum for the first two years through a “uni-
versity college”—much to the dismay and determined 
resistance of the Michigan faculty. These educational 
objectives, coupled with his controversial stand on such 
social issues as Prohibition and birth control, soon cre-
ated strained relations both on the campus and across 
the state. Although Fielding Yost, now athletic director, 
managed to build Michigan Stadium during Little’s 
tenure, other accomplishments were modest, and after 
only four years, Little submitted his resignation in 1929, 
to become director of the Jackson Memorial Laboratory 
in Maine. The regents were faced once again with find-
ing a new president, for the third time in a decade.

Alexander Grant Ruthven (1929–51)
Alexander Ruthven received his PhD in zoology 

from Michigan in 1906 and served as a faculty mem-
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served the nation in exemplary fashion during World 
War II. In 1951, when Ruthven finally retired, the uni-
versity had grown to over 21,000 students, including 
7,700 veterans enrolled under the GI Bill.

For Alexander Ruthven’s successor, the regents se-
lected Harlan Hatcher, former vice president for fac-
ulty and curriculum, dean, English professor, and stu-
dent (BA, MA, and PhD) all at Ohio State University. 
Hatcher was noted for his teaching, writing, and ad-
ministrative talents. He moved rapidly to restructure 
the university’s administration to take advantage of 
the postwar economic boom. Hatcher’s 17-year tenure 
saw dramatic expansion in enrollment and the physical 
campus, including the acquisition and development of 
the North Campus in Ann Arbor and establishment of 
regional campuses in Flint and Dearborn to accommo-
date the doubling of student enrollments from 21,000 to 
41,000. Under Hatcher’s leadership, Michigan contin-
ued its reputation as one of the world’s leading research 
universities, with major activities in nuclear energy (the 
Michigan Memorial Phoenix Project), the space pro-
gram (including the nation’s leading programs for as-
tronaut training), biomedical research (the clinical trials 
of the Salk vaccine), and the physical sciences (Donald 
Glaser’s invention of the bubble chamber), as well as 
the development of the quantitative social sciences (the 
establishment of the Institute for Social Research and 

ber and later as director of the University Museum. He 
became the dean of administration, the university’s 
second-ranking administrator under C. C. Little, and 
was selected as president by the regents after a perfunc-
tory search just weeks before the stock market crash of 
1929. He was already very experienced in both univer-
sity administration and state relations, and he under-
stood well that it is “absurd to think that a lay board can 
handle the details of the modern university, or that the 
president is a headmaster, capable of directing all finan-
cial, academic, and public relations activities.” Instead, 
he created a corporate administration, in which the re-
gents served as “guardians of the public trust and . . . 
functioned as custodians of the property and income of 
the university,” while the president was viewed as the 
chairman of the faculties, just as the deans were chair-
men of their faculties and administrative heads of their 
schools.27

Ruthven led the university for two decades, through 
the traumas of the Great Depression and World War II. 
He managed to protect the university from serious cuts 
in state appropriations during the Depression, although 
the mill tax was eventually replaced by the process of 
annual appropriations from general state revenues in 
1935. He understood well the dangers of wartime pri-
orities, and he was skillful in protecting the core educa-
tion and research missions of the university, even as it Harlan Henthorne Hatcher (1951-67)

Alexander Grant Ruthven (1929-51)
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the Survey Research Center). During Hatcher’s tenure, 
student high jinks (the first panty raids occurred in 
1952) were balanced by serious social issues: for exam-
ple, during the Red Scare years, two faculty members 
were dismissed for refusing to testify before the House 
Un-American Activities Committee. The university 
benefited from generous state support during this era, 
enabling such important educational innovations as the 
Residential College, the Pilot Program, and the Inteflex 
Program (a novel combined BS/MD program).

Although Hatcher’s skillful approach as a gentle-
man scholar provided effective leadership during the 
1950s, it was challenged by the emerging student ac-
tivism of the 1960s: the formation of the Students for a 
Democratic Society by Michigan students, such as Tom 
Hayden, in the 1960s, as well as growing student pro-
tests over such issues as civil rights and the Vietnam 
War. It was clear that times were changing, and a new 
style of leadership would be necessary as student ac-
tivism against “the establishment” escalated during the 
1960s. Hatcher retired in 1967, at the age of 70.

The regents turned to Robben Fleming, chancellor 
of the University of Wisconsin, to lead the University 
of Michigan during a time of protest and disruption. 
Fleming’s background as a professor of labor relations 
specializing in arbitration and mediation served him 
well during the tumultuous years when Ann Arbor 

was a center of student activism. His patience, negoti-
ating skills, and genuine sympathy for the concerns of 
students and faculty helped Michigan weather the de-
cade without the destructive confrontations that struck 
some other universities. Despite pressure from con-
servative groups, Fleming was careful both to respect 
the freedom to protest and to avoid inflexible stands 
on nonessential matters, believing that most protest-
ers would soon wear themselves out if not provoked. 
Fleming’s background as a labor negotiator also served 
him in good stead with the increasing unionization of 
the university; as numerous employee groups union-
ized, strikes became a familiar routine in campus life. In 
1971, even student groups (e.g., the University Hospital 
interns and residents and then the graduate teaching 
assistants) successfully unionized.

Fleming believed that the most important role of the 
president in a successful university was to keep things 
running smoothly and that this could best be done by 
recruiting a team of outstanding administrators. He 
once noted, “If you start out as president with a provost 
and a chief financial officer who are superb people, you 
are about three-quarters of the way down the path of 
success, because these are your critical areas.”28 Flem-
ing had an abundance of such administrative talent in 
the provosts Allan Smith, Frank Rhodes, and Harold 
Shapiro and in the chief financial officers Wilbur Pier-
pont and James Brinkerhoff.

The cutback in federal research funding associated 
with the burden of the Vietnam War and with a state 
economy weakened by the OPEC oil embargo and the 
energy crisis limited both campus expansion and new 
initiatives, although Fleming did manage to launch the 
planning for the most ambitious project in university 
history, the Replacement Hospital Project. Student ac-
tivism continued over such issues as minority enroll-
ments (the Black Action Movement demanded in 1970 
that the university commit itself to the achievement of 
10 percent enrollment of African American students); 
the debate over recombinant DNA research in 1974; 
the university’s continued involvement in classified 
research (which eventually led to the severing of its re-
lationship with the Willow Run Laboratories in 1972); 
and the growth of the environmental movement, culmi-
nating in Earth Day in 1970 (when the students hacked 
a Ford vehicle to death on the Diag). Fleming handled Robben Wright Fleming (1968-79)
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each of these issues with skill and effectiveness. Yet it 
became clear that the continuing erosion of state sup-
port was not likely to recover and that a new financial 
strategy involving significant private fund-raising and 
tuition revenue would be necessary. Hence, after a de-
cade of leadership, Fleming stepped down in 1977 and 
was succeeded by Allan Smith, the former provost, as 
interim president for a year.

After an extensive nationwide search, the regents 
turned inside to select the university’s provost, Harold 
Shapiro, as the next president. A Canadian by birth and 
educated at McGill and Princeton universities, Shapiro 
had served as chair of the University of Michigan’s De-

Harold Tafler Shapiro (1980-87)
partment of Economics and led the economic forecast-
ing project that analyzed the Michigan economy. He 
understood well that the state’s economy would likely 
drop in prosperity to the national average and below in 
the years ahead. As it happened, during the 1970s and 
1980s, state support would fall from 60 percent of the 
university’s general and education budget to 30 percent 
(and it declined still further, to 15 percent, during the 
1990s). Together with his provost, Billy Frye, Shapiro 
started the university down the long road toward be-
coming a privately supported public university, since 
he had little faith that generous state support would 
ever return. Despite the weak state economy, the uni-
versity moved ahead on such important projects as the 

completion of the Replacement Hospital Project, the 
successful move of the College of Engineering to a new 
North Campus complex, a major private fund-raising 
campaign for $180 million, and a rebuilding of the qual-
ity of the physical sciences at Michigan.

Yet Shapiro’s most important impact as president 
lay not in his financial acumen but, rather, in the high 
standards he set for the quality of the university’s aca-
demic programs. Both as provost and as president, he 
raised the bar of expectations for faculty hiring, promo-
tion, and tenure. He understood well that the reputation 
of a research university is determined by the quality of 
its research, graduate, and professional programs and 
that quality in these programs is in turn determined by 
faculty achievement and reputation. He realized that 
only by being recognized as a leader among its peers 
would the university acquire the financial strength and 
independence to afford and achieve excellence in un-
dergraduate education.

Following Shapiro’s departure to Princeton, the re-
gents conducted a long (a very, very long) nationwide 
search, eventually turning back inside once again to tap 
the university’s provost (me)–only the fourth insider in 
Michigan’s history. Building upon Shapiro’s efforts, my 
administration completed the objectives of stabilizing 
the university’s support base in the face of the contin-
ued erosion of state support by launching the first $1 
billion fundraising campaign for a public university 
(eventually raising $1.4 billion), rebuilding the univer-
sity’s multiple campuses, leading Michigan to its status 
as the nation’s leading research university (in research 
volume), and building its financial strength to the high-
est level in its history (as measured by achieving the 
highest Wall Street credit rating of Aaa, the first for a 
public university). Foreseeing a 21st century world in 
which knowledge, globalization, and pluralism would 
be critical elements, my administration initiated the 
Michigan Mandate and Michigan Agenda for Women 
to diversify the campus community, created a new In-
ternational Institute, and moved to reshape academic 
programs to prepare students for the global economic 
and information revolution (including Michigan’s role 
in building and managing the early phases of the Inter-
net). During the 1990s a process of institutional transfor-
mation was launched to explore possible futures for a 
21st century university, establishing programs through-
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out the world, launching an Internet-based university, 
stimulating interdisciplinary programs, and promoting 
a renewed focus on the quality of undergraduate edu-
cation.

Although Lee Bollinger had long been a faculty 
member and then dean of the Law School at Michigan, 
he was offered the Michigan presidency while provost 
at Dartmouth College. A First Amendment scholar, Bol-
linger had strong interests in campus architecture (ap-
pointing the noted architect, Robert Venturi, as campus 
planner) and the arts (promoting the university’s earli-
er relationship with Robert Frost and Arthur Miller and 
funding performances by the Royal Shakespeare Com-
pany). He launched a vigorous defense of the univer-
sity’s affirmative action admissions policies that would 
eventually lead to the Supreme Court decision of 2003. 
Bollinger also committed almost a half-billion dollars of 
university resources to building massive facilities for a 
Life Sciences Institute (designed by Venturi), although 
he was unable to recruit the key faculty necessary to 
staff the effort or raise the necessary funding for its op-
eration. Several of his projects met strong resistance, 
such as the Venturi-designed “halo” installed at Michi-
gan Stadium and his plan to move his office to Angell 
Hall, displacing the undergraduate counseling office. 
After a brief four-year tenure, Bollinger left to become 
president of Columbia University.

Mary Sue Coleman became Michigan’s first wom-
an president in 2002, after serving as president of the 
University of Iowa. A biochemist by training, Coleman 
immediately took responsibility for re-energizing the 
Life Sciences initiative, settled the long-standing inves-
tigation of the basketball program, and led Michigan 
during the final months of the affirmative action case 
before the Supreme Court. She faced new challenges as 

James Johnson Duderstadt (1988-96) Lee Bollinger (1997-2001)

Mary Sue Coleman (2002 - )
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the state’s economy crashed in the midst of a national 
recession, leading to appropriation cuts which reduced 
state support even further (dropping to less than 8% 
of the university’s total budget) and requiring further 
restructuring of the university’s finances. But perhaps 
most significantly in her early tenure, she restored a 
sense of confidence that her administration would be 
driven by a strong interest in institutional welfare and 
respect for the efforts of faculty and students.

Michigan’s Character as a Trailblazer

What might be suggested for the Michigan institu-
tional saga in view of the university’s history, its tra-
ditions and roles, and its leadership over the years? 
Among the possible candidates from Michigan’s his-
tory are the following characteristics:

 1. The Catholepistemead or University of Michi-
gania (the capstone of a system of public education)

 2. The flagship of public universities or “mother of 
state universities”

 3. A commitment to providing “an uncommon 
education for the common man”

 4. The “broad and liberal spirit” of its students and 
faculty

 5. The university’s control of its own destiny, due 
to its constitutional autonomy providing political in-
dependence as a state university and to an unusually 

well-balanced portfolio of assets providing indepen-
dence from the usual financial constraints on a public 
university

 6. An institution diverse in character yet unified in 
values

 7. A relish for innovation and excitement
 8. A center of critical inquiry and learning
 9. A tradition of student and faculty activism
 10. A heritage of leadership
 11. “The leaders and best” (to borrow a phrase 

from Michigan’s fight song, The Victors)
But one more element of the Michigan saga seems 

particularly appropriate during these times of chal-
lenge and change in higher education.

Shortly after my appointment as provost of the uni-
versity, Harold Shapiro arranged several visits to the 
campuses of peer institutions to help me learn more 
about their practices and perceptions. During a visit 
to Harvard, I had the opportunity to spend some time 
with its president, Derek Bok. As it happened, Bok 
knew a good deal about Michigan, since, in a sense, 
Michigan and Harvard have long provided a key com-
munication channel between public and private higher 
education in America.

Bok acknowledged that Harvard’s vast wealth al-
lowed it to focus investments in particular academic 
areas far beyond anything that Michigan—or almost 
any other university in the nation—could achieve. But 

A diagram of the “institutional saga” of the University
of Michigan developed for the 1990s strategic plan
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he added that Michigan had one asset that Harvard 
would never be able to match: its unique combination 
of quality, breadth, and capacity. He suggested that 
this combination enabled Michigan to take risks far 
beyond anything that could be matched by a private 
university. Because of its relatively modest size, Har-
vard tended to take a rather conservative approach to 
academic programs and appointments, since a mistake 
could seriously damage an academic unit. Michigan’s 
vast size and breadth allowed it to experiment and 
innovate on a scale far beyond that tolerated by most 
institutions, as evidenced by its long history of leader-
ship in higher education. It could easily recover from 
any failures it encountered on its journeys along high-
risk paths. Bok suggested that this ability to take risks, 
to experiment and innovate, to explore various new 
directions in teaching, research, and service, might be 
Michigan’s unique role in American higher education. 
He persuaded me that during a time of great change in 
society, Michigan’s most important saga might be that 
of a pathfinder, a trailblazer, building on its tradition of 
leadership and relying on its unusual combination of 
quality, capacity, and breadth, to reinvent the univer-
sity, again and again, for new times, new needs, and 
new worlds.29

This perception of Michigan as a trailblazer appears 
again and again in its history, as the university explored 
possible paths into new territory and blazed a trail for 
others to follow. Actually, Michigan has been both a 
trailblazer, exploring possible new paths, and a pio-
neer, building roads that others could follow. Whether 
in academic innovation (e.g., the quantitative social sci-
ences), social responsiveness (e.g., its early admission 
of women, minorities, and international students), or 
its willingness to challenge the status quo (e.g., teach-
ins, Earth Day, and the Michigan Mandate), Michi-
gan’s history reveals this trailblazing character time 
and time again. Recently, when Michigan won the 2003 
Supreme Court case concerning the use of race in col-
lege admissions, the general reaction of other colleges 
and universities was “Well, that’s what we expect of 
Michigan. They carry the water for us on these issues.” 
When Michigan, together with IBM and MCI, built NS-
Fnet during the 1980s and expanded it into the Internet, 
again that was the type of leadership the nation expect-
ed from the university.

Continuing with the frontier analogy, while Michi-
gan has a long history of success as a trailblazer and 
pioneer, it has usually stumbled as a “settler,” that is, in 
attempting to follow the paths blazed by others.30 All 
too often this leads to complacency and even stagnation 
at an institution like Michigan. The university almost 
never makes progress by simply trying to catch up with 
others.

My travels in Europe and Asia always encounter 
great interest in what is happening in Ann Arbor, in 
part because universities around the world see the Uni-
versity of Michigan as a possible model for their own 
future. Certainly they respect—indeed, envy—distin-
guished private universities, such as Harvard and Stan-
ford. But as public institutions themselves, they realize 
that they will never be able to amass the wealth of these 
elite private institutions. Instead, they see Michigan as 
the model of an innovative university, straddling the 
characteristics of leading public and private universi-
ties.

Time and time again I get asked questions about 
the “Michigan model” or the “Michigan mystique.” 
Of course, people mean many different things by these 
phrases: the university’s unusually strong and success-
ful commitment to diversity; its hybrid funding model 
combining the best of both public and private univer-
sities; its strong autonomy from government interfer-
ence; or perhaps the unusual combination of quality, 
breadth, and capacity that gives Michigan the capacity 
to be innovative, to take risks. Of course, all these mul-
tiple perspectives illustrate particular facets of what it 
means to be “the leaders and best.”

I believe that the institutional saga of the University 
of Michigan involves a combination of quality, size, 
breadth, innovation, and pioneering spirit. The univer-
sity has never aspired to be Harvard or the University 
of California, although it greatly admires these institu-
tions. Rather, Michigan possesses a unique combina-
tion of characteristics, particularly well suited to ex-
ploring and charting the course for higher education as 
it evolves to serve a changing world.

The Role of Institutional Saga  
in Presidential Leadership

University presidents can play important roles in 
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creating and defining institutional sagas. Clearly, ear-
ly Michigan presidents, such as Henry Tappan, James 
Angell, and Marion Burton, were important in this re-
gard. Other Michigan presidents have been successful 
in defining, shaping, and strengthening the trailblazing 
character of the university. Most Michigan presidents 
were sufficiently aware of the institution’s history and 
accomplishments that they were able to utilize its saga 
to address the challenges and opportunities of their era.

History also suggests that the tenure of those who 
chose to ignore the Michigan saga was brief and in-
consequential. This is an important point. Although 
university presidents can influence the saga of their 
university, they also must recognize that these charac-
teristics provide the framework for their role, capable 
both of enhancing and constraining their actions. Suc-
cessful presidents are attentive to an institution’s saga, 
respecting its power and influence over the long term 
and carefully aligning their own tenure of leadership 
with its elements. Presidents who are either ignorant or 
dismissive of the institutional saga of their university 
have little impact and rarely last more than a few short 
years.

Leading a university involves much more than rais-
ing money, building the campus, recruiting faculty, 
and designing academic programs. Universities are so-
cial institutions based on ideas, values, and traditions. 
While they function in the present, they draw strength 
from the past as they prepare to invent the future. Only 
by embracing, building on, and perhaps helping to 
shape the institutional saga of a university can a presi-
dent span successfully the full range of presidential 
roles.

So how did a perspective of Michigan’s institution-
al saga—at least as I understood and interpreted it—
shape my own presidency? At the outset, let me cau-
tion that a president should not become overfocused on 
the ethereal tasks of developing and achieving visions 
for the future based on the institutional saga from the 
past, so that the realities of the present are ignored. This 
was certainly true in the mid-1980s, when I began my 
assignments first as provost and then as president of 
the University of Michigan, which had been through 
a very difficult decade. State support had deteriorated 
to the point where it provided less than 20 percent of 
the university’s resource base. The Ann Arbor campus, 

ranking as the nation’s largest (with over 26 million 
square feet of space), was in desperate need of exten-
sive renovation or replacement of inadequate facilities. 
Although the fund-raising efforts of the 1980s had been 
impressive, the university still lagged far behind most 
of its peers, with an endowment of only $250 million, 
clearly inadequate for the size and scope of the insti-
tution. There were other concerns, including the rep-
resentation and role of minorities and women in the 
university community, campus safety, and student 
disciplinary policies. So, too, the relationships between 
the university and its various external constituencies—
state government, federal government, the Ann Arbor 
community, the media, and the public at large—needed 
strengthening. Moreover, all of these challenges would 
have to be met while addressing an unusually broad 
and deep turnover in university leadership. Yet I re-
fused to let these challenges of the moment dictate the 
university’s agenda. Instead, I was determined to build 
on the Michigan saga—at least as I understood it.

At the top of my list was sustaining Michigan’s 
long tradition of leadership by enhancing the academic 
quality of the institution. This was a natural priority for 
a former dean and provost, with extensive experience 
in raising expectations for faculty quality through re-
cruiting, promotion, and tenure review; in using regu-
lar reviews to assess and strengthen academic program 
quality; and in recruiting and admitting students of the 
highest quality. To be sure, building the environment 
necessary for excellence would require both creativity 
and persistent determination (not to mention a good 
deal of luck), since it would require restructuring the 
financing of the university to become essentially a pri-
vately supported public university. Private support 
would have to be increased substantially, resources 
managed far more effectively; cost cutting and produc-
tivity enhancement would have to become priorities 
if we were to be successful. The challenge would also 
require a leadership team of great talent—executive of-
ficers, deans, chairs, and administrative managers.

But leadership required something more. As presi-
dent, it was my task to raise the bar, to encourage aspi-
rations to become the very best, rather than to settle for 
what some of our faculty termed “the complacency of 
fifth-ism,” the tendency to be satisfied with a national 
ranking always somewhere in the top 10 but rarely first. 
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We needed to challenge the institution to pick up the 
pace, to be more demanding in our expectations for stu-
dent and faculty achievement. This, in turn, would re-
quire outstanding facilities for instruction and research; 
highly competitive salary programs to attract and re-
tain the best faculty; and strong student financial aid 
programs to attract the best and brightest, regardless of 
socioeconomic circumstances.

Equally important, however, was honoring the uni-
versity’s long-standing commitment to provide, in An-
gell’s words, “an uncommon education for the common 
man,” to embrace diversity as a critical element of our 
institutional saga. The key here was to realize that in an 
increasingly diverse nation and world, diversity and ac-
ademic excellence were no longer trade-offs. They were 
intimately connected and mutually reinforcing. To this 
end, it was essential to launch a far more strategic effort 
to strengthen the representation of people of color and 
women among our students, faculty, staff, and leader-
ship, if we were to retain the university’s reputation for 
national leadership in equal opportunity and diversity.

Michigan’s long-standing tradition of student and 
faculty activism was a characteristic to be both respect-
ed and embraced. There might even be times when 
we might intentionally stimulate such activism. Yet, at 
the same time, we needed to transform our all-too-fre-
quently adversarial relationship with the student body 
with a new spirit of mutual respect and cooperation, by 
stimulating a generation of student leaders who would 
infuse their challenges to the institution with a sense of 
loyalty and responsibility.

A sense of history and purpose also determined my 
external agenda. Top priority was given to actions that 
would enable the university to protect its traditional 
autonomy, its capacity to control its own destiny. Al-
though we would try to work through persuasion and 
building political alliances, there would be times when 
reason and influence were simply not sufficient. I re-
alized from the experience of my predecessors that it 
would occasionally be necessary for me, in my role as 
president, to take a stand—against the governor, the 
state legislature, Congress, even our own board of re-
gents—on issues I believed to be essential to the uni-
versity’s future.

Finally, and perhaps most important, I embraced 
Michigan’s history as a trailblazer by attempting to en-

courage a greater sense of excitement and adventure, 
risk taking and commitment, throughout the institu-
tion. To some degree, this required breaking down bar-
riers and bureaucracy, decentralizing authority and 
resources. But it also involved recruiting both faculty 
and academic and administrative leaders who relished 
Michigan’s go-for-it culture. I was determined to launch 
initiatives that were driven by the grass-roots interests, 
abilities, and enthusiasm of faculty and students. While 
such a high-risk approach was disconcerting to some 
and frustrating to others, there were fortunately many 
on our campus and beyond who viewed this environ-
ment as an exciting adventure.

My approach as president of the university was to 
encourage strongly the philosophy to “let every flower 
bloom,” to respond to faculty and student proposals 
with “Wow! That sounds great! Let’s see if we can work 
together to make it happen! And don’t worry about the 
risk. If you don’t fail from time to time, it is because 
you aren’t aiming high enough!” We tried to ban the 
word no from our administrators—with one notable 
exception. I made it a cardinal rule never to accept an 
argument that Michigan had to do something simply 
because everybody else was doing it. Such an approach 
was about the only way a faculty or staff member was 
almost certain to receive an immediate “No!” (if not a 
serious reappraisal of the proposer’s competency). My 
understanding of our institutional saga had convinced 
me that while Michigan was a great pathfinder, a lead-
er, it was usually a lousy follower. As I mentioned in the 
preceding section of this chapter, the university almost 
never made progress by simply trying to catch up with 
others.

In assessing the decade of leadership from 1986 to 
1996, it is clear that this approach to leadership—build-
ing on Michigan’s institutional saga—enabled the 
university to make remarkable progress. But I sought 
something beyond excellence. I embraced the univer-
sity’s heritage as a pathfinder, first as Michigan defined 
the nature of the public university in the late nineteenth 
century, then again as it evolved into a comprehensive 
research university to serve the latter twentieth cen-
tury. I had become convinced that to pursue a destiny 
of leadership for the twenty-first century, academic ex-
cellence in traditional terms, while necessary, was not 
sufficient. True leadership would demand that the uni-
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versity transform itself once again, to serve a rapidly 
changing society and a dramatically changed world. It 
was this combination of leadership and excellence that 
I placed as a vision and challenge to the university.

In countless talks before the university’s extended 
family (students and faculty on campus, alumni, leg-
islators in Lansing, and the citizens of Michigan), I 
described a future in which three crucial elements—
knowledge, globalization, and diversity—would domi-
nate. Knowledge was becoming increasingly important 
as the key to prosperity and social well-being. Rapidly 
evolving computing and communication technologies 
were quickly breaking down barriers between nations 
and economies, producing an increasingly interdepen-
dent global community where people had to live, work, 
and learn together. As barriers disappeared and new 
groups entered the mainstream of life (particularly in 
America), isolation, intolerance, and separation had to 
give way to diversity and community. A new, dynamic 
world was emerging. If the university wanted to main-
tain the leadership position it had enjoyed for two cen-
turies, it not only had to adapt to life in that world; it 
had to lead the effort to redefine the very nature of the 
university for the century ahead.

The “What,” “How,” and “Who”  
of the University Presidency

This chapter has drawn on the experience of the 
University of Michigan to illustrate how a university 
president needs to discover, respect, and build on the 
saga of an institution—its history, traditions, and val-
ues—both in developing a vision for the future of the 
university and in leading it toward these goals. In this 
sense, the institutional saga of the university is key in 
shaping the “what” of presidential leadership. Unless 
one understands the saga that shapes the values, cul-
tures, and achievements of an institution over the years, 
effective leadership is well-nigh impossible—although 
history certainly provides many examples of the devas-
tation that can occur when a leader tramples over the 
saga of an institution.

The next challenge is the “how,” that is, how uni-
versity presidents provide the leadership necessary to 
guide their institution in the direction of their vision. 
For a university, the “how” is comprised of many ele-

ments: executive leadership and management, academ-
ic leadership, political leadership, moral leadership, 
and strategic leadership (the “vision thing”). Since no 
leader has a range of attributes and skills to span the 
full range of leadership needed for a university, team 
building becomes key to success. The first line on the 
president’s to-do list should be to recruit talented indi-
viduals into the key academic and administrative lead-
ership roles of the university (e.g., executive officers, 
deans, key directors) and to form them into effective 
teams dedicated to the welfare of the institution.

However, before tackling the many aspects of uni-
versity leadership, it first seems appropriate to address 
the “who” of the presidency. How are university presi-
dents selected? What is their background? How do they 
prepare for this leadership role? In chapter 2, I illustrate 
the process by again using my personal experience as a 
case study, since my own progress through the academ-
ic ranks as professor, dean, and provost was quite typi-
cal of the experience of many university presidents—
although both my opportunity to lead the institution 
where I had served as a faculty member and my deci-
sion to return later to a faculty role in that same institu-
tion, after serving as president, were highly unusual.
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The brief history of the University of Michigan 
provided in Chapter 1 is intended in part to illustrate 
the evolution of the role of the university presidency 
over time as the nature of the American university has 
changed. Tappan and Angell were analogous to head-
masters, providing both intellectual and moral leader-
ship, with strong religious backgrounds. Ruthven and 
Hatcher assumed broader management and executive 
responsibilities, as the university grew into a large, 
complex community. Fleming and Shapiro accepted 
even broader responsibilities, functioning very much 
on the national and even international stage, as the uni-
versity became a global enterprise.

Although today’s university presidents no longer 
play the direct role in the lives of university students 
that they once did in the early colonial colleges, their 
roles are far more complex, requiring leadership along 
many fronts: executive, academic, financial, political, 
strategic, and even (on occasion) moral. The American 
university president is clearly a role of great impor-
tance to both higher education and broader society. It 
would therefore seem logical that the preparation for 
this role should be rigorous and that the selection of a 
university president would involve a careful, thought-
ful, and rational process.

In reality, however, the early careers of most uni-
versity presidents resemble more of a random walk 
process, careening from one assignment—and institu-
tion—to the next, driven more by chance and opportu-
nity than by any careful design or training. Moreover, 
the search for and selection of a university president 
is a complex and all-too-frequently confusing process, 
conducted by the governing board of the institution ac-
cording to a Byzantine process more akin to the selec-
tion of a pope than a corporate chief executive officer. 

Leaving aside for the moment the more logical question 
(raised by the musings of Giamatti quoted in the pref-
ace) of why any sane person would want to become a 
university president, this chapter considers the various 
paths to such a position. First, we need to understand 
just what university presidents do and how they fit into 
the complex organizational structure of the university.

Tinker, tailor, soldier, sailor; rich man, poor man, 
beggar man, thief,...and university president!

Universities, like other institutions, depend on 
strong leadership and effective management to face 
the challenges and opportunities posed by an ever-
changing world. Yet in many universities, the tasks of 
management and even leadership are held in very low 
regard, particularly by the faculty. To both students and 
faculty alike, the term university administration has a sin-
ister connotation, like federal government or bureaucracy 
or corporate organization. Although many outside aca-
deme view a university president as the top rung in the 
academic ladder, many faculty members would rank 
it near the bottom, suggesting that anyone aspiring to 
such a position is surely lacking in intellectual ability, 
good judgment, and perhaps even moral integrity. In 
fact, one occasionally hears the suggestion—usually 
from one of the more outspoken members of the facul-
ty—that any strong academic, chosen at random, could 
become an adequate university president. The argu-
ment is that if one can be a strong teacher and scholar, 
these skills should be easily transferable to other areas, 
such as institutional leadership. Yet, in reality, talent 
in leadership is probably as rare a human attribute as 
the ability to contribute to original scholarship. There 
is little reason to suspect that talent in one characteristic 

Chapter 2

The Path to the Presidency
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implies the presence of talent in another.
There are actually several decidedly different fla-

vors of university president. Most commonly, we think 
of the role as that of the leader of a university campus. 
But such a campus may be a component of a larger uni-
versity system, in which case the campus executive is 
usually entitled a “chancellor” and reports to a system 
chief executive officer known as the “president.”1 The 
campus president/chancellor has a complex array of 
roles, involving not only executive responsibilities for 
the academic programs, business, and service activi-
ties (e.g., hospitals and football teams) of the campus 
but also important external roles, such as private fund-
raising and public relations. In contrast, the president 
of the university system usually focuses on managing 
the relationship with political bodies (e.g., state gov-
ernment and the university governing board), along, of 
course, with bearing the responsibility for hiring and 
firing campus chancellors.

Michigan is a bit of an oddity here, since the presi-
dent is both leader of the Ann Arbor campus and head 
of a small system including campuses at Flint and 
Dearborn, both of which also have chancellors. While 
this dual role as president of the UM system and chan-
cellor of the Ann Arbor campus greatly enhances the 
authority of the position, it also doubles the headaches, 
because the president is responsible for national, state, 
community, and regent politics; fund-raising; student 
and faculty concerns; and intercollegiate athletics.

University presidents are expected to develop, artic-
ulate, and implement visions that sustain and enhance 
their institutions’ academic quality and reputation, an 
activity that involves a broad array of academic, social, 
financial, and political issues that envelope a univer-
sity. Through their roles as the chief executive officers 
of their institutions, university presidents have signifi-
cant managerial responsibilities for a diverse collection 
of activities, ranging from education to student hous-
ing to health care to public entertainment (e.g., inter-
collegiate athletics). Since these generally require the 
expertise and experience of talented professionals, the 
president is the university’s chief recruiter, identifying 
talented people, recruiting them into key university po-
sitions, and directing and supporting their activities. In 
fact, one of the most common causes of a failed presi-
dency arises from an inability to build a strong lead-

ership team or an unwillingness to delegate adequate 
authority and responsibility to those more capable of 
handling the myriad details of university management. 
Unlike most corporate chief executive officers, how-
ever, the president is expected also to play an active 
marketing role in generating the resources needed by 
the university, whether by lobbying state and federal 
governments, seeking gifts and bequests from alumni 
and friends, or launching clever entrepreneurial efforts. 
There is an implicit expectation on most campuses that 
the president’s job is to raise money for the provost and 
deans to spend, while the chief financial officer and ad-
ministrative staff watch over their shoulders to make 
certain this is done wisely and prudently.

The university president also has a broad range of 
important responsibilities that might best be termed 
symbolic leadership. In a sense, the president and 
spouse are the first family of the university commu-
nity, in many ways serving as the mayor of a small city 
of thousands of students, faculty, and staff. This pub-
lic leadership role is particularly important when the 
university is very large. As the university’s most visible 
leader, the president must continually grapple with the 
diverse array of political and social issues and interests 
of concern to the many stakeholders of higher educa-
tion.

Moral leadership is also an important responsibil-
ity. Although it is sometimes suggested that the moral 
voice of the president died with the giants of the past—
Angell (Michigan), Eliot (Harvard), and Wayland 
(Brown)—it is clear that the contemporary university 
continues to need leadership capable and willing to 
address moral issues, such as integrity, social purpose, 
and the primacy of academic values.2 Moreover, as I 
stressed in chapter 1, presidents must understand and 
respect the history of their university, its long-standing 
values and traditions, if they are to be successful.

Finally, the president is expected to be a defender of 
the university and its fundamental qualities of knowl-
edge and wisdom, truth and freedom, academic excel-
lence and public purpose—an advocate for the immense 
importance of higher education to society. The forces 
of darkness threatening the university are many, both 
on and off the campus. Whether dealing with an attack 
launched by an opportunistic politician, the personal 
agenda of a trustee, a student disruption, or a scandal 
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in intercollegiate athletics, the president is expected to 
take up arms and defend the integrity of the institution. 
Needless to say, this knightly role carries with it certain 
hazards. The buck always stops at the president’s desk.

So where does one find candidates with the skills to 
fit such an unusual position? Although the early lead-
ers of American colleges were drawn primarily from 
teaching or religious vocations, one finds today’s uni-
versity presidents drawn from almost every discipline, 
profession, and career. They include not only academics 
but also leaders from government and business. Law 
professors were popular in the 1960s, with the need to 
mediate student disruptions and handle the complex 
relationships with state and federal government. Econ-
omists are particularly in vogue these days, perhaps 
because universities are once again under considerable 
financial stress. In these times of technological change 
and a knowledge-driven economy, one also finds an in-
creasing number of university presidents drawn from 
the ranks of scientists and engineers.3 University presi-
dents from professional disciplines, such as business 
and medicine, are less common, perhaps because these 
professional schools are usually so wealthy and pow-
erful in contemporary research universities that the 
faculty is afraid to “put a cat into the canary cage” by 
supporting the appointment of a dean of a medical or 
business school as university leader. Presidents of ma-
jor universities are also rarely selected from education 
schools, because these programs are generally viewed 
as focused primarily on primary and secondary educa-
tion.

As one looks more broadly across the landscape 
of American higher education, it is increasingly com-
mon to find governing boards selecting presidents with 
nonacademic backgrounds, such as business, govern-
ment, or politics. This might be explained, in part, by 
the increasing financial and management complexity 
of the contemporary university or, in the case of public 
universities, by complex relationships with state and 
federal government. But cynics could also suggest that 
the selection of presidents from beyond the academy 
may reflect the increasing discomfort of many govern-
ing boards with “academic types” who stress academic 
values, such as academic freedom and tenure, rather 
than cost-effectiveness and productivity.

Generally, however, the most distinguished institu-

tions still demand that those considered for presiden-
tial leadership have demonstrated achievement within 
academic circles. Otherwise, the university faculty is 
unlikely to take their leadership seriously. Since this 
was my own experience, I begin my discussion of the 
various paths to university presidency by considering 
the traditional academic path.

The Academic Leadership Ladder

To better explain both the nature of the university 
presidency and its leadership responsibility, it is use-
ful to begin with a brief discussion of the layers of aca-
demic leadership within the university and the career 
ladders leading to various leadership positions. In re-
ality, the university administration is simply a leader-
ship network—primarily comprised of members of 
the faculty themselves, sometimes on temporary as-
signment—that extends throughout the university and 
within academic and administrative units. At the most 
fundamental organizational level are academic depart-
ments, such as history, surgery, and accounting. Most 
faculty identify first with their academic departments, 
since these departments relate most closely to the facul-
ty’s primary activities of teaching and research. Depart-
ments are led by chairs, usually appointed by deans for 
a fixed term (three to five years), albeit with input from 
the senior faculty members in the department.

At the next organizational level are clusters of 
academic departments organized into schools or col-
leges—such as law, medicine, engineering, and the 
liberal arts—and led by deans who are selected by the 
executive officers of the university (e.g., the provost or 
president). In most universities, deans are the key aca-
demic leaders responsible for academic quality. They 
select department chairs; recruit and evaluate faculty; 
and seek resources for their school, both within the uni-
versity (arguing for their share of university resources) 
and beyond the campus (through private fund-raising 
or research grantsmanship). As the key line managers 
of the faculty of the university, they have rather con-
siderable authority that usually aligns well with their 
great responsibilities.

At the highest organizational level of the university 
is the central administration, consisting of the president, 
provost, and various vice presidents (or vice-chancel-
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lors), denoted generically as the “executive officers” of 
the university, with broad administrative responsibili-
ties for specific university functions, such as academic 
programs, student services, and business and finance. 
Although the executive officers report directly to the 
president, they are also more directly responsive to the 
governing board than are other academic leaders, such 
as deans or department chairs. The career background 
of executive officers is generally correlated with their 
functional responsibility. For example, while vice presi-
dents for academic affairs (or provosts) and vice presi-
dents for research generally come from faculty ranks 
with experience as department chairs or deans, vice 
presidents for business and finance usually come with 
solid management and financial credentials, frequently 
with MBAs and business experience.

It is important to understand the random nature of 
the careers of most academic administrators. After all, 
few faculty members begin their careers with aspira-
tions to become academic leaders. Most have chosen 
their professions because of interests in teaching and 
research as well as a yearning for the independent life-
style characterizing aca-deme. They abhor administra-
tive roles and look on faculty colleagues attracted (or 
sentenced) to administrative assignments as unfortu-
nate souls with fundamental character flaws. Very few 
faculty members are willing to accept administrative 
appointments, and those who aggressively seek such 
roles are just the leaders that universities probably 
want to avoid.

There are many drawbacks to academic leadership 
roles such as department chairs or deans. These posi-
tions rarely open up at a convenient point in one’s ca-
reer, since most productive faculty members usually 
have ongoing obligations—for teaching or research 
grants—that are difficult to suspend for administra-
tive assignments. Although an energetic faculty mem-
ber can sometimes take on the additional burdens of 
chairing a major academic committee or even leading 
a small department or research institute, the time re-
quirements of a major administrative assignment, such 
as department chair or dean, will inevitably come at 
the expense of scholarly activity and the ability to at-
tract research grants. The higher administrators climb 
on the academic leadership ladder, from project direc-
tor to department chair to dean to executive officer, the 

more likely it is that the rungs of the ladder will burn 
out below them, as they lose the necessary scholarly 
momentum (at least in the opinion of their colleagues) 
to return to active roles in teaching and research or to 
attract research grants. The pressures on department 
chairs and deans are a microcosm of the pressures on 
today’s university presidents—budgets, regulations, 
personnel, fund-raising, and faculty politics. The con-
sequences, too, are similar. Beyond a certain level, typi-
cally that of a dean, there is little turning back to the 
role of a professor once again.

This raises yet another dilemma. As one moves up 
the academic leadership ladder, burning the rungs be-
low that lead back to the faculty, one sometimes bumps 
into a ceiling, which leaves no choice but to jump to 
a ladder at another institution. The pyramid of avail-
able academic administrative posts narrows rapidly 
in a university, and these positions rarely open at the 
time when academic leaders seek (or need) to move to 
the next rung of the ladder. Frequently, the only alter-
native is to look beyond the current institution, at the 
possibility of jumping to an administrative assignment 
at another university—sometimes a rung up the lad-
der, sometimes laterally. Many senior academic leaders 
have a résumé that looks almost like that of a corporate 
executive. They drift from institution to institution as 
they jump from one leadership ladder to another, leav-
ing both their scholarly activity and institutional loy-
alty far behind.

These features of careers in academic leadership 
raise an obvious question: why would anyone attract-
ed to a university faculty position intentionally wade 
into the swamp of academic administration? Academic 
administration is usually the furthest thing from the 
mind of those faculty members with the most leader-
ship potential and the strongest credentials in teaching 
and scholarship. Rather, the most able academic leaders 
have to be cajoled, seduced, or bribed into assuming 
such roles.

As one who has lured many dozens of faculty mem-
bers into administrative positions and has launched 
them on—or, rather, doomed them to—academic lead-
ership careers, let me share with you some insider 
tricks of the trade. The first place to look for prospec-
tive academic leaders is among the chairs of faculty 
committees. Service on these committees is generally a 
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voluntary activity, reflecting the willingness and inter-
ests of a faculty member to serve the institution beyond 
their customary roles of teaching and research (i.e., to 
accept duties above and beyond the call). Furthermore, 
such committee chairs are generally selected by faculty 
colleagues based on respect and leadership ability. An-
other productive approach is to find faculty members 
whom colleagues generally turn to for advice on im-
portant issues—although these are generally not the 
most outspoken people at faculty meetings. Those with 
leadership potential are usually characterized by broad 
scholarly and teaching interests, capable of seeing the 
big picture. They are also those who usually say no to 
offers of administrative appointments, at least when 
first approached.

My own experience as a dean and provost hunting 
through the groves of academe for academic leaders 
suggests that most are captured when they are in the 
wrong place at the wrong time. For example, they may 
be caught in a search with few other qualified candi-
dates. Sometimes, the key personality trait is a chronic 
inability to say no to a request to take on a new assign-
ment, whether because of institutional loyalty or be-
cause of fear of the consequences if a known colleague 
is selected for the role.

The positive aspect of the search process is the rec-
ognition that at the level of an academic department or 
school, the selection of academic leaders (chairs, deans, 
and even provosts) is usually made by knowledgeable 
academics who will be their immediate supervisors 
(e.g., a dean, provost, or president). Usually, these are 
seasoned academic leaders, with extensive personal ex-
perience as teachers and scholars. Because these search-
es are highly confidential in nature, the assessment of 
the credentials of possible candidates can be relatively 
free from political factors. Although a faculty search 
committee may be used to assist in the screening and 
vetting of candidates, the final decision is decidedly 
not democratic and usually will be made by a single 
individual. Perhaps more significant, most able aca-
demic leaders realize quickly that their own success—
and fate—will be determined by the quality of their 
appointments. Hence, they have strong motivation to 
go after the very best. As will soon become apparent, 
the contrast between searches at the departmental or 
school level, on the one hand, and presidential searches 

and selections, on the other, could not be greater.

The Path to the Michigan White House

Perhaps the best way for me to illustrate the mean-
dering path that leads to a university presidency is to 
describe my own experience. Like the appointments 
of my predecessors, my selection as the eleventh presi-
dent of the University of Michigan was highly depen-
dent on politics, personalities, and chance. My path to 
Ann Arbor led from a small farm town in Missouri to 
Yale University in the East, then to a top secret nuclear 
research laboratory in the mountains of New Mexico, 
then to Pasadena, and finally back across the country 
again to Michigan.

Both my wife, Anne, and I had grown up in Car-
rollton, Missouri, a small farm town (population about 
5,000 and falling) located about 70 miles northeast of 
Kansas City. As was typical of such farming communi-
ties, most of the boys were expected to become farmers, 
while the girls were expected to become housewives. 
Of those high school graduates fortunate enough to at-
tend college, most chose professional majors (e.g., engi-
neering or agriculture) at the local public colleges and 
universities. Yet, in a strange twist of fate, rather than 
following in the University of Missouri traditions of my 
family, I headed east for college, to Yale University. This 
requires a brief explanation.

When I attended high school in the late 1950s, few 
in my town had ever considered going out of state to 
college; I was only the second student from Carrollton 
ever to take the SAT. Largely at the encouragement of 
my family, I decided to apply to several of the more 
popular national universities. During the applications 
process, I learned that the elite schools of Yale and Har-
vard were located in New England rather than England 
(where I had always thought they were, along with Ox-
ford and Cambridge), so I decided on a whim to apply 
to Yale, knowing absolutely nothing about it. Beyond 
my surprise in receiving a letter of acceptance to Yale 
was my awe over a telegram (the first I had ever seen) 
sent by the Yale football coach, encouraging me to at-
tend Yale and play on his football team. The die was 
cast.

So, with Yale sight unseen, I headed off in the fall 
of 1960, experiencing my first airplane flight, my first 
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trip to New York, my first adventure finding my way to 
Grand Central Station and taking the train up to New 
Haven, and my first Yale experience: freshman football 
practice. At the time, almost two-thirds of Yale students 
were from highly competitive preparatory schools, 
such as Andover, Exeter, and Choate. These students 
were already well prepared for both the academic rig-
ors and the social graces of a blue-blood institution. In 
contrast, when I arrived at Yale, I was quite unprepared 
for its academic rigor—having never done any home-
work in my life—and equally unprepared for the pace 
of its extracurricular life.

Although I was successful on the football field (my 
team won the Ivy League Championship), my early 
academic performance was lackluster, with a B average 
and a realization that there was no way I was prepared 
to major in my chosen field, chemical engineering. (I 
kept cutting chemistry laboratory to attend football 
practice.) Fortunately, by the end of my first year, I be-
gan to figure out the Yale academic system, elevating 
my grades to an A average and switching to electrical 

engineering. I knew nothing about this field, but every-
one said it was the hardest engineering major, so I rea-
soned that it had to be worthwhile.

My academic interests also began to broaden con-
siderably, moving first into physics and later into an ar-
ray of courses in the humanities and social sciences. My 
growing academic success and academic interests soon 
outpaced my football career, and I gave up varsity foot-
ball for intramural competition during my junior year. 
In 1964, I graduated summa cum laude in electrical en-
gineering and accepted a fellowship to attend graduate 
school at Caltech.

A further bit of explanation about my undergradu-
ate education and degree is appropriate here. All un-
dergraduates at Yale were required to select one of the 
usual disciplinary majors, but they were also required 
to select a minor area of concentration. Since the minor 
and major concentrations had to be in different areas, I 
selected psychology as my minor area, with a special-
ization in child psychology. Many years later, I would 
realize the fortuitous nature of this minor concentra-

Carrollton Missouri–above and under water
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A Missouri Lad at Yale
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tion, since this training was of critical importance in my 
various roles in academic administration—not so much 
for understanding students as for understanding fac-
ulty (in terms of stimulus, response, reward, reinforce-
ment, etc.).

Meanwhile, an even more important development 
was occurring back in Missouri during my last years at 
Yale, with my courtship of a former high school class-
mate (and head cheerleader) then at the University of 
Missouri. As will become apparent later, this was a 
stroke of almost miraculous good fortune for higher ed-
ucation, since Anne’s skills and wisdom were very key 
elements of our (and it was always our) leadership role 
at Michigan. We reached a decision during our last year 
in college that a long-distance relationship left much to 
be desired, and immediately after our graduations, we 
were married.

So, leaving Yale, the Ivy League, and the East Coast 
behind, I headed west, stopping in Missouri, where 
Anne and I were married following her graduation 
from the University of Missouri and then headed on to-
ward California. But first we stopped off in New Mexi-
co, where I had a summer appointment as a visiting re-
search physicist at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory. 
In the mid-1960s, atomic energy was still shrouded in 
top secret security. I was required to qualify for Q-level 
security clearance from the Atomic Energy Commis-
sion (AEC) even to receive an AEC fellowship to study 
at Caltech. Needless to say, security was an even higher 
priority at Los Alamos, where the town that stood ad-
jacent to the laboratory and housed the families of lab 

employees had only been opened to the public a few 
years earlier. Families of visiting scientists lived in bar-
racks of World War II vintage, dating from the days of 
the Manhattan Project.

Even though we spent only a summer at Los Ala-
mos, it proved to be a formative experience with impor-
tant consequences. I worked in a technical group sup-
porting the Rover nuclear rocket program, a top secret 
program intended to develop and test rocket engines 
powered by nuclear fission reactors. During the mid-
1960s, it was planned that after the successful comple-
tion of the Apollo program to land a man on the moon, 
a manned mission to the planet Mars would follow rap-
idly, perhaps as early as 1980. Many scientists believed 
that chemical rockets were inadequate for manned 
planetary missions because of the radiation exposure 
associated with extended spaceflight. Hence, the nation 
had launched a major program at Los Alamos, Project 
Rover, to develop nuclear rockets for future interplan-
etary missions. The project was quite successful in de-
signing, building, and static testing a sequence of nu-
clear rocket engines at their Nevada test site. I worked 
on the test programs for these nuclear rocket engines, 
acquiring in the process a strong interest in both nucle-
ar power and spaceflight.

Since nuclear rocket development was classified 
as a secret project, I was required to record all of my 
work in bound notebooks, which were then locked in 
a safe each evening when I left the secure area of the 
laboratory. This routine of recording my work—and 
my thoughts—in bound notebooks became a habit that 
continued throughout my research as a faculty member 
and my work as an academic administrator. Today, our 
bookshelves are filled with these notebooks, which are 
still accumulating at a rate of several each year.

After our summer experience at Los Alamos, Anne 
and I continued on across the country to Pasadena and 
Caltech. Not uncommonly, our image of Pasadena and 
Caltech had been formed by the television broadcasts 
of the Tournament of Roses Parade and the Rose Bowl, 
when the skies were blue and the San Gabriel Moun-
tains ringing the city stood out sharp and clear.4 It was 
quite a contrast when we arrived in late August in the 
midst of a smog alert that continued for weeks, blotting 
out the mountains and trapping the heat.

Although Pasadena was an important chapter in 
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our family history—Anne’s career; my MS and PhD 
degrees; and the birth of our daughters, Susan and 
Kathy—it was a remarkably short period, lasting only 
four years. Part of the reason for the brevity was the 
Vietnam War; with the threat of the draft always lurk-
ing in the background, there was strong motivation for 
graduate students to complete their degrees as rapidly 
as possible. It was also a time of ample job opportuni-
ties: the space and defense programs were in high gear, 
and universities were continuing to expand their facul-
ties to respond to the baby boomers. I took advantage 
of Caltech’s highly interdisciplinary character by earn-
ing my degrees in subjects spanning a range of topics 
in physics and mathematics. Since I had managed to 
complete my MS and PhD in three years, my disserta-
tion advisors suggested that I might want to spend an 
additional year as an AEC postdoctoral fellow, broad-
ening my research interests and possibly joining the 
Caltech faculty.

Although I was most interested in remaining at 
Caltech, I agreed to two job interviews at the suggestion 
of my faculty advisors: one at the University of Califor-
nia, Berkeley, and one at the University of Michigan. 
The Berkeley interview was hosted by the chair of the 
Department of Nuclear Engineering, Hans Mark, who 
was later to become secretary of the U.S. Air Force and 
then president of the University of Texas. The Michigan 
interview was the more problematic of the two. Michi-
gan’s Department of Nuclear Engineering was not only 
the first such program established in this country; it 
also ranked among the top such programs in the world. 
Despite this, I was not particularly enthusiastic about 

visiting Michigan to explore a job opportunity, particu-
larly in the late winter cold. I agreed to do so as a favor 
to my thesis advisor, who portrayed Ann Arbor as nir-
vana, although it was a gray, drizzling day in March 
when I visited. However, Anne had grown weary of the 
smog and traffic of Southern California and longed to 
return to the Midwest. While I was flying back to Los 
Angeles after the interview, the department chair called 
Anne and told her they were going to make an offer. 
Since Anne had already made up her mind that Cali-
fornia was not in our future, she accepted on the spot. 
Hence, I arrived back in Pasadena only to learn that the 
Duderstadts were headed to Michigan.

On to Michigan

In December 1968, we loaded our furniture and our 
VW onto a moving van in the 90-degree heat in Pasa-
dena (a Santa Ana condition) and boarded a plane for 
Michigan. We arrived in a subzero blizzard and moved 
into the Northwood IV housing complex on the Univer-
sity of Michigan’s North Campus. Despite the climatic 
shock, we found ourselves very much at home, both in 
Ann Arbor and at the University of Michigan—so much 
so, in fact, that we have resisted occasional opportuni-
ties to move back to California and chosen to remain in 
Ann Arbor ever since.

For the next several years, I climbed the usual aca-
demic ladder, progressing through the ranks as as-
sistant, associate, and then full professor of nuclear 
engineering. Michigan’s Department of Nuclear Engi-
neering was ideally suited to the generalist approach 
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of a Caltech education. It was small, research-intensive, 
highly interdisciplinary, and almost totally focused on 
graduate education. Its reputation attracted outstand-
ing faculty and graduate students of unusual breadth 
and ability. Hence, it was well suited to my roving in-
tellectual interests, first in nuclear reactor physics, then 
in nonequilibrium statistical mechanics, then in laser-
driven thermonuclear fusion, then in supercomputers, 
and so on. In the early stages, most of my work was 
highly theoretical, requiring only a blackboard and 
chalk. However, my interests later evolved into using 
very large computers (so-called supercomputers) to 
simulate highly complex phenomena, such as nuclear 
fission and thermonuclear fusion systems.

As a theoretician, I had developed a good knack for 
reducing complicated problems to the simplest pos-
sible level of abstraction and for explaining complex 
concepts in terms that my students—and even an oc-
casional lay audience—could understand. While many 
university faculty members focus on teaching only a 
few courses closely related to their area of expertise, I 

rarely taught the same course twice. As a result, I not 
only ended up teaching most of the undergraduate 
and graduate courses offered by our department, but 
I designed and developed many of them. Since I usu-
ally produced copious lecture notes for each of these 
courses, I soon shifted to writing textbooks to expand 
my pedagogical efforts. Although several of the text-
books written during the late 1970s continue to be used 
today (admittedly in very specialized fields of nuclear 
energy), I always viewed textbook writing as an avoca-
tion rather than as a profession.

Both the quality and quantity of my research and 
teaching were sufficient to propel me rapidly through 
the academic ranks, with promotion to associate profes-
sor in 1972 and to full professor in 1975. I soon began to 
realize, however, that the traditional faculty role, while 
enjoyable for the moment, would probably not hold 
my attention for the longer term. I always had great 
envy and admiration for my more senior faculty col-
leagues who had been able to maintain both scholarly 
interest and momentum through the several decades 
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of their academic careers. But whatever the reason, I 
soon found my concentration and attention beginning 
to wander to other activities in the university, as I began 
to be drawn into faculty service and eventually admin-
istrative activities.

Several key features of this first phase of my career 
would have an impact later on my role as an academic 
leader. First, and perhaps most significant, both my ed-
ucational experiences and my faculty career had been 
associated with institutions that were clearly among 
the very best in the world—Yale, Caltech, and the UM 
Department of Nuclear Engineering. I had developed 
a keen sense for not only being able to recognize ex-
cellence but also knowing firsthand the commitment it 
takes to achieve it. Second, both my education and my 
scholarly career had been in environments character-
ized by unusual intellectual breadth and creativity, with 
an exceptionally strong scientific foundation. Although 
I would later hear occasional grumbling that “Duder-

stadt is a physicist, not an engineer,” I was, in truth, 
able to span both pure and applied scientific fields. 
Finally, my career had been spent in institutions with 
exceptionally strong programs in research and gradu-
ate education. All of these experiences would serve me 
well as I moved into academic leadership roles during 
the 1980s.

All too frequently, scholars in my particular areas 
of theoretical physics and mathematics have relatively 
short productive careers—typically only a decade or 
two—before they lose the fresh creativity that frequent-
ly accompanies youth and fall into the same scholarly 
ruts that trap their colleagues in unproductive direc-
tions. After a decade of research, I worried that my 
best work might already be behind me, at least in my 
current fields of interest. Hence, my choices were to 
broaden my academic interests (which I did, into such 
areas as computer simulation); to shift into other areas 
of scholarly interest (which I also did, into writing text-
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books); and to explore other careers, including entering 
the dreaded swamp of academic administration.

Actually, although I did have some interest in aca-
demic administration, it was largely closed off to me. 
My department was a small one, and we already ben-
efited from a relatively young and effective department 
chairman. The alternative to department leadership 
was to become more actively involved in the myriad 
faculty service activities that characterize research uni-
versities. I already had been quite actively involved in 
department activities, chairing our committees on cur-
riculum, nuclear reactor safety, and department review. 
By the mid-1970s, I had graduated to college-wide ac-
tivities, first chairing the College of Engineering’s cur-
riculum committee and then serving on several depart-
ment review committees.

My involvement with broader, university-wide is-
sues began with my election to the executive board of 
the graduate school. I look back on this experience as 
one of the more intellectually stimulating and reward-
ing of my faculty service activities. Many of the univer-
sity’s most distinguished faculty members were elected 
to serve on the board, and the issues it considered were 
both fascinating and consequential. It stimulated me 
to think more broadly about the university and higher 
education, while developing both a better understand-
ing of and relationships with academic programs across 
the university. Because of the executive nature of the 
board’s activities, we frequently met with deans and 
department chairs from various academic units.

This service was followed by an even more intensive 

experience with academic administration, when I was 
asked to serve on and later chair the faculty advisory 
committee to the provost. The Academic Affairs Advi-
sory Committee (AAAC) was a committee of the uni-
versity’s Senate Assembly (the faculty senate), charged 
with advising the provost and undertaking studies on 
various issues of concern to the Office of Academic Af-
fairs. Since the provost at Michigan was not only the 
chief academic officer but also the chief budget officer 
of the university, the AAAC could get into almost any-
thing having to do with the university.5 I should note 
that I served on this body through two important tran-
sitions, first as Harold Shapiro succeeded Frank Rhodes 
as provost of the university and then as Shapiro suc-
ceeded Robben Fleming as president of the university. 
This committee gave me a ringside seat in observing 
the leadership skills of two individuals who would go 
on to become two of the most distinguished university 
presidents of the twentieth century (Rhodes at Cornell 
and Shapiro at both Michigan and Princeton).

During my tenure as chair of the AAAC, we launched 
a major study to evaluate the quality of the research en-
vironment on campus, including such controversial is-
sues as indirect cost recovery and cost sharing, as well 
as administrative and technical support of research and 
faculty incentives for generating sponsored funding. 
This entire study was a bit sensitive, since it overlapped 
several vice presidential areas. Although we had strong 
support from the provost, we were somewhat threat-
ening to both of the vice presidential areas of research 
and finance. Nevertheless, we plowed ahead, stirring 
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up considerable interest and releasing a hard-hitting 
report warning the university that it needed to move 
quickly to address the deteriorating state of the re-
search environment, before it lost both top faculty and 
research funding. This was an issue that I would con-
tinue to keep front and center both during my tenure 
as dean of engineering and eventually as provost and 
president. I believe that it was largely because of the 
persistence and effectiveness of this effort that we were 
able not only to improve the research environment on 
campus but also to propel Michigan, during the early 
1990s, from eighth to first in the nation in sponsored 
research activities.

There is a saying in academic circles that no good 
deed goes unpunished, and hence my committee ser-
vice continued for the next few years, first on the uni-
versity’s Budget Priorities Committee, a joint group of 
faculty, deans, and executive officers who made the 
key decisions on reviewing academic and administra-
tive units for major budget reductions, including pos-
sible discontinuance. My final service assignment was 
my election to the university’s faculty senate and then 
a nomination to its executive committee. At the time, 
I would probably have viewed my career as a faculty 
politician as just about complete had I been able to 
serve on this committee and eventually be elected as its 
chair—the chair of faculty governance at the university. 
However, fate was to intervene.

Trapped in the Gravitational Gull 
of Academic Administration

Late one evening in the spring of 1981, our home 
telephone rang. It was Billy Frye, provost of the uni-
versity, with a request that I accept an appointment as 
dean of engineering. Both Anne and I were surprised 
(perhaps “shocked” is a more apt description), since I 
certainly was not one of the logical candidates in the 
yearlong search for an engineering dean. To be sure, 
both of us had been quite active in university affairs 
for a decade. But my administrative experience was es-
sentially zero. I had never been a department chairman. 
I did not even have my own secretary, and I had never 
supervised anybody other than PhD students. Further-
more, I was only thirty-seven and relatively unknown 
inside the College of Engineering—although quite well 

known to the university’s central administration be-
cause of my committee service.

Yet, perhaps because of the naïveté and brash con-
fidence of youth, I quickly accepted Frye’s offer, even 
though it brought with it the responsibilities for one of 
the university’s largest schools, with over 300 faculty 
and staff, 6,000 students, and a budget of $30 million. 
After all, for the last several years, I had been one of a 
number of junior faculty members complaining loudly 
and bitterly about the deplorable state of the college. 
Now my bet had been called. I had been challenged 
with an opportunity to actually do something about it.

Like most of my subsequent assignments in academ-
ic administration at Michigan, my role as dean of engi-
neering started almost immediately.6 I was introduced 
to the faculty two days after accepting the position. 
One month later, I moved into the dean’s office. During 
my period as dean-elect, I began meeting individually 
with each of the leaders of the college: its department 
chairs, associate deans, and key faculty. It was my good 
fortune to be sufficiently naive to simply assume that I 
would be able to select my own team, and I surprised 
each of my predecessor’s associate deans by thanking 
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them for their service and offering to help them return 
to the faculty. In my first meeting with the department 
chairs, two of the most powerful chairmen, who had 
also been candidates for the dean’s position, attempted 
the usual power play by threatening that they would 
step down if they did not get their way. I simply called 
their bluff by thanking them for their service and ask-
ing them for help in searching for their successors, leav-
ing both a bit stunned when I left their offices.

Another piece of good fortune was the willingness 
of several of the college’s most outstanding young 
faculty to join me in the new administration, includ-
ing Chuck Vest, who later succeeded me as dean and 
provost and eventually became president of MIT; Dan 
Atkins, who later became the founding dean of Michi-
gan’s new School of Information; and Scott Fogler, one 
of the nation’s leaders in the pedagogy of engineering 
education. Bill Frye had taken a chance by turning the 
leadership of the college over to the young faculty. In 
a similar spirit, our team moved rapidly to restructure 
and rebuild the college. During our brief five-year ten-
ure in the dean’s office, our team was able to reener-
gize Michigan engineering. Through a combination of 
strong lobbying in Lansing and the support of the uni-
versity’s central administration, we were able to triple 
the base budget of the college. We completed the thirty-
year-long effort to move the college to the university’s 
North Campus. We also recruited over 120 new faculty, 

doubled PhD production, tripled sponsored research 
support, and boosted the reputation of the college from 
that of an also-ran to one of the top five engineering 
schools in the nation. We established strong ties with 
industry, including strong support for our effort to 
build one of the most advanced computer systems in 
the nation.

Although I was only dean of engineering for a brief 
five-year period, the lessons learned during this ex-
perience stayed with me throughout my career as an 
academic leader. First was the importance of people. 
Academic institutions are intensely people-dependent 
enterprises. The secret to success is simple: attract the 
very best people; provide them with the support, en-
couragement, and opportunity to push to the limits of 
their talents and dreams; then get out of their way.

There is a corollary here: if you are going to place a 
big bet on the future, make certain that you place it on 
your best people and your best programs. It is wise to 
always invest in areas of strength, building on them to 
gain the momentum to move into new areas. For this 
reason, we placed our largest bets—and they were very 
large, indeed (amounting to tens of millions of dol-
lars)—on such programs as the Center for Integrated 
Manufacturing, the Solid State Electronics Laboratory, 
the Center for Ultrafast Optics, and the Computer Aid-
ed Engineering Network. The converse to the preced-
ing corollary is also true: it is very dangerous to make 
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major investments in areas of weakness in an effort to 
build new areas of excellence. This almost never suc-
ceeds.

My next lesson learned as dean was the importance 
of consistency and persistence. It is essential to stay on 
message both to internal constituencies (e.g., the facul-
ty) and to external patrons (e.g., the central administra-
tion, industry, and alumni). Any uncertainty or waver-
ing will rapidly erode the effort to build support.

In a similar sense, speed and timing are very im-
portant. Looking back two decades later, it is difficult 
to understand just how rapidly we pushed ahead our 
blitzkrieg to rebuild the College of Engineering. But it 
is also my belief that this was, in part, the key to our 
success. We were able to accelerate rapidly, building 
momentum along a number of fronts. Success in one 
area propagated to others, almost like a chain reaction. 
Restructuring the salary program to reward achieve-
ment drove faculty effort and morale, which in turn 
established a credible case for greater university sup-
port. The completion of the move to a new campus was 
key in recruiting strong faculty members who rapidly 
established the college as a major player in key national 
research initiatives. The experience of rebuilding the 
university’s College of Engineering taught me that to 
take advantage of the opportunities, one needs to have 
the capacity to move very rapidly. Timing is every-
thing. Windows of opportunity open and close very 
rapidly, whether in the university, state government, or 
Washington.

Important, too, is developing, executing, and hold-
ing to a clear strategy. Too often, academic leaders tend 
to react to—or even resist—external pressures and op-
portunities rather than taking strong, decisive actions 
to determine and pursue their own goals. Since I was 
a scientist-engineer, it is not surprising that I tended to 
be a leader comfortable with strategic thinking. Yet it 
should also be acknowledged that my particular style 
of planning and decision making was rather unortho-
dox, sometimes baffling both our university planning 
staff and my colleagues alike.

Once, I overheard a colleague describe my style as 
“fire, ready, aim,” as I launched salvo after salvo of 
agendas and initiatives. This was not a consequence of 
impatience or lack of discipline. Rather, it grew from my 
increasing sense that traditional planning approaches 

were simply ineffective during periods of great change. 
Far too many leaders, when confronted with uncertain-
ty, tend to fall into a mode of “ready, aim . . . ready, aim 
. . . ready, aim . . .” and never make a decision. By the 
time they are finally forced to pull the trigger, the target 
has moved out of range. Hence, there was indeed logic 
to my “anticipatory, scattershot” approach to planning 
and decision making.7 I also believed that incremental 
change based on traditional, well- understood para-
digms might be the most dangerous course of all, be-
cause those paradigms may simply not be adequate to 
adapt to a time of very rapid change. If the status quo 
is no longer an option, if the existing paradigms are no 
longer valid, then more radical transformation becomes 
the wisest course.8 Furthermore, during times of very 
rapid change and uncertainty, it is sometimes neces-
sary to launch the actions associated with a preliminary 
strategy long before it is carefully thought through and 
completely developed.

However, pushing full speed ahead does not always 
lead to success. The decision process in a university can 
become overloaded and driven into a state of paralysis. 
If one asks for too much at once, the system can lock up 
into indecisiveness. It was important to learn how to 
manage the flow of requests and when subtle pressure 
was more effective than an all-out assault.

Beyond that, we also learned that sometimes, in or-
der to break a logjam of indecision, it was necessary to 
think outside of the box. It took a great deal of creativ-
ity and ingenuity to keep the decision process moving 
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ahead. In addition to creativity, there were also times 
when we needed to be prepared to push all of our chips 
into the center of the table. For example, when the uni-
versity was frozen on its decision concerning the move 
of the College of Engineering to the North Campus, we 
offered to deplete our entire discretionary funding ca-
pacity and loan the provost $2 million to get the show 
on the road. When Harold Shapiro and Bill Frye were 
unwilling to challenge the vice president for research 
over our proposal for research incentives, we found a 
way to accomplish the same objective while avoiding 
executive politics. To reestablish merit rather than lon-
gevity as the primary determinant of compensation, we 
doubled the salaries of all assistant and associate pro-
fessors in the college, an action that incurred the wrath 
of many of our less-active senior faculty. But we were 
prepared to take the heat in order to make the necessary 
investments in the college’s future.

The importance of teamwork runs throughout my 
years as dean and, afterward, provost and president. 
The sense of teamwork among our dean’s team, de-
partment chairs, executive committee, and faculty was 
truly extraordinary. It clearly cut through the usual 
hierarchy of authority that characterizes administra-
tive organizations. This is not to say that we avoided 
responsibility. Sooner or later someone had to lead the 
troops into battle—and suffer the consequences if the 
battlefield strategy was a failure. I have long become 
convinced that academic leadership is never effective 
from far behind the front lines.

Working with such a young, energetic, and talent-
ed team to rebuild the College of Engineering was an 
exhilarating experience, but by the mid-1980s, I was 
beginning to wonder what I could do for an encore. 
The college had undergone such dramatic change that 
I and my colleagues worried that the solidification of 
its gains might require a different leadership style than 
the “go for it” approach we had encouraged during our 
tenure. We had stretched the college in all directions, 
strengthening the faculty, the student body, the quality 
of academic programs, the facilities, and the budget. It 
was time to let it cure a bit with a different type of lead-
ership. Of course, during the years I served as dean, I 
had been probed about other opportunities. But Anne 
and I were not ready to leave Ann Arbor and the uni-
versity just yet.

As fate would have it, we really did not have to 
leave, since the provost position at Michigan opened 
up when Bill Frye decided in the fall of 1985 to return 
the following spring to his native Georgia as provost at 
Emory University. Harold Shapiro launched a long and 
quite involved search for Frye’s replacement. On the 
positive side for me, Michigan had never selected a pro-
vost from outside the university, in part because of the 
concern that the learning curve was simply too steep 
and unforgiving in a university of its size and complex-
ity. However, in over 175 years of Michigan history, the 
university had never selected anybody from engineer-
ing for a senior university position.9

Yet sometimes the impossible happens, and in 
March, while I was in Washington at a National Science 
Board meeting, I received a call from President Harold 
Shapiro’s assistant asking me to return to Ann Arbor to 
discuss the position of provost. As in my earlier nego-
tiations with the university, I reasoned that since our 
relationship would depend on a very high level of trust 
and confidence, I would be comfortable with what-
ever arrangement Shapiro devised. My only request 
was that I continue my service on the National Science 
Board, since I believed this to be of major importance to 
the university—and the nation, of course.

While my transition into the provost’s office was 
about as rapid as that as my transition into the dean’s—
roughly six weeks between my acceptance of Shapiro’s 
offer and taking over—there were some important dif-
ferences. In sharp contrast to moving into a situation 
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where a decade of relatively weak leadership had left 
the College of Engineering in shambles, I would be fol-
lowing in the footsteps of Billy Frye, one of the univer-
sity’s most able provosts, and I would be joining a very 
talented team of executive officers, led by a particularly 
insightful and effective president in Harold Shapiro. 
Hence, I immediately realized the importance of a 
smooth transition, with few personnel changes, so that 
I could not only build on Frye’s past accomplishments 
and momentum but also reinforce the strong confi-
dence that the faculty (and particularly the deans) had 
in his wisdom, compassion, and academic intuition to 
do the right thing. Frye graciously set aside a very con-
siderable amount of time, and we met for many days to 
discuss the university, its challenges, and the role of the 
provost. It was clear from the outset that I had a great 
deal to learn.

As in my earlier transition to dean, I began a crash 
course in university-wide leadership by meeting with 
scores of faculty and administrators. Of particular pri-
ority here were meetings with the deans of our schools 
and colleges. While I already had established good 
peer-to-peer relationships with many of them, a new 
level of confidence and respect needed to be developed 
to support my role as their chief academic officer. I in-
tentionally scheduled each of these meetings “on their 
turf” (i.e., in their offices) and followed quickly with 
tours of their schools. I received similar briefings from 
other university units, including a several-day immer-
sion in the Medical Center (where I finally concluded 
that the best way to understand the complexities of this 

very large part of the university was to be admitted for 
a medical procedure).

It was important to gain a broader perspective, both 
historically and beyond the boundaries of the campus. 
I spent a considerable amount of time with the univer-
sity’s former presidents Harlan Hatcher and Robben 
Fleming, as well as traveling about the country to meet 
with an array of experienced education leaders, includ-
ing the presidents and provosts of Harvard, Yale, Stan-
ford, Illinois, Wisconsin, and Minnesota, as well as the 
heads of such university organizations as the Associa-
tion of American Universities and the American Coun-
cil on Education.

But clearly my most important meetings were with 
my new boss, Harold Shapiro. A strong relationship be-
tween the president and provost, based on mutual con-
fidence and respect, is absolutely essential in univer-
sity leadership, and despite his hectic calendar, he was 
always willing (and anxious) to meet with me both in 
the weeks prior to my becoming provost and then later 
throughout my tenure. We had an understanding that 
any time a matter of urgency arose, we would immedi-
ately set aside other activities to meet. As I have noted 
earlier, Harold Shapiro was a leader of truly remark-
able intellect, with an exceptionally deep understand-
ing of the nature of higher education and the particular 
character of the University of Michigan. One measure 
of how much I learned from him is the number of my 
notebooks filled with notes from our conversations.

Since Harold Shapiro had also served both as pro-
vost and faculty member at Michigan for almost two de-
cades, he had accumulated a very broad experience and 
interest in the academic and financial intricacies of the 
university. He clearly knew far more than I did about 
many of the core activities of the university, as well as 
some of its particularly complex components, such as 
the Medical Center. I, however, had served as dean of 
one of the larger professional schools (engineering) and 
was a scientist with extensive Washington experience 
(serving on the National Science Board). Furthermore, 
I was probably more comfortable with strategic vision-
ing than with focusing on details. Hence, although this 
relationship only lasted 18 months before Shapiro left 
for the presidency of Princeton, it worked quite well, 
since we complemented one another in a partnership.

Through these early conversations with Shapiro, 
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Frye, and others in the university, it became increas-
ingly clear that while I would be filling some very big 
shoes in a particularly able central administration, the 
university was facing some serious issues that would 
require a bolder and more comprehensive strategy. 
This was one of the key reasons that Harold Shapiro 
selected me as his provost and also a key reason that I 
accepted the position. During the late 1970s and early 
1980s, the university had experienced one of the most 
difficult periods in its history, with deep cuts in state 
appropriations, considerable campus unrest (particu-
larly with respect to racial tensions), and the trauma of 
an extended period of budget cuts, program reviews, 
and retrenchment. Shapiro and Frye had done a mas-
terful job of guiding the university through these rocky 
shoals, but the confidence of both faculty and staff was 
clearly shaken, and morale was low.

Hence, one of my major challenges was to shift the 
university from defense to offense, to restore a sense of 
optimism and excitement about the future. Key in this 
effort was to work with Shapiro to develop a new and 
compelling vision for the future of the university, a vi-
sion that would build on our traditions and strengths—
our institutional saga—to earn the engagement and 

commitment of our campus community and to rebuild 
strong support from the public and private sector. In 
each meeting with faculty, deans, or executive officers, 
I tried to convey a sense of excitement and enthusiasm 
about the university’s future. While I acknowledged 
that we still were not out of the woods yet and needed 
to continue to focus resources, the key was to give folks 
more of a sense of influence over their futures. Since 
most knew our success in rebuilding the College of En-
gineering, I tried to use some of the same themes: the 
importance of people; a philosophy of building from 
the grass roots up rather than from the top down; and 
strong encouragement of innovation, risk taking, and 
entrepreneurial behavior.

Harold Shapiro and I worked closely together to ad-
dress some near-term challenges. The erosion in state 
support experienced during the early 1980s had essen-
tially wiped out the university’s discretionary capacity, 
particularly those resources available to fund new ven-
tures. In my role as chief budget officer, I began to take 
steps to rebuild reserve funds, encouraging all of our 
academic and administrative units to control expen-
ditures in an effort to build reserves at the local level, 
avoiding funding traps that might lead us into long-
term funding commitments, and simply saying “no” 
more frequently (if ever so politely). Within a year, we 
had managed to restore all of the university’s reserve 
accounts to the maximum levels they had achieved be-
fore the period of state budget cuts.

The second near-term objective was to raise the bar 
on faculty hiring and promotion decisions. As provost, 

Welcome to the Fleming Administration Building
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Harold Shapiro had been quite rigorous in reviewing 
faculty promotion casebooks, a habit he carried with 
him into the presidency. Together, we moved to cre-
ate an even higher level of expectation for our vari-
ous schools and colleges, paying particular attention 
to those programs whose culture made such evalua-
tions difficult (most particularly in large professional 
schools, such as the schools of law and medicine). As 
provost, I made it clear to the deans that my first role 
would be to challenge what I perceived to be weak 
cases and, rather than reject them outright, ask them to 
reconsider or provide additional justification. Usually 
this was sufficient, but in some cases, it was necessary 
to use back channels (a staff assistant) to warn deans 
about resubmission of particularly weak cases, since a 
provost has to take care not to overtly overrule deans 
in such a way that it undermines their credibility with 
their faculty.

Not surprisingly, while I was determined to build on 
the achievements of my predecessor and retained most 
of his administration, my style was quite different. Be-
cause of the complexity of the university, the dual role 
of the provost as both chief academic officer and chief 
budget officer, and the exceptionally large number of 

direct reporting lines (18 deans, six associate vice presi-
dents or vice-provosts, and a flock of directors and staff 
for other administrative units), it was a real effort to 
avoid having all of one’s waking hours consumed by 
standing committee meetings or responding to the in-
box. Yet, with so many people dependent on decisions 
of the provost, the ability to quickly analyze situations 
and make decisions was essential. Nothing frustrates 
deans more than indecisiveness, since they are usually 
creative enough to respond to a negative decision but 
are frozen into inaction until a decision is made. Work-
ing closely with my staff, I was brutal in simplifying the 
calendar and delegating to others minor decisions, such 
as the control of small discretionary funds.

Yet another theme of the provost years that would 
continue into my presidency was the importance of 
building a greater sense of community within the insti-
tution. Whether due to the harsh climate or the years of 
agonizing budget cuts, people had retreated into their 
foxholes, cautious and conservative in their activities 
and protective of their turf, with a consequent erosion 
in both morale and loyalty to the institution. Since Anne 
had recently served as president of the university’s Fac-
ulty Women’s Club, she knew a great many members of 
the faculty family across the campus, and she began im-
mediately to launch a wide array of events for students, 
faculty, and staff to draw together the campus commu-
nity. Within a few weeks following my selection as pro-
vost, Anne had already established a new university 
tradition to honor newly promoted faculty each spring.

One of Anne’s most important early efforts involved 
launching a series of monthly dinners held at the uni-
versity’s Inglis House estate to bring together 10 to 15 
faculty couples from across the university. The intent 
was to provide faculty with new opportunities to reach 
beyond their disciplines, meet new people, and develop 
new friendships. The dinners also provided us with a 
marvelous opportunity to understand better what was 
on the faculty’s mind. However, the logistics involved 
in carrying out the provost-faculty dinners (which were 
to become a university tradition that continues today) 
were considerable. This involved not only working with 
catering and clerical staff to design and conduct these 
events but also developing a faculty database capable 
of supporting the invitations to these monthly dinners. 
Anne also understood the importance of team building 

The First Engineer Executive Officer
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among the deans, since without some effort from the 
provost and president, the deans’ naturally competitive 
natures could push the academic units apart. Each year, 
Anne would organize an array of events hosted by the 
provost (and later the president) for the deans and their 
spouses, from informal potluck suppers to events that 
showed off unusual aspects of the university.

Looking back over my notes in preparation for this 
book, I find the level of activity during my first year 
as provost quite incredible. I was involved in rebuild-
ing the reserve funds of the university while achieving 
the strongest faculty salary program in a decade; creat-

ing the Michigan Mandate, which would become the 
cornerstone of our diversity effort during the 1990s; 
stimulating the construction of a series of important 
capital facilities for academic units (since the Replace-
ment Hospital Project had been the primary focus of 
the preceding decade); launching an array of activities 
aimed at improving the undergraduate experience; ne-
gotiating new policies governing intercollegiate athlet-
ics; raising the standards for faculty promotion and ten-
ure; leading a university-wide strategic planning effort; 
working with Anne to create a broad array of commu-
nity events for students, faculty, and staff; and a host of 

Building a Sense of Community
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other activities associated with the broad responsibili-
ties of the provost. Perhaps because of the high level of 
energy and enthusiasm that accompanied such an ac-
tive agenda, I was able to quickly earn the confidence, 
respect, and strong support of the deans.

In one sense, it is probably not surprising that I was 
able to hit the ground running, since both my univer-
sity service experiences as a faculty member and my 
administrative experience as the dean of one of the uni-
versity’s largest schools prepared me well for leader-
ship as provost. But it is also the case that my strong 
support of the directions in which Harold Shapiro and 
Billy Frye had led the university over the preceding 
decade allowed me to simply accelerate (rather than 
change course) and invest my time and energy in con-
tinuing this agenda. Many of the same approaches I 
had taken as dean of engineering seemed to be equally 
effective at the university level: shifting from reactive 
to strategic leadership, that is, gathering information 
by listening, analyzing, determining objectives, plan-
ning a course of action, building a team, and moving 
out rapidly; forming the deans into a leadership team; 
delegating responsibility, albeit with accountability for 
results; and conveying a sense of great energy and en-
thusiasm. Beyond my role as the chief budget officer 
for the academic programs of the university, I viewed 
my most important priority as working closely with the 
president and deans in developing a strategic vision for 
the university. Within a few months, we had not only 
initiated a major set of planning activities involving ev-
ery school and college of the university, but I had also 
launched a series of initiatives that would later define 
my presidency: a major effort to increase the racial di-
versity of the campus community; a series of initiatives 
designed to improve the undergraduate experience; an 
initiative to expand the international activities of the 
university; an aggressive plan to improve the capital fa-
cilities of the university; a far-reaching effort to achieve 
leadership in the use of information technology; efforts 
to rebuild programs in the natural sciences; and the re-
structuring of several key professional schools (includ-
ing the schools of dentistry, library science, and educa-
tion).

As the activities of the Office of the Provost acceler-
ated, Anne and I were asked to take on additional re-
sponsibilities. The provost position at Michigan was a 

particularly challenging one because of its broad range 
of responsibilities, since the provost serves not only as 
the chief academic officer of the university but also as 
the university’s chief budget officer. The provost was 
also second in command and thereby empowered to 
serve as acting president in the event of the president’s 
absence. Such a situation arose late in 1986, when Har-
old Shapiro took a brief sabbatical leave—spent partly 
in England and partly in New York, working at the 
Ford Foundation. During this period, I served as act-
ing president in addition to my role as provost. This 
involved, among other activities, serving among the 
leaders of a Michigan expedition to the Rose Bowl in 
1987. (We lost.)

On the Brink

When Harold Shapiro asked me to accept the posi-
tion of provost in April 1986, he conveyed his hope that 
I would commit to serving for at least five years. We 
both knew the Michigan provost position had frequent-
ly been a stepping-stone to a major university presiden-
cy (e.g., for Roger Heyns to the University of California, 
Berkeley; Frank Rhodes to Cornell; and Harold Shapiro 
at Michigan). However, Anne and I wanted to remain 
in Ann Arbor, so I signed on for the duration, assuming, 
naturally, that Harold Shapiro would remain as well.

Imagine our surprise when, almost exactly one year 
after I became provost, in May 1987, Harold pulled me 
aside the day before spring commencement to tell me 
he had accepted the presidency at Princeton. Actually, 
by that time I suspected something might be up, since 
rumor had it that Shapiro had been approached by 
Princeton during his sabbatical leave earlier that win-
ter. Yet, although I had suspected that the ice might be 
getting thin under my current position at the university, 
I had remained solidly behind my commitment to re-
main as provost, turning aside several approaches con-
cerning presidencies at other institutions.

When Shapiro’s announcement became public, two 
things happened almost immediately that dramatically 
changed our lives. First, there was a very rapid transfer 
of power from Harold Shapiro to me. Although Shap-
iro was determined to serve until the end of the year 
(in part, to see through the completion of the current 
fund-raising campaign), it was clear that most faculty 
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saw him not only as a lame duck but as one destined 
to fly off to another pond. Anyone either on or off the 
campus who needed a decision or a commitment that 
would last beyond Shapiro’s final months came to me 
in my role as not only the second-ranking officer but 
also one who would be in place to honor the commit-
ment after Harold’s departure. (As an aside, it is in-
teresting to note that Anne and I experienced a quite 
different situation following the announcement of our 
own decision to step down from the Michigan presi-
dency and return to the faculty in 1996. Although I had 
expected that I would almost certainly experience some 
erosion of power during my last year as a lame-duck 
president, I continued to experience the full author-
ity of the presidency until my last day in office. There 
was even an increase in the number of difficult issues 
or decisions flowing across my desk for resolution as 
the end of my tenure approached, as people wanted to 
tie up loose ends before I stepped down. In retrospect, 
I believe that this sharp contrast with Shapiro’s loss of 
power was due to the simple fact that the university 
community knew that Anne and I were committed to 

staying at Michigan. Hence, the university continued 
to have full confidence in our leadership as long as we 
remained in the presidency.)

The second major change that occurred in our lives 
once Shapiro announced that he was stepping down 
was the recognition, both on our parts and on the part 
of the university community, that I was now viewed 
as a leading candidate to succeed him—whether I be-
lieved this would actually happen or not and whether I 
wished it to happen or not. Within a very short time, we 
were propelled into the search process beyond the point 
of no return. Looking back, both Anne and I realize that 
the provost assignment was probably our downfall. 
Even as dean, one still retains considerable credibil-
ity with the faculty: I was still able to do research and 
supervise graduate students—although I usually met 
with them during noontime jogging through the uni-
versity’s arboretum; Anne was able to maintain her net-
work of friends while serving in such important roles 
as the president of the Faculty Women’s Club. Howev-
er, once we had been captured by the immense gravita-
tional pull of the central administration, it was almost 
impossible to escape back to a normal faculty life. The 
Michigan provost position is a decidedly ephemeral 
role (even if the president remains for a longer period), 
since it is generally the first place other institutions look 
for a presidential candidate. Looking back now, Anne 
and I realize that the die was probably cast eventually 
to become a university president the minute I had ac-
cepted Shapiro’s Faustian bargain to become provost.

To some degree, my path up the academic leader-
ship ladder to the Michigan presidency was rather con-

So What Is Next?
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ventional, in the sense that it progressed naturally from 
professor to dean to provost and, finally, to president. 
Yet it stands in sharp contrast to the experiences of most 
of today’s university presidents, since careers typically 
wander through several universities—or other roles 
in government or business—before landing in a presi-
dency. During my years as president, there were only 
two other presidents among the 60 universities in the 
American Association of Universities who had spent 
their entire careers as faculty and academic leaders in 
a single institution (William Danforth at Washington 
University and Charles Young at the University of Cali-
fornia, Los Angeles).

Of course, although my entire faculty and leader-
ship experience had been at the University of Michi-
gan, my own education had been forged in two other 
remarkable institutions: Yale University and Caltech. 
Yale has long viewed its educational experience as a 
preparation for leadership, and Caltech is characterized 
by a truly remarkable commitment to focus its efforts 
only in academic areas where it can be the very best. 
There was one further advantage in my own experi-
ence: the opportunity to learn the craft of university 
leadership from several of the most distinguished aca-
demic leaders of our times—Harlan Hatcher, Robben 
Fleming, Frank Rhodes, Harold Shapiro, and Billy Frye. 
In retrospect, a key to the role I played as Michigan’s 
provost and president during my 10 years at the helm 
of the university was this combination of my experienc-
es with three quite remarkable institutions—Michigan, 
Yale, and Caltech—and my relationships with some 
truly extraordinary academic leaders.
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The search for and selection of a university 
president is a fascinating process. Considering the 
growing importance of the university in a knowl-
edge-based society and the complexity of this 
leadership role, one would expect that a rigorous 
and informed process would be used to select a 
university president. This is certainly the case for 
most other academic leadership positions (e.g., 
department chairs, deans, or executive officers), 
whose occupants are typically selected by experi-
enced academic leaders, assisted by faculty search 
committees, and driven by the recognition that the 
fate of academic programs—not to mention their 
own careers—rests on the quality of their selec-
tion. Yet, at the highest level of academic leader-
ship, the selection of a university president is the 
responsibility of a governing board of lay citizens, 
few with extensive experience in either academic 
matters or the management of large, complex or-
ganizations. This board is aided by a faculty advi-
sory committee with similarly limited knowledge 
concerning the role of the contemporary univer-
sity president.

The contrast of a presidential search with the selec-
tion of leadership in other sectors of our society, such 
as business or government, could not be more severe. 
In the business world, the search for a corporate chief 
executive officer is conducted by a board of directors, 
composed primarily of experienced business leaders 
who understand the business and make their selection 
in full recognition of their legal and fiduciary responsi-
bility and their liability for shareholder value. In gov-
ernment, leaders are chosen by popular election, with 
candidates put under extensive public scrutiny by the 
media and voters. Yet the selection of a university pres-

ident is conducted in relative secrecy, by those quite 
detached from academic experience, fiduciary respon-
sibility, or accountability to those most affected by the 
decision—namely, students, faculty, staff, patients, and 
others dependent on the welfare of the institution.

Actually, the selection of a university president is 
most similar to a political campaign. The search is sur-
rounded by an unusual degree of public interest, both 
within the university community and beyond. Various 
constituencies attempt to influence the search with their 
particular political views and agendas. While some 
view the most important challenge of selecting a new 
president as sustaining or enhancing academic qual-
ity as top priority, others are more concerned with the 
implications of new leadership for peripheral activities 
(e.g., the university’s athletic program), service activi-
ties, or perhaps even the university’s stance on contro-
versial political issues (e.g., affirmative action or gay 
rights). Local news media frequently treat the search 
as they would a political race, complete with leaks and 
speculation from unnamed sources. The search is gen-
erally long—frequently at least a year—and often dis-
tracted by legal issues and constraints, such as sunshine 
laws. But the selection of a university president has one 
important distinction from a political campaign: those 
most affected by the outcome have no vote.

The Search Process

Most searches for university presidents begin ratio-
nally enough. After consultation with the faculty, the 
governing board appoints a group of distinguished fac-
ulty—perhaps augmented by representatives of other 
constituencies (students, staff, and alumni)—to serve 
as a screening committee, with the charge of sifting 

Chapter 3
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through the hundreds of nominations of candidates to 
determine a small group for consideration of the board. 
This task seems straightforward enough: the univer-
sity can place advertisements of the position in various 
higher education magazines to attract attention to the 
search, and university leaders at other institutions can 
be contacted for suggested candidates. Yet there are 
many complications.

Few, if any, attractive candidates will formally apply 
for the position, since they are typically in senior lead-
ership positions elsewhere—perhaps even as univer-
sity presidents. Instead, the challenge to the screening 
committee is to identify qualified individuals and per-
suade them to become candidates in the search—typi-
cally in a very informal sense during the early stages of 
the search, to avoid compromising their current posi-
tions. During this process, the members of the screen-
ing committee may be lobbied hard by their colleagues, 
by special interest groups, and even occasionally by 
trustees, in an effort to place their preferred candidates 
on the short list that will be eventually submitted to the 
governing board.

In an effort both to expedite and protect the faculty 
search process, there is an increasing trend at most uni-
versities to use executive search firms to assist in the 
presidential search process. These search consultants 
are useful in helping the faculty search committees 
keep the search process on track, in gathering back-
ground information, in developing realistic timetables, 
and even in identifying key candidates. Furthermore, 
particularly for public institutions subject to sunshine 
laws, search consultants can provide a secure, confiden-
tial mechanism to communicate with potential candi-
dates without public exposure, at least during the early 
stages of the search. Of course, there are sometimes 
downsides to the use of search consultants. Some con-
sultants tend to take on too many assignments at one 
time and devote inadequate attention to thoroughly 
checking background references. Other consultants, 
while experienced in searches for corporate executives, 
have relatively little experience with the arcane world of 
higher education and simply do not know how to gen-
erate an adequate list of attractive candidates. Perhaps 
most serious are those rare instances in which search 
consultants attempt to influence the search process by 
pushing a preferred candidate. Yet most consultants 

act in a highly professional way and view their role as 
one of facilitating, rather than influencing, the search. If 
selected carefully and used properly by the screening 
committee and the governing board, executive search 
consultants can be invaluable to an effective search.

While the early stage of screening candidates usu-
ally proceeds in a methodical fashion (particularly if as-
sisted by an experienced search consultant), the final se-
lection process by the governing board more frequently 
than not involves a bizarre interplay of politics and 
personalities. The search process for public universities 
is frequently constrained by sunshine laws—notably 
those laws requiring public meetings of governing bod-
ies and allowing press access to written materials via 
laws upholding the freedom of information. In many 
states, these laws require not only that the final slate 
of candidates be made public but, moreover, that these 
candidates be interviewed and even compared and se-
lected in public by the governing board. These public 
beauty pageants can be extremely disruptive both to the 
integrity of the search process and to the reputation of 
the candidates. A great many attractive candidates sim-
ply will not participate in such a public circus, because 
of the high risk such public exposure presents to their 
current positions. Universities subject to such sunshine 
laws generally find their candidate pools restricted to 
those who really have nothing to lose by public expo-
sure—those in lower positions (e.g., provosts or deans), 
leaders of smaller or less prominent institutions, or per-
haps even politicians or corporate executives. For these 
candidates, public exposure poses little risk, and there 
is some potential for gain in their being identified as 
presidential candidates.

The interview process conducted by the governing 
board, whether public or private, is rarely a very ef-
fective way to assess the credentials of candidates. As 
former University of Texas president Peter Flawn has 
noted, many a governing board has been burned by “a 
charmer, an accomplished candidate for president who 
is charming and engaging, eloquent about ‘the acad-
emy,’ politically astute, yet who, once in the job, will 
turn the management over to vice-presidents, enjoy 
the emoluments, entertaining, and social interactions 
for a few years, and then move on, leaving the institu-
tion as good as the vice-presidents can make it.”1 Flawn 
observes that only in extraordinary situations does the 
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charisma last for more than three years.
Governing board members are lobbied hard both 

by internal constituencies (faculty, students, and ad-
ministrators) and by external constituencies (alumni, 
key donors, politicians, special interest groups, and the 
press). Since the actual group of trustees making the 
selection is usually rather small, strong personalities 
among governing board members can have a powerful 
influence over the outcome. Some university presiden-
tial searches are wired from the beginning, with pow-
erful board members manipulating the search to favor 
preferred internal or external candidates. The politics 
of presidential selection becomes particularly intense 
for public universities, since the open nature of these 
searches allows the media to have unusual influence 
in not only evaluating candidates but actually putting 
political pressure on governing board members to sup-
port particular individuals. Sometimes political groups 
sabotage the candidacy of individuals by misrepresent-
ing the background of a candidate or leaking false in-
formation to the media. Many who have participated 
in good faith in public university searches have been 
seriously compromised.

Most governing boards launch the search process 
for a successor within several weeks after a president 
announces the intention to step down. Presidents who 
resign to accept an appointment at another institution 
generally leave within a few months, much to the relief 
of governing boards and university faculties, since lame 
ducks generally make very ineffective leaders. When a 
president decides to return to the faculty or retire, typi-
cally announcing in the fall that she or he will leave at 
the end of the academic year the following spring, there 
is usually the flexibility to allow more time for a tran-
sition. Yet even in these situations, interim leadership 
is generally required, since the search for a new presi-
dent inevitably takes longer than anticipated, typically 
a year or more.

During this interim period, it is customary for the 
governing board to ask a senior member of the facul-
ty or the administration to serve as interim or acting 
president until the search is completed and the new 
president assumes the post. Sometimes this is one of 
the senior vice presidents or deans. On occasions, a 
past president will be asked to come out of retirement 
to serve in the interim role for several months.

This interim period can be awkward and stressful 
both for the institution and for the governing board. 
Rarely do interim presidents have sufficient author-
ity to provide strong leadership. Even if the governing 
board grants them the power to be decisive, their lim-
ited term as an interim leader undermines their cred-
ibility both on campus and beyond. Most governing 
boards try to avoid appointing potential candidates, 
such as the provost, to these interim posts, both to keep 
from distorting the search process—that is, to maintain 
a level playing field for all candidates—and to maintain 
as much normalcy as possible within the administra-
tive team. Woe to those provosts with interest in the 
presidency who are asked to assume such interim roles, 
since the complexities of both interim university lead-
ership and the search process itself are likely to doom 
their candidacy.

Whether formally announced through a public vote 
or a press release, the final decision to select a univer-
sity president is usually made in private. It generally 
involves a negotiation among governing board mem-
bers. Consequently, the search all too frequently results 
in the selection of the least common denominator, that 
is, the candidate who least offends the most trustees.

A quick review of the history of the University of 
Michigan, including the more recent oral histories of its 
leaders, makes it clear that Michigan is no exception to 
this strongly political process of presidential selection. 
Each presidential search at Michigan has been unique. 
Some have been truly bizarre. In fact, most Michigan 
presidents have not even been the regents’ first choice 
(including such distinguished leaders as Henry Tappan 
and James Angell, perhaps Michigan’s greatest presi-
dents).2 In the end, the result of each search has been a 
consequence more of board politics and personalities 
than of any broader consideration of the university’s 
needs of the moment, saga of the past, or potential for 
the future.

The Presidential Search: A Victim’s Perspective

Perhaps the most vivid way to illustrate the com-
plexities of a presidential search is to describe my own 
personal experience in being selected as Michigan’s 
president, a process my wife, Anne, once compared to 
a 14-month pregnancy. Our situation was made all the 
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more difficult because of the fact that as both provost 
and behind-the-scenes president, I was continually 
under the microscope as a potential presidential can-
didate. It rapidly became apparent that there would 
be only one internal candidate in the search: me. The 
search process itself essentially consisted of compar-
ing one external candidate after another against me as 
a calibration. While this probably was good training for 
the stressful public role of the contemporary university 
presidency, it could also be a bit unnerving, particu-
larly when the comparisons were kept confidential to 
the search committee. Nevertheless, within a very short 
period, I concluded that we had been dragged into 
the search process far too deeply to withdraw with-
out harming the university. Anne and I felt we had no 
choice but to stick it out until the end.

As provost of the university at the time that Harold 
Shapiro announced in May of 1987 his decision to ac-
cept the presidency at Princeton, I was faced with the 
challenge of providing leadership for the academic 
programs of the university during the interim period 
between presidents and with the possibility of being 
an internal candidate for his successor. Although many 
viewed me as the most viable internal candidate to suc-
ceed Shapiro, I knew that presidential searches were 
very complex (particularly in public universities with 
an elected governing board) and that it was quite likely 
that an external candidate would be chosen by the re-
gents. If that were to occur, it was possible that I would 
be out of a job, since the new president would likely 
select his or her own provost. Yet Anne and I felt a very 
strong loyalty to the university and particularly to the 
deans who had become our family during my service in 
the provost role. Hence, we decided together to commit 
ourselves to providing whatever leadership we could 
in the provost role and to guiding and stabilizing the 
university through the transition between presidents, 
although we had no idea at the time that this period 
would last for almost 14 months. Although I contin-
ued to be approached by other universities concerning 
presidencies during this period, I turned these aside to 
focus on my duties as provost (and occasional behind-
the-scenes chief executive officer) of the university.

The first order of business was to meet with outgo-
ing president Harold Shapiro to more clearly define 
our roles and then to meet with the deans to seek both 

their counsel and support. In my experience, there 
are two different approaches to leaving a presidency. 
Some departing presidents simply check out, leaving 
whatever mess remains for their successor to clean up. 
Others remain for a time, attempting to complete key 
agendas and to clean up any loose ends for their suc-
cessor, although this may be difficult as one’s authority 
and credibility rapidly erode during a lame-duck pe-
riod. Harold Shapiro, always loyal and responsible to 
the university to the end of his tenure, chose the latter 
approach.

In my early discussions with Harold, I stressed 
the importance of his support during his remaining 
months. As provost, not only would I become, by de-
fault, the primary source of continuity during the lead-
ership transition, but it was also likely that I would 
eventually be blamed for any mistakes made during 
the interregnum, since I would be the one left behind. 
In particular, I asked not only to be kept in the loop on 
all major decisions but for his assistance in building 
stronger relationships with the executive officers. No 
matter how hard an outgoing president tries, it is very 
difficult to shift the loyalty of the executive officers and 
staff to the interim leadership, since they know they 
are likely to soon be reporting to someone else. Hence, 
court politics can run rampant; petty turf battles, chal-
lenges to authority, and recalcitrance are commonplace. 
Equally important was the outgoing president’s role in 
keeping the governing board on course, focused both 
on its ongoing responsibilities and on its efforts to con-
duct a search for the next president. At Michigan, this 
was difficult because of the deep political divisions on 
the board and its tendencies toward micromanagement, 
which were likely to break out in the power vacuum 
that would develop during the lame-duck period.

Next, I turned to a series of meetings with the deans, 
since they would play such a key role in ensuring a sta-
ble leadership transition. In our discussions, I stressed 
my belief that it would be a serious mistake simply to 
adopt a “steady as she goes” approach. This was a very 
critical period in the university’s history, and we could 
not afford to waste it through inaction. We were already 
far along in the strategic leadership effort that Harold 
Shapiro and I had launched the year before, and we 
could not put on hold such important initiatives as the 
Michigan Mandate, improving undergraduate educa-
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tion, building needed capital facilities, and strengthen-
ing state and federal relations. But we also understood 
that the transition period would not be a time for busi-
ness as usual, so we had to select carefully our priori-
ties.

Shapiro and I agreed that an important element of 
this strategy would be to enable greater involvement 
of the deans in campus-wide leadership. To this end, I 
created a number of high-level advisory groups involv-
ing the deans. While this created some degree of over-
load for the deans, adding considerable responsibilities 
beyond their schools and colleges, they appreciated 
the opportunity to become more actively involved in 
university-wide leadership during the transition. This 
deeper engagement of the deans was so effective that I 
continued it during my presidency.

In a similar spirit of building university momentum 
during the transition, I strongly supported the efforts 
of both Harold Shapiro (as a lame duck) and Robben 
Fleming (as interim president) to proceed with searches 
to fill several senior personnel positions (including vice 
president for finance, general counsel, chancellor of our 
Dearborn campus, and athletic director), even though 
filling these positions would limit the ability of the next 
president to build his or her own executive team. Be-
cause of the considerable uncertainly about the length 
of time that would be required to search for and install 
a new president, we all agreed that the university was 
best served by moving ahead with these searches.

The final issue facing the university leadership dur-
ing the interim had to do with maintaining control of 

the agenda in the face of the usual distractions that 
characterize university campuses: for example, student 
activism (in our case, student disciplinary policies; 
campus security; and various “isms,” such as racism, 
sexism, and extremism), faculty issues (compensation, 
health benefits, parking), government relations (state 
appropriations, political intrusion on university auton-
omy), and media exposés (enabled by sunshine laws, 
such as the Freedom of Information Act and the Open 
Meetings Act). The deans and I cautioned Shapiro and 
Fleming against taking any actions that might trigger 
campus disruptions and instability during the interim 
period, such as forcing through a new student disci-
plinary policy.

Despite the efforts of outgoing president Harold 
Shapiro and interim president Robben Fleming and de-
spite the strong support of the university’s deans, the 
wear and tear of leading the university from the pro-
vost position during this interim period (either directly 
or behind the scenes) was considerable for both Anne 
and me. During the holiday season, after the Shapiros 
left for Princeton and while the rest of the executive 
officers flew to Florida for the annual bowl trip of the 
Michigan football team, Anne and I remained behind in 
Ann Arbor to keep watch over the university (a typical 
provost role) and to take a deep breath in preparation 
for the final stage of the presidential search.

Part of the problem was the awkward nature of the 
search itself. The university’s regents had begun the 
search process by fanning out across the country, talk-
ing with other university leaders, in an effort to educate 
themselves about the key issues facing higher educa-
tion and to identify leading candidates. While this was 
a perfectly reasonable—indeed, laudable—objective, 
the personalities of some members of the board rap-
idly proceeded to turn off several of the most attrac-
tive candidates. This was complicated by disagreement 
among the board members as to just who would lead 
the formal search process and how it would be orga-
nized. Without the guidance of an executive search con-
sultant, the search began to unravel. By fall, it was in a 
shambles. As the faculty members on the search com-
mittee became more and more frustrated with the slow 
pace of the search, they were finally able to persuade 
the regents to retain an executive search consultant to 
get things back on track. Even so, by early fall, it be-The Flemings Return
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came apparent that the search process was simply not 
moving ahead rapidly enough to have a new president 
selected and ready to go by the time Harold Shapiro 
planned to leave for Princeton.

The role of provost of the university is complex 
enough without taking on the additional responsibili-
ties of the presidency. My brief experience in handling 
both roles simultaneously when I had served as acting 
president during Harold Shapiro’s brief sabbatical left 
me little appetite to continue as interim president. For-
tunately, the board of regents had the wisdom to ask a 
former Michigan president, Robben Fleming, to return 
in the interim role between Harold Shapiro’s departure 
and the installation of a new president, a period that 
would last roughly nine months. Yet, although Robben 
Fleming was widely respected by the faculty, particu-
larly skillful in handling controversy, and supported by 
the regents, he had not been actively involved in uni-
versity issues for almost a decade. Since he was iden-
tified as the interim choice in the fall, it gave him an 
opportunity to come up to speed on several of the vari-
ous issues affecting the university. It also provided me 
with ample opportunity to work with him and develop 
a close relationship that would be essential to operating 
smoothly through the transition.

While it was a duty above and beyond the call, I 
had the sense that Robben Fleming was actually rather 
excited to be returning to the fray. Since he was wise 
enough to realize that there was no way that he could 
master in such a short period the many complex issues 
involving the university or the many details required 
for its management, he decided at an early stage to 
focus his personal efforts on a few issues that aligned 
with his strengths and then to rely on his executive of-
ficer team to handle the other details. Key among his 
priorities were resolving the racial tensions that had 
developed during the last years of the Shapiro admin-
istration, the issue of a student disciplinary policy, and 
two key searches—for an athletic director and a chief 
financial officer. While Fleming recognized that as pro-
vost—both chief academic officer and chief budget of-
ficer—I would be handling many of the details in run-
ning the university behind the scenes, our relationship 
was such that if he felt I was headed in the wrong direc-
tion, he would immediately tell me, so that we could re-
evaluate and, if necessary, make midcourse corrections. 

Working with Fleming also gave me an opportunity to 
learn from his extraordinary people skills, particularly 
in handling adversarial situations.

Even working as a team with Robben Fleming and 
the other executive officers, I found the task of main-
taining the momentum of the university during the 
transition period difficult. The newspapers carried 
continual speculation about the presidential search, 
including frequent rumors about the list of candidates. 
During the search process, Anne and I were asked to 
participate in a series of interviews for the presidency. 
I first met with the joint committee of faculty, students, 
and alumni. Then we were both asked to dine at Inglis 
House with the regents comprising the search commit-
tee. Of course, we knew that several external candidates 
were undergoing a similar process.

As the search approached its final stages in late 
spring, the papers became more active with specu-
lation about the search candidates. This was a rather 
depressing time for Anne and me. It was not that we 
had a burning lust for the Michigan presidency; we had 
been happy in both my roles as dean and then provost. 
It was, rather, the recognition of our vulnerability. We 
both had played a highly visible role in leading the uni-
versity and sustaining its momentum during the inter-
im period since Harold Shapiro’s announcement of his 
resignation. If another candidate were selected, there 
would be strong pressure on me not only to step down 
from the provost position but to leave the university. 
We were well aware that one of the hazards of mov-
ing up the pyramid of academic administration was 
that there was less and less room as one moved toward 

One colleague thought he knew the outcome...
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the top. As the end of the interregnum approached, we 
realized that the best way to make certain we stayed 
at Michigan was to be selected as its next president, 
since returning to the faculty would be difficult at this 
late stage of the search process. Yet from the rumors 
reported in the newspapers and the total silence from 
the regents, we concluded that this was probably not 
in the cards. During this final phase, the regent’s search 
committee had even pulled away from their search con-
sultant, so even this channel of information about the 
search disappeared.

Finally, on the Sunday afternoon when we had just 
returned from our daughter’s commencement at Yale, I 
received a mysterious phone call from the regent who 
was chair of the search committee, asking me to meet 
him the next day at the university’s Inglis House retreat. 
Typical of my interactions with the board, there was ab-
solutely no indication of the reason for the meeting. I 
called the search consultant that evening, and he, too, 
was totally in the dark. Both of us decided that the odds 
were about equal between two possibilities. I would ei-
ther be offered the presidency or told to get ready to 
welcome another as the next Michigan president.

The next morning, I went to the meeting prepared 
for either possibility. Two regents met me. After about 
15 seconds of chitchat, they said that they were autho-
rized by the board to offer me the presidency. Not being 
one to beat about the bush, I said that I had made a per-
sonal commitment that if I were going to remain in the 
search until the end, it would be with the understand-

ing that if offered the position, I would accept it—but 
with one caveat: there was another party that had to 
be a part of this decision—Anne—since I viewed the 
presidency as a two-person position. I felt it important 
that they make a similar request to her. They agreed, 
and so I called to invite her over to the meeting. Anne 
had also realized that the Inglis House meeting could 
go either way. When I asked her to come out to join us, 
she expressed some relief—but also some anxiety. Nev-
ertheless, together, we agreed to accept the presidency. 
We really had no choice.

However, there was a technicality here. In an effort 
to comply with the state’s Open Meetings Act, the re-
gents had utilized a process of forming a subquorum 
subcommittee to conduct the actual search. They be-
lieved that to fully comply with state law, it was neces-
sary to conduct a public meeting of the full board, at 
which I would be interviewed. There, the search sub-
committee would submit its recommendation, and the 
formal vote would be taken. Two days later, just prior 
to the regents’ meeting, I assembled the staff of the Of-
fice of the Provost and briefed them on the decision to 
“move downstairs” to the Office of the President. There 
were probably more sighs of relief than sad farewells, 
since they, too, understood the alternatives all too well. 
The regents’ meeting itself was relatively noneventful. 
As one regent put it, the interview consisted largely of 
lobbing me a few softballs to hit out of the park, such 
as “What do you think the largest challenges facing the 
university are?” Each regent had the opportunity to 
ask one question, then the senior regent, as chair of the 

Another colleague was not so sure...

The Regents interview the candidate.
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search committee, introduced a resolution to appoint 
me as the eleventh president of the university. The re-
gents approved it unanimously.

Since the regents’ meeting was public, there were 
enough people in attendance to require the use of the 
anteroom. Beyond our daughters, there were a number 
of our friends on the faculty. There were also a number 
of university personalities, such as football coach Bo 
Schembechler. Needless to say, Bo stole the headlines 
with his statement “He was my choice!” In general, 
there was a very positive reception to the selection, both 
on the campus and in the media. We were well known 
to the university community, and there seemed to be a 
sense of confidence in the direction that we would lead.

The rest of day was spent calling numerous VIPs: 
the governor, key legislators, other Michigan university 
presidents, the mayor, industry leaders, and student 
government leaders, most of whom I already knew 
personally from my days as dean and then provost. 
One particular conversation stands out: a senior edi-
tor of the Detroit Free Press and longtime friend of the 
university asked to drop by for a brief conversation. 
He pledged his strong support, but he also wanted to 
convey an early warning. He feared that the increas-
ing fragmentation of the political parties in Michigan, 
controlled as they were by an ever-narrower block of 
special interests, would continue to have a very nega-
tive impact on Michigan’s board of regents, causing in-
creasing politicization of our governing board and put-
ting both the university and its president at some risk. 

He suggested that this might be my most formidable 
challenge as president. As I was to find later, he was 
right on target.

The presidential search that led to my presidency 
had already been complicated not only by conflicts 
among board members (particularly the behavior of 
one maverick board member who attempted to sabo-
tage the end phase of the search by discouraging one 
of the finalists)3 but even more by the intrusion of the 
media, using the state’s Open Meetings Act. Several pa-
pers brought suit against the regents for violating the 
act, which was finally upheld in 1994 by a local judge, 
who decided, in a fit of pique, to punish the university 
by demanding that every document concerning the 
search be opened to the public, including letters of per-
sonal reference and personal notes. Although my skin 
had grown thick enough to weather such exposure, 
many other candidates involved in the search were 
seriously embarrassed by the judge’s action. It would 
not be until 2001 that a similar case brought against a 
presidential search conducted by Michigan State Uni-
versity would make it to the Michigan Supreme Court 
and receive a ruling that the university’s constitutional 
autonomy and the responsibilities of governing boards 
overrode the application of the Open Meetings Act to 
presidential searches.

On a more positive note, since I had been in various 
faculty and leadership roles at the university for almost 
twenty years, I understood well the Michigan institu-
tional saga. Furthermore, in my role as provost, I had 

Bo assures everyone: “He was my first chioice!!!” Introducing the new “first family”.
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Preparing for the Inauguration

Getting ready for the event.

Pomp and circumstance.
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worked closely with Harold Shapiro and the deans in 
designing the strategic leadership agenda intended as 
the vision for the university as it approached the twen-
ty-first century. Hence, I was able to hit the ground run-
ning almost immediately as president-elect (and still 
provost); and long before I would formally assume the 
presidency in September, I had begun to define and put 
into place the key themes that would characterize my 
administration: diversity, globalization, and our evo-
lution into a knowledge-driven society.4 Hence, by the 
time of my formal inauguration in October of 1988, the 
university had emerged from its interregnum and was 
already accelerating rapidly.

A Postmortem

The difficult task of leading the university through 
a transition between presidents had come to an end. 
Despite the long and somewhat confusing presidential 
search, my leadership team took pride in not only keep-
ing the university on track during the transition but 
actually making some significant progress on an array 
of issues, ranging from race relations to resource allo-
cation to intercollegiate athletics. There was a certain 
personal toll, since Anne and I entered the presidency 
a bit weary from this task. But our relief at being able 
to stay at Michigan and our excitement about the chal-
lenges and opportunities ahead kept us in high spirits. 
Perhaps as well, our blissful ignorance about just how 
challenging the months ahead would be also played an 

The Duderstadt Team

So what do we do first? He would need it!
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important role in helping us approach our new roles 
with a spirit of optimism.

In looking back at the experience, there appear to be 
several lessons to be learned. Of course, the first caveat 
concerns the awkward position of internal candidates 
in such searches, particularly when they are in senior 
positions, such as provosts or interim presidents. All 
too frequently, this is a no-win situation. As in my case, 
most such internal candidates are likely to be used as 
stalking horses in the search, serving as a calibration 
for one external candidate after another. Furthermore, 
being held up as a visible candidate during such an ex-
tended period invites anyone and everyone to register 
their views (and take their best shot at the incumbent). 
The public exposure is unrelenting, and the pressure is 
intense.

Although such internal candidates are sometimes 
selected, this is more frequently a result of being the 
last available candidate in the pool after external can-
didates have dropped out rather than the first choice 
of the board. It is also frequently the case that when the 
board decides to go outside, the inside candidates are 
left high and dry as damaged goods. Not only do they 
represent a potential threat to the arriving president-
elect, but their credibility as a candidate elsewhere is 
sometimes damaged beyond repair.

Maintaining the momentum and stability of the uni-
versity from my position as provost through the long 
transition period was challenging enough, without the 
additional complexities and burdens of being a candi-
date in the search. Try as I might always to act in what 
I perceived as the best interests of the university (even 
though there were times when this would get me cross-
wise with several of the regents, potentially damaging 
my status as a candidate for the presidency), there was 
always second-guessing from some on campus about 
whether I was “campaigning” or whether commit-
ments made during the interim would be sustained 
by the next president. This situation would have been 
made even more difficult had I served as interim presi-
dent. Looking back on my experience, I have concluded 
that, in general, universities should not select as interim 
presidents those who might be regarded as candidates. 
Furthermore, in my own experience, my health, sanity, 
and good humor might have been better served had I 
simply declined at the outset to be considered for the 

presidency.
Hence, from my perspective, at least, I would strong-

ly recommend against accepting an appointment as an 
interim if one has aspirations for a permanent appoint-
ment. If you are already a provost when the presidency 
opens up, you are in an awkward position. Both your 
life and your leadership would be best served by issu-
ing an immediate Sherman statement: “If nominated, 
I will not run; if elected, I will not serve.” However, if 
you are determined to continue to lead even as a can-
didate, you had better develop a thick skin and be pre-
pared for disappointment.

Some Advice for Presidential Search Committees 
and University Governing Boards

Clearly, the selection of a university president is the 
most important responsibility of a governing board, 
since it not only must sustain the institution’s momen-
tum but also set its course for the future. Mistakes made 
in a presidential search that result in the selection of a 
candidate lacking the necessary experience or skills 
or whose personality conflicts with the character and 
culture of the institution can cause very serious dam-
age that may take many years to heal. Faculty advisory 
committees and search consultants can assist in the pro-
cess, but in the end, the board must accept full respon-
sibility for the success of the presidential search. It is 
the governing board’s judgment that is on the line. The 
board must take ownership of the search process from 
day one.

University presidential searches are considerably 
more difficult than leadership searches in the corporate 
or government sector. There are a very large number of 
constituencies who need to be consulted in the search 
(e.g., faculty, administrators, alumni, key donors, and 
students). For public universities, public exposure and 
the constraints imposed by sunshine laws, such as the 
Open Meetings Act, pose a considerable challenge. Be-
yond that, the rumor network on and among campuses 
is quite strong, so that there are invariably leaks to the 
press as the search plods along. But the most significant 
challenge is how to conduct a search when both those 
screening candidates (e.g., faculty) and those making 
the final selection (i.e., governing board members) are 
hindered by quite limited knowledge about the nature 
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or role of the contemporary university president. Fur-
thermore, all too often, board members with consider-
able experience in evaluating and selecting talent in 
their own careers in business, government, or learned 
professions tend to leave their wisdom and judgment 
behind when they enter a boardroom to select a univer-
sity president and rely instead on highly subjective and 
personal reactions to the candidates.

Hence, in the spirit of the Chinese proverb “To know 
the road ahead, ask those who are coming back,” let me 
offer a few words of advice to governing boards faced 
with a presidential search. What checklist should the 
governing board give the faculty search committee and 
the executive search consultant? Of course, the specific 
wish list will depend on the institution, its challenges 
and its opportunities. But there are some generic quali-
fications for a university president.

First, there are matters of character, hard to measure, 
but obviously of great importance. These include such 
attributes as integrity, courage, fair-mindedness, a re-
spect for the truth, compassion, and a fundamental and 
profound understanding of academic culture. The lead-
ership of an educational institution requires a certain 
degree of moral authority; hence, moral character and 
behavior become quite important.

Second, there are a number of characteristics, also 
obvious, but somewhat easier to measure from a can-
didate’s track record. For most institutions, a president 
must have a credible academic record. This demands 
strong credentials as a teacher and a scholar. Otherwise, 
the faculty will not take the president very seriously as 
a peer, and neither will peer institutions. Strong, de-
monstrable management skills are also required. After 
all, the contemporary university is one of the most com-
plex institutions in our society. In these days of increas-
ing legal and financial accountability, universities ap-
point amateurs to campus leadership at their own risk. 
However, one must here resist the assumption of many 
outside of higher education (including many executive 
search consultants) that the contemporary president’s 
role is similar in style and compensation to chief execu-
tive officers in the corporate world.

An array of other experiences are useful (although 
not mandatory) in candidates for university presiden-
cies. These include familiarity with state and federal 
relations; experience with private fund-raising; and, 

perhaps unfortunately, some understanding of the 
complex world of intercollegiate athletics. A candi-
date’s abilities in all these areas can be easily assessed 
by thoroughly examining a candidate’s past experience 
and record of achievement.

Some governing boards, particularly those selected 
through political processes, place a candidate’s political 
skills as an overriding factor in the selection of a presi-
dent. To be sure, the leaders of both public and private 
universities require political skill to advance their in-
stitution’s interests with federal, state, and local gov-
ernment and to handle the array of complex political 
issues and constituencies within the university. But a 
university president is called on to provide leadership 
of many types: executive, academic, moral, and strate-
gic, in addition to political. All too frequently, while po-
litically adept leaders may be effective in pleasing po-
litically determined boards or politically elected state 
leaders, they may be totally lacking in the intellectual 
skills necessary to lead an academic institution or the 
executive skills necessary to manage the complexity 
of the contemporary university. While political skills 
alone may be sufficient for many government roles (in-
deed, they are sometimes the only visible skills of those 
elected to public office), far more is necessary for uni-
versity leadership. Many presidents who are the most 
able politicians have become absolute disasters for the 
long-term welfare of their institution, since their actions 
and decisions tend to be based on the near-term imper-
atives of the political process rather than the long-term 
interests of the institution. While such leadership might 
be tolerated for the short term if paired with strong, ex-
perienced academic administrators in such roles as pro-
vosts and deans, selecting a university president who 
has only political skills and is isolated from academic 
traditions and values can lead to disaster.

Beyond these obvious criteria, there is another set of 
qualifica-tions, again hard to measure, but of particu-
lar importance at this moment in the history of pub-
lic higher education in America. My own experience 
would suggest the importance of a strong commit-
ment to excellence, including the ability to recognize 
excellence when it is present and to admit when it is 
absent—a perspective drilled into me by such men-
tors as Harold Shapiro, Billy Frye, and Frank Rhodes. 
Today, presidents need both an understanding of the 
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importance of and a driving passion to achieve diver-
sity, along with a willingness to achieve and defend 
equality for all members of the university community. 
As the university’s chief recruiter of talent, presidents 
require an impeccable “taste” in the choice of people. 
They need the ability to identify and attract the most 
outstanding talent into key leadership positions in the 
university, to shape them into teams, and to provide 
them with strong support and leadership.

As I stress throughout this book, to be successful, 
presidents must have the capacity to comprehend and 
the willingness to respect the institutional saga of the 
university they will lead. They also should have the 
confidence and wisdom to build on the contributions 
of their predecessors, even if it is natural that they will 
tend to chart their own course to the future. Governing 
boards should seek candidates with personalities and 
experiences well aligned with the particular character 
and needs of the institution. For example, selecting a 
prima donna president to lead the prima donna faculty 
characterizing some elite U.S. universities can lead to 
disaster. If the aim is to select a president capable of ele-
vating the academic quality of an institution, the candi-
date should have experience—either as an administra-
tor or faculty member (or perhaps even student)—with 
an institution higher up in the pecking order. Here, 
boards should resist the pressure to determine presi-
dents by the issues of the moment and should instead 
seek candidates capable of positioning the institution 
for challenges and opportunities a decade or more in 
the future.

Finally, it is my belief that presidential searches 
should seek leaders—those who will seize the helm and 
guide the institution, rather than simply serve as a rep-
resentative of the institution to its many constituencies. 
Although governing boards and faculty senates some-
times shy away from such candidates, times of chal-
lenge and change require strong leadership. Of course, 
leadership goes far beyond management skills and 
involves the capacity to develop a compelling vision 
for the institution and to build support for this vision 
within the university community and among its vari-
ous stakeholders. It goes without saying that such lead-
ership will require, in turn, immense physical stamina, 
undiminished energy, and a very thick skin.

Most of these important characteristics should be 

easily discernible from the track record of candidates 
and not left simply to the vagaries of superficial impres-
sions from interviews. Candidates with the experience 
and achievement necessary to be considered as a uni-
versity president will likely have a track record a mile 
wide and a mile deep to examine. The typical career 
path to a university presidency—traversing as it does a 
sequence of administrative assignments as department 
chair, dean, and provost—provides search committees 
and governing boards with ample opportunities to as-
sess the full qualifications of presidential candidates 
long before they are invited to the campus.

With these formidable qualifications in mind, where 
should governing boards and search committees look 
for university presidents? Unfortunately, the pool of 
attractive candidates considered by most searches is 
rather small. In fact, the same names keep coming up 
time and time again, until they are finally selected for 
a position or ruled out permanently because of some 
discovered fatal flaw. Perhaps this should not be sur-
prising, since most advisors (usually former university 
presidents) and executive search consultants have rela-
tively short-range radars and tend to keep scanning the 
same highly visible leadership positions, such as pro-
vosts or deans in major institutions.

Another issue of concern is whether institutions 
should give preference to internal or external candi-
dates. Most institutions seek a balance among internal 
and external candidates in filling key academic leader-
ship positions, such as department chairs and deans. 
But these days, it is rare for a university president to be 
chosen from internal candidates. In fact, recent surveys 
indicate that 80 percent of the time, governing boards 
will select external candidates.5

While trapped in an airport one day, I conducted 
a back-of-the-envelope comparison of inside versus 
outside presidential appointments over the past sev-
eral decades at major research universities and arrived 
at some interesting conclusions. During this period, 
roughly 85 percent of the presidential searches for Big 
Ten universities have ended with the selection of exter-
nal candidates. The Ivy League is a bit more balanced, 
with a fifty-fifty split, although this is primarily due to 
the tendency of Harvard, Yale, and Princeton to go with 
internal candidates, while the rest usually go outside. 
California stands out as the other extreme, with 75 per-
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cent of the selections at the University of California and 
Stanford being insiders.

Let me suggest two unsubstantiated speculations 
about these results. First, the better the institution, the 
more willing it seems to be to consider internal can-
didates, that is, to grow its own. Here, Harvard, Yale, 
Princeton, Stanford, and the University of California 
stand out (although I suppose I could add Wisconsin 
and Michigan, at least during some periods of their 
history). It takes a strong sense of institutional self-
confidence to assume that the best leader would be one 
of your own faculty members. Second, there is a par-
ticularly pronounced trend for the governing boards of 
public universities to select new presidents from out-
side. To some extent, this may simply result from the 
notion that “the grass is always greener on the other 
side of the fence”—or, perhaps more accurately, that 
“the devil you don’t know is always more appealing 
than the devil you do”—at least when it comes to uni-
versity presidents. But it could also be a sign that gov-
erning boards, particularly in public universities, have 
become ever more political and insecure in their selec-
tion of leadership, believing they can better control ex-
ternal candidates who arrive on campus with no local 
constituency of support. Ironically, the history of sev-
eral institutions that today tend always to look outside 
suggests that their best presidents in years past have 
come from inside (with John Hannah at Michigan State 
and William Friday at North Carolina being prime ex-
amples).

Finally, this tendency could also be evidence of the 
rather low priority given to leadership development 
within our universities. Governing board members 
who have served as directors on publicly traded corpo-
rations realize the importance of succession planning 
that involves not only identifying a leadership depth 
chart but recruiting and developing junior executives 
with leadership potential. It is my belief that governing 
boards should demand that similar attention be given 
to succession planning and leadership development in 
higher education.

An unfortunate consequence of the tendency of 
governing boards to look outside for university lead-
ership is accompanied by another characteristic of to-
day’s university presidents: the number of institutions 
where they have served as faculty or administrators 

as they climb the leadership ladder during their ca-
reers. To some extent, institution hopping among aca-
demic administrators is perfectly logical. As I noted 
earlier, the leadership pyramid narrows markedly as 
one climbs up the ladder, and since the rungs back to 
faculty positions in one’s field tend to evaporate, there 
is little choice but to move to another institution for 
further advancement. So, too, some presidents have 
used an institution-hopping strategy to move up the 
ladder of institutional quality, establishing a reputation 
as a leader at one institution, then jumping to a similar 
post at an institution of higher reputation—or, in some 
cases, just leaving town before the lynch mob catches 
up with them. Yet the phenomenon of the vagabond 
president has recently become even more pronounced, 
with many administrators serving not only as academic 
leaders (chairs, deans, provosts, presidents) in several 
institutions but even as presidents in several different 
universities. While it takes a rare talent to be able to 
adapt to new institutions and provide effective leader-
ship, it is also the case that it takes a newcomer time 
to understand the institutional saga of a university and 
much longer to have a substantial and enduring impact 
on the institution—at least five years and more likely a 
decade for most universities. From this perspective, it is 
not surprising that many perceive a leadership vacuum 
within the higher education community these days, 
since the tendency of governing boards to recruit presi-
dents from outside has led to a generation of short-tim-
ers who tend to bounce off institutions without making 
a dent. It is also understandable why many faculties 
seem weary and frustrated from the effort to adjust to 
one externally appointed president after another, each 
lasting for only a few years before moving on to another 
assignment, without the time to achieve the leadership 
continuity necessary to build institutional momentum.

Finally, a word about just how boards should ap-
proach the recruitment of their top candidates. Execu-
tive search consultants and compensation consultants 
tend to stress the importance of competitive compen-
sation. Yet I believe that these evaluations tend to be 
biased, since consultant fees are frequently indexed to 
executive compensation levels. Furthermore, the recent 
inflation in presidential compensation, with salaries no 
longer simply at the top of the faculty but now begin-
ning to approach those of even football coaches in both 
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the magnitude and the complexity of the compensation 
scheme,6 is driving a wedge not only between the fac-
ulty and the administration but between the public and 
higher education.

Although this view may not be shared by govern-
ing boards or even many faculty members, I would 
raise a flag of concern that the university presidency 
may be evolving away from an academic leadership 
assignment to a separate profession, with its own 
unique professional characteristics—including com-
pensation packages—quite apart from those of the fac-
ulty. In years past, at most universities, the salaries of 
academic administrators (e.g., the president, executive 
officers, and deans) have been generally comparable 
to those of the top faculty. It was felt important that 
these academic leaders be seen as senior members of 
the faculty rather than corporate officers. Rewarding a 
university president like a corporate CEO threatens to 
open up a psychological gap between the faculty and 
the administration (where the faculty no longer views 
the president—and other senior administrators—as 
“one of us”), thereby decoupling the president from the 
academic core of the university and undercutting his or 
her effectiveness at leading the institution. Derek Bok 
notes: “A huge presidential salary tends to exacerbate 
tensions that too often exist between faculty and ad-
ministration. At critical moments, however, when aca-
demic leaders need to rally the faculty to make special 
efforts for the good of the institution, the distance be-
tween highly paid presidents and their professors can 
be costly indeed.”7

From many years of experience in assisting in the 
selection and recruitment of academic leaders, it con-
tinues to be my belief that top talent is rarely lured by 
dollars alone. To be sure, a competitive salary is viewed 
by some candidates as a measure of how much you 
want them. But it is rarely the deciding factor. Far more 
important is the challenge, opportunity, and prestige 
of building a high-quality institution or academic pro-
gram. Many candidates are seeking new opportunities 
because they have been blocked by the narrowing pyra-
mid of the academic hierarchy in their own institution. 
Some are after wealth and fame, though usually not 
from their university salary but, rather, from outside 
their academic appointment, through corporate boards, 
national commissions, or other opportunities. Some ac-

tually view academic leadership as a higher calling, 
with emotional rewards and satisfaction that simply 
cannot be quantified in terms of compensation. And 
some, believe it or not, have acquired a sense of loyalty 
to a particular university and view such assignments as 
a duty of service. Skeptics of this perspective might just 
consider the list of institutions with the highest execu-
tive salaries. For the most part, these are the places you 
have to pay talented people to go, not those institutions 
capable of attracting them with their quality and repu-
tation. Put slightly differently, the higher the risk of the 
position, the higher the compensation necessary to at-
tract strong candidates. If a president cannot depend 
on the board to support him or her when the going gets 
tough, it is natural to seek to protect oneself in the event 
that the tough have to get going.

I offer a final comment here about the dangers posed 
by the professionalization of the university presiden-
cy—whether by a widening gap between the faculty 
and the president because of celebrity compensation 
levels or because the itinerant careers of many profes-
sional university presidents rarely allow the opportuni-
ty to build the strong bonds with the faculty necessary 
to understand the distinctive institutional sagas of the 
universities they are leading. There is ample experience 
from both government and the corporate sector to sug-
gest that leaders without the experience or appreciation 
for the “business” of an organization can get their orga-
nization into serious trouble, threatening its very sur-
vival. Of most concern here is the lack of institutional 
understanding and loyalty evident when a president 
strives more for personal achievement as an academic 
administrator than for the higher calling of loyally serv-
ing an institution while keeping its institutional welfare 
the primary concern. The professional university presi-
dent may be yet another sign that the nature of the con-
temporary university has outstripped the capacity of 
the traditional approach to its governance—for exam-
ple, such traditions as lay governing boards and shared 
governance among boards, faculty, and administrators. 
To the degree that this creates a cadre of professional 
university leaders with limited experience and attach-
ment to the faculty and the core teaching and scholarly 
efforts of the university, it will almost certainly threaten 
the fundamental academic values and traditions of the 
university.
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Some Advice for Candidates 
For University Presidencies

While there are many attractive and rewarding as-
pects of a university presidency, those tempted to con-
sider such appointments should be aware that such 
roles are accompanied by significant risks. Reporting to 
a governing board of lay citizens is considerably dif-
ferent than the reporting lines characterizing most aca-
demic leadership positions in a university (e.g., chair, 
dean, or provost) where one reports to academic peers. 
The president’s relationship with the lay board is a 
complex one, particularly when it has the political na-
ture characterizing most public universities. Unlike the 
reporting relationship of a CEO to a board of directors, 
populated in most cases by peers in the business pro-
fession, the university governing board has little direct 
experience in understanding either the academic nature 
of the institution or a means of evaluating the president. 
Usually, the relationship with the board is sustained 
through a personal relationship with the board chair or 
a small executive committee, hence it will change when 
the board composition changes—a particular challenge 
for the small, politically determined boards character-
izing public universities. This creates a certain instabil-
ity to the appointment, since the board relationship will 
change with its composition.

In the past, many presidents served “at the pleasure 
of the board,” which was akin to being a wife of Henry 
VIII as long as he was willing. My own appointment 
was of this character, and one of my regents always 
took great delight in announcing publicly that the first 
item on the agenda of each meeting should be a vote 
on whether or not to fire the president. If the board 
chose not to, it should proceed with the business of 
the meeting. In fact, the tenures of many presidents of 
public universities do, in effect, continue from meeting 
to meeting, always threatened by a volatile issue or a 
change in board composition that will create a majority 
of votes opposed to their leadership. In sharp contrast 
to an elected public official, such as a governor with a 
fixed term of office, the electorate for a public universi-
ty president (the board) can ask for a recall at any time.

For this reason, many presidents today (indeed, 
most in public universities) insist on a firm contract 

stipulating the nature of the appointment for a fixed 
period (e.g., five years). But in contrast to golden para-
chutes characterizing the employment agreements for 
most corporate executives, most university presidents 
have rather weak postemployment agreements, such as 
a year’s salary while they find another job. In most cas-
es, it is far easier to fire a president than a football coach 
(which suggests that more university presidents should 
learn from their athletics colleagues to hire a top-notch 
attorney or agent to negotiate their contract). This in-
trinsic vulnerability of the position is not particularly 
conducive to courageous, visionary leadership. Nor is 
it capable of attracting many of the most talented po-
tential leaders into these positions.

At the same time, let me caution candidates against 
being too demanding as they approach the negotia-
tion for a university presidency, since excessive greed 
could well plant land mines that return to haunt them 
later. For example, while it is natural to seek generous 
compensation (particularly if one is concerned about 
the risk posed by a political governing board), keep in 
mind that a president with compensation too far above 
the faculty is asking for trouble. Similarly, some judg-
ment must be present in negotiating perquisites, such 
as modifications to the presidential mansion, transpor-
tation, office, or football box. Remember, you are not 
being hired as king or queen but, rather, as a servant of 
the institution and the public to which it is accountable.

so what are we supposed to do now?
Once a university governing board has selected and 

recruited a new president and enjoyed the euphoria of 
relief and congratulations for a job well done, it can re-
lax. Right? Wrong! The next task is to make certain that 
the board provides the president with the support nec-
essary to be successful and advance the interests of the 
institution. In fact, developing a strong relationship of 
mutual trust, confidence, and respect between the pres-
ident and governing board is one of the most important 
factors in determining the success of a presidency.

First, it is essential that during the selection and re-
cruiting process, there has been an agreement up front 
on the relative priority of presidential duties, since this 
will form the basis for further evaluation of the presi-
dent’s performance. If the board believes that the aca-
demic quality of the institution should be taken to the 
next level or that a major institutional transformation 
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should occur, it had better be prepared to fully support 
strong presidential action and to take the inevitable 
heat when sacred cows are sacrificed. If the board has 
been foolish enough to put fund-raising or state politics 
as its highest priorities, it should be aware that it is un-
likely to get strong academic leadership.

Next, it is very important for the governing board to 
make certain that the newly appointed president gets 
off on the right foot. Too many times, new presidents 
feel abandoned by their boards during those critical 
early days of their tenure. The governing board must 
find opportunities to demonstrate their strong support 
for the agenda of the new president. For presidents new 
to the campus, the board should also take steps to link 
the president to the university community, including 
influential faculty and former university presidents.

The next task is to determine whether they made 
the right decision. Put another way, how does a board 
know when it has made a mistake in appointing a new 
president, and what can they do about it? During the 
past several years, we have seen an unusually high at-
trition rate among university presidents at leading insti-
tutions. Some of these departures have been triggered 
by cosmic events (e.g., a faculty vote of no confidence 
or a political onslaught by the media or politicians), 
but in most cases, the governing board deserves more 
blame than the president. In some cases, the board sim-
ply selected a president whose style was incompatible 
with the institution they were expected to lead—a situ-
ation that should have clearly been recognized, antici-
pated, and avoided before the appointment was made. 
In other cases, there was not a clear understanding 
between the board and the president about objectives. 
There are also examples of a failure of nerves, when a 
president marching into battle looked back only to find 
the board had turned about and was beating a hasty 
retreat. Again, a thorough presidential search, a wise 
selection, and a careful and candid up-front negotiation 
could have avoided these disasters.

Over time, both institutional needs and presidential 
abilities can change. It is the governing board’s respon-
sibility to continually monitor the quality and effective-
ness of the leadership of its institution. This requires 
a rigorous approach to the evaluation of presidential 
performance. Just as many board members seem to 
leave behind their experience and common sense from 

their own professions when they hire university presi-
dents, they frequently do the same when they evalu-
ate a president’s performance. In the corporate world, 
boards of directors have well-defined measures of ex-
ecutive performance based on shareholder value, such 
as achieving goals in such measures as earnings per 
share, revenue growth, and profit margins. Indeed, bo-
nus compensation is directly determined by such quan-
titative measures. The key principle is clear. University 
presidents should be evaluated on what their institu-
tions accomplish, not simply on issues of personal style 
or appearance. Yet, just as lay boards bring little experi-
ence to selection of the leaders of academic institutions, 
they are similarly limited in their capacity to evaluate 
a university president, since it is hard for them to un-
derstand measures of university progress without an 
academic background. Even when quantitative mea-
sures are used, these tend to be simplistic, such as gift 
income (which is usually determined by cultivation of 
potential donors many years earlier); university rank-
ings in, for example, U.S. News and World Report (which 
are of questionable validity and also are determined by 
investments years earlier); or the win-loss record of the 
football team.

Hence, most boards evaluate their presidents on a 
highly subjective basis, by how people (particularly 
board members) “feel” about them, which all too often 
depends on whether the president has been responsive 
to a particular personal request or perk. Sometimes, 
boards tap into the gossip networks or seek out the 
opinion of faculty or staff members they know. But few 
boards seek an objective evaluation of just how the in-
stitution is doing, which would be the best measure of 
presidential performance.

There are several key indicators of whether a uni-
versity presidency is going to be successful, even at a 
very early stage. Here, one must look beyond the super-
ficial and symbolic activities of the president to gain an 
assessment of substance. After all, most presidents will 
enjoy a honeymoon of popular support from students, 
faculty, alumni, and perhaps even the local media dur-
ing their first few months.

First, one should focus on the ability of the president 
to build a strong leadership team. The quality of execu-
tive officers, deans, and senior faculty determines the 
quality of the institution. While some changes among 
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executive officers, deans, and senior staff are to be ex-
pected with a new administration, warning flags should 
go up immediately if the new president launches a se-
ries of purges of long-standing, successful and loyal 
academic and administrative leaders—particularly if 
the new leader is from outside the university. Inexperi-
enced or insecure presidents sometimes try to wipe the 
slate of existing leadership clean, replacing long-serv-
ing officers and staff by their own appointments, with 
the primary criteria being loyalty to the new regime. 
Beware, as well, of presidents who insist on selecting 
external candidates for most open positions, since this 
approach is likely aimed at solidifying personal power 
rather than improving the quality of the institution. It is 
important to recall here that universities tend to evolve 
according to long-standing institutional sagas—tradi-
tions, practices, and values. To begin a presidency by 
eliminating those academic leaders (executive officers 
and deans) and senior administrative staff members 
who understand and can help sustain these traditions is 
not only damaging to the institution; it is almost certain 
to lead to a failure in presidential leadership.

The second warning sign also has to do with recruit-
ing and team building. The university president is the 
institution’s leading recruiter. Successful presidents 
have the ability both to identify topflight talent and 
to recruit it into key university leadership positions. 
Incompetent presidents eventually surround them-
selves with weak appointments, creating a cascade of 
incompetence that flows down through the institution, 
paralyzing even successful activities and resulting in a 
downward-glide path.

Third, university presidents are looked to for their 
vision for the future of the institution. Successful presi-
dents should be able to work with the university com-
munity to generate a shared sense of participation in 
both creating and striving toward a vision. To be sure, 
this is always difficult for those unfamiliar with the 
people, traditions, and culture of an institution. This is 
all the more reason why successful presidents seek a 
mixture of old and new on their leadership teams.

Finally—and this is most important—the success 
of a presidency should always be assessed by asking a 
simple question: is the university better when the presi-
dent leaves than when he or she arrived? Of course, this 
assessment cannot occur until long after a president’s 

tenure ends. From this perspective, only history itself 
will validate the wisdom of a governing board in con-
ducting a presidential search.

Clearly, I am not a big fan of the current process for 
selecting university presidents. It has always struck 
me as bizarre that we leave the selection of leaders of 
such important institutions to a group of lay citizens 
who have limited experience and understanding of the 
complex nature of a university and the intricacies of 
academic life and who are often heavily influenced by 
politics (particularly in the case of public universities) 
and influential observers (e.g., wealthy alumni or pow-
erful football coaches). Even board members with ex-
tensive experience from other sectors, such as corporate 
governance, all too frequently leave behind their judg-
ment (not to mention their values and integrity) when 
it comes to selecting a university president. Presidential 
selection tends to be based on the most subjective intu-
ition—sometimes the flimsiest of whims—rather than 
on the thorough due diligence that would be demand-
ed for a corporate CEO.

Some suggest that the selection of a university presi-
dent is more akin to that of a major political election of 
a governor or even a U.S. president, where the votes of 
lay citizens also determine the outcome. But political 
candidates are required to parade in front of the body 
politic for many months, thoroughly examined by the 
press and challenged by their opponents, to give voters 
a better sense of whom they should support. Contrast 
this with the backroom process used in most univer-
sity searches, particularly in the endgame, when the 
governing board must decide among the finalists. No 
matter how well intentioned or determined, few search 
consultants are able to penetrate and comprehend the 
complexities of faculty or peer evaluations of presiden-
tial candidates. Laws concerning privacy and freedom 
of information make the process even more difficult, 
forcing many consultants to rely on a well-worn (and 
frequently stale) pool of potential candidates. It is little 
wonder that few internal candidates are selected for 
these posts, since they are usually not yet on the search 
consultants’ radarscopes, which tend to be dominated 
by professional institution hoppers.

It is ironic, indeed, that universities that put great 
effort into the very thorough evaluations of faculty can-
didates for hiring, promotion, tenure, and academic 
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leadership roles tolerate such a cavalier approach to 
the selection of their leadership at the top. In over two 
decades of tracking presidential searches through the 
nation, I must confess that I have yet to see a search 
conducted with the thoroughness and rigor of a faculty 
tenure evaluation. Whether due to the questionable 
competence of governing boards, the limited ability or 
self-interest of search consultants, the detached view of 
faculty search committees who feel that their recom-
mendations will not be heard in any event, or a belief 
that most university presidents simply are not very 
relevant to the activities of teaching and research in 
the trenches, it is a fact of university life today that the 
presidential selection process in American higher edu-
cation is sadly lacking in rigor, insight, and, at times, 
even integrity.

Hardly!!! Rather, the University’s “principal servant”!
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Year One: The first step: listen, listen, listen!!!
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Year One: Then lay out the vision...
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Year One: Getting to know the VIPs.
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Year One: Some surprises: a Rose Bowl victory and a NCAA championship!
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Year One: Entertaining thousands...
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Year One: Personal escapes...and family pride!
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There are many contrasting perceptions of a 
university president. In many countries, the post 
is traditionally an honorific position elected by the 
faculty. In nations with strong central ministries of 
education, it is not uncommon for the university 
president to be considered an administrative bu-
reaucrat. Even in the United States many  trust-
ees and some faculty members tend to think of the 
president as a hired hand of the governing board. 
However, the charters of most American colleges 
and universities define the president as a chief ex-
ecutive officer, with ultimate executive authority 
and responsibility for all decisions made within 
the institution.

This leadership role is complicated by the scale and 
diversity of the contemporary university, comparable 
to that of major global corporations or government 
agencies. Today’s university conducts many activities, 
some nonprofit, some publicly regulated, and some 
operating in intensely competitive marketplaces. Uni-
versities teach students, conduct research for various 
clients, provide health care, engage in economic devel-
opment, stimulate social change, and provide mass en-
tertainment (e.g., college sports). Of course, the univer-
sity also has higher purposes, such as preserving our 
cultural heritage, challenging the norms and beliefs of 
our society, and preparing the educated citizens nec-
essary to sustain our democracy. Yet, despite the fact 
that university presidents have executive responsibili-
ties for all of these activities and purposes, the position 
has surprisingly little authority. The president reports 
to a governing board of lay citizens with limited under-
standing of academic matters and must lead, persuade, 
or consult with numerous constituencies (e.g., faculty 
and students) that tend to resist authority. Hence, the 

university presidency requires an extremely delicate 
and subtle form of leadership, sometimes based more 
on style than substance and usually more inclined to 
build consensus rather than take decisive action. The 
very phrases used to characterize academic leadership, 
such as “herding cats” or “moving cemeteries,” suggest 
the complexity of the university presidency. Universi-
ties are led, not managed.

There are numerous approaches to university lead-
ership. Some presidents focus on sustaining momen-
tum and stability during difficult times; others attempt 
to take their institution up a notch, improving the repu-
tations of academic programs (or, God forbid, build-
ing a winning football team). Many presidents view 
the complex, tradition-bound nature of a university as 
quite resistant to major change and soon conclude that 
it is perhaps best, or at least safest, to focus their atten-
tion on a small set of issues where their leadership can 
have an impact. Others view their presidency as sim-
ply another step along a career path, either from one 
university to another or, perhaps, between public and 
private life. Hence, they are disinclined to stir things 
up, letting the institution drift along until they jump to 
their next ship. Fortunately, most university presidents, 
even if passing briefly through a particular leadership 
assignment, set institutional welfare as a high prior-
ity. On rare occasions, one encounters presidents who 
view themselves as change agents, setting bold visions 
for their institution and launching strategic efforts to 
move toward these visions. Like generals who lead 
their troops into battle rather than sending orders from 
far behind the front lines, these leaders recognize that 
winning the war sometimes requires personal sacrifice. 
The risks associated with proposing bold visions and 
leading change are high, and the tenure of such leaders 

Chapter 4

Presidential Leadership
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is usually short. But their impact on both their institu-
tion and higher education more broadly can be consid-
erable.

Regardless of personal proclivities, successful presi-
dential leadership styles must be responsive to both the 
nature of the institution and the demands of the times. 
The character of each institution—its size, mission, and 
culture—and, most important, its institutional saga 
will tolerate certain styles and reject others. Authoritar-
ian leadership might be effective or even demanded at 
some institutions, but the culture of creative anarchies, 
such as Michigan, Berkeley, or Harvard, will demand 
a more subtle approach to building grassroots support 
for any initiative. Similarly, the turbulent 1960s and fi-
nancially stressed 1980s required different leadership 
styles than the market-driven challenges and opportu-
nities of the early twenty-first century. It is important 
that university presidents be capable of adapting their 
own leadership styles to fit the needs of their institu-
tion. Rigidity is not a particularly valuable trait for ei-
ther the effectiveness or even the survival of university 
leaders.

In earlier chapters, I have described my own path to 
the presidency of the University of Michigan (from fac-
ulty member to campus politician to academic adminis-
trator), throughout which I learned the trade of univer-
sity leadership from several of the most distinguished 
academic leaders of our generation. Yet presidential 
leadership cannot be learned only as an understudy. It 
requires on-the-job training—rather, baptism by fire—
in facing the challenge of day-to-day decisions of major 
import, defending the university against hostile forces 
both from without and within, and enduring the slings 

and arrows of those who view the university president 
as a convenient target to promote their particular issue 
or concern. In a sense then, the chapters in part 2 of this 
book, on the arcane topic of presidential leadership, are 
taken from my own “course notes,” compiled from per-
sonal experiences, occasional successes, and predict-
able failures.

The Elements of Presidential Leadership

Rather than beginning this discussion with such is-
sues as presidential style and philosophy, it seems more 
constructive to consider the various facets of leadership 
that are required by the important position of univer-
sity president. Each of these elements of presidential 
leadership will be considered in more detail in subse-
quent chapters, but it is useful to summarize them here 
at the outset.

Clearly, as the chief executive officer of the univer-
sity, the president has a range of executive leadership 
responsibilities, such as supervising the university 
administration; ensuring the quality and integrity of 
academic programs; managing human, financial, and 
capital assets; and being accountable to the governing 
board (and the public) for the welfare of the university. 
In a sense, the responsibility for everything involv-
ing the university usually ends up on the president’s 
desk—where the buck stops—whether the president 
is directly involved or even informed about the matter 
or not. The corporate side of the university—the pro-
fessional staff responsible for its financial operations, 
plant maintenance, public relations, and so forth—gen-
erally functions according to the business hierarchy 

Off to the administration building...
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of command, communications, and control. After all, 
major universities are in reality very complex multi-
billion-dollar enterprises, with all of the accountability 
and demands of a modern business. Yet the academic 
organization of the university is best characterized as 
a creative anarchy. Faculty members possess two per-
quisites that are extraordinary in contemporary society: 
academic freedom, which means that faculty members 
can study, teach, or say essentially anything they wish; 
and tenure, which implies lifetime employment and 
security. Faculty members do what they want to do, 
and there is precious little that administrators can do to 
steer them in directions where they do not wish to go.

As chief executive officer, the president is respon-
sible for recruiting the key leadership of the university, 
not simply the executive officers, but also the deans and 
even, on occasion, key faculty members. This headhunt-
ing function is absolutely essential, since universities are 
only as good as the leaders of their academic programs, 
whether in administrative roles (e.g., department chairs 
and deans) or in intellectual roles (e.g., chaired profes-
sors). Equally important is the president’s capacity to 
manage the relationship between the governing board 
and the university. Since most governing board mem-
bers have little knowledge and even less experience 
with the core teaching and research activities of the 
university, a university president must devote consid-
erable time and effort to educating the board, helping 
to shape its agenda, and providing the necessary back-
ground on key issues. Woe be to the president—and the 
university—whose governing board believes it knows 
more about the institution than the president.

In terms of executive leadership, the Office of the 
President is usually ground zero in any university cri-
sis. Whether the university faces a student protest, an 
athletics scandal, a financial misstep, or a political at-
tack, the president is usually the point person in cri-
sis management. This has serious implications for 
scheduling the president’s calendar, since in such a 
complex institution as the contemporary university, a 
considerable amount of the time of the leadership will 
invariably be consumed by unanticipated crises. Crisis 
management and all the other elements of executive 
leadership—building a leadership team, financial man-
agement, building campuses, and leading governing 
boards—are covered in some detail in chapter 5.

Another role of university presidents is academic 
leadership. Although the faculty usually expects the 
university president to focus on government relations, 
fund-raising, and keeping the governing board out of 
its hair, the most successful university presidents are 
capable of not only understanding academic issues but 
also shaping the evolution of academic programs and 
enhancing the academic reputation of the university. 
To be sure, academic leadership must be exercised with 
great care (even sleight of hand)—through the appoint-
ment of key academic leaders (e.g., deans or depart-
ment chairs) or by obtaining the funds to stimulate the 
faculty to launch new academic programs. However, 
since it is my belief that the most successful university 
presidents, regardless of institutional type, are deeply 
involved in academic matters, I devote considerable at-
tention to this subject in chapter 6.

The same ambiguity characterizes another role of 
university presidents, political leadership. The man-Two CEOs of multinational corporations!

Crisis management
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agement of the university’s political relationships with 
various constituencies—state government, federal gov-
ernment, and various special interest groups—rests 
eventually with the president. Just as faculties may 
resist presidential involvement in academic matters 
that they regard as their domain, governing boards 
(particularly those for public universities) can pummel 
a president for overinvolvement in public or political 
issues—at least those not aligned with their particular 
political persuasion. Yet both constituencies will de-
mand some expertise in academics and politics during 
the presidential search process. Moreover, most suc-
cessful presidents find that their credibility as proven 
academics and their skills as politicians, both on and off 
campus, are essential to their ability to lead their uni-
versity. Chapter 7 is devoted to a discussion of political 
leadership, replete with some lessons learned from my 
personal school of hard knocks.

Although institutional needs and opportunities 

are different today than, say, a century ago, universi-
ties—just as our broader society—still require moral 
leadership. Universities, their communities, and their 
constituencies do seek guidance on such key moral is-
sues as social diversity, civic responsibility, and social 
justice. Skillful presidents can transform crises—such 
as a racial incident, student misbehavior, or an athlet-
ics scandal—into teachable moments for moral leader-
ship. Moreover, while the moral voice of the university 
president is sometimes drowned out by the din of po-
litical chatter, most presidents have ample opportunity 
to use their bully pulpit to speak out with courage and 
conviction on moral issues faced by our society, thereby 
providing role models for their students and perhaps 
even illuminating the discussion of moral issues with 
the perspective of the learned academy. Furthermore, 
through personal behavior, a leader can frequently in-
fluence the values and practices of an organization. If 
presidents value integrity, openness, truth, and com-
passion in their personal activities, these characteristics 
are more likely to be embraced and valued by those 
within their universities. By the same token, if a presi-
dent is arrogant or insensitive, deals harshly with sub-
ordinates, or is truth- and candor-impaired, these traits, 
too, will rapidly propagate throughout the institution.

The presidential family also plays a pastoral role. 
In a very real sense, the president and spouse are the 
dad and mom of the extended university family. Stu-
dents look to them for parental support, even as they 
routinely reject official actions in loco parentis. Faculty 
and staff also seek nurturing care and sympathetic un-
derstanding during difficult times for the university. 

Commencement, the symbol of academic leadership

President meets president

Moral leadership
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To both those inside and those outside the system, 
presidents are expected to be cheerleaders for their 
university, always upbeat and optimistic, even though 
they frequently share the concerns and are subject to 
the same stresses as the rest of the campus community. 
The topic of pastoral care and that of moral leadership 
more generally are considered in chapter 8.

Finally, there is the “vision thing”—providing stra-
tegic leadership of the university toward significant 
goals. All too often, the tenure of presidents is suf-
ficiently brief and their loyalty to a given institution 
is sufficiently shallow that acting in the long-term in-
terests and evolution of the university is not a major 
priority. So, too, it is not uncommon to find presidents 
who tend to prefer backing into the future, by lauding 
the past with a nostalgic glow that confuses myth with 
reality. Strategic leadership requires a sense of institu-
tional saga, a keen understanding of current challenges 
and opportunities, and the ability to see future possi-

bilities. It also requires the skills necessary to engage a 
university community and build support for a vision 
of the future, as well as the energy, determination, and 
courage to lead toward these objectives. Strategic lead-
ership is not an easy task, to be sure, and deserves the 
attention provided to it in chapter 9.

Unique Aspects of Presidential Leadership

Today’s university president is expected to be part 
chief executive officer, intellectual leader of the faculty, 
educational leader, occasional parent to the students, 
political lobbyist with both state and federal govern-
ment, cheerleader for the university, spokesman to 
the media, fund-raiser, entertainer, and servant to the 
governing board. Large institutions require strong ex-
ecutive leadership; public institutions need political 
acumen; and smaller institutions seek a greater degree 
of hands-on engagement with faculty and students in 
academic issues. And the performance in any particular 
one of these roles is usually considered as the singular 
basis for evaluating the president’s performance by the 
correspondingly affected constituency.

Of course, this multiplicity of leadership roles is not 
unique to the university presidency. Corporate and gov-
ernment leaders must also contend with multidimen-
sional roles. Yet there are several aspects of university 
leadership that set the university presidency apart from 
other leadership roles in our society. Perhaps the most 
significant difference is in the authority of the position, 
since universities are led more by building consensus 
than issuing orders. University presidents rarely enjoy 
the authority commensurate with the responsibilities of 
their positions. Although the responsibility for every-
thing involving the university usually floats up to the 
president’s desk, direct authority for university activi-
ties almost invariably rests elsewhere. This mismatch 
between responsibility and authority is unparalleled in 
other social institutions. As one colleague put it, univer-
sities may have shared governance, but nobody wants 
to share power with the president.1

Faculty members resist—indeed, deplore—the com-
mand-and-control style of leadership characterizing 
the traditional pyramid organizations of business and 
government. Most among the faculty are offended by 
any suggestion that the university can be compared to 

Go Blue is always an encouraging theme!

The vision thing
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And, of course, speeches, speeches, and more speeches

business, management approaches change in a highly 
strategic fashion, launching a comprehensive process of 
planning and transformation. In political circles, some-
times a strong leader with a big idea can captivate the 
electorate, building momentum for change. The cre-
ative anarchy arising from a faculty culture that prizes 
individual freedom and consensual decision making 
poses quite a different challenge to the university. Most 
big ideas from top administrators are treated with ei-
ther disdain (under that assumption “This, too, shall 
pass”) or ridicule. The same usually occurs for formal 
strategic planning efforts, unless, of course, they are 
attached to clearly perceived budget consequences or 
faculty rewards. The academic tradition of extensive 
consultation, debate, and consensus building before 
any substantive decision is made or action taken poses 

a particular challenge in this regard, since this process 
is frequently incapable of keeping pace with the pro-
found changes swirling about higher education.

One of the biggest challenges for academic leaders is 
to avoid becoming a slave to the in-box, spending most 
of their time on the hundreds of microissues that arise 
in a university. The myriad issues and an overloaded 
calendar can distract a president from the broader is-
sues that can only be addressed by the chief executive 
officer of the institution. Too many presidents, perhaps 
frustrated with the slow pace of the academic decision 
process or the anarchy of the faculty, become preoccu-
pied with more routine activities, such as fund-raising, 
campus construction, or even intercollegiate athletics. 

Because of the unforgiving political environment of 
the president, even the seemingly most inconsequential 
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other institutional forms, such as corporations and gov-
ernments. The academy takes great pride in function-
ing as a creative anarchy. Yet the faculty also recognizes 
the need for leadership, not in details of teaching and 
scholarship, but in the abstract—in providing a vision 
for their university and in stimulating a sense of opti-
mism and excitement. They also seek protection from 
the forces that rage outside the university’s ivy-covered 
walls: politics, greed, anti-intellectualism, and medioc-
rity that would threaten the most important academic 
values of the university.

The corporate side of the university—the profes-
sional staff responsible for its financial operations, 
plant maintenance, public relations, and so forth—
might be expected to behave more according to the 
business hierarchy of command, communication, and 
control. After all, as I noted earlier in this chapter, major 
universities are very complex multibillion-dollar enter-
prises, with all of the accountability and demands of a 
modern business. Yet here, too, one finds an erosion of 
the normal lines of authority, almost as if the culture of 
the faculty (“I’ll do it only if I choose to”) has infected 
the professional staff. Indeed, this blurring of academic 
and corporate cultures has been one of the great chal-
lenges in putting into place the effective total quality 
management programs so successful in the business 
world.

So, too, the student body generally tends to resist 
leadership. After all, many young students are at the 
age when challenging authority is an important part of 
growing up. Whether a situation involves a residence 
hall supervisor, a classroom instructor, or even the pres-
ident of the university, student refusal to accept the au-
thority necessary for effective leadership can be prob-
lematic. Yet students are generally the first to demand 
that the president speak out on important issues about 
which they feel strongly.

One might expect that governing boards would seek 
and support strong leadership for their universities. Yet 
such characteristics as energy, vision, and even experi-
ence are sometimes viewed not only as of low impor-
tance but perhaps even as a threat to the authority of 
the board. This is particularly the case for public uni-
versities, where the politics surrounding board selec-
tion and action can become dominant. Although most 
members on the boards of public universities approach 

their responsibilities as a high calling to public service, 
there are always a few who impose on their roles a wide 
array of extraneous political agendas, and to these lat-
ter individuals, a strong president may be viewed as an 
inconvenience.

It is little wonder, then, that many people, including 
some university presidents, are quite convinced that 
the contemporary university has become immune to 
leadership. Presidential leadership does occur and, in 
many cases, is extremely effective. But it usually is ac-
complished through subtle influence rather than push-
ing ahead—by first seeding awareness and discussion 
of issues and building support to prepare the way for 
decisions, preferably reflecting grassroots participation 
(even if the seeds have been quietly planted by the ad-
ministration). Although organizational theorists view 
such an approach as a small-win strategy,2 it seems ap-
propriate to quote the advice given by a more ancient 
authority, Lao Tzu, who says:

Undertake difficult tasks
   by approaching what is easy in them;
Do great deeds
   by focusing on their minute aspects.
All difficulties under heaven arise from what is 

easy.
All great things under heaven arise from what is 

minute.
For this reason,
   the sage never strives to do what is great.
Therefore
   he can achieve greatness.3

Of course, there are those times of urgency when a 
“just do it” approach is necessary, such as when con-
fronting a financial or political crisis. Furthermore, 
blockbuster goals are sometimes the key to igniting 
necessary levels of institutional excitement and energy. 
But universities move like ocean liners, ponderously 
but with considerable momentum.

The rapid and profound nature of the changes oc-
curring in our world today poses formidable challenges 
to tradition-bound institutions, such as the university. 
The pace of a university is quite different from that of 
a corporation responding to quarterly earnings state-
ments or a government reacting to election cycles. In 
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decision can explode in one’s face. A decision not to ac-
cept a speaking request from a key constituency, denial 
of a personal request by a board member to admit a 
relative to a selective academic program, or a slip of the 
tongue with a politically incorrect phrase at a public ap-
pearance—all can bring disaster. Hence, the challenge 
to the president is how to keep the focus at the strate-
gic level when the routine flow of activities through the 
Office of the President contains occasionally explosive 
elements. Part of the answer is to make certain that the 
office has at least one politically sensitive staff mem-
ber who can act as the canary in the mine shaft, always 
on the alert for possible danger. But sooner or later, no 
matter how experienced, all presidents get blindsided 
by a seemingly innocuous decision or action that cre-
ates a political firestorm. Hence, damage control can be-
come as important as the presidential decision process.

There is a growing epidemic of presidential turn-
over that is both a consequence of these problems and a 
factor that contributes to them. The average tenure for 
the presidents of major public universities is about five 
years, too brief to provide the stability in leadership 
necessary for achieving effective change.4 While some 
of these changes in university leadership are the result 
of natural processes, such as retirement, others reflect 
the serious challenges and stresses faced by universi-
ties, which all too frequently destabilize their leader-
ship. The politics of college campuses (from students 
to faculty to governing boards), coupled with external 
pressures (exerted by state and federal governments, 
alumni, sports fans, the media, and the public at large), 
make the presidency of a public university a very haz-
ardous profession these days. At a time when universi-
ties require courageous and visionary leadership, the 
presidency position’s eroding tenure and deteriorating 
attractiveness pose a significant threat to the future of 
these institutions.

Finally, it is important to stress once again just how 
critical the relationship between the governing board 
and the president is in determining the success of a uni-
versity presidency. Of course, the authority necessary 
to lead the institution is delegated directly from the 
board. Furthermore, the board has the primary respon-
sibility for evaluating the performance of the president. 
Faculties can take votes of no confidence, students can 
protest, and politicians and the media can complain, 

but if the governing board supports the president, then 
the position is secure. In fact, when a university presi-
dency crashes and burns, it is usually the consequence 
of a poor search by the governing board or the eroding 
support it has provided an incumbent president that 
has caused most of the damage. Successful presidents 
and capable governing boards usually go hand in hand.

The Many Styles and Philosophies 
of Presidential Leadership

Over the years, I have had the privilege of studying 
under and working with scores of university presidents 
who were, for the most part, talented leaders with dis-
tinguished academic credentials striving to do the best 
for their institutions. The leadership styles and philoso-
phies of these academic leaders were just as varied as 
those among leaders in any other walk of life. In fact, 
they were more so, perhaps because of the random 
paths that led to a presidency and the awkward process 
of being selected by a board of lay citizens.

Perhaps long ago some university presidents could 
be characterized as gentlemen scholars—for example, 
Tappan of Michigan, Eliot of Harvard, and Gilman of 
Johns Hopkins. However, there is probably as much 
myth as reality to this legend of the giants of the past. 
A more careful reading of the historical papers of uni-
versity presidents (including those of the University of 
Michigan) reveals that as many rogues and scalawags 
populated these high leadership positions as did schol-
ars and visionaries.

Today, we find many styles of leadership. Of course, 
most university presidents have at least a modicum of 
political skill. Otherwise, they would have never been 
selected for these positions, nor would they long sur-
vive. But some take this political approach to an ex-
treme, as did several of my colleagues who heavily pop-
ulated their personal staff with press relations experts 
(always sending an advance team to scout out any pub-
lic appearance) and would likely get lost en route be-
tween the airport and a meeting in Washington without 
a personal escort. Some university presidents become 
so skillful at the political arena that they easily move 
into public life, Woodrow Wilson of Princeton being the 
most noted example. While this is both understandable 
and commendable, today’s counterflow of politicians 
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moving into university presidencies raises some flags 
of concern, since the caldron of political life is not nec-
essarily the best training ground for those who are to 
lead academic institutions. While those universities led 
by politicians sometimes prosper for the near term due 
to enhanced appropriations or federal largesse through 
legislative earmarks (pork barrel), they rarely improve 
in academic quality.

As this chapter has stressed, the executive respon-
sibilities of university presidents require some degree 
of management skills. Fortunately, most presidents 
have developed these through a sequence of earlier 
leadership experiences (e.g., department chair, dean, 
and provost). But this can also be taken to the extreme, 
where the president becomes more of a technocrat or 
corporate CEO than an academic leader. Still others 
adopt more of a military approach, commanding their 
executive staff much as a general would command the 
troops. Of course, while the administrative staff of a 
university can adapt to such authoritarian styles, the 
creative anarchy characterizing the faculty will rebel 
or simply ignore general-presidents and continue with 
their own agendas.

Other presidents adopt more of an imperial style, 
viewing their anointment by the governing board as 
conferring a divine right to behave as an emperor-king. 
Occasionally, these are benign rulers, more in the Louis 
XIV mode, who enjoy the perquisites of presidential 
life—the president’s mansion, chauffeur-driven limou-
sines, trips to exotic destinations, and mixing with the 
rich and famous—and focus their leadership activities 
on personal whims. Far more sinister are those who be-
come carried away with their own sense of privilege 
and importance, evolving into imperial rulers more 
along the lines of Henry VIII, taking perverse pleasure 
in power as well as perks and propagating a sense of 
fear and dread throughout the institution (“Off with 
their heads!”). While this description may sound like 
an extreme, power-obsessed presidents installed and 
tolerated by inattentive governing boards occur more 
frequently than one might expect and have caused 
great damage in higher education. Universities have a 
relatively weak form of the check-and-balance mecha-
nisms characterizing other social institutions (e.g., gov-
ernments with voters and corporations with sharehold-
ers), since their governing boards tend to be isolated 

from campus happenings and unaware of abusive lead-
ership.

At the other extreme of presidential style is the styl-
ish charmer,5 those presidents who mesmerize the na-
ive with their articulation of such academic phrases as 
“the life of the mind,” are capable of balancing a teacup 
on their knee while discussing estate planning with ag-
ing dowagers, and keep the board happy with perks 
and flattery. These talents are not necessarily bad, of 
course. But all too frequently, the charmer president is 
also hopelessly hapless, either uninterested in or inca-
pable of dealing with the myriad of complex academic 
and administrative issues that determine whether the 
university flourishes or flounders.

Just as there are many leadership styles, there are 
also many different philosophies of presidential leader-
ship. Some presidents adopt a fatalistic approach, tak-
ing to heart the idea that the university is basically un-
manageable. They focus their attention on a small set of 
issues, usually tactical in nature, and let the institution 
essentially drift undirected in other areas. They view 
their role as representing the university rather than 
leading it. This laissez-faire approach assumes that the 
university will do fine on its own. Indeed, most insti-
tutions can drift along for a time without strategic di-
rection, although they will eventually find themselves 
mired in a swamp of commitments that are largely reac-
tive rather than strategic.

Typically, such minimalist presidents will focus 
on a few external activities, such as schmoozing state 
politicians to build political support or achieving elite 
frequent-flier status flying about the country prospect-
ing for donors in fund-raising efforts. Some presidents 
become consumed by institutional character flaws: for 
example, rogue governing boards that require exces-
sive time, attention, and pampering; or building win-
ning football programs that dominate the attention of 
the institution, its alumni, and the public. Others fall 
into the “Yes, Minister!” trap, essentially allowing their 
calendar to be determined by personal staff and allow-
ing themselves to be enslaved to the in-box and to all 
of the flotsam and jetsam, minutia and trivia, that flow 
through the Office of the President. Although certainly 
frustrating—and certainly not strategic for the institu-
tion—minimalist presidents are probably better than 
those presidents who float at the periphery of institu-
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tional concerns, pursuing their own personal agenda 
while the rest of the university burns, out of sight, out 
of mind. Furthermore, some presidents can be quite 
effective focusing their attention primarily on tactical 
issues when they are convinced that the institution is 
already headed in the right direction.

Of course, there are obvious deficiencies in all of 
these stereotypes. Major university campuses require, 
at least somewhere in the upper echelon of the univer-
sity administration, the full suite of leadership skills—
academic intuition, financial skills, political acumen, 
public relations, strategic vision, people skills, and a 
deep understanding of the fundamental values and na-
ture of an academic community. This is particularly the 
case at very large institutions, such as the University of 
Michigan, which has an unusually challenging combi-
nation of breadth, quality, tradition, and capacity—the 
largest campus, the largest budget, the largest universi-
ty hospital, the largest sponsored research activity, and 
of course, the nation’s largest football stadium. In fact, 
the great challenge of the Michigan presidency is to 
protect the fragile character of the university’s academ-

ic programs from being overwhelmed or pulled asun-
der by the ever-present distraction and threat of the 
Athletic Department on one end of the campus and the 
Medical Center on the other. Needless to say, presidents 
detached from the academic enterprise, surrounded by 
inexperienced executive officers, and overly influenced 
by the whims of ambitious athletic directors or hospital 
administrators can soon drive the university into the 
ditch.

Far more constructive are those presidents who are 
determined to uplift the academic quality of the insti-
tution, by raising standards, challenging weak promo-
tion cases, and recruiting top-notch faculty. Perhaps 
the best Michigan example of this approach was Har-
old Shapiro, who, from his early days as provost and 
then through his presidency, was absolutely insistent 
on the highest academic standards for the university. 
Although his determination to raise the bar on faculty 
hiring, promotion, and tenure sometimes rankled com-
placent faculty and occasionally undermined deans, it 
clearly elevated the quality of the university to a de-
gree that few others were able to achieve. It also dem-

The University of Michigan’s Ann Arbor campus
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onstrated quite convincingly that academic leaders can 
have a major impact on institutional quality—if they 
are determined enough, have the academic background 
to recognize quality, and have the courage to point out 
where it is weak.

Some presidents are particularly skillful at grasping 
opportunities, or rescuing victory from the jaws of de-
feat. Robben Fleming exhibited this skill at a particular-
ly important moment, when campus disruptions could 
have seriously and permanently damaged the Univer-
sity of Michigan. His long experience as a labor media-
tor had taught him that sometimes conflict is necessary 
to create the most effective path to compromise.

Perhaps the rarest of university leaders are those 
capable of strategic vision, who view themselves as 
change agents, setting bold visions for their institution 
and launching efforts to move toward these visions. 
These leaders recognize that winning the war some-
times requires personal sacrifice. The risks associated 
with proposing bold visions and leading change are 
high, and the tenure of such leaders is short—at least 
in public universities. Michigan’s own experience sug-
gests that visionary leaders, such as Henry Tappan, are 
rarely appreciated in their time by their faculties and 
particularly their governing boards, but they can have 
great eventual impact on their universities. In the case 
of a leading institution like Michigan, they can have a 
broader impact on the evolution of higher education, as 
demonstrated by the long-standing influence of Tappan 
on American higher education.

Adapting Leadership Styles to  
the Times and the Institution

Presidential styles are rarely powerful enough to 
change the culture of an institution, much less its insti-
tutional saga. Presidents can lead universities in new 
directions or boost its quality. But prospects for a long 
tenure—or even survival—are slim indeed for those 
presidents whose styles are incompatible with the insti-
tutional saga of a university.

For example, the postwar years of the 1940s and 
1950s were a time of prosperous economy, growing 
populations, and an expanding demand for higher 
education, first as a consequence of returning veterans 
under the GI Bill and later through the efforts of the 

Truman Commission to extend the opportunity for a 
college education to all Americans. Hence, it was a time 
for university presidents who could grasp the oppor-
tunity to grow their institutions, for example, Harlan 
Hatcher at Michigan and John Hannah at Michigan 
State.

In contrast, the 1960s and early 1970s were a time 
of protest, triggered first by the Free Speech Move-
ment and civil rights and later by the Vietnam War 
(and the draft). Universities sought leaders with the 
skills to handle dissent and confrontation. Many came 
from backgrounds in labor mediation, such as Robben 
Fleming at Michigan and Clark Kerr at the University 
of California. There were also many casualties among 
those presidents from an earlier time who simply could 
not adapt to the confrontational climate of the 1960s.

The late 1970s and 1980s required still different lead-
ership styles as the economy weakened, driven first by 
rising energy prices (the OPEC oil embargo) and later 
by industrial competition from Japan. While the nation 
fell into recession, many industrial states, such as Mich-
igan, faced depression-level hardships, with serious 
shortfalls in tax revenue and, consequently, deep cuts 
in appropriations to higher education. This was a time 
of retrenchment, focusing resources on highest priority, 
and generating new revenue streams through private 
fund-raising and student fees. Leaders with strong fi-
nancial skill (and intuition)—such as Harold Shapiro 
at Michigan , David Gardner at the University of Cali-
fornia, and Arnold Weber at Northwestern—were key 
to the abilities of their institutions to restructure them-
selves financially to thrive in an era of constrained re-
sources.

Although financial pressures relaxed—at least tem-
porarily—in the late 1980s and 1990s, universities re-
quired strong entrepreneurial leadership capable of 
grasping the opportunities presented by the end of the 
cold war, the increasing diversity of the American pop-
ulation, the forces of globalization, and the extraordi-
nary transformation of the U.S. economy from making 
things (manufacturing) to creating and applying new 
knowledge, driven in part by such rapidly evolving 
technologies as the computer, telecommunications, and 
transportation. Perhaps indicative of the needs of high-
er education during this period was the appearance 
of university presidents with science and engineer-
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ing backgrounds. While these university leaders were 
comfortable with the technology reshaping our society, 
even more important was a leadership style stressing 
teamwork, risk taking, and entrepreneurial energy and 
capable of providing new visions for the university of 
the twenty-first century.

Equally important is a presidential leadership style 
compatible with (or adaptable to) the unique character 
of the institution. Let me again illustrate this with the 
University of Michigan. Because of Michigan’s excep-
tionally large size, intellectual breadth, and complex-
ity, power is very widely distributed among academic 
and administrative units. Michigan is clearly a deans’ 
university, in which the authority and responsibility 
of deans as academic leaders are very strong. At least 
over the long term, good things happen in academic 
programs because of good deans and good department 

chairs (and conversely, good programs attract good 
deans and department chairs). Yet, despite this disper-
sal of power, Michigan is also an institution where team 
building is greatly valued. Deans come together quite 
easily as teams—particularly if encouraged by the pro-
vost and president—and willingly work on university-
wide priorities. Similarly, effective presidents can mold 
the executive officers of the university into teams rather 
than playing one off against another: for example, it is 
more effective to say, “I would like you folks to work to-
gether to give me your considered opinion on this mat-
ter,” rather than to say, “Each of you tell me what you 
would recommend, and then I will make a decision.”

The trailblazer character of the Michigan saga de-
mands a risk-tolerant environment in which initiatives 
are encouraged at all levels—students, faculty, and 
staff. For example, the university intentionally distrib-

Harlan Hatcher John Hannah

Robben Fleming Clark Kerr
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utes available resources among a number of indepen-
dent funds, so that entrepreneurial faculty with good 
ideas rarely have to accept no as an answer but instead 
can simply turn to another potential source of support. 
The most important play in the Michigan playbook for 
entrepreneurs is the end run, since Michigan adminis-
trators not only tolerate but encourage faculty, students, 
and staff to bypass bureaucratic barriers. For example, 
it is quite common for faculty to bypass deans and ap-
peal directly to the provost or president, just as many, 
including the deans—and occasionally even a coach or 
athletic director—will occasionally find opportunities 
to execute an end run to the regents, a relatively easy 
thing to do since half of them live in Ann Arbor. Once 
faculty, chairs, and deans learn the Michigan culture, 
they quickly learn that the university also tolerates end 
runs to state or federal government (e.g., the governor, 
the legislature, Congress, or federal agencies). To be 
sure, sometimes a senior administrator might growl 
at them—particularly a vice president for government 
relations who is worried about coordinating university 
relations with the state or a president who is worried 
about inappropriate influence on a regent. Most Michi-
gan presidents soon learn that since these end runs are 
so ingrained in the culture of the university, they will 
happen quite naturally. Presidents come to understand 
that attempts to stifle end runs are not only likely to 
be ineffective but could discourage many of the most 
creative, loyal, and well-intentioned people in the uni-
versity. Hence, it is far better to accept the end run as 
a Michigan tradition. Some of us even quietly encour-
aged this practice, since we had used it quite effectively 
ourselves during our own roles as faculty and deans.

A final characteristic of university leadership as it 
is evidenced at Michigan is worth mention here: per-
haps because of Michigan’s long tradition of decentral-
ization (even anarchy), university-wide faculty gov-
ernance through a faculty senate has been relatively 
ineffective at Michigan. Just as with the administration, 
the real power among the faculty and the ability to have 
great impact on the institution resides at the school, col-
lege, or department level, where powerful senior fac-
ulty, executive committees, chairs, and deans have the 
authority to address the key challenges and opportuni-
ties facing their academic programs. Should this power 
structure become distorted with poor appointments or 

weak faculty, the end-run culture acts as a check and 
balance by rapidly communicating such problems up 
or around the chain of command to the provost, the 
president, or even the regents.

From this discussion, it should be apparent that a 
top-down leadership style is quite incompatible with 
the Michigan culture. Those presidents who have cho-
sen to ignore this reality or who have attempted to reign 
in this distributed power (i.e., to tame the Michigan an-
archy) have inevitably failed, suffering a short tenure 
with inconsequential impact. This does not mean that 
Michigan will tolerate a weak president. Presidents un-
able to adapt to the Michigan trailblazing saga—that is, 
presidents who are hesitant to push all the chips into 
the center of the table on a major initiative or incapable 
of keeping pace with the high energy level of the cam-
pus—will soon be rejected or at least ignored by the 
faculty. Michigan embraces bold visions, and without 
these, effective leadership of the university is simply 
impossible.

Of course, Michigan probably represents one of the 
extremes of a highly decentralized academic anarchy, 
although many other institutions with exceptionally 
strong faculty lie in a similar regime of the governance 
spectrum. There are other institutions that not only tol-
erate strong, centralized leadership but actually require 
it. Some are at an early stage of evolution and require 
strong, top-down leadership to set the priorities and 
make the tough lifeboat decisions to move the institu-
tion to the next rung in quality.

So, too, different institutional types will require a 
different balance and priority among the various lead-
ership roles of the president. While competent financial 
management and energetic fund-raising are essential to 
all institutions, the roles of academic, moral, and pasto-
ral leadership are perhaps more critical to the presidents 
of smaller institutions, particularly those with the mis-
sions of liberal arts colleges. Here, the size of the faculty 
and student body demand a more hands-on engage-
ment in campus life by the president. In sharp contrast, 
the executive leadership demands on the president of a 
multicampus system become far more important, since 
recruiting campus leadership, managing the financial 
operations, and working closely with the governing 
board become the key priorities. In fact, many system 
presidents are quite detached from the campuses of the 
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system and are similar to corporate CEOs, much to the 
frustration of system presidents who miss the excite-
ment of an academic campus. Yet there are also frus-
trations for campus chancellors unfortunate enough to 
have the university system’s office close by, since there 
is an inevitable tendency for the system president to 
become overly involved on the campus. Not surpris-
ingly, the chancellorship of campuses with system of-
fices tends to turn over quite rapidly.

a matter of personal style
As I mentioned earlier, I always viewed myself first 

and foremost as a member of the faculty of the univer-
sity, regarding academic administration not as a profes-
sional career in itself but, rather, as public service to my 
institution. Perhaps this explains my tendency to bring 
a value system formed in the groves of academe to my 
various leadership assignments. This is best illustrated 
with several examples.

 It was my good fortune to have as mentors some 
quite distinguished university leaders, along with some 
exceptionally capable administrative colleagues. Al-
though I always sought and listened carefully to their 
advice, it is also clear that my style was considerably 
different. For example, most of my colleagues tended 
to stress the importance of approaching issues in a very 
measured, low-key way: encouraging staff to analyze 
issues and bring forward recommendations, always 
trying to stimulate ideas at the grassroots level, letting 
them simmer a bit before revealing support, and never 
moving rapidly with an initiative associated with the 
Office of the President (or with the Office of the Pro-
vost or any dean’s office). I was warned about leaping 
ahead of people during conversations (a personal char-
acter flaw of mine), since this can be misinterpreted as 
not listening rather than quickly grasping their points 
and moving ahead to consider their implementation. I 
was cautioned to be always very sensitive to the politi-
cal implications of any issue. This extended to tolerat-
ing even the most offensive behavior of individuals if 
they had sufficient political clout (e.g., legislators, con-
gressmen, or governing board members). A president 
(or provost or dean) was never supposed to be seen as 
critical of such behavior, even if it was damaging to the 
university or its people. Instead, I was advised to find 
someone else to beard the tiger, to carry the bad news, 
to take the flack. Academic leaders were praised for 

their Teflon coats, not their courageous defense of the 
institution.

Unfortunately, try as I might to adopt such a laid-
back style, I could no more do this than a pig could fly. 
While such a passive style might make everybody feel 
better, the challenges and opportunities of the times 
(not to mention my particular leadership skills) de-
manded a more activist style, based on decisiveness 
and action rather than conversation and contemplation. 
I preferred an open management style, playing all my 
cards face up so that folks always knew where I was 
coming from. I also tended toward a more kamikaze 
style, perhaps dating from my football days, since I pre-
ferred to confront challenges rather directly, usually by 
leading the troops into battle rather than giving orders 
from far behind enemy lines.

More fundamentally, I had a very deep-seated be-
lief that universities were profoundly human endeav-
ors, that good things happened because good people 
made them happen with their talent and dedication, 
especially when they were provided with the support, 
encouragement, and freedom to push to the limits of 
their abilities. In this spirit, I always sought to build 
and work with teams of talented people, much as I had 
during my engineering days. I sought to surround my-
self with people smarter and more talented than I was, 
recognizing that this was the key not only to my own 
success as a leader but, more important, to the future of 
the institution.

Mentors of a new Michigan president:
Harlan Hatcher, Harold Shapiro,

Allen Smith, and Robben Fleming
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Years of laboring in the trenches had taught me that 
the best ideas and creativity flowed upward through the 
university from its faculty, students, and staff. Hence, 
I viewed my leadership challenge as that of a farmer, 
planting questions and issues, cultivating discussion 
and debate, and then harvesting and implementing the 
best ideas. The key was always tapping into the energy, 
interest, and creativity that exists in great abundance at 
the grassroots level of the institution.

In each of my leadership roles, I also felt a sense of 
deep responsibility to act always in the best interests 
of the institution and its people, with little concern 
about my own future. After all, my administrative as-
signments (dean, provost, president) were brief excur-
sions from my fundamental role as a faculty member 
(scientist and engineer), not an all-consuming career in 
and of themselves. Hence, my approach to important 
issues tended toward “Damn the torpedoes, full speed 
ahead!” rather than “What do you think we should 
do?” If the decision was obvious and the need (or op-
portunity) was great, I preferred just to go ahead and 
get it done. It mattered little to me and my leadership 
teams who had the great idea or who would get credit 
(although I was likely to take the blame); the only con-
cern was that the institution would benefit. To be sure, 
some toes were trampled: the political reaction could 
be intense (particularly on such controversial issues as 
tuition, diversity, and gay rights), and the risk could be 
considerable. But whether the job was to rebuild the 
College of Engineering or to transform Michigan into a 
university for the twenty-first century, I was appointed 
to get it done, I was determined to get on with it, and I 
did. Key in this approach was a determination to never 
believe that my position was more important than my 
objectives. Job security was never first priority. As dean, 
provost, and then president, I was quite comfortable 
putting my job on the line, not as a threat or ultimatum, 
but, rather, as a quiet recognition on my part that I was 
prepared to face consequences of failure in high-risk ac-
tivities if they were important to the institution.

Yet another personal leadership characteristic of 
mine—perhaps arising out of my background as a sci-
entist and engineer—was that I tended to be somewhat 
more concerned about the future than the present. One 
of our regents suggested that I differed from many oth-
er Michigan presidents because I envisioned the uni-

versity as it should be in 10 or 20 years rather than just 
5. He added, “Considering how slowly the ship turns, 
it takes a lot of time to make those course adjustments.” 
I did indeed view my strength as strategic leadership, 
providing the vision, energy, and excitement to move 
toward blockbuster goals rather than delving into the 
details of tactical decisions.

Many organizations are characterized by a bimodal 
distribution of leadership, consisting of young leaders 
who know what to do but have little experience on how 
to get it done (and, as a result, get very frustrated) and 
more senior leadership who know how to get things 
done but have either forgotten what to do or lost their 
will (becoming recalcitrant). I sought to build a bridge 
between bold visions and pragmatic experience. We 
spent a great deal of time working with next-generation 
leadership, identifying potential leaders, placing them 
in key positions, and trying to pair them with wise, ex-
perienced old salts. Those who were both smart and 
able took advantage of this, learning and developing 
into capable leaders. Those who were headstrong and 
stubborn usually flamed out at a low level of adminis-
tration.

Not surprisingly, I had my share of critics. Many be-
lieved I pushed too hard, not respecting or using the 
traditional university process of consultation and colle-
giality—or, perhaps more appropriately, delay and pro-
crastination. Some regents complained about the pace 
I set, their complaints fed in part by faculty set in their 
ways. Some of my executive officers and deans would 
have preferred that I spent more time fund-raising out 
of town (and out of their hair). Special interest groups 
appreciated my concern and support, but they worried 
about a “white European male” getting too involved in 
influencing their agenda, even if I managed to achieve 
many of their objectives at a rapid pace. Folks absorbed 
in process tended to favor building bottom-up consen-
sus over decisive action. The list of examples could go 
on and on. I was even criticized for being too visionary, 
perhaps too far ahead of the faculty.

But as Theodore Roosevelt stated, “Far better it is 
to dare mighty things, to win glorious triumphs, even 
though checkered by failure, than to take rank with 
those poor spirits who neither enjoy much nor suffer 
much, because they live in the grey twilight that knows 
not victory nor defeat.”6 My presidential leadership 
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style proved capable of achieving rapid, permanent 
change and very significant enhancement of quality, 
momentum, and excitement in extremely short time 
periods. Hence, I finally concluded, or at least rational-
ized, that my “go for it” style was just what was needed 
to bring the sleeping Michigan giant to life. I decided 
not to worry too much about the carping and, instead, to 
just nod politely, grow an extra layer of skin, and push 
ahead. I explained once to some critics of the Michigan 
Mandate, our diversity agenda: “I guess the real point 
is that people have to look at what actually happens 
rather than conjecturing about whether I meant what I 
said. If these things do not happen, then I deserve to be 
harshly criticized if not ignored. But if we succeed, then 
folks should acknowledge success, respect that action 
for what it delivered, and get on with things.”

movers and shakers, pushers and coasters: the im-
pact of the presidency

It has always amused me how universities, much 
like other social organizations, tend to cycle back and 
forth between periods of acceleration, coasting, and 
perhaps slowing to a halt or even sliding back down 
the hill. As president, I always used to view my role 
of leadership as pushing as much as pulling. I likened 
it to pushing a stalled car until it achieved sufficient 
momentum to start again. Yet it was always possible 
that my successor would back off and enjoy coasting, 
though hopefully not rolling to a halt.

This ebb and flow in leadership should not be so 
surprising, since it characterizes most of the history 
of a university. In Michigan’s early years, Tappan, An-
gell, Burton, and Hatcher were clearly pushers, deter-
mined to build the university, taking it to higher levels 
of achievement and capacity. Each was followed by 
successors who tended to accept the resulting quality 
or capacity of the university as they inherited it, con-
solidating gains and perhaps addressing other issues, 
sometimes dictated by challenges beyond the campus, 
such as the Great Depression, the world wars, and the 
social disruption of 1960s activism.

Both Harold Shapiro and I pushed hard to build the 
quality, financial strength, and leadership of the univer-
sity. We restored reserves, built new revenue streams, 
and increased endowment by a factor of 10. We rebuilt 
the campuses; established new standards for faculty 
hiring, promotion, and tenure; and raised expectations 

for the performance of academic and administrative 
units. We decentralized authority and accountability 
with strong incentives and launched a number of im-
portant community and world leadership projects (the 
Replacement Hospital Project, the Michigan Mandate, 
and building the Internet). Fortunately, at least in the 
history of the University of Michigan, the pushers seem 
to have achieved sufficient momentum for the institu-
tion to ride through the next coasting period with qual-
ity intact.

Leadership for a Time of Change

Because of the imbalance between responsibility 
and authority, the presidency of a university is certainly 
one of the more challenging roles in our society. Yet it 
is nevertheless a position of great significance. While a 
particular style of leadership may be appropriate for a 
particular institution at a particular time, the general 
leadership attributes outlined in this chapter seem to be 
of universal importance.7

Governing boards, faculty, students, alumni, and 
the press tend to judge a university president on the is-
sues of the day. However, the true impact of presidents 
on their institutions is usually not apparent for many 
years after their tenure. I believe that the most effective 
university presidents are those capable of always set-
ting institutional welfare above personal objectives—
or, at times, even professional survival. While political 
skill is a valuable trait in avoiding confrontation, ap-
peasement is rarely the route to institutional greatness. 
Successful university presidents must occasionally take 
risks and demonstrate courage. Decisions and actions 
must always be taken within the perspective of the 
long-standing history and traditions of the university, 
and they must be taken not only for the benefit of those 
currently served by the institution but on behalf of fu-
ture generations.

All too frequently, particularly in universities, the 
environment is simply not tolerant of strong leadership. 
It is not surprising that many university presidents and 
other academic leaders take the easy way out, deferring 
to the whims of outspoken faculty members or the po-
litical agendas of governing boards and accepting that 
their role is to act more as representatives of their insti-
tutions than as strong leaders. Why should they rock 
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the boat when their tenure is only a few brief years? 
It is little wonder that weak leadership characterizes 
much of higher education. In many institutions, the 
other partners in the academic tradition of shared gov-
ernance—the faculty and the governing board—would 
not have it any other way.

There is a growing epidemic of presidential turn-
over that is both a consequence of these problems and 
a factor that contributes to them. The average tenure 
for the university president is too brief to provide the 
stability necessary for institutional advancement, much 
less achieving effective change. Hardly a week passes 
without another report of a university president swept 
aside by a faculty vote of no confidence, abandoned by 
a rogue governing board, or leaving an institution be-
hind in search of greener pastures. At a time when uni-
versities require courageous and visionary leadership, 
the eroding tenure and deteriorating attractiveness of 
the university presidency pose a significant threat to 
higher education in America.

We live in a time of great change, an increasingly 
global society, knitted together by pervasive communi-
cations and transportation technologies and driven by 
the exponential growth of new knowledge. It is a time 
of challenge and contradiction, as an ever-increasing 
human population threatens global sustainability; a 
global, knowledge-driven economy places a new pre-
mium on workforce skills and hence education; gov-
ernments place increasing confidence in market forces 
to reflect public priorities; and shifting geopolitical ten-
sions driven by the great disparity in wealth and power 
about the globe trigger new concerns about national 
security. More than in any previous time, the strength, 
prosperity, and leadership of the United States require 
a highly educated citizenry and, hence, a world-class 
system of higher education capable of meeting the 
changing educational, research, and service needs of a 
knowledge-driven society. Yet at the same time, chang-
ing population demographics, social priorities, and 
economic constraints require both university leader-
ship and policy makers to reconsider the most funda-
mental public purposes of higher education.

We will need strong leadership in the years ahead, 
as academia faces even more fundamental questioning. 
Politicians, pundits, and the public increasingly chal-
lenge us at the same time that social, economic, and 

technological forces increasingly drive us. No question 
is out of bounds: What is our purpose? What are we to 
teach and how are we to teach it? Who teaches under 
what terms? Who measures quality, and who decides 
what measures to apply? Who pays for education and 
research? Who benefits? Who governs and how? What 
and how much public service is part of our mission? 
What are appropriate alliances, partnerships, and spon-
sorships?

To face these challenges and respond effectively to 
the rapidly changing needs of society, the university 
requires strong, visionary, and courageous leadership. 
This, in turn, requires governing boards, faculties, and 
a public understanding that will not only tolerate but 
demand strong presidential leadership. Clearly, those 
universities capable of attracting and supporting 
strong, decisive, and visionary leadership will not only 
survive with quality intact but will likely flourish dur-
ing this era of great change in higher education.
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In the United States, the charters of most colleges and 
universities provide the president with the executive 
authority for all aspects and activities of the institution. 
The responsibilities of this role as chief executive officer 
are both immense and complex. Although most people 
tend to think of the university in very traditional ways 
(e.g., with images of students in classrooms, scholars in 
libraries, and scientists in laboratories), the reality is far 
more complex. In a sense, the modern research univer-
sity has many of the characteristics of an international 
conglomerate of highly diverse businesses.

To illustrate, consider the various business lines of 
the University of Michigan from a corporate perspec-
tive. In 2006, the “U of M, Inc.,” operated a $1.6 billion 
educational business enrolling more than 58,000 stu-
dents on its three campuses. The annual budget of its 
research and development activities was $800 million. 
Its $1.8 billion health care system had 1.2 million pa-
tient visits in its various hospitals and provided man-
aged care to a population of 300,000. The university’s 
activities are truly international in scope, providing 

educational, research, and service activities throughout 
the world both through an array of campuses abroad 
and through Internet services, a business line amount-
ing to $200 million. Even its sports entertainment line, 
the Michigan Wolverines, has scale more comparable to 
professional franchises—even larger because Michigan 
Stadium’s capacity of 112,000 is the largest in the nation. 
The activities of the university have become so vast that 
it even has its own captive insurance company, Veritas. 
The university’s other characteristics of note include 
34,000 employees, an annual budget of $4.5 billion, an 
endowment of $7 billion (and almost $10 billion under 
active management), and over 25 million square feet of 
facilities—which would rank it 350th as a corporation 
on the Fortune 500 list.

Many of the major universities in America are char-
acterized by very similar organizational structures, in-
dicative of their multiple missions and diverse array 
of constituencies. In some ways, the university is even 
more complex than corporations or governments, be-
cause of the diversity of its many activities, some non-
profit, some publicly regulated, and some operating in 
intensely competitive marketplaces. It teaches students, 
conducts research for various clients, provides health 
care, engages in economic development, stimulates so-
cial change, and provides mass entertainment (athlet-
ics). Many of these activities are conducted on a global 
scale.

Clearly, as the chief executive officer of this complex 
organization, the university president has leadership 
responsibilities comparable to those of the CEO of a 
major corporation or the governor of a state. Although 
many of the constituencies of the university—its facul-
ty, its students, and perhaps even some of its trustees—
would decry such a corporate view, the burden of the 

Chapter 5
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welfare of the institution as a multinational conglom-
erate, rests with the president. With billion-dollar bud-
gets, populations of students, faculty, and staff num-
bering in the tens of thousands, and activities spanning 
the range from instruction to research to health care 
to economic development, financial issues are highly 
complex and consequential, particularly in the harsh 
light of public scrutiny and accountability. Presidents 
must worry about where to obtain the funds necessary 
to support academic programs and how these funds 
are spent (resource acquisition and allocation, budget 
development). They are responsible for building and 
maintaining the campus environment necessary for 
quality teaching and research (capital facilities). They 
are held accountable for the integrity of the institution 
(financial audits, compliance with state and federal 
regulations). And they must manage the university’s 
relationships with its multiple stakeholders (public re-
lations, government relations, and marketing).

In addition to the ongoing academic and adminis-
trative decisions necessary to keep the university mov-
ing ahead, there are always unforeseen events that re-
quire immediate attention and rapid decision making. 
For example, when student activism explodes on the 
campus, an athletic violation is uncovered, or the uni-
versity is attacked by politicians or the media, crisis 
management becomes critical. While the handling of 
such matters requires the time and attention of many 
senior university administrators (from deans to execu-
tive officers and governing boards), crisis management 
frequently becomes the responsibility of the university 
president. At any meeting of university presidents, the 
frequent disruption of pagers and cell phones provides 
evidence of just how tightly contemporary university 
leaders are coupled to the issues of the day.

Although many university presidents focus most of 
their effort on external activities (e.g., political lobby-
ing or private fund-raising) and tend to delegate many 
of their management responsibilities, they will eventu-
ally be held accountable by the faculty, the governing 
board, and the public for the efficient operation and in-
tegrity of their institution. Hence, although delegation 
of executive authority and responsibility to competent 
professional staff and other academic leaders is clearly 
necessary, so, too, are sufficient administrative experi-
ence and management skills to know where a presi-

dent’s attention is required, as well as the people skills 
to identify, recruit, and lead talented administrators.

Like other complex organizations in business or 
government, the university requires a high quality of 
professional management and administration in such 
areas as finance, legal affairs, physical plant mainte-
nance, and information technology. Universities of 
long ago were treated by our society—and its various 
government bodies—as largely well-intentioned and 
benign stewards of truth, justice, and the American 
way. Today, we find that the university faces the same 
pressures, standards, and demands for accountability 
characterizing any billion-dollar public corporation.

The Executive Officer Team

One of the great myths concerning higher educa-
tion in America—and one that is particularly appealing 
to faculty members, trustees, and legislators alike—is 
that university administrations are bloated and exces-
sive. In reality, most universities have quite lean man-
agement structures, inherited from earlier times when 
academic life was much simpler and institutions were 
far smaller. Typically, the number of administrative po-
sitions (and executive officers) in a university is only a 
small fraction of the number of senior administrators 
found in corporations or government agencies of com-
parable size. Furthermore, in contrast to corporations 
or government agencies, universities have quite shal-
low organizational structures. For example, there are 
typically only five organizational levels in the academic 

CEO of a Fortune 500 Multinational Corporation
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ranks (president, provost, dean, department chair, and 
faculty member), leading to an exceptionally broad, 
horizontal organizational structure at the senior level.

The direct line reports of the university president 
are comprised of the executive officers of the univer-
sity, with such titles as vice president or vice-chancellor 
in various functional areas—for example, academic 
affairs, research, student affairs, business and finance, 
fund-raising, and government relations. The success or 
failure of the university president depends on the qual-
ity of the people appointed to these positions. Hence, 
one of the most important responsibilities of the presi-
dent is recruiting, building, and leading a quality team 
of executive officers.

Surprisingly, for one of the nation’s largest and most 
complex universities in the world, the University of 
Michigan has a very small central administration. Dur-
ing my tenure we operated with a very lean team of 
executive officers, with only six vice presidents, plus 
two chancellors for the Dearborn and Flint campuses. 
Although this has increased modestly in recent years, 
it remains only one-half to one-third the number of ex-
ecutive officers at most other universities. Such a lean 
administration could only succeed with outstanding 
people, hence a premium is placed on developing or 
recruiting the very best people into these key positions. 
Their success requires, in turn, recruiting outstanding 
senior staff in each of their organizations, a stress on 
quality that tends to propagate throughout the institu-
tion.

At Michigan, the two key executive positions are the 
provost (and vice president for academic affairs) and 
the chief financial officer (and vice president for busi-
ness and finance). Much as in corporate organization, 
the president, provost, and vice president for business 
and finance represent the executive leadership core 
of chief executive officer (CEO), chief operating offi-
cer (COO), and chief financial officer (CFO). In 1992, 
I added the modifier executive to the titles of both the 
provost and the vice president and CFO, to distinguish 
their line-reporting responsibilities for all academic and 
administrative units of the university, including the 
regional campuses in Dearborn and Flint. Other vice 
presidents—such as those for research, student affairs, 
development, and government relations—generally 
had staff roles, although some had large administrative 

units reporting to them (e.g., student housing and re-
search administration).

Next to the president, the provost (or chief academic 
officer) is the most important leader in the university. 
In effect, the provost is the chief operating officer of 
the university, with the line-reporting responsibility 
for all of the academic units of the university: schools 
and colleges through their deans; centers and institutes 
through their directors; and a host of academic service 
units, such as admissions and financial aid. The pro-
vost also serves as second in command and backup to 
the president and is usually tapped as acting president 
when the president is on leave or absent for an extend-
ed period.

Clearly, the position of the provost at a major uni-
versity is daunting, as suggested by the formal defini-
tion used for the role at Michigan: “The provost is the 
intellectual and scholarly leader of the university, with 
ultimate responsibility for all academic programs, oper-
ations, initiatives, and budgets.” To clearly establish the 
priority of the academic mission of the institution, the 
Michigan provost also functions as the chief budget of-
ficer, preparing the budget that determines the detailed 
allocation of resources throughout the university and 

Responsibilities of the senior officers

The executive officer team
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thereby integrating the academic and budget functions 
and priorities. Furthermore, the provost is given veto 
power over all other executive officers (with the excep-
tion of the president, of course) on issues that have im-
plications for the academic activities of the university. 
This includes, for example, capital facilities, research 
priorities, student affairs, the priorities in university 
fund-raising, those aspects of the Medical Center that 
have impact on academic programs, and even intercol-
legiate athletics, particularly in such areas as student 
admission and eligibility. Not surprisingly, the Office of 
the Provost is characterized by a very flat organization, 
with reporting lines for 18 deans; four associate vice 
presidents; numerous directors of academic service 
units, such as admissions and financial aid; and sundry 
interdisciplinary research centers and institutes.

Perhaps because of its vast size and complexity, 
Michigan has usually selected insiders as provosts. 
Hence, it is logical that the relationship between pro-
vost and president is frequently an inside/outside di-
vision of roles. Most often, the provost serves as chief 
operating officer, managing the internal affairs of the 
institution, while the president serves as CEO and 
“chairman of the board,” managing the university’s ex-
ternal relationships (actions involving state and federal 
government, fund-raising, public relations, intercolle-
giate athletics) and its sensitive relationships with the 
governing board (which could be extraordinarily time-
consuming with a politically elected body).

The unusual responsibility and authority of Michi-
gan’s provost position and the quality of the academic 
leaders who have served in this role give it high vis-
ibility and influence on the national scene. However, 
it also identifies the position as an important source 
of university leadership, as evidenced by the number 
of Michigan provosts who have gone on to university 
presidencies. Yet the turnover in the position can be a 
considerable challenge to the president.1

The relationship between the provost and the presi-
dent is a very critical one. Early in my faculty days at 
Michigan, I had the privilege of chairing the faculty ad-
visory committee to two provosts, Frank Rhodes and 
Harold Shapiro, who later went on to become distin-
guished university presidents. As a dean, I reported to 
yet another exceptionally able provost, Billy Frye, who 
would later become chancellor at Emory University. 

During my own brief stint as provost, I worked closely 
with Harold Shapiro as president. Hence, I had the op-
portunity to experience or observe a variety of different 
relationships between presidents and provosts.

My relationship with Chuck Vest, the first provost 
to serve Michigan after I was appointed president, 
worked very well. Although we had common academic 
experiences, we had quite different styles, which were 
well adapted to the approach of “good cop, bad cop” 
(i.e., Chuck and me). We had worked closely together 
in the College of Engineering and continued this rela-
tionship into the central administration. Chuck knew 
well my strengths and weaknesses, as did I his. Hence, 
we both knew when to leave one another well enough 
alone and when backup was advisable.

Unfortunately, Chuck remained in the provost role 
for only 18 months before he was approached by MIT 
about their presidency. Although he was very con-
cerned about leaving after such a brief stint as provost, 
we both viewed the MIT offer as a call to national ser-
vice that left him little choice but to accept. I reconvened 
the provost search committee and asked its members 
whether we should start a new search from scratch or 
just reevaluate their earlier candidate list. They rapidly 
converged on a recommendation for Gil Whitaker, dean 
of Michigan’s School of Business and a very skillful ad-
ministrator, who was instrumental in completing Mich-
igan’s journey to becoming a privately financed public 
university. My relationship with Gil was more complex 
than my relationship with Chuck. Gil and I could be 
characterized as more of a peer-to-peer team, since we 
had once served together as deans of major schools, 
spending most of our earlier careers at Michigan in a 
more competitive relationship.

Just prior to my last year as president, Gil Whita-
ker stepped down as provost, and a new search was 
launched. However, since my decision to return to 
the faculty happened during this search, I decided to 
name one of our deans as an interim provost during 
my lame-duck year, so that my successor could have 
the opportunity to select his or her own provost. In dis-
cussions with the deans, there was unanimous support 
expressed for Bernie Machen, then dean of the dental 
school, for this interim role. He continued in this inter-
im role for another year, serving under interim presi-
dent Homer Neal and then briefly with Lee Bollinger 
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The EO Team: Provosts Chuck Vest (also potrayed in a Michigan Daily photo), 
Gil Whitaker,and Bernie Machen; EVPCFO Farris Womack; and the EO team
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before accepting the presidency of the University of 
Utah (and later the University of Florida).

The third member of the executive leadership core 
at Michigan and many other institutions is the chief 
financial officer, with responsibility for the financial, 
capital, and human resource assets of the university 
as well as its financial integrity. Needless to say, in an 
institution with billions of dollars of assets, hundreds 
of major facilities, tens of thousands of employees, 
and mission-critical obligations (e.g., health care), the 
position of vice president and chief financial officer 
(VPCFO) requires quite exceptional skills and experi-
ence. Michigan has been fortunate in attracting sev-
eral extraordinarily talented individuals into this po-
sition: Wilbur Pierpont, James Brinkerhoff, and Farris 
Womack, viewed by many as among the finest VPCFOs 
in the nation during the last half of the twentieth cen-
tury. I was particularly fortunate to have as my VPCFO 
Farris Womack, who brought great experience gained 
through similar service at the University of Arkansas 
and the University of North Carolina. He also brought 
great integrity and a thorough understanding not only 
of financial and business operations but also of the poli-
tics surrounding public universities.

There are many models of presidential leadership of 
an executive officer team. Some presidents prefer to act 
essentially as a judge, asking each executive officer to 
bring a recommendation on a particular issue and then 
selecting one of these options. Other presidents prefer 
to deal with the executive officers as a team, posing an 
issue to the group and asking them to thrash out the 
options until they reach agreement on a preferred direc-
tion. Still other presidents prefer a more authoritarian 
approach (much like a football coach), giving specific 
assignments to each member of the team within their 
narrowly defined range of responsibilities.

Some university presidents tend to stress loyalty 
or subservience in their appointments. Others prefer 
to surround themselves with the best people they can 
find, recognizing that their own success—indeed, their 
survival—will depend on the talents of their executive 
officer team. This latter approach was certainly my be-
lief and practice, since I realized that in an institution as 
complex as Michigan, only the very best people could 
provide the leadership necessary. Fortunately, my exec-
utive officers rarely hesitated to say what they thought, 

even if they knew it was not what I wanted to hear. Fur-
thermore, if I was wrong, they were encouraged to tell 
me so in no uncertain terms. Fortunately, my ego could 
tolerate criticism, and I was quite willing to change di-
rections when a better idea was put forward.2

A strong team of executive officers fills the impor-
tant role of placing checks and balances on the presi-
dent. The unforgiving environment of the president as 
chief executive officer, particularly in a public institu-
tion, demands great rigor in assessing the appropriate-
ness of all decisions, including their compliance with 
various university and public policies. Presidential de-
cisions must be vetted with such important bodies as 
the governing board, with disclosure and transparency 
issues, and with an array of political considerations as 
seen by various constituencies both on and off the cam-
pus. Since no president can (or should) rely strictly on 
his or her own judgment across such a broad array of 
issues, the executive officers—particularly the team of 
provost, VPCFO, and general counsel—play an abso-
lutely critical role in checking and challenging possible 
presidential decisions. In large part because of the de-
manding sense of rigor and integrity of Farris Womack 
as my VPCFO, all aspects of my presidential decisions 
and activities were given particular scrutiny, including 
thorough audits of all compensation issues, travel ac-
tivities, and presidential expenses.

It was sometimes quite a challenge to hold together 
such a group of strong personalities. Teamwork was 
essential, but it was also sometimes a challenge when 
strongly held and differing views existed. While presi-
dents are well advised to appoint strong and capable 
executive officers and work to mold them into a team, 
it is also essential to establish firm ground rules that 
while disagreements and debates on complex univer-
sity issues and policies are both encouraged and toler-
ated, these should be kept “within the family.” Once the 
executive officer team (or, in some cases, the president) 
has reached a decision, it is essential to present a united 
front beyond the executive conference room. Efforts by 
an executive officer to carry disagreement to members 
of the university community or perhaps even the gov-
erning board should be discouraged in the strongest 
possible terms, since this amounts, in effect, to mutiny. 
Executive officers who feel so strongly about an issue 
that they would betray the trust and confidence of their 
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colleagues should seriously consider resignation—
rather than revolution—as the principled course.

At Michigan, there has been a long-standing practice 
of balancing internal versus external appointments to 
senior administrative positions, typically at a fifty-fifty 
percentage level, in an effort to preserve institutional 
memory and momentum while bringing new ideas 
and energy. Yet, perhaps because of the complexity of 
the university, it is frequently the case that outsiders 
have difficulty in understanding the institution (or its 
institutional saga) well enough to be effective leaders. 
While these external candidates may be capable, their 
institution-hopping careers can undermine both their 
ability to understand the culture and traditions of the 
university and the perception of their loyalty to their 
new institution.

One of the most difficult tasks of a university presi-
dent is to evaluate the performance of the administra-
tive team (both executive officers and deans) and make 
changes when necessary. Here, particular caution must 
be taken at the outset of a new presidency. All too often, 
governing boards and new presidents adopt the phi-
losophy of a changing political administration, sweep-
ing through the layers of leadership of the institution 
and replacing many long-serving and experienced ad-
ministrators. While such administrative housecleaning 
is understandable in the political environment of state 
or federal governments, which are sustained by an ex-
perienced and immovable civil service, it can lead to 
absolute disaster in universities heavily dependent on 
loyal and experienced staff to balance the administra-
tive inexperience and naïveté of academic administra-
tors. Yet it is also the case that the longer a president 
is in office, the more difficult personnel changes can 
become. In part, this arises because of the personal re-
lationships that executive officers and deans develop 
with important constituencies within or beyond the 
university—for example, key faculty, governing board 
members, and alumni.

As with any chief executive officer, the staffing of 
the personal activities of a university president is im-
portant. Beyond a skilled executive secretary capable 
of handling the myriad calendar events and personal 
contacts, university presidents require talented staff to 
handle relations with multiple constituencies, includ-
ing faculty, trustees, donors, politicians, and numerous 

VIP visitors to the campus. So, too, the personal appear-
ances required of the presidency require speech writ-
ing and advance preparations. Since the office of the 
president is ground zero for inquiries and official com-
munications of the university, it must be managed with 
an exceptionally high degree of accuracy and integrity. 
Mistakes (e.g., in written correspondence or notes) that 
might be tolerated elsewhere in the university can lead 
to disaster for a president. Hence, both the quality of 
secretarial staff and the rigorous oversight of office ac-
tivities become essential.

Of course, there is considerable variation in how 
university presidents handle their personal staffing. 
In some elite private universities, presidents are able 
to function with a very small personal staff consisting 
of an executive secretary—usually of superb quality—
supported by a receptionist and perhaps several corre-
spondence and appointment secretaries. However, in 
larger public universities, the multiple constituencies 
of the university generally require a larger staff, more 
typical of a senior public official, such as a governor or 
senator. For most presidents, the level of support they 
require is more akin to a political figure than a corpo-
rate CEO, since their most sensitive relationships tend 
to be with peer constituencies—such as faculty, donors, 
government officials, or trustees—rather than with in-
ternal subordinates.

Some presidents staff this public role to the extreme, 
with specialized teams to handle calendar management, 
speech writing, advance logistics, travel arrangements, 
and intercollegiate athletics (a world unto itself). One 
of my colleagues had a large staff that knew in advance 
every person that would be in a meeting with the presi-
dent; staff members would quietly whisper the names 
of each person approaching the president and would 
make certain that the speaking podium was located 
so that the president’s best side would always face the 
cameras. Other presidents demand sophisticated travel 
arrangements, requiring that they always be met at a 
destination by a staff member with transportation to 
whisk them away to a scheduled appointment.

Part of the challenge of staffing the presidency in-
volves the constituencies with whom they interact. For 
example, staff trained in handling donors or politicians 
are usually ill suited to managing relationships with 
faculty. So, too, it is difficult to find executive secretar-
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ies with the skills and tact to field phone calls from irate 
faculty one minute and inquisitive reporters the next, 
then perhaps a governor or senator, followed by a par-
ticularly insistent trustee. Hence, hiring intelligent, tal-
ented, and sensitive staff of the highest quality is key in 
providing adequate support to the president.

This raises another challenge, since the more tal-
ented the staff member is, the more he or she tends to 
acquire—and deserve—his or her own independent 
agenda and responsibilities beyond those of simply 
supporting the day-to-day needs of the president. All 
too often, a president soon finds that personal staffing 
erodes, leaving the president with a growing load of 
personal speech writing, meeting planning, and donor 
and public relations activities. This is particularly true 
if the president tends to rely on more senior adminis-
trators (e.g., the director of development or government 
relations) to handle the president’s personal support. 
Many was the time I would arrive at a gathering and be 
left to fend for myself while staff huddled in the corner 
chatting among themselves. The reality is that despite 
the best of intentions, the more senior the staff member 
is, the less likely he or she is to set the personal support 
of the president as the highest priority.

Go Downtown and Get the Money

Like other enterprises in our society, the operation 
of a university requires the acquisition of adequate re-
sources to support its activities. This is a complex task 
for academic institutions, because of both the wide 
array of their activities and the great diversity of the 
constituencies they serve. The not-for-profit culture of 
the university, whether public or private, requires a dif-
ferent approach to the development of a business plan 
than one would find in business or commerce.

The university president, as CEO, has the lead re-
sponsibility in attracting the funds required by the insti-
tution, from state and federal government, donors, stu-
dent fees, hospital revenues—whatever it takes. Harold 
Shapiro captured this well by noting a quote from an 
early issue of Harpers Weekly: “A university president is 
supposed to go downtown and get the money. He is not 
supposed to have ideas on public affairs; that is what 
trustees are for. He is not supposed to have ideas on 
education; that is what the faculty is for. He is supposed 

to go downtown and get the money.”3

Of course, much of a president’s time is spent as a 
salesperson, persuading state government to provide 
adequate appropriations or encouraging donors to 
make gifts to the university. The president is also the 
leader of an entrepreneurial organization of faculty 
seeking research grants and contracts from federal and 
industrial sponsors or marketing the clinical services 
of the university medical center or the entertainment 
value of athletic programs. Although the provost gen-
erally determines the required level of student tuition 
and fees, it is the president’s responsibility to sell this 
recommendation to the governing board.

In times of budget constraints, presidents may play 
a key role in demanding cost-containment efforts or 
resource reallocation. Many of the executive decisions 
made by presidents and their executive officer team in-
volve difficult financial issues, such as where to take 
budget cuts to meet revenue shortfalls, including the 
possible discontinuance of academic or administrative 
units. This is a particular challenge since the budget cul-
ture on most campuses begins with the assumption that 
all current activities are both worthwhile and necessary 
and that it is the responsibility of the administration to 
generate the revenue not only to sustain but to grow 
these activities. Beyond that, since there are always an 
array of worthwhile proposals for expanding ongoing 
activities or launching new activities, the university 
always seeks additional resources. The possibility of 
reallocating resources away from ongoing activities to 
fund new endeavors, “innovation by substitution,” is 

Testifying before the State Legislature 
for funding the University.
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an alien concept on many campuses. Strategies from 
the business world aimed at cutting costs and increas-
ing productivity also tend to bounce off academic insti-
tutions.

Finally, the president has the same fiduciary respon-
sibilities as the governing board. In the end, the presi-
dent is responsible for the financial integrity of the in-
stitution, not simply for assuring that revenues balance 
expenditures, but for justifying each expenditure as 
appropriate, necessary, and cost effective. Increasingly, 
university presidents are finding, just as have corpo-
rate CEOs, that a rigorous audit process (e.g., internal 
and external auditors and a competent audit committee 
from the governing board) is essential in these times of 
stringent public and private accountability. For public 
universities, the issues of accountability and transpar-
ency become extremely important, particularly in such 
areas as compensation.4

While not as devastating as during the years of my 
predecessor, the financial challenges faced by the Uni-
versity of Michigan during my presidency were consid-
erable. The state support of the university continued to 
erode during the late 1980s and early 1990s, dropping 
to less than 10 percent of the university’s total oper-
ating budget and less than 20 percent of its academic 
budget by 1996. As I was fond of saying (and being 
quoted), during the last half of the twentieth century, 
the University of Michigan was forced to evolve from 
“state-supported” to “state-assisted” to “state-related” 
to what might only be characterized as “state-located.” 
One of my colleagues went even further by suggesting 
that the University of Michigan became only a “state- 
molested” university, referring to the abuse it some-
times received from opportunistic state politicians.

My leadership team continued a three-tiered strat-
egy developed during the Shapiro years: (1) effective 
cost containment, (2) decentralized management of 
resources, and (3) aggressive development of alterna-
tive revenue sources. Following the recommendations 
of a major task force on costs chaired by then dean of 
business administration Gil Whitaker, Michigan imple-
mented an institution-wide total quality management 
program that empowered staff and faculty at all levels 
to seek ways to enhance the quality of their activities 
while constraining costs. The university moved toward 
more realistic pricing of both internal and external ser-

vices (e.g., facilities maintenance, tuition and fees, re-
search overhead). In the early 1990s, it completed the 
decentralization of both resource and cost management 
to the unit level, through a budgeting system similar to 
that used in many private universities.

As evidence of the effectiveness of these efforts, by 
the mid-1990s, peer comparisons ranked the University 
of Michigan’s administrative costs (as a percentage of 
total expenditures) third lowest among major research 
universities. Yet another sign of Michigan’s efficient use 
of resources was that while essentially all of the uni-
versity’s programs were ranked among the top 10 na-
tionally in academic quality, Michigan ranked roughly 
fortieth in terms of expenditures per student or faculty 
member. Put another way, it was able to provide an 
education comparable to the quality of the most distin-
guished private institutions at typically one-third the 
cost.

An important element of the Michigan strategy in-
volved far more aggressive management of the assets 
of the university—its financial assets; its capital facili-
ties; and, of course, its most valuable assets, its people. 
Michigan’s chief financial officer Farris Womack moved 
rapidly in the late 1980s to put into place a sophisticat-
ed program to manage the investments of the univer-
sity. He built a strong internal investment management 
team augmented by knowledgeable external advisors, 
including several university alumni. Particular atten-
tion was focused on the university endowment, which 
amounted to only $250 million in 1988, small by peer 
standards and quite conservatively managed. Through 
Womack’s aggressive investment management, cou-
pled with a highly successful fund-raising effort, the 
university increased its endowment to over $2.5 billion 
by 1996—a truly remarkable growth of tenfold. As the 
university continued to harvest from Womack’s invest-
ments, the endowment rose to over $7 billion in 2006. 
During the 1990s, Michigan consistently ranked among 
the national leaders in endowment earnings. Similar at-
tention was focused on the management of the univer-
sity’s financial reserves, such as operating capital and 
short-term funds. By establishing the concept of a cen-
tralized bank, Womack was able to bring under sophis-
ticated investment management more than $2 billion of 
additional funds associated with the various operating 
units of the university.
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The university also took steps to price its services 
more realistically. Although the university had long 
charged tuition at the level of private universities to 
out-of-state students (acknowledging a state policy 
that dictated that state tax dollars could be used only 
for the support of Michigan residents), in-state tuition 
had been kept at only token levels throughout the 1960s 
and 1970s. However, as state support declined, it be-
came clear that the eroding state subsidy of the cost of 
education for Michigan residents no longer justified 
these low tuitions. Throughout the 1980s, the univer-
sity began to raise in-state tuitions to more realistic lev-
els, although this frequently triggered political attacks 
from both state government and the media. By the mid-
1990s, student tuition revenue had been increased to 
over $500 million (rising to over $700 million by 2006), 
far exceeding the university’s annual state appropria-
tion of $300 million. Throughout this period of tuition 
restructuring, Michigan was able to increase the finan-
cial aid awarded to students, so that it could sustain 
its policy that no in-state student would be denied a 
Michigan education for lack of economic means.

The financial strength of the university also benefit-
ed from the remarkable success of its faculty in attract-
ing research grants and contracts from both the federal 
government and industry. These grants and contracts 
were rewarded with strong incentives and were sup-
ported by effective Washington relations efforts. As I 
noted earlier, Michigan rose to a position of national 
leadership by measure of its research activity, and by 
1996, its sponsored research support was over $500 mil-
lion per year—substantially larger than its state sup-
port.

Michigan was one of the first public universities to 
recognize the importance of private fund-raising, with 
the $55 million campaign of the 1960s and the $180 mil-
lion campaign of the 1980s. However, as the prospects 
for state support became dimmer, it became clear that 
private support would extend beyond providing simply 
the margin of excellence for the university’s academic 
programs, to include increasingly providing their base 
operating funds as well. Early in my administration, 
we set a very aggressive goal to build private support 
(as measured by the combination of gifts received and 
income distributed from endowment) to a level com-
parable to state support by the year 2000.5 To this end, 

Michigan launched the largest fund-raising campaign 
in the history of public higher education, by setting as 
a goal the raising of $1 billion by mid-1997. The fund-
raising effort was extraordinarily successful and ended 
up raising more than $1.4 billion, boosting total annual 
private support, including endowment distribution, to 
over $350 million per year by the end of the decade.

Yet here I would offer a word of caution about the 
role of the president in fund-raising activities. In an era 
of what seem like ever-increasing costs and ever-declin-
ing public support, private giving is clearly important. 
Furthermore, the president must play a key role both in 
the symbolic leadership of fund-raising campaigns and 
in making “the ask” and closing the deal for major gifts. 
Yet this effort has to be kept in perspective, since private 
giving typically represents less than 10 percent of the 
revenue base of a major university, such as Michigan. 
Put another way, I viewed my financial challenge as 
president to help raise the roughly $3 billion each year 
it cost to run the university. Hence, while soliciting gifts 
was important, so was making the case for adequate 
state support, lobbying Washington for federal research 
grants, making the case to our regents for adequate tu-
ition levels, investing our assets wisely, and develop-
ing business plans for various auxiliary activities (e.g., 
the University Hospital and intercollegiate athletics). 
Hence, while fund-raising is certainly important, presi-
dents should carefully budget their personal efforts to 
reflect realistically the balance of revenue sources.

Of course, one way to enhance the security of a pres-
idency is to launch a multiyear fund-raising campaign, 
since it is hard to dislodge a sitting president while a 
campaign is under way. Furthermore, a campaign can 
be used to shift attention from more controversial is-
sues that threaten a presidency to an activity that ben-
efits the institution while building a constituency of 
wealthy fund-raising volunteers to support the presi-
dent. Perhaps this is not an adequate justification in and 
of itself for launching a megacampaign, but threatened 
presidents certainly occasionally use this practice.

Yet another comment on fund-raising strategies 
seems appropriate here. There is a disturbing tendency, 
particularly in institutions rather new to the fund-rais-
ing game, to sell the naming rights for almost anything 
in the university. At Michigan, we found that our policy 
of requiring at least a 50 percent contribution for donor 
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naming of a facility was frequently circumvented by 
ambitious fund-raisers (or demanding donors). Even 
more unfortunate was the tendency of aggressive deans 
to sell naming rights within their schools—perhaps 
even the name of the school itself—for gifts that were 
far too modest. Here, it is important for presidents to 
recognize that naming university assets—and particu-
larly academic programs—can lead one down a slip-
pery slope to selling the heritage and perhaps even the 
reputation of their institution.

A combined strategy of effective cost containment, 
sophisticated asset management, and alternative re-
source development provided the University of Michi-
gan with extraordinary financial strength, despite con-

tinued deterioration in state support. As one measure 
of this financial integrity, in 1997, Michigan became the 
first public university in history (along with the Univer-
sity of Texas) to have Wall Street raise its credit rating 
to the highest level (Aaa), making it comparable to the 
wealthiest private universities. Perhaps a better way to 
describe the University of Michigan’s financial status 
was to characterize it as a privately financed public uni-
versity, supported by a broad array of constituencies at 
the national—indeed, international—level, albeit with 
a strong mission focused on state needs. Just as a pri-
vate university, Michigan was now earning the majori-
ty of its support in the competitive marketplace (i.e., via 
tuition, research grants, and gifts). It was allocating and 

From smoozing to banquets to pep rallies to relationship building, the 
fund-raising effort of a university president never ceases.
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managing its resources much as private universities.
In retrospect, I would identify several key philo-

sophical elements in our financial strategy. First was 
an extremely conservative approach to budgeting and 
financial management, drawing much of its impetus 
from Harold Shapiro’s leadership during the difficult 
days of the early 1980s. The school of hard knocks 
taught us to be extremely conservative in estimating 
revenues, whether from state appropriations, student 
tuition, federal research support, or private giving. This 
conservatism was also evident in our determination to 

rebuild the reserve funds of the university. To be sure, 
we were not afraid to place very big bets when the right 
opportunity arose. For example, in 1980, during a par-
ticularly difficult financial time for the university, Har-
old Shapiro bet the ranch on launching the $300 million 
Replacement Hospital Project, then one of the largest 
public construction projects in the history of the state 
of Michigan. Aided by the university’s exceptionally 
high credit rating, we placed similar bets in launch-
ing a massive renovation of key academic facilities at 
a time when interest rates were at an all-time low. We 

Marketing the University
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tempered these financial risks by always insisting that 
they be in areas of the university’s established strength, 
betting on our best people in our strongest programs.

Second, we were determined to focus resources (and 
cuts) rather than spread them across the board. Shap-
iro’s “smaller but better” philosophy was continued 
during my administration, with a determination to sac-
rifice breadth and capacity, when necessary, in an effort 
to sustain and enhance quality. This was accompanied 
by an “innovation through substitution” philosophy 
that funded the new through reallocation from the old.

Third, we made a conscious decision to involve 
the entire university community in key financial deci-
sions. These included resource allocation, where to take 
budget cuts, and priorities in new revenue strategies, 
such as our $1.4 billion fund-raising campaign. We be-
lieved that only through broad participation would we 
achieve support for the difficult decisions that would 
be required to focus resources on key university priori-
ties.

Finally, we understood that leadership was most ef-
fective when it could demonstrate directly a commit-
ment to cost containment and financial priorities at the 
level of the central administration. The most significant 
financial impact arose from our conservative budgeting 
approach and our unusually lean administration. But 
we also believed it important to demonstrate restraint 
and frugality in more visible areas, such as university 
events (fund-raising events, commencements, regents’ 
activities) and facilities (particularly the President’s 
House).

The lessons from the Michigan experience seem 
clear: the financial challenges to higher education will 
likely compel most universities to restructure their fi-
nancial activities, from resource acquisition and alloca-
tion to financial and asset management to cost contain-
ment. More specifically, our experience from the 1980s 
and 1990s suggests that universities need to explore fi-
nancial models that strive to build far more diversified 
funding portfolios. In particular, public universities 
need to become less dependent on state appropriations 
(and more independent from state regulation). Through 
endowment, they need to build the reserve capacity to 
provide resilience against the inevitable ebb and flow 
of public support. The allocation and management of 
resources, the containment of costs, and the adoption of 

efficiency measures from business (e.g., systems reengi-
neering and Total Quality Management) can be impor-
tant strategies, provided they are suitably aligned with 
the values and culture of academic communities. Most 
important, all universities, public and private, must be-
come more entrepreneurial and strategic, achieving a 
more flexible resource base and adopting management 
methods that will allow them to thrive despite the vicis-
situdes of the economic cycle. Clearly, the president’s 
leadership in such financial restructuring is absolutely 
essential.

Bricks and Mortar

While outstanding faculty, students, and staff are 
the key assets of a great university, the quality of fa-
cilities clearly influences the ability both to recruit out-
standing people and to support their efforts to achieve 
excellence. Winston Churchill once stated: “We shape 
our buildings. Thereafter, they shape us.”6 Maintain-
ing and enhancing the quality of the campus, build-
ings, grounds, and other infrastructure is a major pri-
ority of the university and must be a responsibility 
of the president. In most cases, the need for facilities 
and other campus improvements bubble up from the 
various programs of the university, then the president 
takes the lead in acquiring the resources necessary to 
support these projects. Although the needs of academic 
units should take precedence in capital improvements, 
any visit to a university campus will soon reveal that 
much of the activity exists in auxiliary units, such as 
the medical center, student housing, and intercollegiate 
athletics.

 The majority of capital expansion at most universi-
ties these days occurs in their medical centers, driven 
by the need for renovation or growth in clinical facili-
ties, the desire for additional research space in the life 
sciences, and the availability of substantial income 
from clinical activities. This is not surprising, consid-
ering that medical center budgets have typically in-
creased at twice the rate of academic budgets through-
out the past two decades (e.g., 10 percent per year for 
the medical center versus 5 percent per year for the rest 
of the university). The desire to increase clinical income 
drives the continual expansion of facilities, particularly 
in such lucrative areas as surgery and internal medi-
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Rebuilding the Michigan campuses, a $2 billion effort.
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Brick by brick, gift by gift, legislative hearing by hearing...
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cine, but also in satellite clinics designed to expand 
primary care activities that feed patients into univer-
sity hospitals. Similarly, the extraordinary growth in 
federal support of biomedical research, now represent-
ing over 60 percent of all federal research and develop-
ment on university campuses, has stimulated stagger-
ing investments in expensive new research facilities in 
the life sciences, such as molecular biology, genomics, 
proteomics, and biotechnology. There is a certain irony 
here: in contrast to pharmaceutical companies that tend 
to invest in “throwaway” research buildings because of 
the rapid obsolescence of research technology, universi-
ties prefer to hire expensive architects to design monu-
mental facilities to last generations, even though these 
facilities will require several times their original capital 
costs for the renovations necessary to track technologi-
cal changes.

In recent years, there has been a comparable level of 
capital expansion in athletic facilities. The wacko culture 
characterizing intercollegiate athletics presumes that 
the team that spends the most—or builds the most—
wins the most. Hence, there has been a costly race to 
invest hundreds of millions of dollars in expanding 
football stadiums and basketball pavilions, specialized 
training facilities, academic counseling centers, plush 
offices for the ever-expanding athletic staff, and even 
museums designed to impress recruits and fans alike 
with past athletic accomplishments. While much of this 
investment (e.g., in bigger and better training facilities 
or the most expensive artificial turf fields) is driven 
by competitive forces, some of the largest investments 
(e.g., skyboxes for wealthy fans and corporate clients, 
sophisticated television systems, or on-campus stores 
for marketing sports paraphernalia) have been made 
as a marketing device. Most athletic departments tend 
to borrow the funds to build such facilities, depending 
on future revenue from ticket sales, television contracts, 
or licensing to cover the debt, although most of these 
loans are actually secured with a university pledge of 
income from student fees. The debt load on several of 
the major athletic programs is considerable, ranging 
into the hundreds of millions of dollars for many insti-
tutions and requiring that new revenue be generated 
through clever and occasionally even coercive mecha-
nisms, such as seat taxes and skyboxes (ironically given 
a highly favorable, if somewhat perverse, tax treatment 

by the Internal Revenue Service).
Although the core activities of the university in-

volve teaching and scholarship, capital investments in 
facilities for academic programs has lagged far behind 
investments in auxiliary activities, such as medical care 
and intercollegiate athletics. In part, this has to do with 
constraints on the funding sources available for aca-
demic facilities (e.g., state appropriations, private gifts, 
or debt financing based on student fees). But it is also 
due to the relative autonomy of most auxiliary units, 
portraying (at least in myth, if not in reality) their finan-
cial independence from the rest of the university. Most 
universities tend to be far more parsimonious when 
spending funds on new classroom or library space 
than when investing in major expansion of the football 
stadium or university hospital. As a result, the quality 
of academic space on many campuses, particularly in 
public universities, has deteriorated quite significantly 
during the hard economic times of the early 1980s, the 
early 1990s, and the early twenty-first century.

From this perspective, the rebuilding of the Uni-
versity of Michigan’s academic campuses in the 1990s 
ranks as a remarkable accomplishment. During the de-
cade from 1986 to 1996, the university completed over 
$2 billion of major construction projects that provided 
essentially every academic program of the university 
with a physical environment of unprecedented quality. 
Several factors converged simultaneously to provide 
the university with a remarkable window of oppor-
tunity for rebuilding its campuses. First, falling inter-
est rates, coupled with Michigan’s high credit rating, 
made it quite inexpensive to borrow money. Second, 
because of a weak economy, there were few competing 
construction projects under way in the private sector, 
hence construction costs were quite low. Third, the uni-
versity’s success in auxiliary activities (including pri-
vate support, clinical revenue, and fees for continuing 
education) was beginning to generate substantial reve-
nue. Fourth, Michigan was able to convince a new gov-
ernor to launch major state programs for capital facili-
ties, with the understanding that the university would 
match the state effort through the use of its own funds.

There was also a substantial effort to improve the 
landscaping and appearance of the campus. Pride in 
place—on the part of students, faculty, and staff—is im-
portant in maintaining the quality of a campus. Once 
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the quality of facilities begins to deteriorate, not only 
do people dread going to their working or learning 
environments, but they lose any sense of personal re-
sponsibility for maintaining the appearance of a cam-
pus. Students begin to trash the campus by tacking fly-
ers everywhere and chalking sidewalks and buildings. 
Faculty and staff simply ignore the accumulating de-
bris and graffiti. Each Sunday morning, my wife, Anne, 
and I would take a walk about the campus, pulling 
down posters, picking up trash, and noting where graf-
fiti needed to be removed. But such efforts were simply 
fingers plugging the holes in the dike until the general 
quality of the campus was improved through the mas-
sive capital investments of the mid- 1990s. A sense of 
pride in the campus was restored, and the campus com-
munity accepted a spirit of personal responsibility in 
keeping it in tip-top shape. The lessons learned from 
three decades of neglect should not be forgotten.

The role of the president in such projects was con-
siderable, not so much in determining priorities or ar-
chitectural design, but in acquiring the resources and 
smoothing the approval process. However, some cau-
tion is also warranted here. Perhaps because of the “ed-
ifice complex” (the desire to see one’s impact on a cam-
pus or to leave monuments behind), many university 
presidents become obsessed with bricks-and-mortar 
projects. They retain “signature” architects as campus 
planners and commission them to make architectural 
statements on the campus. Unfortunately, this leads 
to disaster in many cases, since prominent architects 
frequently have little understanding of the culture of 
a campus or the facility needs of academic programs. 
Many ambitious projects come in at costs far higher than 
original estimates or result in buildings that are dys-
functional for their original intent. Furthermore, since 
the lifetime costs to operate buildings generally exceeds 
their original construction cost, far too many signature 
architectural projects become white elephants, placing 
a heavy burden on academic budgets, while meeting 
the original objectives in only a marginal fashion.

Although I had always had a strong personal in-
terest in architecture (not only taking Vincent Scully’s 
famous course on modern architecture at Yale, but ac-
tually working for an architecture-engineering firm in 
the 1960s), I stayed far away from any direct involve-
ment in architectural issues as president. Instead, I re-

lied heavily on the chief financial officer and his expe-
rienced staff in our plant extension department, who 
worked closely with the provost, deans, and faculty in 
academic units to develop realistic program statements 
and then utilized competitive bidding processes and 
strong project management to make certain that capital 
projects moved ahead smoothly, remained within cost 
estimates, and met program objectives. As the CEO of 
an organization spending hundreds of millions of dol-
lars per year on capital facilities, I was not about to in-
ject amateur architectural interests or whims into major 
expenditures addressing critical needs of the campus.

Crisis Management

One reason that university presidencies are so 
stressful is the role presidents play in responding to cri-
sis. Each president has a particular suite of skills and 
talents, but regardless of their particular strengths, all 
presidents are expected to play key leadership roles 
during times of emergency. I found that because of 
the size and complexity of the University of Michigan, 
such incidents were both frequent and almost always 
unpredictable, bubbling up out of the complexity of the 
institution and its multiple constituencies. I considered 
it essential to develop a strategy for handling such cri-
ses. Otherwise, my leadership team would have found 
ourselves continually in a reactive mode, responding 
to one crisis after another. Our strategic framework not 
only enabled us to respond to unanticipated challeng-
es but also sometimes allowed us to transform a crisis 
into an opportunity that helped the university move 
toward an important objective. For example, the stu-
dent activism over racial incidents on campus created 
both an awareness of racial inequity and a willingness 
to consider institutional change, which allowed us to 
launch the Michigan Mandate, our strategy for achiev-
ing campus diversity. The violations in the university’s 
baseball program allowed the administration to put 
into place a far more effective audit mechanism and 
to strengthen the university’s compliance with confer-
ence and NCAA rules. The political attacks launched 
by a new president at Michigan State University gave 
the University of Michigan the ammunition it needed 
to activate a powerful network of alumni and friends 
across the state.
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Sometimes we were able to anticipate incidents. For 
example, we knew that as the NCAA Final Four ap-
proached, the local newspapers would try to spring on 
us a trumped-up attack concerning a presumed scandal 
in our athletic programs, only to follow several weeks 
later with a back-page retraction that there was little 
substance to the rumor. In a year when the labor con-
tract was up for renegotiation with the union represent-
ing graduate teaching assistants, we could anticipate an 
unusual amount of student disruption of regents’ meet-
ings. Major confrontations with the government—such 
as a congressional witch hunt on perceived abuses of 
federal research contracts or tuition increases—would 
inevitably involve Michigan, as one of the most visible 
universities in the nation.

Many of the major initiatives of the university would 
attract unusual attention. For example, our diversity ef-
forts (and the associated student activism) drew political 
activists, ranging from state legislators to presidential 
candidates (e.g., Jesse Jackson) to conservative groups 
(e.g., the Center for Individual Rights). Our effort to ne-
gotiate steep discounts on computer purchases for our 
students riled local retailers, who sought to limit the 
practice by lobbying state government.

At the start of each academic year, several of us 
would meet to identify possible sources of crisis in the 
months ahead, develop possible strategies to head them 
off, and assign responsibility to a member of the execu-
tive officer team. Of course, many issues were one-day 
wonders that go with the territory (e.g., student pro-
tests or legislative thrashing) and did not merit any 
special action. Students would always pursue activi-
ties designed to upset their elders. There would always 
be politicians out to score points against the academy. 
Human character flaws, such as greed and dishonesty, 
were just as prevalent in a university community as 
they were in broader society. But some issues, such as 
racial unrest, could have lasting impact that could not 
only harm the university but distract the leadership 
from other important priorities. For these issues, some 
degree of anticipation and planning was desirable.

Fortunately, I had learned well from my predeces-
sors two cardinal rules about dealing with such disrup-
tions. First, from Robben Fleming I learned that while 
we should tolerate peaceful protest, including even an 
occasional takeover of an office, we had to draw the line 

when university functions (teaching, research, admin-
istrative operations) were seriously disrupted or when 
staff, faculty, or students were threatened. From Harold 
Shapiro I learned the importance both of never taking 
action in the face of a threat and of setting definite time 
limits (24 to 48 hours) after which we would proceed 
with arrest. While we always took great care to avoid 
harming protestors, we would also not shy away from 
arrest if we determined that the function or personnel 
of the university were threatened.

Yet it was still common to be taken completely by 
surprise on issues. One of the great thrills of leading 
the University of Michigan involved opening up the lo-
cal newspaper and reading a sensationalized account of 
a university activity revealed only through the release 
of materials under the Freedom of Information Act 
(FOIA). There were two systemic problems here. First, 
the university was an extraordinarily complex enter-
prise, and it was about as unrealistic to expect that the 
central administration would know about every detail 
of university activity as it would be to expect that the 
White House would know everything about the opera-
tions of the federal government. But even more diffi-
cult was the intrusive and insidious nature of the state 
of Michigan’s FOIA, which both the media and others 
with an ax to grind used to go fishing into all aspects 
of university operations, looking for possible embar-
rassments. Clearly, any complex organization requires 
some degree of confidentiality in its operations, par-
ticularly when it comes to matters involving sensitive 
personnel or financial matters. Yet the blunt nature of 
the Michigan FOIA and its extension by the courts ex-
posed all aspects of university operations to the prying 
eyes of the press.

Always being at ready condition—or DEFCON 37—
for potential crises can be both stressful and wearing. 
Further, to sustain both the loyalty and morale of staff, 
the president and other senior officers frequently had to 
take the heat for situations they knew all too well were 
the responsibility of others. This went with the terri-
tory, although to the great detriment of the university 
and the health and humor of the president.

The Challenges of Executive Leadership

Although the American university has become one 
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of the most complex institutions in modern society—far 
more complex, for example, than most corporations or 
governments—its management and governance could 
best be described as “amateur.” Although competent 
professionals have usually been sought to manage key 
administrative areas (e.g., investments, finances, and 
facilities), the general leadership, management, and 
governance of the university has been the responsibil-
ity of either academics or lay board members. Many 
universities take great pride in the fact that they not 
only are led and managed by “true academics” with lit-
tle professional experience but also are governed by lay 
boards with little business or educational experience.

Yet leadership and executive responsibilities fre-
quently overlap. In these days of increasing legal, finan-
cial, and political accountability, universities appoint 
amateurs to campus leadership roles at their own risk. 
Like other major institutions in our society, we must 
demand new levels of accountability of the university 
for the integrity of its financial operations, the quality 
of its services, and the stewardship of its resources. To 
keep their institutions moving ahead, presidents re-
quire some capacity for planning and priority setting, 
organizing and institution building, decision making 
and delegation. Perhaps most important of all, they 
need the ability to recruit and lead teams of talented 
administrators.

It is also important to seek individuals with some 
experience in managing large organizations with line 
responsibilities (e.g., hiring and firing people). Here, 
again, I believe it is foolhardy to ask someone with only 
modest leadership experience to move to the helm of a 
vast university with thousands of employees and with 
budgets in the hundreds of millions (or even billions) of 
dollars. Too much is at stake, including the welfare of 
thousands of faculty, staff, and students.

Finally, it is important for a university president 
to have had some direct experience—as an academic 
leader, a faculty member, or even as a student—with 
the quality to which the institution aspires. Setting the 
bar for program quality and recruiting talent are critical 
executive responsibilities of the president. It is difficult 
to lead—indeed, even to comprehend—an institution 
of a quality considerably above that of one’s personal 
experience.

Occasionally, inexperienced or insecure governing 

boards will intentionally select weak leadership—that 
is, individuals who clearly do not have the experience 
or level of previous achievement that would qualify 
them for a major university presidency. Such individu-
als are sometimes viewed as far more controllable and 
nonthreatening to board members. But these presidents 
quickly become overwhelmed by the complexity of 
their roles and all too frequently follow the same pat-
tern of insecurity, by selecting subordinates even less 
qualified than they are. As a result, some universities 
have had to contend with a cascade of incompetence, 
a kind of sequential Peter Principle in which inexperi-
enced amateurs, in far over their heads, populate most 
of the administrative positions in an institution.

Even with adequate training and experience, the 
administration of the contemporary university faces 
many challenges. Most institutions lack serious finan-
cial planning—which is not surprising given that the 
faculty usually resists any suggestion that academic 
units should develop a business plan. Universities are 
plagued by a serious incompatibility in the responsibil-
ity and authority assigned to those in administration. 
All too often, those charged with the responsibility 
for various activities simply are not provided with the 
authority to carry out these tasks. By the same token, 
many with relatively little responsibility have great 
ability to prevent decisive action. It is little wonder that 
the university administration is frequently unable and 
unwilling to tackle such major issues as the downsizing 
or elimination of obsolete programs to free up resourc-
es for new initiatives.

Patience is yet another important trait for executive 
leaders of universities. Campuses have their own lei-
surely timescales, driven by the time-honored processes 
of considered reflection and consensus that have long 
characterized the academy. Change in the university 
proceeds in slow, linear, incremental steps—improving, 
expanding, contracting, and reforming without alter-
ing its fundamental institutional mission, approach, or 
structure.

Another executive skill that applies almost exclu-
sively to the president in contrast to other academic 
leaders and executive officers is the ability to relate to 
and guide a university governing board. All university 
presidents serve at the pleasure of governing boards. 
They are both hired and possibly fired by such boards, 
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and they take key policy direction from this body. The 
ability to communicate with the board and to under-
stand and to some degree shape its dynamics is impor-
tant for a university president, just as it would be for 
a corporate CEO and a board of directors. Yet the lay 
character of the university governing board presents a 
particular challenge, since without guidance, govern-
ing boards can drift into areas where they are not only 
unable to fulfill their responsibilities but may actually 
damage their institution. Unless the president guides 
them on such issues, they will almost certainly founder.

The complexity of the university and the day-to-day 
pace of events (many of them unexpected) that require 
the attention of the president can become highly dis-
tracting. The ability of a president to see the forest for 
the trees, to look beyond the battles of the moment to 
the objectives that should be pursued for the long term, 
is a particularly important leadership trait. One of the 
great challenges of leading very complex organizations 
is preventing the concerns of today from obscuring the 
opportunities for tomorrow. Although leaders must 
deal with moments of crisis, they must not allow these 
challenges of the moment to distract them from pursu-
ing a longer-range vision for the future of their institu-
tion, whether it be a corporation, a public body, or a 
university.

As a scientist and engineer, I was rarely daunted 
by the complexities of executive leadership. Actually, 
management is just a form of problem solving, an ac-
tivity for which engineers are well trained. All of the 
elements used to solve engineering problems fit the ex-
ecutive role quite well, including the ability to identify 
and define problems; to synthesize, verify, and evalu-
ate solutions; and to present results. Perhaps even more 
significant was the fact that my training as a theoretical 
physicist gave me the ability to rapidly assess and ex-
tract the key elements of complex issues, focusing on 
the forest rather than the trees. I preferred to focus my 
attention on the big picture and to delegate the myriad 
details associated with university operations to others, 
unless they were tasks that only the president could ad-
dress (e.g., negotiations with the governor or making 
the pitch to a key donor). To be sure, this tendency to 
focus on the fundamentals led to my frustration with 
the endless committee meetings and appointments that 
characterize the calendar of senior academic adminis-

trators. But in the end, this ability of the president to 
stay above the fray is essential to keep the university on 
course even as it is buffeted by strong economic, social, 
and political forces both on and off the campus.

Even so, I was not immune from the ever-present 
threat of being pecked to death by turkeys, as both time 
and attention were consumed by a host of issues that 
were of relatively minor importance to the long-term 
welfare of the university but that seemed of cosmic sig-
nificance to one constituency or another. I used to clas-
sify these as the “p” issues, since they included such 
topics as parking, pay, the Plant Department, political 
correctness, and so on. I used to implore our faculty 
senate to focus on such strategic issues as the appropri-
ate balance between undergraduate and professional 
education or the challenge of tenure to a faculty with 
increasingly diverse activities and situations (e.g., child 
or elder care, clinical care responsibilities). Yet, time af-
ter time, elected faculty governance would come back 
to the “p” issues, once even assigning faculty members 
to roam around the university’s parking decks to see 
who was taking up faculty parking spaces.

So, too, university presidents grow weary of the 
court politics that usually surround positions of power 
(real or perceived). Leading a team of strong adminis-
trative officers inevitably involves smoothing out con-
flicts and occasionally even picking winners and losers. 
It is also the case that the best executive officers and 
deans are usually quite ambitious and seek further ad-
vancement, including perhaps even a university presi-
dency (particularly at such an institution as Michigan). 

The weary life of a university CEO
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Knitting these leaders into a cohesive team where in-
stitutional priorities dominate personal agendas can 
sometimes be a challenge, requiring extensive face time 
in one-on-one meetings. This becomes even more dif-
ficult when a particular administrator either falls short 
of satisfactory performance or decides to go his or her 
own way, even to the point of disloyalty to the institu-
tion or the president. In such cases, the necessary per-
sonnel changes are sometimes made difficult because 
of the political or personal sensitivities of key faculty 
groups or even the governing board.8

Most university presidents have very limited pow-
ers to deal with such issues and responsibilities, from 
the most strategic to the most trivial. Too many govern-
ing board members become immersed in management 
details or focused on personal or special interest agen-
das. Faculties have become highly fragmented, com-
fortable in their narrow scholarly world, and demand-
ing of excessive consultation before any decisions can 
be made. Both trustees and faculty alike are threatened 
by anyone who would challenge the status quo, leav-
ing scattered throughout our institutions a large herd 
of sacred cows—obsolete programs, outdated practices, 
archaic policies—grazing on the seed corn of the future 
and defended by those determined to hang onto power 
and perquisites, even at the expense of the institution’s 
future. Public opinion is largely reactionary and, when 
manipulated by the media, can block even the most 
urgently needed change. It is little wonder that many 
university presidents sometimes conclude that the only 
way to get anything accomplished within the political 
environment of the university is by heeding the old ad-
age “It is simpler to ask forgiveness than to seek per-
mission.”
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Early college presidents were expected to provide 
academic leadership. In some nineteenth-century in-
stitutions, the president was not only the most distin-
guished scholar but the only scholar. The intellectual 
influence of presidents on the faculty, the governing 
board, and the students was profound, as suggested by 
a Michigan student’s admiration of President Tappan: 
“He was an immense personality. It was a liberal educa-
tion even for the stupid to be slightly acquainted with 
him.”1

Today, the president’s role in academic affairs re-
mains important but must be exercised in a more deli-
cate fashion. Technically, the shared governance poli-
cies of most universities delegate academic decisions 
(e.g., criteria for student admissions, faculty hiring 
and promotion, curriculum development, and award-
ing degrees) to the faculty. Hence, the faculty usually 
expects the university president to focus on political 
relations, fund-raising, and protecting their academic 
programs (e.g., from threats of dominance posed by 
intercollegiate athletics and the medical center) and to 
keep hands off academic matters.

Yet the most successful university presidents are ca-
pable not only of understanding academic issues but 
also of shaping the evolution of academic programs and 
enhancing the academic reputation of their university. 
After all, if the success or failure of a presidency will be 
based on the goal of leaving the university better than 
one inherited it, it is hard to imagine how one could 
achieve this without some involvement in the core ac-
tivities of the institution: teaching and scholarship. But 
this requires both skill and diplomacy, since faculty 
reaction to a president’s heavy-handed intrusion into 
academic affairs can be fierce. Presidential influence 
is more generally exercised through the appointment 

of key academic leaders (e.g., deans or department 
chairs), by obtaining the funds to stimulate the faculty 
to launch new academic programs, or by influencing 
the balance among academic priorities.

There are some presidents—though they are unfor-
tunately a rarity these days—who have had both the 
scholarly credentials and interests to play a significant 
role in shaping the intellectual direction of a university. 
Michigan has benefited from several such leaders. For 
example, James Angell attracted extraordinary schol-
ars, such as John Dewey; Harlan Hatcher, himself a dis-
tinguished scholar and professor of English literature, 
raised the quality of the university even as it doubled in 
size; and Harold Shapiro brought his own deep under-
standing of the history of the university and the chang-
ing nature of a liberal education to his efforts, as provost 
and then as president, to enhance the quality of the uni-
versity’s students, faculty, and programs.

However, buried among academic programs are nu-
merous land mines that pose serious risks to those pres-
idents inclined to meddle in academic affairs. Again, 
the history of the University of Michigan provides im-
portant lessons. The university’s first president, Henry 
Tappan, stirred the wrath of several faculty members 
and the local newspapers when he tried to build a true 
university in Ann Arbor that emphasized scholarship 
on a par with instruction. In the 1920s, Michigan presi-
dent C. C. Little failed when his attempt to impose the 
Harvard model of a university college for undergradu-
ate education was strongly resisted by the university’s 
faculty.

As I noted earlier in this book, my own academic 
perspectives were shaped first by Yale, perhaps the 
most faithful replication of the college system of Oxford 
and Cambridge in America; then by Caltech, embrac-

Chapter 6

Academic Leadership
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ing a culture driven by absolute scientific brilliance in 
research for both faculty and students; and finally in 
Michigan’s nuclear science and engineering program, 
a truly interdisciplinary program spanning the range 
from the microscopic phenomena of nuclear and atom-
ic physics to the design of such mammoth projects as 
billion-dollar nuclear power plants and thermonuclear 
fusion systems. I had learned early to distinguish the 
collegiate focus on the intellectual growth and social-
ization of young students from the broader roles of the 
university in creating, propagating, and applying new 
knowledge, so I had come to agree with Eliot’s obser-
vation “A college is a place to which a young man is 
sent; a university is a place to which he goes!”2 Hence, 
while I understood the University of Michigan’s impor-
tant role in undergraduate education, I also believed 
its impact went far beyond this, to encompass gradu-
ate education, professional education, scholarship and 
research, and an exceptionally broad array of activities 
in applying advanced knowledge such as medical care, 
international development, and promoting cultural vi-
tality. Combining the concepts of John Henry Cardinal 
Newman and Henry Tappan provided my working 
definition of the university: a community of masters 
and scholars (universitas magistorium et scholarium), a 
school of universal learning (Newman), embracing 
every branch of knowledge and all possible means for 
making new investigations and thus advancing knowl-
edge (Tappan).3

The Academic Clockwork

It has been said that the organization of the contem-
porary university—its array of departments, schools, 
and colleges—more resembles the organization of 
nineteenth-century knowledge than the contemporary 
scholarly landscape. However, I prefer the astronomi-
cal analogy of a solar system. This Copernican view of 
the university places at the center its liberal arts college, 
including the academic disciplines of the humanities, 
natural sciences, and social sciences. About this aca-
demic sun orbit four very large and powerful profes-
sional schools: engineering, law, business, and medi-
cine. Many university presidents consider the medical 
school to actually be a massive black hole rather than a 
planet, since it tends to suck resources away from both 
the liberal arts and other academic planets of the uni-
versity solar system, never to be seen again. Moving 
still farther away from the liberal arts core, one finds 
an array of smaller planetary bodies corresponding to 
various professional schools (architecture, education, 
social work, dentistry, public health, public policy) 
and schools of fine arts (art, music, dance). Here again, 
the massive gravitational pull of the medical school 
attempts to pull the smaller health sciences schools 
(nursing, dentistry, public health, pharmacy) into orbits 
about it as moons, although this is vigorously resisted 
by their deans. Continuing with the astronomical anal-
ogy, extracurricular activities, such as intercollegiate 
athletics and student activism, might be similar to com-
ets in the Oort cloud, out of sight and out of mind—

From Yale... ...To Caltech
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at least until they tumble into the orbits of academic 
planets, where they can cause great havoc, if not cosmic 
extinction of important academic values.

Private universities, particularly those evolving 
from the colonial colleges, are generally built around 
undergraduate colleges based on the liberal arts disci-
plines (e.g., Harvard College and Yale College). In con-
trast, public universities are built more on a foundation 
provided by the key professional schools, the big four 
being engineering, business, law, and medicine (plus 
agriculture in land-grant universities), with the liberal 
arts college primarily serving the general education 
needs of undergraduates. Yet, just as with private uni-
versities, the quality of the liberal arts college is gener-
ally the key factor determining the quality of the insti-
tution, since it has a profound impact on the quality of 
professional schools.

Of course, there is always an ebb and flow in the 
fortunes of particular academic programs, as university 
priorities shift in response to societal needs. During my 
years at Michigan, the university lurched from embrac-
ing the priorities of the Great Society in the 1960s by 
placing emphasis on the social sciences and related pro-
fessional schools such as education and social work to 
an emphasis on the health sciences in the 1970s, with 
major investments in medicine, dentistry, nursing, 
public health, and pharmacy—culminating in the $260 
million commitment to the major new University Hos-
pital in 1978. As both the state and the nation became 
concerned with such issues as economic competitive-

ness and industrial productivity in the early 1980s, the 
university once again shifted priorities, to focus on en-
gineering and business administration. Most recently, 
an aging baby boomer population concerned about 
its health has demanded massive federal programs in 
the biomedical sciences, and the university has reacted 
with major billion-dollar investments in an expansion 
of the Medical Center and the building of the Life Sci-
ences Institute.

The academic and professional disciplines—depart-
ments, schools, colleges—tend to dominate the modern 
university, developing curriculum, marshaling resourc-
es, administering programs, and doling out rewards 
(e.g., tenure). However, the traditional disciplines can 
pose a major impediment to change, since in their fac-
ulty recruiting efforts, they frequently tend to clone 
their existing professors rather than seeking to move in 
new directions stimulated by bright, young minds. De-
spite the importance and strength of traditional depart-
ments, schools, and colleges, most campuses still have 
many examples of worn-out academic programs that 
manage to limp along, draining resources from more 
vital areas and constraining the university’s capacity to 
change.

Academic Leadership

To be sure, the broad responsibilities of the presi-
dent as chief executive officer of the university limit the 
time and opportunity to provide academic leadership. 
Furthermore, the academic programs of the institution 
report through the deans to the provost as the chief aca-
demic officer. Although other executive officers (e.g., 
the vice president for research or the vice president for 
student affairs) can influence academic activities (e.g., 
sponsored research and the student living-learning 
environment), the provost generally is regarded as the 
point person for academic leadership. Yet university 
presidents, even at large research universities or uni-
versity systems, can have considerable impact on the 
academic programs of the university.

Perhaps the most difficult and certainly controversial 
administrative actions are those that establish priorities 
among various academic programs. A skillful president 
can bias the university system for resource allocation 
such that new proposals tend to win out over those 

Presidents of Harvard and Stanford...
...between two U California presidents.
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that aim to sustain or strengthen established programs. 
While this requires some intellectual good taste on the 
part of both president and provost, it is an extremely 
important device for navigating the university toward 
the future rather than drifting along on currents from 
the past. During good times with growing budgets, this 
amounts to picking winners and losers. During hard 
times, when resources are declining, this amounts to 
lifeboat decisions about which units will survive and 
which may be discontinued. Although most universi-
ties find it important to put into place well-defined pol-
icies for academic program reduction and discontinu-
ance, with ample mechanisms for consultation, in the 

end the president usually shoulders the eventual blame 
for these decisions, whether it is deserved or not.

The triad of criteria for such decisions typically in-
volves consideration of program quality, centrality, and 
cost-effectiveness. Some institutions use this in a highly 
quantitative way: a provost of a leading research uni-
versity once told me that his institution simply plot-
ted the national ranking of each of their academic pro-
grams versus their cost per student, then targeted those 
units in the lower right quadrant (e.g., low reputation 
and high cost) for potential elimination. For most in-
stitutions, the considerations that determine university 
academic priorities are far more subjective and subtle. 

Commencement, the ultimate ceremony of the academy
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I learned this the hard way as provost, when I had my 
proposal for refining the university’s policies on aca-
demic program discontinuation soundly trounced by 
a negative vote of 80 to 2 by the faculty senate. (Har-
old Shapiro went ahead and implemented the proposal 
anyway, providing another lesson in presidential lead-
ership.)

Presidents sometimes have the opportunity to in-
fluence broad university priorities, such as the balance 
between teaching and research. At large public univer-
sities, there is usually a concern about the appropriate 
balance between well-funded professional schools, 
such as business, law, and medicine, and the liberal arts 
disciplines, particularly in the arts and the humanities. 
Although many people think of such a university as 
Michigan as dominated by its liberal arts college and 
undergraduate education, these programs represent 
less than 30 percent of the faculty and 15 percent of the 
budget. In contrast, the Medical School and the associ-
ated University Hospital represent over 50 percent of 
the budget of the university and roughly two-thirds of 
its staff. One lesson that Michigan presidents soon learn 
is the importance of protecting the fragile academic core 
of the university from the potential distortion posed by 
health sciences due to their unusual access to resourc-
es, such as clinical income and federal research grants. 
These resources fuel a constant growth (over 10 percent 
a year at Michigan), which can soon take over a campus 
and begin to intrude on the space and funds available 
for other academic programs.

For example, during the 1970s and early 1980s, the 

massive investment in the new University Hospital 
diverted state funding away from academic priorities 
into clinical facilities for almost a decade, not only at the 
University of Michigan but throughout the state. My 
administration was able to achieve some rebalancing, 
with a particularly intensive effort to rebuild the core 
academic facilities of our College of Literature, Science, 
and Arts (LS&A). During the early years, this was done 
through the provision of additional operating funds as 
well as through special initiatives that benefited LS&A: 
for example, priority given to rebuilding the natural 
sciences,4 additional funding designed to improve the 
quality of first-year undergraduate education, and spe-
cial salary programs for outstanding faculty. However, 
in later years, we went beyond this to launch an ambi-
tious program to renovate or rebuild all of the buildings 
housing LS&A programs, which had deteriorated dur-
ing the 1970s and 1980s as the university had addressed 
other capital priorities, such as the University Hospital. 
In the decade from 1986 to 1996, the university invested 
more than $350 million in capital facilities for LS&A, 
essentially rebuilding the entire Central Campus area.

Within a university, there is a definite hierarchy of 
academic prestige—or, perhaps better stated, an intel-
lectual pecking order. In a sense, the more abstract and 
detached a discipline is from the real world, the higher 
its prestige. In this ranking, perhaps mathematics or 
philosophy would be at the pinnacle, with the natu-
ral sciences and humanities next, followed by the so-
cial sciences and the arts. The professional schools fall 
much lower down the hierarchy, with law, medicine, 

Protecting LS&A from the Expansion of the Medical Center
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and engineering followed by the health professions, so-
cial work, and education.

Yet there is another pecking order in higher educa-
tion, a ranking among, rather than within, institutions. 
Some of these are determined by popular rankings, 
such as those produced annually by U.S. News and 
World Report. Although academics decry these commer-
cial beauty pageants, which are based on such nonsen-
sical parameters as endowment per student (which, of 
course, rules out all large public universities) and the 
fraction of students rejected (which emphasizes elit-
ism over access), the rankings nevertheless influence 
the enrollment decisions of students and parents, strike 
terror into the hearts of admissions officers, and (most 
significant for U.S. News and World Report) sell lots of 
magazines.5

While universities tend to trumpet it when their 
programs are ranked highly in such comparisons and 
to either hide or deride the rankings when they fall, 
most deans, provosts, and presidents look elsewhere 
to measure the quality of their academic programs and 
institutions. Once every decade, the National Research 
Council (of the National Academies) conducts a very 
comprehensive survey of graduate programs across the 
disciplines, using an array of more empirical measures, 
such as faculty awards, frequency of citations of schol-
arly publications, success in winning federal research 
grants, and graduate-level performance on standard-
ized tests. These rankings are taken far more seriously, 
so much so that within several years of their publica-
tion, many universities have changed both the lead-
ership and the investment in those programs ranked 
low by the NRC survey, and the faculty of their high-
er-ranked programs have become recruiting targets 
by wealthier universities. But since the NRC rankings 
occur only once a decade, university leaders must also 
look elsewhere to assess the quality of their programs.

The most common—and, to my mind, effective—
evaluation tool involves peer assessment, subjec-
tive ratings of program quality by deans, department 
chairs, and distinguished faculty members. Since these 
academic leaders are continually involved in recruit-
ing new faculty or evaluating the promotion or tenure 
cases of their own faculty members, they usually have 
a pretty good sense of which departments are at the top 
(or on the way up) and which are weak (or on the way 

down). Presidents, provosts, and deans keep their ears 
to the ground to pick up on these conversations. It is 
not only their business to develop an accurate assess-
ment of the quality of their own programs but also their 
responsibility to take action to enhance the reputation 
of their institution. In some cases, this amounts to put-
ting together a package to recruit a new superstar in 
a particular area. In other cases, it involves additional 
funds or new facilities to improve the unit.

There are also occasions—rare as they may be—
when a university decides to simply throw in the towel 
and shut a program down for a damning trilogy of 
faults: it is not good enough, too expensive, and/or 
not central enough to the rest of the university. Since 
outright academic program discontinuance is difficult 
because of faculty tenure, the elimination of weak pro-
grams is usually accomplished by finesse. For example, 
a smaller unit may be merged into a larger academic 
unit, where it will disappear gradually; or an academic 
program may undergo reorganization, which is por-
trayed as merely renaming the program but, in effect, 
eliminates the box on the organization chart for the tar-
get unit.

As president, I would conduct an annual analysis 
of the ebb and flow of senior faculty across all of our 
academic units, to track our efforts to attract and retain 
top-notch talent. My leadership team kept a scorecard 
on the ability to attract (or raid) faculty talent on a de-
partment-by-department basis, along with our capacity 
to retain our best faculty members in the face of offers 
from competing institutions. This was not only a good 
way to evaluate the strength of our academic leader-
ship at the level of department chairs and deans, but it 
was also an excellent way for the president and provost 
to monitor the ongoing health of the university. It also 
kept the pressure on me as president, since achieving 
competitive faculty compensation and quality environ-
ments for education and research were ultimately my 
responsibility.

On a more general level, we developed a compre-
hensive annual report, “The Michigan Metrics,” which 
served as a “dashboard” (in modern business parlance) 
on which to track a broad set of data concerning aca-
demic quality, financial integrity, and institutional lead-
ership. While this annual snapshot of university vital 
signs was probably not useful in the way that a cor-
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porate balance sheet or income statement would be, 
the use of such longitudinal data gave a good sense of 
whether the university was climbing in altitude or on a 
downward-glide path—or, more seriously, headed for 
a crash. Again, with academic leadership, as in other 
aspects of the university presidency, one should never 
forget that results are what count.

One of my colleagues, Charles Eisendrath, director 
of the university’s Journalist-in-Residence Program, 
once proposed to me a “fish foodball theory” of faculty 
behavior. He noted that faculty activities are usually 
randomly distributed, much like fish swimming in an 
aquarium, and that just as fish will quickly align to go 
after a ball of food suspended in their tank, faculty will 
soon align their activities to go after new funds. All one 
needs to do is create financial incentives. A couple of 
examples illustrate.

During the 1980s, when I was dean of engineering 
and then provost of the university, we were concerned 
that the university was underrecovering the true costs 
of federally sponsored research through excessive in-
stitutional cost sharing and inadequate overhead (so-
called indirect costs) on federal grants. The faculty did 
not have much sympathy with this concern, since such 
overhead charges usually came off the top of their re-
search grants, at the expense of such worthy priorities 
as laboratory equipment, technical staff, and graduate 
student support. Yet indirect costs were very real costs 
that had to be paid by someone—if not by the federal 
sponsor, then by the university, from such sources as 
tuition revenue or state appropriation. To change the 
faculty perception, we used a very simple device. Each 
year, we would distribute back to faculty members in 
discretionary accounts a certain fraction of the over-
head recovered on their federal grants. Although this 
was generally a small amount (typically 5 percent or 
less of the recovered funds), the accounts were totally 
discretionary and under the direct control of the fac-
ulty member who was the principal investigator on the 
grant. They could be used for supporting a graduate 
student, traveling to a technical meeting, purchasing a 
computer, or carpeting one’s office—any expenditure 
appropriate for university funds. This very modest in-
centive program drove a sea change in faculty attitudes 
toward indirect cost recovery—as well as toward more 
general grant and contract support. Over the next de-

cade, Michigan rose from eighth to first in the nation 
in federal research support, due to the strong entrepre-
neurial efforts of our faculty stimulated by strong re-
search incentives to reward faculty grantsmanship.

Presidents can sometimes influence priorities by ad-
justing the balance between the sustained support for 
ongoing initiatives and the funding aimed at stimulat-
ing new initiatives. As the university’s provost, each 
year Harold Shapiro reallocated 1 percent of the base 
budget of all university units, both academic and ad-
ministrative, into a University Priority Fund, to stim-
ulate and support new activities in such areas as un-
dergraduate education, diversity, and interdisciplinary 
scholarship. This was later augmented by a $5 million 
grant from the Kellogg Foundation and a match from 
the university, to create a Presidential Initiative Fund 
aimed at providing the president with resources to 
stimulate new academic initiatives. As these mecha-
nisms, which allowed small onetime allocations, were 
continued year after year, they resulted in rather signifi-
cant reallocations from ongoing activities (which saw 
their budgets declining to 99 percent, 98 percent, 97 per-
cent, etc. each year) into key university priorities—that 
is, from the old to the new. As provost, I continued this 
process, selecting as early priorities the areas of under-
graduate education and diversity. For example, we cre-
ated a competition for proposals to attract more senior 
faculty into teaching undergraduate classes. We used 
incentive funds to support Target of Opportunity pro-
grams for minority faculty and PhD students. Later, we 
added interdisciplinary scholarship, international pro-
grams, the arts, and several other priorities that ben-
efited greatly from the grassroots interest, involvement, 
and creativity of faculty attracted by the potential of ad-
ditional resources.

Here, a word is appropriate about a sharply con-
trasting approach, perhaps best captured by the phrase 
“presidential whim” rather than “presidential initia-
tive.” Rather than establishing incentives of significant 
resources, allocated on a peer-reviewed, merit basis, 
some presidents instead attempt to stimulate faculty 
engagement by indicating their personal interest in a 
particular topic. While this may create a few headlines 
in the university press releases, the best faculty mem-
bers will usually ignore such presidential whims unless 
they align with their own interests. The lesson to be 
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learned here is that academic leadership is most effec-
tive and powerful if it taps into the energy, interests, 
and creativity of the faculty at the grassroots level. Pro-
viding an Eisendrath fish foodball of resources to fund 
faculty initiatives aimed at a broad university priority, 
such as undergraduate education or diversity, tends to 
align best with the highly entrepreneurial nature of the 
faculty culture.

Faculty Quality

The principal academic resource of a university is 
its faculty. The quality and commitment of the faculty 
determine the excellence of the academic programs of 
a university, the quality of its student body, the excel-
lence of its teaching and scholarship, its capacity to 
serve broader society through public service, and the 
resources it is able to attract from public and private 
sources. The quality of the faculty is determined by 
many factors, such as resource commitments and capi-
tal facilities, but none more critical than the standards 
applied in recruitment, promotion, and tenure deci-
sions.

Each appointment to the faculty and each promotion 
within its ranks must be seen as both a significant deci-
sion and an important opportunity. In theory, at least, 
these decisions should always be made with the quality 
of the university always foremost in mind. Policies, pro-
cedures, and practices characterizing the appointment, 
role, reward, and responsibilities of the faculty should 
be consistent with the overall goals of the institution 
and the changing environment in which it finds itself. 
In practice, however, these decisions tend to be made at 
the level of individual disciplinary departments, with 
relatively little consideration given to broader institu-
tional concerns or long-range implications.

Certainly the most controversial, complex, and 
misunderstood issue related to the faculty in higher 
education, at least in the minds of the public, is tenure. 
In theory, tenure is the key mechanism for protecting 
academic freedom and for defending faculty members 
against political attack both within and outside the 
university. In practice, it has become something quite 
different: job security, protecting both outstanding and 
incompetent faculty alike, not only from political intru-
sion, but also from a host of performance issues that 

could lead to dismissal in many other walks of life. Of 
course, it is this presumed guarantee of job security 
that so infuriates many members of the public, some 
of whom have felt the sting of corporate downsizing or 
job competition.

Because tenure represents such a major commit-
ment by a university, it should only be awarded to a 
faculty member after a rigorous process of evaluation. 
Most university faculty members believe that tenure 
is a valuable and important practice in the core aca-
demic disciplines of the university, where independent 
teaching and scholarship require some protection from 
criticism and controversy. This privilege should also 
enable tenured faculty members to accept greater re-
sponsibility for the interests of the university, rather 
than focusing solely on personal objectives. But even 
within the academy, many are beginning to question 
the appropriateness of current tenure practices. The 
abolition of mandatory retirement policies is leading to 
an aging faculty cohort insulated from rigorous perfor-
mance accountability by tenure, a situation depriving 
young scholars of faculty opportunities. Increasingly, 
the academy itself is acknowledging that both the con-
cept and the practice of tenure—particularly when in-
terpreted as guaranteed lifetime employment—need to 
be reevaluated.

Yet only the most foolhardy would attempt to re-
evaluate tenure within a single institution, since the 
marketplace for the best faculty is highly competi-
tive. Any challenge to the status quo of tenure must 
be mounted by a coalition of institutions. When I was 
chair of the Big Ten Conference (which is actually as 
much an academic organization of 12 institutions—in-
cluding the University of Chicago—as it is an athletic 
conference), we invited the provosts and chairs of the 
faculty senates of our universities to a daylong confer-
ence in the mid-1990s to discuss tenure and the faculty 
contract. Needless to say, one workshop does not a sus-
tained movement make, but the discussion did suggest 
that the faculties of at least this set of research univer-
sities are more open to considering change than one 
might expect.

Through active participation in tenure decisions, 
university presidents and provosts can have consider-
able impact on the quality of the faculty of their univer-
sity. Harold Shapiro demonstrated this to me, first in 
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his role as provost and then as president (see chapter 
2). I continued his practice of direct and strong involve-
ment in hiring, promotion, and tenure decisions. Once, 
I actually challenged over 50 percent of the recommen-
dations from the Medical School, observing that they 
all looked like they had been prepared from the same 
word processor template.6 My philosophy was sum-
marized in a communication to the school’s dean and 
executive committee: “Put yourself in my shoes for a 
moment. In the course of a year I am asked to evaluate 
and rule on hundreds of appointments for all conceiv-
able academic and professional appointments. Indeed, 
I will be shortly receiving 70 recommendations from 
your school. The issue here is tenure. In my view the 
decision to offer tenure is the most important decision 
we make in this university. It is also my most important 
responsibility, since these decisions affect the institu-
tion for decades to come. The burden must be on the 
unit to demonstrate that the candidate has the degree of 
excellence, of achievement, necessary to merit tenure. 
You have not done so on many of these recommenda-
tions, and until that case has been made I am unable to 
support tenure for these individuals.”7

The faculty members of research universities are 
well aware that their careers—their compensation, pro-
motion, and tenure—are determined primarily by their 
research productivity as measured by publications 
and grantsmanship, since these activities contribute 
most directly to scholarly reputation and hence market 
value. This reward climate helps to tip the scales away 
from undergraduate teaching, public service, and insti-
tutional loyalty, especially when quantitative measures 
of research productivity or grantsmanship replace 
more balanced judgments of the quality of research and 
professional work. The growing pressures on faculty to 
generate the resources necessary to support their activi-
ties are immense.8 At a university like Michigan, with 
roughly 2,500 faculty members generating over $800 
million of research grants per year, this can amount to 
an expectation that each faculty member will generate 
hundreds of thousands of research dollars per year, a 
heavy burden for those who also carry significant in-
structional, administrative, and service responsibilities. 
For example, consider the plight of the young faculty 
member in medicine, responsible for teaching medi-
cal students and residents; providing sufficient clinical 

revenue to support not only his or her salary but also 
the overhead of the medical center; securing sufficient 
research grants to support laboratories, graduate stu-
dents, and postdoctoral fellows; exploiting opportu-
nities for technology transfer and business start-ups; 
and building the scholarly momentum and reputation 
to achieve tenure. Consider as well the conflict that in-
evitably arises among responsibilities to students, pa-
tients, scholarship, and professional colleagues. Not an 
easy life!

As a consequence, the American research university 
has developed a freewheeling entrepreneurial spirit, 
perhaps best captured by the words of one university 
president who boasted, “Faculty at our university can 
do anything they wish—provided they can attract the 
money to support what they want to do.” We might 
view the university of today as a loose federation of 
faculty entrepreneurs, who drive the evolution of the 
university to fulfill their individual goals.9 In a sense, 
the research university has become a highly adaptable 
knowledge conglomerate because of the interests and 
efforts of our faculty. An increasing share of externally 
provided resources flow directly to faculty entrepre-
neurs as research grants and contracts from the federal 
government, corporations, and private foundations. 
These research programs act as quasi-independent 
revenue centers with very considerable influence, fre-
quently at odds with more formal faculty governance 
structures, such as faculty senates. The result is a trans-
actional culture in which everything is up for negotia-
tion. It is Let’s Make a Deal writ large.

Since the academic promotion ladder is relatively 
short (consisting essentially of the three levels of assis-
tant professor, associate professor, and professor), the 
faculty reward culture can become one-dimensional, 
based primarily on salary. Although faculty honors and 
awards (including endowed professorial chairs) are 
common in higher education, faculty members tend to 
measure their relative worth in terms of salary. Laws 
upholding the freedom of information require many 
public universities to publish faculty salaries. Even in 
private universities, one’s salary can usually be com-
pared to the salaries of others either through the infor-
mal grapevine or through testing the marketplace by 
exploring offers from other institutions. Hence, the fac-
ulty reward structure creates a highly competitive en-
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vironment that extends beyond a single institution into 
a national or even global marketplace for the very best 
faculty talent.

University presidents can have a significant impact 
on faculty compensation policies, which are key to re-
cruiting, rewarding, and retaining top talent. While at-
tracting the necessary resources and making the case 
for adequate faculty salaries to legislatures and trustees 
is an important responsibility of the president, perhaps 
even more so is the articulation of an effective faculty 
compensation policy that achieves an optimum balance 
among such criteria as merit, market, and equity. At 
Michigan, I put into place the following general policy 
for faculty compensation:

1. The average compensation for full professors at 
Michigan was set at the top of public universi-
ties.

2. However, the best faculty members at Michigan 
would be compensated at levels comparable to 
those of the best public and private universities.

3. The average compensation for assistant profes-
sors and associate professors was set to be the 
highest in the nation among public and private 
universities, since Michigan’s tradition was to 
develop faculty from within rather than recruit 
at senior ranks through raids, and hence we 
needed to recruit the very best junior faculty.

4. Deans and directors were compensated at levels 
comparable to the best public and private uni-
versities.

5. Annual salary increases were based entirely 
on merit (i.e., no cost-of-living increase), occa-
sionally adjusted by market or equity consider-
ations.

It was then my responsibility as president to attract 
the resources necessary to support such a policy and 
to make an effective case to the regents, the legislature, 
and the public as to why such compensation was vital 
to the university’s quality. The success of this aggres-
sive strategy was demonstrated by comparative data. 
By the early 1990s, Michigan’s faculty salaries had 
passed those at the University of California, Berkeley, 
to become first among all public universities. At the 
level of assistant and associate professor, they were first 

in the nation, ahead of all public and private peers.
Faculty members learn quickly that the best way to 

increase compensation and rise through the ranks is to 
periodically test their market value by exploring posi-
tions in other institutions. Although many professors 
would prefer to remain at a single institution through 
their career, the strong market-determined character of 
faculty compensation may force them to jump from in-
stitution to institution at various stages in their career. 
Here, once again, the influence of the president can be-
come important.

University presidents are usually not involved in 
routine faculty recruiting, since in the typical univer-
sity, hundreds of searches are under way at any particu-
lar time. However, on occasion, the president is brought 
into the search process to lure a major faculty superstar 
to the campus. The president will also occasionally play 
a similar role in attempting to persuade a distinguished 
faculty member to remain in the face of an attractive of-
fer from another institution. Since so many such efforts 
to retain a faculty member at Michigan were in compe-
tition with West Coast universities, I used to carefully 
place picture books on the San Francisco earthquakes 
or other West Coast calamities (e.g., freeway traffic) on 
the coffee table in my office prior to my meeting with 
the faculty member. As president, I would also occa-
sionally become involved in recruiting senior minority 
faculty, in part because of my hands-on involvement in 
the Michigan Mandate, a strategic effort to increase the 
university’s commitment to diversity.

However, perhaps my most significant impact on 
faculty recruiting was through particular policy initia-
tives. My own academic experiences at Yale and Caltech 
had convinced me that much of the momentum of aca-
demic institutions is driven by a few truly exceptional, 
visionary, and exciting appointments—what I called 
“essential singularities” (drawing on my mathematical 
background)—that set the pace for our academic pro-
grams. Hence, we created a Target of Opportunity pro-
gram intended to strongly encourage academic units to 
recruit such candidates. Usually, faculty searches are 
heavily constrained by programmatic requirements, 
such as to search for a historian in Southeast Asian 
studies or a physicist in superstring theory. However, 
first as dean and then as provost and president, I would 
set aside special funds intended to fund appointments 
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for truly exceptional candidates, regardless of area of 
expertise. We challenged the academic units to iden-
tify exceptional hiring opportunities and then bring us 
proposals for funding the necessary positions. If these 
proposals looked promising, we would commit from 
central resources the base and start-up funding neces-
sary to recruit the candidates. We later extended this 
program to the recruiting of outstanding minority fac-
ulty, with great success.

Of course, such singular scholars are not always the 
easiest people to accommodate. Some are demanding 
prima donnas, requiring high maintenance by deans, 
provosts, and even presidents. It was my role to stroke 
these folks, sometimes assisting deans in meeting their 
needs and demands, sometimes simply reassuring 
them that the university was honored to have them on 
our faculty and strongly supported their work. Their 
passion for their work, their unrelenting commitment 
to achievement, and the exceptionally high standards 
that accompanied their great talent set the pace for their 
students, their colleagues, and the university.

Academic leaders spend much of their time either 
attempting to recruit outstanding faculty members to 
their institution or fending off raids on their faculty by 
other institutions. Although there have been attempts 
in the past to impose certain rules of behavior on fac-
ulty recruiting (e.g., through informal agreements that 
institutions will refrain from recruiting faculty just pri-
or to the start of a new academic year or avoid using 
the promise of reduced teaching load to lure a research 
star), it remains a no-holds-barred and quite ruthless 
competition. The wealthier and more prestigious an in-
stitution is, the more aggressively it plays the game.

There is an insidious nature to this intensely com-
petitive market for faculty talent. First, such recruiting 
efforts are a major factor in driving up the costs of a col-
lege education. The competition for faculty superstars 
can be intense and very expensive. The size of an offer 
put together to lure a star faculty member away or of the 
counteroffer the home university puts on the table to re-
tain the individual can seriously distort broader faculty 
compensation patterns. Furthermore, such offers usually 
go far beyond simply salary and can involve a consid-
erable dowry including laboratory space, research sup-
port, graduate and research assistants, and, yes, some-
times even a reduced teaching load.

Not only does such an effort tax the available re-
sources of a university, but the recruitment package 
may seriously distort the existing faculty reward struc-
ture and lead to the loss of key faculty who feel jilted 
by the offer to their new colleague. Even more serious 
are those instances in which an up-and-aspiring univer-
sity recruits a big-name faculty member past his or her 
prime—an “extinct volcano.” While the reputations of 
these individuals may add luster to the institution, their 
excessive compensation and declining productivity can 
discourage more junior faculty and actually harm pro-
gram quality over the long term.

Beyond this, several of the wealthiest private uni-
versities play a particularly damaging role within 
higher education by preferring to build their faculties 
through raiding other institutions rather than develop-
ing them through ranks from within. Their vast endow-
ments allow them to make offers to faculty members 
that simply cannot be matched by public universities. 
When challenged about their predatory faculty raids on 
public universities, the elite private institutions gener-
ally respond by suggesting a trickle-down theory. Such 
free-market competition, they argue, enhances the qual-
ity of all faculties and institutions. Yet this philosophy 
promotes the fundamental premise that the very best 
faculty members should be at the wealthiest institu-
tions. Such predatory behavior can decimate the qual-
ity of programs in other universities by raiding their 
best faculty, who have been nurtured and developed 
at considerable expense. Even unsuccessful attempts to 
raid faculty can result in a serious distortion of resource 
allocation in the target institution, as it desperately at-
tempts to retain its best faculty stars.

Selection and Recruitment 
of Academic Leadership

University presidents can have the most direct im-
pact on academic quality through the selection and/or 
recruiting of key academic leaders. After all, universi-
ties are intensely people-dependent organizations, with 
the faculty as the key to both the quality and the reputa-
tion of the institution. Clearly, the provost is the most 
important appointment by the president, since this in-
dividual serves as the chief academic officer as well as 
the reporting line for the deans. Beyond the provost’s 
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responsibility as chief operating officer and second in 
command, the selection of a provost must take into ac-
count the president’s own role and focus. For example, 
for presidents who are required to devote much of their 
time to external matters (e.g., fund-raising, alumni rela-
tions, and politics) or who are consumed by internal re-
sponsibilities (e.g., athletics, medical affairs, or keeping 
the governing board happy), the provost may assume 
a much more significant role in managing the affairs 
of the campus. At a very complex institution, such as 
the University of Michigan, it is difficult for outsiders 
to come up to speed fast enough to survive in the po-
sition. Hence, many large universities tend to appoint 
provosts from within, drawing from among the deans 
of the larger schools and colleges (particularly the lib-
eral arts college).

The president is also responsible for the selection 
and evaluation of the executive officers of the univer-
sity. Unlike government administrators or corporate 
executives, senior officers at most universities do not 
serve merely at the pleasure (or whim) of the president. 
Rather, they are regarded as members of a leadership 
team that provides continuity from presidency to presi-
dency.

Most university presidents also work closely with 
their provosts in the selection and recruitment of deans, 
since these are the key line officers in determining the 
quality of academic programs. This is particularly criti-
cal at a deans’ university—such as Michigan—where 
the dean’s role is characterized by an unusual degree of 
authority (and responsibility) for the leadership of their 
schools and colleges. In the end, the quality of academic 

programs is determined more by the ability of deans 
than by any other factor. At Michigan, some deans lead 
academic units as large as most universities (e.g., the 
liberal arts college has over 20,000 students, and the 
Medical School has over 1,000 faculty). Hence, it is 
absolutely essential for the president to play an active 
role in selecting, recruiting, and evaluating deans, since 
mistakes can sometimes take years to correct, with rath-
er considerable implications for academic programs.

Since deanships are such critical appointments, 
Michigan developed a practice in which the president, 
provost, and other senior officers kept their eye out for 
junior colleagues with leadership potential, providing 
them with opportunities for leadership development. 
Just as with deans, changes in executive officers can be-
come complex, particularly when the motivation was 
a poor performance evaluation or a necessary change 
in institutional direction. Increasingly, institutions are 
choosing to negotiate contracts with senior officers that 
not only spell out conditions of the appointment (e.g., 
authority and compensation) but also specify exit strat-
egies, along with golden parachutes (taking a lesson 
from football coaches).

Tinkering with Time Bombs

Presidents with strong academic backgrounds can 
become so fascinated with the myriad academic pro-
grams of the university that they are tempted to tinker 
with its academic mechanisms. Such was my own case, 
since after roughly two decades of experience at Michi-
gan, I had accumulated a large inventory of ideas about 
the academic organization of the university. Although 
my many years as a faculty member, dean, and provost 
had provided ample warning of the hazards that await 
those academic leaders venturing down the path of 
academic transformation, the temptation to tinker was 
simply too great.

Like most new presidents, I inherited a broad array 
of here-and-now academic issues that simply could not 
be ignored or delayed. For example, the university was 
only beginning to emerge from a decadelong trauma 
of budget cuts and reallocation—the “smaller but bet-
ter” days of the early 1980s—and there were still dif-
ficult decisions about which units would win (i.e., sur-
vive) and which would lose (and perhaps disappear). The core of academic leadership: the deans..
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So, too, there was a clear imbalance between support-
ing administrative and auxiliary activities (notably the 
massive growth of the Medical Center) and meeting the 
needs of core academic units, particularly in Michigan’s 
large liberal arts college. There were deans to appoint—
and deans to replace. There was a new executive officer 
team to build. And of course, there were the inevitable 
battles, on behalf of the quality and integrity of the 
university, that only the president could fight—battles 
against external threats from legislators, governors, 
Congress, and the media and even against internal 
threats, such as the Athletic Department.

Yet my real interests concerned more fundamental 
and strategic academic issues, although prying loose 
the time from the in-box and the travel calendar to con-
sider academic issues was always a challenge. Among 
the first issues to draw my attention was undergraduate 
education. My own experiences in graduate and profes-
sional education provided a very broad view of Michi-
gan as predominantly a university rather than a college 
dominated by undergraduate education. To some de-
gree, I agreed with such predecessors as Henry Tap-
pan and James Angell that the considerable intellectual 
assets of a great university can sometimes be wasted 
on the socialization of young students. Yet I also real-
ized that the University of Michigan had an important 
responsibility to provide high-quality undergraduate 
education—indeed, we enrolled over 22,000 students 
in our undergraduate programs. Furthermore, recent 
studies had suggested that the institution was too reli-
ant on large lecture courses and teaching assistants and 
was failing to take advantage of the student residential 
environment as a potential learning opportunity.

Hence, improving the quality of the undergraduate 
experience became one of my earliest priorities as both 
provost and president. Following the Eisendrath fish 
foodball theory, my leadership team created the Under-
graduate Initiative Fund to provide over $1 million each 
year of grants to faculty projects at the grassroots level 
aimed at improving undergraduate education. We cre-
ated a group of distinguished university professorships 
to honor outstanding undergraduate teaching. Major 
investments were made in restructuring introductory 
courses, particularly in the sciences. We built into the 
base budget $500,000 per year to methodically upgrade 
and maintain the quality of all classrooms for our un-

dergraduate programs. We launched a massive effort 
to rebuild the physical environment for undergraduate 
education. Efforts were made to create more learning 
experiences outside of the classroom through student 
research projects, community service, and special learn-
ing environments in the resident halls. Perhaps most 
important, the deans began to include rigorous evalu-
ations of teaching in faculty recruiting, promotion, and 
tenure.

Similar efforts were launched to improve the qual-
ity of graduate and professional education. The Medi-
cal School completely restructured the medical curricu-
lum to provide students with early clinical experience. 
The School of Business redesigned its MBA program to 
stress teamwork and community service. The College 
of Engineering introduced new professional degrees 
at the master’s and doctorate level to respond to the 
needs of industry for practice-oriented professionals. 
The School of Dentistry underwent a particularly pro-
found restructuring of its educational, research, and 
service programs. The Institute for Public Policy Stud-
ies was restructured into a new School of Public Policy 
(later named after Michigan alumnus Gerald R. Ford). 
And under the leadership of Dan Atkins, a colleague 
from my days as dean of the College of Engineering, 
the School of Library Science was transformed into a 
new School of Information—the first of its kind in the 
nation—developing entirely new academic programs 
in the management of knowledge resources.

International education was also given high prior-
ity. Following planning efforts led in the 1980s while I 
was provost, a series of steps were taken to broaden and 
coordinate the university’s international activities. The 
university created a new International Institute to coor-
dinate international programs. It continued to expand 
its relationship with academic institutions abroad, with 
particular emphasis on Asia and Europe. Of particular 
note were the distance-learning efforts of the School of 
Business, which used computer and telecommunica-
tions technology, along with corporate partnerships, to 
establish overseas campuses in Hong Kong, Seoul, Sao 
Paulo, Paris, and London.

Yet even as our leadership team successfully imple-
mented this broad agenda, it was becoming increas-
ingly clear to many of us that we needed to ask some 
more fundamental questions about the nature of learn-
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ing and scholarship at such a major research university. 
For example, most of our efforts to improve the quality 
of undergraduate education were working within the 
traditional paradigm of four-year degree programs in 
disciplinary majors designed for high school gradu-
ates and approached through solitary (and, all too fre-
quently, passive) pedagogical methods. Yet society was 
demanding far more radical changes. Hence, as presi-
dent, I began to challenge our faculty to consider bolder 
initiatives.

For example, it was clear that in a world in which 
our graduates would be required to change careers 
many times during their lives, a highly specialized 
undergraduate education became less and less appro-
priate. Instead, more emphasis needed to be placed on 
breadth of knowledge, on critical thinking, and on the 
acquisition of learning skills—that is, on a truly liber-
al education. In a sense, an undergraduate education 
should prepare a student for a lifetime of further learn-
ing. Yet how could we create a truly coherent under-
graduate learning experience as long as we allowed the 
disciplines to dominate the academic undergraduate 
curriculum? How could we address the fact that most 
of our graduates are quantitatively illiterate, with a to-
tally inadequate preparation in intellectual disciplines 
that will shape their lives, such as science, mathematics, 
and technology?

The challenge was to develop a rigorous under-
graduate degree program that would prepare students 
for the full range of further educational opportunities, 
from professions including medicine, law, business, 
engineering, and teaching to further graduate stud-
ies across a broad range of disciplines from English to 
mathematics. Far from being a renaissance degree, such 
a “bachelors of liberal learning” would be more akin to 
the type of education universities once tried to provide 
a century ago, before the deification of academic disci-
plines took over our institutions and our curriculum.

To this end, I suggested that the university broaden 
the responsibility for undergraduate education beyond 
our liberal arts departments, to include the faculties 
of our professional schools. While well received by 
the faculties of the schools of medicine, business, and 
engineering, these efforts were strongly resisted, per-
haps understandably, by the faculty of our liberal arts 
disciplines. Of course, this should not be surprising to 

those familiar with Michigan’s institutional saga and 
with C. C. Little’s failed efforts to develop a “univer-
sity college” (see chapter 1). To counter these concerns, 
my leadership team came up with a major project, the 
Gateway Campus, which was intended to become the 
focal point of undergraduate education at Michigan, if 
we had been able to get it funded.

The plan was to build a major cluster of facilities on 
the university’s Central Campus that would provide a 
physical space that would be clearly identified by stu-
dents, faculty, and alumni as the university’s focal point 
for undergraduate education. It would include major 
facilities for undergraduate instruction, including lec-
ture halls, classroom clusters, and multimedia spaces. 
It would also house several of our most important mu-
seum collections. We referred to the complex as the 
Gateway Campus both because of its role in providing 
students with the gateway to their undergraduate edu-
cation and because of its function as a gateway to the 

The Gateway Campus (never built)

Life Sciences Institute (built on the Gateway Center
site by a subsequent UM president)
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campus for various external communities attracted by 
Michigan’s museum collections and performing arts.

A financing plan was developed for the Gateway 
Campus, using a combination of private gifts, state sup-
port, and internal university funds. However, we were 
unable to raise the nucleus private support (estimated 
at $75 million) to launch the project. Today, instead of 
being a space marked by commitment to undergraduate 
education, the proposed site for the Gateway Center has 
become the location of the massive Life Sciences Insti-
tute, a complex primarily devoted to research and post-
graduate education (and representing, to many, a beach-
head for the Medical School on the university’s liberal 
arts campus).

Far more successful was a similar effort to build a 
multidisciplinary center on the university’s North Cam-
pus. The Media Union was developed with a somewhat 
different theme: creativity and innovation. The univer-
sity’s North Campus is characterized by a very unusual 
collection of academic programs: art, architecture, engi-
neering, music, the theatrical performing arts (drama, 
dance, musical theater), the new School of Information, 
and computer science. In contrast to many profession-
al and academic disciplines that stress the analysis of 
what is or has been, these programs attempt to create 
or synthesize what has only been imagined. Hence, the 
deans of the schools containing these North Campus 
programs came up with a theme captured by the term 
“the Renaissance Campus”10 and sought a major center 
to integrate and support the multidisciplinary activities 

supporting these creative activities.
Working closely with the governor I was able to ob-

tain a commitment of $70 million of state funds for the 
project, along with unusual flexibility in its planning. 
This enabled me to pull together a highly creative team 
of faculty and deans and challenge them: “Here is $70 
million. Design us a facility for a twenty-first century 
university!” Together, they came up with a fascinating 
new concept, best captured by the name of the new Me-
dia Union, which was a play on the name of the Michi-
gan Union of the Central Campus (the nation’s first 
student union) but also suggested the merging of vari-
ous media (art, music, architecture, engineering) and 
senses (sight, hearing, touch, etc.) into a space designed 
to stimulate creativity and innovation. I found written 
in one of my notebooks from the time: “This could well 
be the most important project the university will un-
dertake in the decade ahead, since it could well define 
what the twenty-first–century university will become. 
But we need to keep it low key to avoid scaring people. 
Let’s keep it on track by just using an occasional nudge, 
a ‘just trust me,’ or ‘humor your president.’”

Our $2 billion effort to rebuild the campus gave 
us many other opportunities to stimulate new intel-
lectual activities, even though the Gateway Center on 
the Central Campus remained only a dream. An array 
of new research laboratories in the health sciences in-
tegrated clinical research with molecular genetics and 
proteomics. New facilities were created for interdisci-
plinary centers, such as the Institute for the Humani-
ties, the International Institute, the Tauber Manufactur-
ing Institute, and the Davison Institute for Developing 
Economies. And we continued to sprinkle the campus 
with new facilities aimed specifically to support under-
graduate education.

We also sought to make more use of novel organi-
zational structures. Michigan has long been a leader 
in establishing interdisciplinary centers and institutes 
that reach across disciplinary boundaries. However, we 
believed we needed to go further than this. We tried to 
create alternative virtual structures that drew together 
students, faculty, and staff in new ways. The Global 
Change Program and the Center for Molecular Medi-
cine were such efforts. Some of these ideas worked. 
Others stayed on the drawing board, such as the con-
cept of reorganizing disciplines to better link together 

The Media Union
(now the Duderstadt Center)
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academic and professional disciplines in key areas (e.g., 
linking the humanities with the visual and performing 
arts; the social sciences with professional schools, such 
as business, law, and education; or the physical sci-
ences with engineering). The only linkage that eventu-
ally succeeded was that between the biological sciences 
and clinical disciplines, in part because the university’s 
massive investment in the Life Sciences Institute en-
abled the integration of the basic sciences in the Medi-
cal School with the biological sciences in our liberal arts 
college.

Many lessons spill out of this array of triumphs and 
failures in academic leadership. First, it is difficult for 
the university leadership, at least at the level of the 
president, to have sufficient understanding of intellec-
tual issues to determine the optimum organization of an 
academic institution. Top-down reorganization, while 
perhaps the quickest way to respond to present chal-
lenges, might just create new empires that would even-
tually dominate the institution and constrain change, 
just as our present discipline-based units sometimes 
do. Furthermore, it was clear that technology itself was 
challenging the basic organization of the University 
of Michigan. Such information and communications 
technologies as e-mail, instant messaging, and more 
sophisticated collaborative tools (known collectively 
as cyberinfrastructure) are allowing the formation and 
evolution of new types of knowledge communities 
engaged in learning and scholarly pursuits that are 
increasingly detached from both traditional academic 
units and the campuses themselves.

Hence, I became convinced that the most effective 
route to change for the long term was to encourage ex-
perimentation driven by our best faculty. Universities 
need to break the stranglehold of existing organiza-
tional structures dictated by traditional disciplines, and 
this can be accomplished by creating new grassroots 
incentives and opportunities to allow the institution to 
evolve more rapidly along changing intellectual lines. 
The Eisendrath fish foodball approach is always a good 
place to start.

The Challenges to Academic  
Leadership by the President

The most serious challenges to the efforts of univer-

sity presidents to provide academic leadership involve 
time and perception. All too many people—including 
faculty, trustees, and the public—view the president’s 
primary job as “going downtown to get the money.” 
Academic matters are presumed best left to the faculty. 
Some of the responsibility for this perception must rest 
with those presidents who have intentionally distanced 
themselves from the academic enterprise to focus more 
of their efforts on off-campus activities, such as pri-
vate fund-raising, government relations, and corporate 
boards. Yet many university presidents remain quite 
active in academic affairs, at least on educational issues 
of major national import, such as diversity, student ac-
cess, and undergraduate education. Others have taken 
on broader issues in their areas of expertise, such as in-
ternational development, bioethics, and technological 
change. While it is true that some presidents simply do 
not have the time, the inclination, the experience, or the 
credibility to speak out on national issues, others have 
taken courageous stances on key issues of importance 
to higher education. Here, it is important to stress again 
the importance of the governing board, both in select-
ing presidents with a deep understanding of the aca-
demic nature of the university and in clearly charging 
them with the academic leadership of the institution as 
among their most important duties. Furthermore, the 
governing board plays a key role in both empowering 
and enabling the university president to provide broad-
er leadership on behalf of higher education, defending 
the important values and traditions of higher educa-
tion and articulating the importance of the university 
to contemporary society.

Those presidents associated with prominent univer-
sities have opportunities to represent the interests of 
higher education at the national level through such or-
ganizations as the Association of American Universities, 
the National Association of State Universities and Land-
Grant Colleges, and the American Council on Education. 
Because of my background in science and engineering, I 
also had the opportunity to provide leadership through 
the National Academies and through such federal bod-
ies as the National Science Board. However, like many 
presidents, I occasionally encountered regents uncom-
fortable with these broader roles—including one regent 
who actually tried to block my acceptance of the chair-
manship of the National Science Board.
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Many university presidents have served with great 
distinction as teachers and scholars and developed 
a strong understanding of academic values and cul-
ture. Yet the broader responsibilities of the university 
presidency—its executive role and its responsibility 
for managing the myriad external relationships of the 
universities with governments, donors, the media, and 
the public—lead many, particularly among the faculty, 
to assume that their president has set aside academic 
values in favor of corporate behavior as a chief execu-
tive officer. From time to time, most university presi-
dents are criticized for accepting the “corporate” nature 
of the university administration or of their actions as 
chief executive officer of the institution. Woe be to the 
president who mistakenly uses terms from the business 
world, such as employee or customer or even productivity. 

Once, while I was in a foul mood after being beaten up 
at a meeting of my faculty senate for presumably us-
ing such business language, I went back to my office 
and used computer technology to run a word search on 
every one of my speeches, essays, and letters over my 
years as president (over 2,200 files), searching for the 
words corporation and corporate. To my surprise, I found 
that I had never referred to the university as a corpora-
tion. The computer search found only two instances of 
the use of the word corporate. In one, I suggested that 
the “corporate style of top-down management was to-
tally inappropriate for a university.” In the other, I sug-
gested that the “corporate culture” of the university 
needed to be reexamined, actually referring to the “col-
lective culture.”

Quite in contrast to negative perceptions, I made a 

From a Peace Corps celebration to national education organizations to science policy efforts such as the 
National Science Board or the National Academies, the opportunities for national leadership are many.
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special effort to restructure the university administra-
tion so that it was more attentive to academic values, 
by seeking to appoint executive officers with academic 
experience. In most university administrations (includ-
ing those before and after mine at Michigan), only the 
provost, the vice president for research, and (occasion-
ally) the president have academic experience and cred-
ibility. However, by the end of my tenure, every one of 
my vice presidents—including those in such areas as 
finance, development, state relations, and secretary of 
the university—were experienced academics with doc-
torates and faculty appointments. Furthermore, most of 
our deans also had long records of distinction in schol-
arship and teaching. In this sense the Michigan admin-
istration provided a good example of true faculty gov-
ernance, since we were all faculty members ourselves.

Although many people both within and external to 
the institution tend to evaluate university presidents 

Academic pomp and circumstance

on dollars raised through fund-raising or state appro-
priation, buildings built, football championships won, 
and perhaps trustee desires fulfilled, the true impact of 
a president on the academic quality of an institution 
is generally not apparent for years afterward, usually 
long after most presidents are gone and forgotten. The 
real key to an effective university presidency is the abil-
ity to attract and support talented people—students, 
staff, faculty, and particularly academic leaders. This 
people-focused character of academic leadership re-
quires considerable experience with the core activities 
of the university: teaching and scholarship. It also re-
quires good taste in identifying talent, strong recruit-
ing skills in attracting it, the insight to develop it, and 
the persuasive ability to retain it. And it is almost never 
understood or acknowledged as the most critical role of 
the university president.
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Throughout the history of American higher educa-
tion, the university presidency has had a strongly po-
litical character. Presidents are expected to be skillful 
in working with local, state, and federal governments, 
both to represent the interests of their universities and 
to protect them from unnecessary government intru-
sion and control. The success of their leadership is fre-
quently measured in terms of political objectives, such 
as level of state appropriations or volume of federal re-
search grants. Although such political skills are undeni-
ably important for public universities, they are also es-
sential for private colleges and universities, since these 
are clearly affected by government regulation and tend 
to benefit from public policies, such as those concerning 
taxes and student financial aid.

University presidents also need considerable skill 
in dealing with the multiple constituencies and myriad 
interests of the university community. University cam-
puses are, by design, “free and ordered spaces” where 
important social issues can be debated.1 Furthermore, 
as large, complex, and basically anarchical organiza-
tions, universities are frequently dominated by politics 
among their various constituencies—students, faculty, 
and staff. The faculty, by its very nature, tends both 
to be skeptical and to challenge leadership. Students 
are frequently at that age where challenging authority 
becomes almost a rite of passage. Governing boards, 
particularly at public institutions, tend to be highly po-
litical, bringing to the table many issues (e.g., tuition 
policy and affirmative action) that reflect fundamental 
political convictions. The size and impact of the con-
temporary university on its community, its region, and 
the nation itself can place the president at ground zero 
on major political controversies.

The political role of the president is particularly im-

portant in public universities. These institutions are not 
only dependent on public tax dollars for support but are 
subject to a complex array of government regulations 
and relationships at the local, state, and federal level, 
most of which tend to be highly reactive and resistant 
to change. By their very nature, public universities can 
become caldrons of boiling political controversy. From 
their governing boards (usually determined by either 
gubernatorial appointment or popular election) to the 
contentious nature of academic politics, student unrest, 
or strident attacks by the press, public university presi-
dencies are subject to political stresses more intense 
than those in other arenas of higher education.

Growing Up in a Rough Neighborhood

The University of Michigan, highlighted for its free 
and liberal spirit during its early years, has a long tra-
dition of political activism on the part of its students, 
faculty, and alumni. Student concerns on and extending 
beyond the university’s campus have frequently not 
only addressed but influenced major national issues, 
such as the Vietnam War, the environmental move-
ment, and civil rights.

While Ann Arbor may be a small midwestern com-
munity, the university itself has always had more of 
the hard edge characterizing the urban centers of the 
Northeast. Sports fans might suggest that this flows 
naturally from Michigan’s reputation in violent sports, 
such as football. Actually, it has evolved as a defensive 
mechanism to protect the university against the reality 
of its harsh political environment. In a sense, the Uni-
versity of Michigan grew up in a rough neighborhood 
and had to become lean and mean and capable of look-
ing out for itself. Michigan is a state characterized by 

Chapter 7

Political Leadership
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confrontational politics. It was long dominated by the 
automobile industry, which meant big companies, big 
labor unions, and big state government. During the last 
half of the twentieth century, as the state’s economy and 
population faced the challenges and hardships driven 
by global competition and poverty in its industrial cit-
ies, this political atmosphere has become more strident, 
with organized labor fighting to retain its control of the 
Democratic Party, while the conservative communities 
of western Michigan, dominated by the religious Right, 
now control the Republican Party.

In many ways, Ann Arbor was an oasis, a liberal 
eastern community planted in the center of a tough 
midwestern state. It did not help the university that the 
politics of the city of Ann Arbor suffered a hangover 
from the protest days of the 1960s. The community con-
tinues to this day to mark its history of civil disobedi-
ence by celebrating each April 1 with the annual Hash 
Bash, where thousands come to promote and experi-
ence the evil weed, uninhibited by Ann Arbor’s liberal 
laws governing the possession of marijuana.

Despite the changing nature of its economic and poli-
tics, the state of Michigan still has very much a blue-col-
lar mentality today. This is perhaps best illustrated by a 
comment made to me by a senior executive of General 
Motors during my years as dean of the College of Engi-
neering: “As long as we can put a car on the showroom 
floor for fewer dollars per pound than anybody else, 
we will dominate the global marketplace!” Of course, 
the Japanese demonstrated convincingly that people 
no longer buy cars by the pound—they choose qual-
ity instead. Similarly, in the global, knowledge-driven 
economy of the twenty-first century, it is the quality of 
a workforce that counts, as evidenced by the increasing 
tendency of American companies to outsource—rather, 
“offshore,” in contemporary language—not only un-
skilled labor but high-skill activities, such as software 
engineering. Yet, higher education in Michigan tends to 
be treated at best with benign neglect and at worst as a 
convenient political whipping boy.

Much of the University of Michigan’s political chal-
lenge was stimulated by its very success as one of the 
nation’s leading research universities. Its aspirations 
for excellence were frequently met by state government 
and the public at large with the questions “Excellence 
for whom?” and “Excellence for what purpose?”—the 

assumption being that excellence really meant an elit-
ism that would exclude their constituents. Furthermore, 
as one of the largest and most prominent universities in 
the nation, Michigan was frequently targeted by those 
in the federal government hoping to use it as a lynchpin 
for driving broader change in higher education. Since 
the university operates one of the nation’s largest and 
financially most successful university medical centers, 
it was understandable that Michigan would be the tar-
get for federal efforts to reduce health care reimburse-
ment and funding for medical training. The university’s 
national leadership in sponsored research also made it 
an attractive target for the same congressional investi-
gations that trampled Stanford in the early 1990s, ironi-
cally led by Michigan’s own congressman John Dingle. 
However, unlike Stanford, Michigan was prepared and 
immediately responded to the congressional attack, not 
only with a strong public defense led by alumnus Mike 
Wallace, but also through back-channel conversations 
with the congressman, which successfully deflected the 
attack.2

There were other factors that frequently placed the 
university in the political bull’s-eye. The success and 
visibility of the university’s athletic programs—partic-
ularly its football team—made the university a primary 
target for the enforcement of gender equity through 
Title IX of the Education Amendments Act in the 1970s. 
As the largest employer in Ann Arbor, with vast assets 
in the billions of dollars, it was also natural that Michi-
gan would become a popular target of litigation on al-
most every issue imaginable from those plaintiffs and 
lawyers who were hoping that the institution’s deep 
pockets would lead to a quick settlement, regardless of 
the merits of the case.

Giving the university even more prominence were 
its institutional saga—to quote James Angell, “an un-
common education for the common man”—and its 
success in leading the struggle for campus diversity 
through such efforts as the Michigan Mandate, which 
doubled minority student and faculty representation 
on campus during the early 1990s. Hence, it was not 
surprising that the institution would become a target 
for conservative groups seeking to challenge and roll 
back affirmative action policies in college admissions, 
an effort that would lead to the important Supreme 
Court decision of 2003 and later in 2006 to a referen-
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dum amending the state constitution to ban affirmative 
action in Michigan.

As the point person on controversial issues in higher 
education, the president of a university is frequently 
placed under a political microscope by politicians, the 
press, and the university community itself. Of course, 
all presidents have certain political preferences on most 
issues, but it is extremely important to keep these care-
fully veiled. However, in contrast to many skillful pub-
lic leaders who, like a chameleon, are able to change 
their political colors depending on the situation, I took 
a more honest, if occasionally perplexing, approach. 
During my early tenure, the Michigan governor (James 
Blanchard) was a Democrat, and the U.S. presidents 
(Ronald Reagan and George Bush) were Republicans. 
During my later years as president, this situation was 
completely reversed, with a Republican governor (John 
Engler) and a Democratic president (Bill Clinton). As 
UM president and as chair of the National Science 
Board, I participated in both state and national arenas, 
so I had to be very careful not to get caught in a politi-
cal crossfire.

On occasion, I suffered the usual problems of public 
leaders by getting mislabeled as in one political camp 
or the other. The Democrats believed that since I was 
a friend of Governor Engler and a White House ap-
pointee of Presidents Reagan and Bush, I must surely 
be a Republican. The Republicans viewed my stances 
in support of diversity and gay rights as telltale signs of 
a Democrat. My true political background and beliefs 
were far more complex. I had been raised as a dyed-in-
the-wool Missouri Democrat in the tradition of Harry 
Truman. My mother was a long-standing chairperson 
of the Democratic Party of Carroll County, Missouri, 
and my sister was the producer of the conservative 
viewpoint used on WGBH’s program The Advocates. I 
grew up a fan of Kennedy and McCarthy. Yet I devel-
oped an independent streak in the 1960s and 1970s. I 
generally stayed in the middle of the road, almost al-
ways voting a split ticket. In fact, a Progressive at heart, 
I would probably be most comfortable as a member of 
Teddy Roosevelt’s Bull Moose Party. In reality, I was 
simply not a political partisan. Nor was I politically im-
paired, as was suggested by some of my more political 
colleagues. Rather, I held a more complex set of values 
than the terms liberal or conservative would tolerate, val-

ues that would manifest themselves on a case-by-case 
basis during my presidency. With this confession now 
on the record, let me move on to consider the political 
leadership of the university president.

Defending the University

One of the most important roles of the president is to 
protect the university from hostile political forces, both 
internal and external, that could cause it great harm. 
At the beginning of each academic year, my Michigan 
leadership team of executive officers would meet to-
gether for a risk-assessment session, to predict the most 
significant political threats to the university and de-
velop strategies for its defense. We actually developed 
a threat chart identifying the greatest concerns for the 
year ahead. At the top of the chart would usually be the 
governor, since whether by opportunistic intent or just 
neglect, this state leader was frequently the source of 
many of the woes facing higher education in the state. 
Close behind was the state legislature, dominated dur-
ing my tenure by graduates of Michigan State Univer-
sity, who took great delight in thrashing that arrogant 
institution in Ann Arbor. Washington also posed an 
ongoing threat, usually through the meddling of fed-
eral agencies or congressional action. There were times 
when even members of our own Michigan congressio-
nal delegation would make the list—for example, when 
manipulated by their staff into taking positions hostile 
to the university in order to win political influence or 

Charting the “forces of darkness”
threatening the university.
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visibility at the national level.
Next on the chart would be the media, particularly 

the hometown newspapers—which in Michigan’s case 
included not only the Ann Arbor News but also the De-
troit papers. While most hometown newspaper editors 
soon realize that university controversies stimulate 
public interest and advertising sales, the Ann Arbor pa-
per occasionally was led by people who actually carried 
a chip on their shoulders about the university—per-
haps because Michigan was perceived as elitist and ar-
rogant, because of rocky town-gown relations, or even 
because we refused to invest heavily in building degree 
programs in journalism (flames occasionally fanned by 
several of our own faculty members). We usually did 
not bother listing the student newspaper, the Michigan 
Daily, as a major threat, since it tended to be more pre-
occupied with college sports or student causes, such as 
disciplinary policies.

We never included any students, faculty, or staff 
on our threat chart. We realized that student activism, 
while occasionally annoying to administrators, was 
nevertheless an important and positive element of the 
Michigan saga. To be sure, Michigan had its share of 
outspoken students and faculty members, some en-
joying the spotlight of campus politics, some content 
as squeaky wheels pushing one personal agenda or 
another, and some speaking out on issues of consider-
able importance to the institution or broader society. 
But generally we regarded this as a normal—indeed, 
desirable—characteristic of a campus with an activist 
tradition. We preferred to not only tolerate but actually 
encourage such behavior, even when, in one case, it led 
to the Supreme Court case on affirmative action. Al-
though we occasionally had outspoken staff members 
as well, particularly on union issues, most staff were 
intensely loyal university citizens whom we viewed as 
strong allies rather than threats.

We did include on our threat chart an occasional 
member of our board of regents. We viewed most mem-
bers of the board as conscientious public servants, basi-
cally supportive of the university, although some had 
their particular hang-ups, such as football, campus ar-
chitecture, or student rights. However, we always had 
one or two regents who were renegades, frequently 
seizing on opportunities to embarrass or even disrupt 
the university to promote their personal visibility and 

political agenda.
Finally, there was the usual array of special interest 

groups (some on campus, some off) inclined to use the 
university as a convenient and highly visible target to 
further their particular cause. Here, the list was very 
long and ever changing. It spanned the political spec-
trum from the Marxist Left to the Genghis Khan Right.

State Relations

Public university presidents play important political 
roles in managing their universities’ relationships with 
state government. The relationship between public uni-
versities and state government is complex and varies 
significantly from state to state. Some universities are 
structurally organized as components of state govern-
ment, subject to the same hiring and business practices 
characterizing other state agencies. Others possess a 
certain autonomy from state government through con-
stitutional provision or statute. All are influenced by 
the power of the public purse—by the nature and de-
gree of state support.

Although the University of Michigan faced many of 
the challenges experienced by other state universities 
(inadequate state appropriations, intrusive sunshine 
laws, overregulation, politically motivated competition 
among state institutions, and a politically determined 
governing board), two characteristics of our relation-
ship with the state were quite unique. First, as I noted 
in chapter 1, the university was given unusual auton-
omy in the state constitution, autonomy comparable 
to that of the legislature, government, and judiciary. 
While it was certainly subject to state funding decisions 
and regulations, the university’s board of regents pos-
sessed exceptionally strong constitutionally derived 
powers over all academic activities of the institution. 
Second, because of the university’s autonomy and its 
long history (first as a territorial institution and then 
later, in effect, as a national—and today, one might ar-
gue, world—university), it was determined to do what-
ever was necessary to protect both the quality of and 
access to its academic programs and its service to these 
broader constituencies.

In particular, the university refused to allow the 
quality of its academic programs to be determined by 
state appropriations, which were usually insufficient to 
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support a world-class institution. Instead, it developed 
an array of alternative resources to supplement state 
support, including student tuition, federal research 
support, private giving, and auxiliary activities (e.g., 
clinical care). Furthermore, it used its constitutional au-
tonomy to defend its commitment to serving a diverse 
population, reaching out not only to underserved mi-
nority communities but also to students from across the 
nation and around the world. While this philosophy of 
independence was key to the quality of the university 
and its ability to serve not simply the people of the state 
but those of the nation and the world, it did not always 
endear the university to state government, which tend-
ed to equate the university’s independence with arro-
gance.

Political winds tend to shift over time, and this was 
certainly the case for the political fortunes of the Uni-
versity of Michigan. For its first century, the university 
enjoyed a privileged position. Many of its alumni were 
in the state legislature and in key positions in govern-
ment and communities across the state. Political par-
ties were disciplined, and special interests had not yet 
splintered party solidarity. In that environment, the 
university had little need to cultivate public under-
standing or grassroots support. A few leaders from the 
university met each year with the governor and leaders 
of the legislature to negotiate our appropriation. That 
was it. The university was valued and appreciated. A 
historic and intense public commitment to the support 
of public higher education characterized the founders 
of the University of Michigan and the generations of 
immigrants who followed, sacrificing to provide quali-
ty public education as the key to their children’s future.

This situation changed dramatically in the 1950s 
and 1960s, because of the aggressive ambition of the 
other state colleges and universities and the laid-back 
and occasionally arrogant attitude of the University of 
Michigan. In the early 1950s, Michigan State’s legend-
ary president John Hannah transformed that institution 
from an agricultural college into a major university, re-
lying on both his own political skill and UM’s missteps. 
Hannah began, ironically enough, with football, by ma-
neuvering Michigan State into the opening left by the 
University of Chicago’s departure from big-time foot-
ball and the Big Ten Conference. With this visibility, he 
then persuaded the state legislature to change the name 

from Michigan Agricultural College and later Michigan 
State College to Michigan State University, later adding 
professional schools such as medicine. The University 
of Michigan adamantly and unsuccessfully opposed 
each of these steps, finally attempting to save face by 
capitalizing the word The in its own name.3 These un-
successful battles firmly established UM’s reputation in 
Lansing for arrogance (as in, “those arrogant asses from 
Ann Arbor”).

A story contrasting the styles of the presidents of 
the two universities at the time illustrates the chal-
lenge. UM’s president, Harlan Hatcher, a tall and dis-
tinguished English scholar, used to travel to Lansing to 
meet with legislators in his chauffeur-driven Lincoln. 
John Hannah, in shirtsleeves, would drive himself over 
in his Ford pickup to make the case to legislators more 
typically from farm country than big-city Detroit. A sec-
ond story about Hannah is of interest here. During the 
1950s and 1960s, the Michigan State campus was pock-
marked with construction projects. The legend was 
that Hannah would get funds from the legislature for a 
single building, use the funds to dig the foundations of 
several more buildings, and then turn to the legislature 
for the funds to fill all those holes in the ground with 
new buildings.

A longtime leader of the state legislature portrayed 
the University of Michigan during this period of its his-
tory as a university led by a distinguished but conser-
vative president and by moneyed Republican regents 
determined to hang onto the past. These leaders were 
surprised when the state legislature not only labeled 
Michigan as arrogant but actually took great delight in 
disadvantaging it relative to other public universities. 
The student protests on campus during the 1960s pro-
vided even more ammunition to those who wanted to 
attack Michigan for political reasons. The university en-
tered the 1970s with both a bruised ego and a damaged 
reputation—at least in Lansing.

Slowly the university began to realize that the world 
had changed and that it no longer had monopoly on 
state support. The state was in the midst of a profound 
economic transformation that was driving change in 
the political environment. Political parties declined in 
influence. Special interest constituencies proliferated 
and organized to make their needs known and their in-
fluence felt. Even as the university became more central 
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in responding to the needs of the state, it was also held 
more accountable to its many publics. Compounding 
the complexity of this situation was a growing socio-
economic shift in priorities at both the state and federal 
level. In Michigan, as in many other states, priorities 
shifted from investment in the future through strong 
support of education to a shorter-term focus, as repre-
sented by the growing expenditures for prisons, social 
services, and federal mandates (e.g., Medicaid), even 
as a conservative administration cut taxes in the 1990s. 
This was compounded by legislation that earmarked a 
portion of the state budget for K–12 education, leaving 
higher education to compete with corrections and so-
cial services for limited discretionary tax dollars. As a 
result, the state’s support for higher education declined 
rapidly in real terms during the early 1980s and con-
tinued to drop, relative to inflation, throughout the re-
mainder of the decade.

As an interim strategy, Michigan lowered its sights 
from hogging the entire trough to simply trying to stay 
even with Michigan State. But even this proved to be 
a formidable challenge, with Michigan State alumni as 
governors (James Blanchard and John Engler) in the 
1980s and 1990s. Although the University of Michigan 
at least managed to avoid being low man on the totem 
pole during the latter part of the 1970s, the university’s 
Replacement Hospital Project exhausted the state’s dis-
cretionary capacity to fund higher education capital fa-
cilities. The cupboard was bare.

The 1980s began with a deep national recession—
read “depression” in Michigan, since when the nation 
gets a cold, Michigan catches pneumonia because of the 
sensitivity of the automobile industry to the national 
economy. Although the University of Michigan was not 
singled out for abuse, it suffered greatly along with the 
rest of higher education. It also faced an unusual align-
ment of the political planets when legislative champi-
ons for Michigan State University and Wayne State Uni-
versity assumed the chairs of the key higher education 
appropriation committees, along with a two-decade 
long succession of Michigan State alumni as governors.

There were many theories about what was actually 
happening. Despite the fact that the state’s governors 
paid lip service to the unique role of the University of 
Michigan as the state’s flagship university, none lifted a 
finger to help the university if political capital were at 

stake. As William Hubbard, former UM dean of medi-
cine and Upjohn CEO, put it, the state was cursed with 
an extreme intolerance of extraordinary excellence. It 
was certainly true that an angry strain of populism ran 
throughout the state. One key legislator summarized 
the situation to me: “It is no longer possible for a kid 
like me to go to the University of Michigan. The uni-
versity’s prospects in Lansing are at a low point. The 
Senate is controlled by MSU Republicans more inter-
ested in agriculture and boosting their alma mater. The 
Democrats are simply not very effective, dominated by 
the Detroit Black Caucus. The key legislators are simply 
no longer swayed by public pressure. They cannot be 
intimidated, since they cannot be beaten in their dis-
tricts.”4

With fewer and fewer Michigan graduates in influ-
ential positions in state government, it was question-
able whether a traditional approach to lobbying legisla-
tors would be effective. There were those who believed 
that UM bashing had become a popular sport in Lan-
sing because the university no longer had allies with 
sufficient power or commitment to threaten retaliation. 
The university was drifting politically without a plan 
of attack or even an effective defense. Another Lansing 
observer put it this way: “Michigan is big, vulnerable, 
and doesn’t dance very well!”

Actually, the 1980s started off a bit more positively 
for the university, when the new Blanchard administra-
tion made a special effort to recognize the impact of the 
research universities on the state’s economy through 
the Research Excellence Fund, a special $30 million an-
nual appropriation for campus-based research. As dean 
of the College of Engineering, I was able to help shape 
this legislation so that roughly $11 million of this annu-
al appropriation flowed to the university. But this effort 
to differentiate among institutions and mission soon 
ran afoul of Lansing politics, and eventually the special 
funding for research disappeared. Blanchard’s second 
term became a disaster for higher education when he 
realized, through polling, that he could get more votes 
by attacking the rising tuition levels of public universi-
ties—a consequence of inadequate state support—than 
investing in their capacity. State funding for higher 
education dropped from 12 percent to less than 8 per-
cent of the state’s budget during the decade. Even more 
dramatically, the state of Michigan fell into the bottom 
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quartile in its support of higher education, dropping as 
low as forty-fifth in the nation at one point.

In summary, during the last half of the twentieth 
century, the University of Michigan’s political influ-
ence in Lansing plummeted. Although changing ex-
ternal factors—such as the rise of populism, changing 
demographics, and the rise of the religious Right in 
western Michigan—were key factors, the university’s 
presidents had been largely ineffective in reversing the 
situation since the 1940s. Ruthven’s declining health 
prevented his active role in Lansing. Hatcher was ef-
fective with moneyed Republicans, but he was a poor 
match for John Hannah’s shirtsleeve approach. Flem-
ing relied heavily on others, keeping his powder dry for 
the periodic crises erupting on the campus during the 
volatile protest years of the 1960s and 1970s. Shapiro 
was dedicated and tireless, but the sharp mismatch of 
his thoughtful style with the crude populism and para-
noia of the legislature was simply too great.

The key factor allowing the university to sustain 
its quality during this difficult period was its constitu-
tional autonomy. Relying heavily on this autonomy to 
control its own destiny, the university began to increase 
both its tuition and its nonresident enrollments, to com-
pensate for the loss of state support. Yet even the con-
stitutional autonomy of the university faced formidable 
challenges from legislative efforts to control admis-
sions, gubernatorial efforts to freeze tuition, and even 
media efforts (carried out under the guise of the state’s 
sunshine laws) to control everything from presidential 
searches to regental elections.

This was the challenging political environment 
I faced when I became provost and then president in 
the late 1980s. Fortunately, I also inherited a top-notch 
state-relations team with experience on both sides of 
the aisle.5 Although we soon reaffirmed the pragmatic 
conclusion of our predecessors that it was unlikely that 
the university would ever again benefit from its flag-
ship status in Lansing, we also realized that we were 
destined to continue to lose in state politics as long as 
we stayed on the defensive, simply reacting to whatev-
er trumped-up charge—concerning out-of-state enroll-
ments, high tuition, racism on campus, and so on—that 
our enemies used to disadvantage us with respect to 
other state universities.

To test our assumptions, we decided to conduct a 

reality check with a number of the state’s political and 
corporate leaders. Each was asked to challenge two as-
sumptions about the future of state and university rela-
tions. The first was that because of the state’s limited 
will and capacity to support higher education and due 
to a weakened economy and other social needs, the 
state would, at best, be able to support higher education 
at the level of a regional four-year college—not at the 
level of a world-class research university. The second 
assumption was that political pressures would make it 
increasingly difficult for state leaders to give priority to 
state support for flagship institutions and that, instead, 
strong political forces would drive a leveling process in 
which state appropriations per student would equalize 
across all state universities.

In the end, few of the leaders disagreed with our 
premises. Furthermore, all believed that the university’s 
only prudent course was to assume that state support 
would continue to deteriorate throughout the 1990s. 
Consistent with the university’s long-standing philoso-
phy of refusing to let the state control our quality, first 
Harold Shapiro and then I embarked on a new strategy: 
(1) to build alternative revenue streams (tuition, federal 
grants and contracts, auxiliary enterprises, and private 
giving) to levels sufficient to compensate for the loss 
in state support; (2) to deploy our resources far more 
effectively than the university had done in the past, by 
focusing on quality at the possible expense of breadth 
and capacity, while striving to improve efficiency and 
productivity; and (3) to enhance the university’s ability 
to control its own destiny, by defending our constitu-
tional autonomy, building strong political support for 
our independence, and strengthening the quality of the 
university’s board of regents.

We were well aware that the University of Michigan 
was a creature of the state constitution and was unlikely 
ever to separate itself from this constraint. Yet the politi-
cal realities of the past several decades had shifted the 
university’s Lansing strategy from offense (e.g., maxi-
mizing state support) to defense (i.e., minimizing the 
damage to the university from state government). We 
chose a different and more aggressive strategy: to move 
toward operating more like a private institution, while 
becoming less dependent on the state.

Associated with this increasingly pragmatic view 
of the future of the university as a public institution 
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was a recognition that we should abandon strategies 
to advantage ourselves over other Michigan universi-
ties and instead direct our efforts to increasing the gen-
eral state support for all of higher education, adopting 
the philosophy that a rising tide raises all boats. In the 
process, we also began to realize that we simply did 
not have a sophisticated capability for marketing and 
outreach. Hence, I began to spend much of my time as 
president during the early 1990s leading the presidents 
of Michigan’s public universities in a series of politi-
cal and public relations efforts throughout the state to 
make the case for enhanced support of higher educa-
tion. Key in this effort at civic education was knitting 
together the interests of the state’s universities through 
the Presidents’ Council of State Universities of Michi-
gan (PCSUM), which I chaired during the early 1990s.

Yet this remarkably effective spirit of cooperation 
was broken when new leadership at Michigan State 
University persuaded a new governor, who just hap-
pened to be an MSU alumnus, to disrupt the long-
standing balance in appropriations among UM, MSU, 
and Wayne State University to advantage his alma 
mater. Fortunately, the Wayne State president, David 
Adamany, and I were able to counter this with a tree-
tops strategy and activate the influence of alumni and 
media throughout the state. In the end, we managed 
to block the MSU effort, but the strong spirit of coop-
eration among Michigan’s public universities had been 
replaced by a conflict and discord that would last a de-
cade in the state’s higher education system.

These events provide an important case study of the 
impact—both positive and negative—that a state gov-
ernor can have on public higher education. The dete-
rioration in state support of the University of Michigan 
ironically began under a moderate Republican gov-
ernor, William Milliken. Although in principle quite 
supportive of the University of Michigan as the state’s 
flagship university (and a Yale graduate himself), Mil-
liken refused to support the tax increases necessary to 
plug a hole in the state budget resulting from the deep 
recession of the late 1970s, thereby necessitating deep 
cuts in state appropriations for higher education. His 
Democratic successor, James Blanchard, was also quite 
supportive of higher education at first, but he soon be-
came convinced by staff that he could win more votes 
by attacking the tuition charged by universities than 

by providing adequate state appropriations. Although 
Blanchard, an MSU alumnus, did not play favorites 
among state institutions, the adversarial approach tak-
en by his staff toward higher education soon turned the 
universities against him.

Blanchard was succeeded by a moderate Repub-
lican governor, John Engler, who, while supportive 
of higher education, adopted a conservative financial 
policy based on tax cuts that allowed only inflationary 
growth in appropriations, rather than restoring earlier 
cuts to higher education during a boom period in the 
state’s economy. His policy led to a structural imbal-
ance in the state budget that triggered catastrophic cuts 
during the recession in the next decade. More serious, 
however, was Engler’s willingness to join in a blatant 
effort to advantage his alma mater over the state’s oth-
er universities. In the long run, this probably had more 
damaging impact on higher education than the actions 
of any other Michigan governor in modern times, be-
cause it destroyed a long-standing spirit of cooperation 
among the state’s universities.

University presidents are responsible for building 
and sustaining favorable relationships with state gov-
ernments. But in the end, they must play the hand they 
are dealt. They face few opportunities and many chal-
lenges when forced to deal with inattentive governors 
and term-limited legislatures.

Federal Government

Although the United States leaves most of the re-
sponsibility for higher education to the states and the 
private sector, the federal government does have a con-
siderable influence on higher education, both through 
federal policies in such areas as student financial aid 
and through the direct support of such campus activi-
ties as research and health care. In fact, some people 
maintain that the most transformative changes in 
American higher education have usually been trig-
gered by federal actions, such as the Land-Grant Acts of 
the nineteenth century, the GI Bill and government-uni-
versity research partnership (resulting from Vannevar 
Bush’s famous report “Science: The Endless Frontier”) 
following World War II, and the Higher Education Acts 
of the 1960s.

As Washington became convinced that higher edu-
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cation was important to the future of the nation in the 
decades after World War II, the federal government 
began to provide funding to colleges and universities 
in support of research, housing, student financial aid, 
and key professional programs, such as medicine and 
engineering. Yet, with significant federal support came 

massive federal bureaucracy. Universities were forced 
to build large administrative organizations just to in-
teract with the large administrative bureaucracies in 
Washington. Federal rules and regulations snared uni-
versities in a web of red tape that not only constrained 
their activities but became important cost drivers. Uni-

The president as politician (left to right, from the top): Senator Donald Reigle, Senator Carl Levin, 
Congressmen Bob Carr, Legislator Bill Scheutte, Congressional breakfast,Pollster Bob teeter, 
Governor John Engler, Vice President Dan Quale, Senator Lana Pollack, Governor James Blanchard, 
Legislative Appropriation Hearings with Provost Gil Whitaker.
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versities were frequently whipsawed about by unpre-
dictable changes in Washington’s stance toward higher 
education as the political winds shifted direction each 
election year.

With increasing involvement of the federal govern-
ment in the affairs of higher education came additional 
responsibilities for the university president. Just as the 
presidents of state universities were expected to take 
the lead in relationships with governors and state leg-
islatures, the presidents of major research universities 
became familiar figures in Washington. The University 
of Michigan joined many other universities in estab-
lishing well-staffed offices near Capitol Hill. Others 
retained professional lobbyists to advance (and pro-
tect) the interests of their institutions in such areas as 
student financial aid, federal research priorities, and 
health care financing. The national associations of uni-
versities—such as the American Council on Education, 
the Association of American Universities, and the Na-
tional Association of State Universities and Land-Grant 
Colleges (known collectively as the “One Dupont Circle 
group” because of their location in Washington)—be-
came, in effect, lobbying organizations on behalf of the 
interests of their universities.

As leader of one of the nation’s leading research 
universities, Michigan’s president should—indeed, 
must—be highly visible on the national stage, promot-
ing higher education. So, too, with one of the nation’s 
largest academic health centers, UM presidents have 
been heavily involved in federal health care policy. In 
my own case, service for over a decade as a member 
and then chair of the National Science Board and then 
as a member of the National Academies provided an 
important platform for advancing the interests of the 
nation’s research universities.

With over eight thousand graduates living and 
working in the Washington area during the 1990s, Mich-
igan’s alumni network was a particularly powerful one, 
reaching into Congress, the administration, and even 
the White House itself—including, of course, former 
U.S. president Gerald R. Ford. Furthermore, the state of 
Michigan had very considerable influence in Congress, 
including four powerful “cardinals” as chairs of key 
congressional committees during the 1980s and early 
1990s: John Dingell, William Ford, John Conyers, and 
Robert Carr. Yet the university also faced some unusual 

challenges in Washington. Although the Michigan con-
gressional delegation was powerful, it rarely used its 
influence to attract resources to the state, leading to the 
ironic situation in which Michigan usually ranked last 
among the states in the return of federal tax dollars. In-
stead, their power was used to protect the interests of 
Michigan’s principal industry, Big Auto (and, of course, 
Big Labor), from federal intrusion into such matters as 
automobile emissions, safety standards, and labor leg-
islation. The one important exception was Michigan 
congressman William Ford, chair of the House Educa-
tion and Labor Committee, who was an important force 
in the periodic reauthorization of the Higher Education 
Act. The university worked closely with Ford on such 
important national issues as the establishment of a di-
rect student lending program designed to reduce the 
costs of federal loans to college students.

During my years as president, my leadership team 
substantially increased the university’s presence in 
Washington by establishing a permanent office on Capi-
tal Hill, significantly expanding our federal relations 
staff, and mobilizing our extensive army of alumni in 
the Washington area. We strongly encouraged universi-
ty faculty members to become actively involved in fed-
eral policy activities, and we provided politically active 
faculty with support through our Washington office and 
federal relations team. Perhaps most important, howev-
er, was our acceptance of a major role in acting on behalf 
of all of higher education on important issues ranging 
from research policy to student financial aid to health 
care to diversity. We encouraged our federal relations 
team to work closely with the various national higher 
education associations. This spirit of building alliances 
was very similar to that we had employed in our state-
relations efforts, since we realized that the interests of 
the University of Michigan were best served when we 
helped advance the interests of all of higher education.

Yet while we looked for opportunities to benefit 
higher education, our basic federal strategy was more 
defensive than offensive. Unlike many other univer-
sities, we refused to use political influence to go after 
legislative earmarks that bypassed and undermined the 
peer review process. Instead, we closely monitored po-
tential federal legislation and actions that might harm 
our efforts, a continuing challenge with the never-end-
ing expansion of complex federal regulations in such ar-
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eas as research policy, occupation safety, environmental 
impact, tax policy, and equal opportunity, as well as the 
confusing and frequently intrusive federal regulations 
aimed at higher education.

Community Relations

The relationship between a university and its sur-
rounding community is usually a complex one, partic-
ularly in cities dominated by major universities—such 
as Madison, Berkeley, Austin, Chapel Hill, and Ann 
Arbor. Although town and gown are linked together 
with intertwined destinies, there is nevertheless always 
a tension between the two. On the plus side is the fact 
that the university provides the community with an ex-
traordinary quality of life. It stimulates strong primary 
and secondary schools, provides rich cultural oppor-
tunities, and generates an exciting and cosmopolitan 
community. The income generated by the university 
insulates these communities from the economic roller 
coaster faced by most other cities. Without such univer-
sities, these cities would be like any other small towns 
in America; with them, they become exciting, cosmo-
politan, richly diverse, and wonderful places to live 
and work. But there are also drawbacks. The impact of 
these universities—whether through parking, crowds, 
or student behavior—can create inevitable tensions be-
tween town and gown. Members of the city community 
who are not directly associated with the university are 
sometimes viewed as outsiders in the life of both the 
university and the city.

Since my wife, Anne, and I had been members of 
the Ann Arbor community for two decades before as-
suming the role as president, we saw this town-gown 
relationship from two sides. While we understood 
well the university’s interests, we also had experienced 
frustration with the occasional negative impact of the 
university—rising property taxes as the university took 
more property off the tax rolls, traffic and parking con-
gestion, student disruptions, and a frequent university 
attitude of insensitivity and even arrogance concern-
ing city issues. Unfortunately, the contentious nature of 
Ann Arbor city politics, aggravated by an Open Meet-
ings Act that required the televising of all meetings of 
government bodies (e.g., the city council or the school 
board), made interactions with city officials very diffi-

cult. Hence, we instead formed an informal group of 
community leaders, drawn primarily from the private 
sector, with whom the executive officers could meet 
monthly on a private basis. We also developed quite 
good relations with the mayors of the city, who not in-
frequently had strong university ties.6

Although this informal process did little to satisfy 
the appetite of the local media and City Council, it did 
provide a very productive mechanism for discussing 
important strategic issues facing the city and the uni-
versity. It led to a genuine effort to strengthen relation-
ships between the leadership of the university, the city 
government, and the local business community. It also 
established important informal channels of commu-
nication, so that neither town nor gown was taken off 
guard in important decisions. However, we were not 
successful in many of these efforts, since the barrier of 
local politics was sometimes too difficult to overcome.

Public Relations

The public’s perception of higher education is ever 
changing. Public opinion surveys reveal that at the most 
general level, the public strongly supports high-quality 
education in our colleges and universities.7 Surveys of 
leaders in the public and private sector believe that the 
United States continues to have the strongest higher 
education system in the world, a fact they believe to be 
of vital importance to our nation’s future.8 They believe 
it essential that higher education remain accessible to 
every qualified and motivated student, but they also re-
main convinced that the vast majority of these students 
can still get a college education if they want it. How-
ever, when one probes public attitudes more deeply, 
many concerns about cost, student behavior (alcohol, 
drugs, political activism), and intercollegiate athletics 
appear. There is a growing concern that too many stu-
dents entering our universities are not sufficiently pre-
pared academically to benefit from a college education.

Public universities have an obligation to commu-
nicate with the people who support us—to be open 
and accessible. People want to know what we are do-
ing, where we are going. We have an obligation to be 
forthcoming. But here we face several major challenges. 
First, we have to be honest in admitting that commu-
nication with the public, especially via the press, does 
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not always come easily to academics. We are not always 
comfortable when we try to reach a broader audience. 
We speak a highly specialized and more exacting lan-
guage among ourselves, and it can be difficult to ex-
plain ourselves to others. But we need to communicate 
to the public to explain our mission, to convey the find-
ings of our research, to share our learning.

Second, as I noted earlier, the public’s perception of 
the nature and role of the modern university is incon-
sistent with reality. To be sure, we remain a place where 
one sends the kids off to college. Such concerns as cost, 
student behavior, athletics, and political correctness are 
real and of concern to us just as they are to the pub-
lic. But the missions and the issues characterizing the 
contemporary university are far more complex than the 
media tends to portray them.

One of the curses of the American public is our will-
ingness to embrace the simplest possible solutions to 
the most complex of problems. Higher education is 
certainly an example. People seem eager to believe that 
our system of higher education—still the envy of the 
world—is wasteful, inefficient, and ineffective and that 
its leaders are intent only on protecting their perqui-
sites and privileges. Public university presidents recog-
nize there is a very simple formula for popularity with 
the public

1. Freeze tuition and faculty salaries
2. Support populist agendas, such as sunshine 

laws
3. Limit the enrollment of out-of-state students
4. Sustain the status quo at all costs
5. Win at football

But most university leaders also recognize this as a 
Faustian bargain, since it would also put their institu-
tions at great risk with respect to academic program 
quality, diversity, and their capacity to serve society.

The Media

One of the facts of the modern university president’s 
life is the public nature of position and the role of the 
press. This poses a particular challenge in a public uni-
versity, subject to intrusive sunshine laws that can be 
used by determined reporters to pry into every aspect 

of the institution’s operation and the private lives of its 
leaders. It is also a greater challenge when the univer-
sity is located in a small city, where there is little other 
news.

In earlier times, the relationship between the univer-
sity and the press was one of mutual trust and respect. 
Given the many values common to both the profession 
of journalism and the academy, journalists, faculty, and 
academic leaders related well to one another. The press 
understood the importance of the university, accepted 
its need for some degree of autonomy similar to its own 
First Amendment freedoms, and frequently worked 
to build public understanding and support for higher 
education.

In today’s world, where all societal institutions have 
come under greater scrutiny by the media, universities 
prove to be no exception. Part of this is no doubt due to 
an increasingly adversarial approach taken by journal-
ists toward all of society, embracing a certain distrust 
of everything and everyone as a necessary component 
of investigative journalism. Partly to blame is the ar-
rogance of many members of the academy, university 
leaders among them, in assuming that the university 
is somehow less accountable to society than are other 
social institutions. But the shift in the media’s approach 
is also due in part to the increasingly market-driven na-
ture of contemporary journalism, as it merges with or is 
acquired by the entertainment industry and trades off 
journalistic values and integrity for market share and 
quarterly earnings statements.

Rare indeed is the newspaper that assigns high 
priority to covering higher education. Even in college 
towns, the local papers assign far more resources to cov-
ering athletics than to reporting on academics. While it 
is certainly true that the academy does not understand 
how the press operates, it is equally true that the press 
is remarkably ignorant of the major issues facing higher 
education.

Whether the local press is supportive or hostile de-
pends most sensitively on the persuasion of the editor, 
who determines not only the editorial position of the 
paper but also which reporters are assigned to cover 
the higher education beat. For the first few years of my 
administration, we experienced relatively positive or 
at least benign treatment in the local papers. Looking 
back over press clippings, I was quite amazed to find 
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a number of very positive editorials commending the 
university’s actions or positions on most issues. How-
ever, eventually the local editor reached the conclusion 
of his predecessors: university controversy in a com-
munity dominated by a large university stirs up inter-
est, sells papers, and, most significant, sells advertising. 
Hence a junkyard-dog reporter was assigned to cover 
the university and stir things up, and life became con-
siderably more difficult.

The Loyal (and Sometimes  
Not So Loyal) Opposition

Of course, the political role of the president is not 
confined to external constituencies, such as state and 
federal government, the public, or the media. With 
various internal constituencies (students, faculty, staff, 
trustees) and special interest groups always jockeying 
for position, university campuses can become politi-
cal tempests. Although  university presidents gener-
ally have relatively little influence over the university’s 
political culture or political issues, they frequently re-
ceive demands to take one side or another, to make a 
statement, or to take action. At the very least, they are 
expected to manage the political battles, to prevent the 
intrusion of outside forces (e.g., government), and to 
create—as best they can—a level playing field for the 
debate over contentious issues. Throughout this effort, 
presidents are also expected to protect the interests, the 
values, and the reputation of the university.

For the most part, campus-based political activities 
are not only highly constructive but also can become im-
portant elements of the educational process. They rep-
resent one of the most important roles of the university 
in America, to challenge the status quo in a setting that 
allows free and thoughtful debate. Furthermore, most 
participants in these activities are well intentioned, if 
frequently quite passionate about their concerns. Fac-
ulty members voicing concerns about university poli-
cies or broader social issues are usually not only well 
informed but thoughtful and creative, willing to listen 
to and consider other points of view, even as they make 
persuasive arguments for their own views. Although 
students are frequently ill informed about particular 
issues (e.g., student disciplinary policies or campus 
safety), they are largely sincere in their beliefs—even 

though, in many cases, they have not learned yet the 
importance of allowing all sides of an issue to be heard.

Several examples of constructive campus-based 
debate during my tenure come to mind. The Supreme 
Court case that challenged the university’s use of race 
as a factor in student admissions was stimulated by a 
long-standing Michigan faculty member, Carl Cohen, 
who passionately believed that in a truly diverse and 
egalitarian society, race simply should not be used as 
a factor in any decision. Cohen was also deeply loyal 
to the university, and although his opposition to uni-
versity affirmative action policies triggered a national 
debate and expensive litigation, it was an important is-
sue that deserved this attention. Although I disagreed 
strongly with Cohen’s stance, we respected one anoth-
er, and I actually encouraged this debate.

So, too, students who were passionate about partic-
ular issues were usually well intentioned and believed 
they were fighting on behalf of just causes. Students 
were the primary driving force and energy behind the 
Michigan Mandate, the university’s massive effort to 
diversify its campus and extend educational opportu-
nity to underserved populations. If students had not 
taken to the battlements on issues involving racial jus-
tice and tolerance on the campus, it is quite unlikely 
that the university would have moved as vigorously or 
successfully to equate social diversity with academic 
excellence. To be sure, there were times when the most 
contentious students would take on causes that would 
have been highly questionable to outsiders, such as the 
long-standing effort to eliminate the university’s stu-
dent disciplinary policy (“the Code”). Sometimes even 
their student colleagues would dismiss such efforts as 
nonsense.

Yet, on any campus, there are always those with 
agendas who utilize political mechanisms to seek per-
sonal objectives. Sometimes this is healthy, such as on 
those occasions when students simply view campus 
politics as a personal stepping-stone toward a political 
career after graduation. What better place to learn how 
to be an effective politician than in the safe, secure, no-
fault environment of a university campus. However, 
more sinister were those who sought to use politics for 
personal vendettas or political gain at the expense of 
the institution. The real danger comes from those who 
take advantage of the free, open, and tolerant culture of 
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a university in order to advance their personal agendas, 
in full recognition that they are trampling over the val-
ues of the university and exploiting the good intentions 
of others in order to pursue their own perverse ends. 
In a sense, these mavericks become infectious diseases, 
poisoning the academic culture, which frequently is 
unable to identify their real motives, much less defend 
against them.

Particularly vulnerable to manipulation by malevo-
lent purposes is elected faculty governance. While fac-
ulty governance at the level of academic departments 
and colleges continues to be both effective and essential 
for such academic matters as curriculum development, 
faculty hiring, and tenure evaluation, it is increasingly 
difficult to achieve true faculty participation in broad-
er university matters through elected bodies, such as 
faculty senates, which are particularly vulnerable to 
takeover by single interest faculty groups. At Michigan, 
these faculty coups typically erupted from the Medical 
School, since its size (over 1,000 faculty), faculty stress 
level (due to heavy clinical loads), and top-down ad-
ministrative culture frequently left disgruntled faculty 
members with little recourse but to look beyond the 
school itself to express their frustrations.

A second university component that is particularly 
vulnerable to political manipulation is the university’s 
board of regents. Of course, every university governing 
board has its mavericks, members who are particularly 
outspoken with bizarre views, unusually self-serving, 
or occasionally even hostile to the university. This is 
particularly the case with public universities, since 
their governing board members are selected through a 
political process and usually come with particular po-
litical views. Most governing board members are able 
to set aside these political interests when the interests of 
the institution are at stake. However, there are always 
those who use their position on the board to push per-
sonal or political agendas despite the damage it could 
do to the university.

The Michigan governing board has always had its 
share of these mavericks—going back to the time of the 
first elected board, in which a particularly aggressive 
regent managed to take over the board as its chairman 
and then orchestrate a successful effort to fire the uni-
versity’s first president, Henry Tappan, despite the fact 
that Tappan was viewed as one of the most effective 

and visionary university leaders in the history of Amer-
ican higher education. What has made this fact of life 
particularly difficult to handle has been the small size 
of Michigan’s board, since with only eight members, 
one curmudgeon can have very considerable influence. 
This brings me to the last and most sensitive political 
responsibility of the presidency: reporting to, working 
with, advising, educating, and shaping the agenda of 
the governing board of the university.

The President and the Governing Board

In a formal sense, at least, the relationship of a uni-
versity president to the institution’s governing board 
has some similarities with that between a CEO and a 
corporate board of directors. The board has the legal 
authority and fiduciary responsibility for the institu-
tion. It can make policy and hire and fire the president 
just like a corporate board. However, there is one major 
difference. In contrast to corporate board members se-
lected for their experience and knowledge of business 
practices (as is now required by law, e.g., the Sarbanes-
Oxley Act), many university board members have little 
understanding about what really goes on in a univer-
sity, since they have never been in faculty roles. More-
over, Harold Shapiro has noted, “Despite much rhetoric 
to the contrary, members of the board generally show 
little sustained interest in the needs and aspirations 
of the members of the academic community, and vice 
versa.” Hence, the role of a president, beyond that of 
leading the university’s management team to imple-
ment the boards policies and directives, is to educate 
the board sufficiently that it becomes a positive force 
for the university. Furthermore, the president both rep-
resents the faculty to the governing board and simi-
larly represents the board to the faculty. Again I quote 
Shapiro: “A key leadership challenge for the university 
president is to ensure that the governing board, in both 
public and private universities, comes to view the edu-
cation and research programs of the university and the 
internal intellectual culture necessary to support these 
as providing a very valuable social product—one well 
worth considerable investment despite many risks.”9

Here, it is important to state once again that most 
university governing board members—whether elect-
ed, appointed, or self-selected—are conscientious vol-
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unteers, strongly committed to the welfare of their uni-
versity. Yet they are frequently caught in a system of 
governance that is increasingly incompatible with the 
growing complexity and importance of the contem-
porary university. The lay character of boards, their 
vulnerability to disruption by renegade members, and 
their lack of accountability can put the university at 
some risk.

Put in somewhat more colorful language, many 
public university presidents believe that their first re-
sponsibility is to protect the university from its govern-
ing board, to keep it focused on those areas of policies 
where it has both responsibility and educable exper-
tise and away from dabbling in management, campus 
politics, labor contracts, and the football program. This 
challenge is made all the more difficult by the deeply 
ingrained practice of end-running that characterizes 
the creative anarchy of a university. Physicians treating 
governing board members will lobby about Medical 

Center issues. Most trustees enjoy the celebrity treat-
ment provided by the Athletic Department and pres-
ent a ready ear to the concerns of the coaches and the 
athletic director. Even the most political of trustees 
exhibits a thin skin when it comes to treatment in the 
local newspapers, either on campus or in the commu-
nity. Of course, some are not above leaking confidential 
information in an effort to ingratiate themselves with 
the press. Some will use their position to feather their 
own nest, by exerting pressure to admit the children 
of friends or procure the best football tickets for busi-
ness or political associates. Perhaps of most concern are 
those trustees who develop a messianic character, be-
lieving they are the chosen ones with the duty to keep 
the university on the straight and narrow path. Some-
times this tendency can characterize an entire govern-
ing board, which comes to believe it is more important 
than the institution it “serves”—a somewhat different 
concept than “governs,” I admit.

The way politics should work...The players and the constituencies...

The way politics actually happen...
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Board discipline is a very important, yet delicate, 
process. Just as a chain is only as strong as its weak-
est link, a university governing board is only as good as 
its worst member—particularly in the case of the small, 
political boards characterizing public universities. The 
public antics of one regent are frequently viewed by 
the university community and beyond as reflecting 
the quality of the entire board. All too often, govern-
ing board members, like politicians everywhere, rush 
to defend their colleagues regardless of how reprehen-
sible their behavior has been. It has always struck me as 
odd that boards will circle the wagons to defend even 
the most outrageous behavior of their board colleagues, 
apparently not realizing that by failing to discipline in-
appropriate behavior by their colleagues, they are per-
ceived on the campus and beyond as accomplices in the 
transgression. The president and other officers of the 
university are put in an awkward position when a board 
ignores inappropriate behavior by one of its members, 
usually with the rationalization “Well, a trustee has to 
have some latitude.”

The task of carrying bad tidings to the board should 
fall to the university secretary, who is responsible for 
maintaining both the activities and the relationships 
of the board. As is true of the secretary of a corporate 
board of directors, the role of a university secretary is 
absolutely critical and increasingly requires consider-
able expertise as well as skillful rapport (not to mention 
a thick skin). Presidents should beware of board secre-
taries who back away from the difficult relationships 
that sometimes arise between board members and 
faculty or administrators—or, far worse, who become 
more loyal to the board than the president, a situation 
that will likely lead to either the secretary’s termination 
or the president’s resignation.

Universities are very complex, and it takes even the 
most sophisticated governing board members years to 
begin to understand them, if ever. Hopefully the times-
cales for leadership within a governing board are suffi-
ciently long that just as cream rises to the top, the more 
senior, respected, and knowledgeable board members 
will gradually move into roles where they can lead, 
influence, and educate their colleagues. Woe be to a 
president and university if senior board members dis-
appear prematurely, leaving behind only inexperienced 
colleagues. Although this rarely happens with private 

governing boards (because of their process of self-se-
lection), it is an all-too-frequent occurrence with public 
boards, due to political shifts triggered by a change in 
governor or electorate.

Many people believe that the deterioration in the 
quality of governing boards, the confusion concern-
ing their roles, and the increasingly political nature of 
their activities pose a serious threat to the quality and 
reputation of higher education.10 Beyond the dangers 
posed to their institutions, the burdens malcontent gov-
erning board members place on their presidents can be 
significant, including the amount of time required to 
accommodate the special interests of board members, 
the abuse presidents receive from board members with 
strong personal or political agendas, and the increas-
ing tentativeness presidents exhibit because they never 
know whether their boards will support or attack them. 
While perhaps superficially reassuring government 
leaders, the media, and the public that greater over-
sight and accountability is being exercised, the long-
term damage such rogue board members can cause to 
an institution are considerable and represent a very ma-
jor challenge to effective presidential leadership and to 
their more conscientious colleagues on the governing 
board.

The Broader Political Agenda of the University 
and the University Presidency

The university president is both responsible for and 
responsive to the myriad and diverse political relation-
ships both external and internal to the university. For 
example, much of the attention of my administration 
at Michigan was directed at building far stronger re-
lationships with the multitude of external and internal 
constituencies served by and supporting the university. 
Efforts were made to strengthen bonds with both state 
and federal government, ranging from systemic initia-
tives (e.g., opening and staffing new offices in Lansing 
and Washington) to developing personal relationships 
with key public leaders (e.g., the governor, the White 
House, Michigan’s congressional delegation). A paral-
lel effort was made to develop more effective relation-
ships with the media at the local, state, and national 
level.

The challenges faced in establishing our relevance 
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and credibility to this array of interests and at the same 
time sustaining our fundamental values and purpos-
es were formidable. This balancing act faced serious 
problems: the diversity—indeed, incompatibility—of 
the values, needs, and expectations of these various 
constituencies who all view higher education through 
quite different lenses; the tension between such respon-
siveness and the university’s role as a center of learn-
ing where all ideas can be freely questioned in light of 
reason; the increasing narrowness of the public’s sup-
port for higher education—a “What have you done for 

me lately?” attitude—and an increasing sense of com-
petitiveness with other interests and sectors and other 
urgent social needs for a decreasing pool of public and 
private dollars. Needless to say, balancing the univer-
sity’s relationships with these many different constitu-
encies proves to be quite an acrobatic feat—a high-wire 
act, performed without a safety net. No matter how a 
university structures its external relations activities, the 
primary responsibilities eventually come to rest on the 
desk of the president. The management of this complex 
web of relationships requires clear goals, a carefully de-

President to president (left to right, from top): President Gerald and Betty Ford, President
Jimmy Carter, President BillClinton, President Ford, President George Bush, President

Clinton, Vice President Al Gore, and President Bush.
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veloped strategy, and an effective organizational struc-
ture.

Beyond the responsibility for managing the rela-
tionships of the university with a multitude of external 
and internal constituencies, university presidents also 
should play an important role as public figures who ar-
ticulate and exemplify the values of higher education. 
This is particularly important during a period when 
higher education has become increasingly important to 
our society. In an increasingly knowledge-driven soci-
ety, more and more people seek education as their hope 
for a better future—the key to good jobs and careers, to 
meaningful and fulfilling lives. The knowledge created 
on our campuses addresses many of the most urgent 
needs of society—for example, health care, national se-
curity, economic competitiveness, and environmental 
protection. The complexity of our world, the impact of 
technology, the insecurity of employment, and the un-
certainty of our times have led all sectors of our society 
to identify education in general and higher education 
in particular as key to the future.

Yet in the midst of this growing importance—in-
deed, perhaps because of it—higher education has also 
become the focus of increasing concerns and criticism. 
Many see the contemporary university as big, self-cen-
tered, and even greedy, as it gouges parents with high 
tuition and inappropriately charges government for re-
search. Some characterize our students as spoiled and 
badly behaved and our faculties as irresponsibly lazy. 
Our campuses are portrayed as citadels of intolerance, 
plagued by a long list of “isms”—racism, sexism, elit-
ism, and extremism. Some have even charged us with 
an erosion of our most fundamental academic values, 
using as examples the faculty’s lack of concern for 
undergraduate education, numerous well-publicized 
cases of scientific fraud or misconduct, and incidents of 
political correctness.

While there is certainly much that is refutable in 
many of these criticisms, it would be a mistake simply 
to dismiss them. They do represent the genuine con-
cerns of the American public—albeit characterized by 
a great misunderstanding of what we are and what we 
do. They also contain a good deal of truth about us. 
Hence, the role of the university president is to listen 
carefully to these broader concerns and attempt to ad-
dress them, both by participating in a broader effort of 

civic education and by leading internal efforts to better 
align the academy with public purpose and account-
ability.

Much of my tenure at Michigan was spent in such 
activities, working closely with other university presi-
dents at the local, state, or national level to strength-
en the relationship between higher education and the 
body politic. For example, the treetops effort to build 
a leadership network across the state of Michigan on 
behalf of higher education was largely driven by the 
University of Michigan’s leadership. Working closely 
with various national organizations, such as the As-
sociation of American Universities and the American 
Council on Education, several of us worked to build 
the Science Coalition, comprised of leaders of American 
industry, to defend the nation’s research efforts against 
the budget-slashing mentality triggered by the Gramm-
Rudman Act of the 1980s. One of our most interesting 
efforts was to convince the presidents of the Big Ten 
universities that they should commit the free commer-
cial time they received in broadcasting their NCAA 
football and basketball games to promoting the benefits 
of higher education rather than simply their own insti-
tutions. Here, the prominent Chicago advertising com-
pany Leo Burnett contributed a pro bono effort to help 
produce several quite stunning 60-second commercials 
highlighting the importance of higher education to the 
nation, an effort that pushed this important message 
into hundreds of millions of households.

Yet this last example also illustrates the challenges 
of persuading university presidents to commit time 
and effort beyond the interests of their own institu-
tions, since as several of the Big Ten presidencies turned 
over, the new presidents soon reclaimed these valuable 
broadcasting minutes for promoting their own univer-
sities. More generally, while many university presi-
dents provide important leadership for all of higher 
education, committing great time and effort, others 
look only for ways to advantage their own institutions, 
remaining aloof from such cooperative ventures. This 
insular tendency of some university presidents can be 
particularly damaging when it involves leading univer-
sities that have long been depended on to advance the 
cause of higher education.
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The Hazards of Political Leadership

Today, many universities find that the most formi-
dable forces controlling their destiny are political in 
nature. When you get right down to it, universities are 
victims of their own success. Our world has entered an 
era in which educated people and the ideas they pro-
duce have truly become the wealth of nations, and uni-
versities are clearly identified as the prime producers of 
that wealth. This central role means that more people 
today have a stake in higher education. More people 
want to harness it to their own ends. We have become 
more visible and more vulnerable as institutions. We at-
tract more constituents and support, but we also attract 
more opponents.

There are many lessons to be learned from the expe-
riences of my leadership team at Michigan. First among 
these is the importance of flexibility and agility in navi-
gating through the ever-shifting winds of the political 
environment. The years of my presidency saw state 
government swing from a liberal Democratic governor 
and Democratically controlled legislature to a moder-
ate Republican governor and a divided statehouse. This 
occurred at the same time that the opposite transition 
was occurring in Washington, from the Reagan White 
House and a Democratic Congress to the Clinton years, 
followed by the Newt-onian revolution (à la Gingrich) 
in Congress that led to Republican control. Each shift 
not only required rebuilding new relationships with 
new leaders and their staffs but accommodating the 
new philosophies that accompanied shifts in political 
stripes. Such transitions became even more frequent 
and complex with the introduction of term limits in 
many states (including Michigan).

Political earthquakes at the federal or state level also 
propagate strong tremors into public universities. New 
governors appoint or influence the nomination and elec-
tion of new governing board members. Woe be to the 
president who has been too closely associated with the 
outgoing political powers, particularly in those states 
where the tradition has been to regard public univer-
sities as just another component of state government, 
subservient to the political party in power.

To some degree, the changing political environment 
of the university reflects a more fundamental shift 
from issue-oriented to image-dominated politics at all 

levels—federal, state, and local. Public opinion drives 
political contributions, and vice versa, and these deter-
mine successful candidates and eventually legislation. 
Policy is largely an aftermath exercise, since the agenda 
is really set by polling and political contributions. Is-
sues, strategy, and the “vision thing” are largely left on 
the sidelines. Since higher education has never been 
particularly influential either in determining public 
opinion or in making campaign contributions, the uni-
versity is left with only the option of reacting as best it 
can to the agenda set by others.

Political leadership is both challenging and hazard-
ous to the university president. For some presidents, 
the concern about stepping on a political land mine be-
comes almost an obsession, always on their mind and 
always dominating their actions. Each time the presi-
dent stands in harm’s way, there is always a chance of 
a fatal blow. The political environment of the academic 
presidency is unusually unforgiving. Most politicians 
can make mistake after mistake without fear of conse-
quence, since recalls are almost impossible (except in 
California) and since the next election is usually far 
enough in the future that missteps will be forgotten 
or forgiven. In contrast, university presidents usually 
serve at the pleasure of lay governing boards that are 
subjected to the continual assessment of the president 
by faculty, alumni, and the media. In a sense, the presi-
dent must be engaged in a continuous political cam-
paign to build support and avoid a vote of no confi-
dence, since one step on a political land mine can bring 
disaster.

In the end, it is important for the president to recog-
nize that politics is a contact sport. While truth, justice, 
and rational persuasion were the cornerstone of our 
efforts at Michigan, there were times when we had to 
take off the gloves to defend the institution—to stand 
up to governors who wanted to weaken the universi-
ty’s autonomy, legislators attacking our affirmative ac-
tion programs, or congressmen launching yet another 
investigation into trumped-up charges for their politi-
cal gain. This was never easy, since the natural tenden-
cy of most university staff is to immediately go on the 
defensive, to avoid making waves. One of my executive 
officers with extensive experience at other public uni-
versities lamented, “We just don’t have enough folks 
around here willing to pick up a sword and fight on 
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behalf of the university!” He certainly was willing, and 
so was I. But we were also well aware that the army 
of faculty and staff, friends and allies, that was march-
ing behind us was inevitably modest and might quickly 
dissipate in the face of intense political pressure.

There were times when I thought of my political role 
as roughly akin to that of a tired, old sheriff in a frontier 
town in the American West. Every day I would have to 
drag my bruised, scarred carcass out of bed, strap on 
my guns, and go out into the main street to face what-
ever gunslingers had ridden in to shoot up the town 
that day. Sometimes these were politicians; other times 
the media; still other times special interest groups on 
campus; even occasionally other university leaders, 
such as deans or regents. Each time I went into battle 
to defend the university, I knew that one day I would 
run into someone faster on the draw than I was. In ret-
rospect, it is amazing that I managed to perform this 
particular duty of the presidency for almost a decade 
with only a few scars to show for the effort.

Yet tentativeness in the face of such political threats 
can itself be a danger, since failing to take prompt ac-
tion can make many situations even worse. Procrasti-
nation and, worse yet, avoidance can lead to disaster in 
the unforgiving political environment of the university. 
Hence, effective presidents must approach their task 
with a certain sense of adventure, since once a univer-
sity leader begins to be concerned about mere survival 
as a priority, he or she rapidly becomes ineffective. It is 
only by taking chances, by doing things, that you ac-
complish anything. After all, if all one wants to do is to 
be king, czar, emperor, or CEO, there are lots of more 
enjoyable, rewarding, and secure opportunities than a 
university presidency.
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As both an educator and the leader of a large and 
diverse learning community, a university president is 
occasionally called on to provide a certain degree of 
moral leadership. Of course, today’s presidents no lon-
ger are expected to teach the capstone course in moral 
philosophy, but they do have both the opportunity 
and the obligation to provide leadership on an array of 
value-related issues on the campus, ranging from the 
protection of academic values to institutional integrity 
to the pastoral care of students, faculty, staff, and other 
members of the university family.

Certainly, this is a natural and appropriate role of 
presidents in areas related to student behavior, from 
substance abuse to vandalism of the campus to sexual or 
racial harassment. Although incidents are less frequent, 
the conduct of faculty and staff also sometimes merits 
both decisive action and perhaps even public comment 
to protect the integrity of the institution. In today’s 
post–Sarbanes-Oxley corporate environment, institu-
tional integrity in such areas as finance and business 
practices has become all-important. While some presi-
dents choose to delegate value-related activities to oth-
ers, such as student affairs staff, the provost and deans, 
or financial officers and internal auditors (depending on 
the issue), others use these incidents as teachable mo-
ments to stress the important values of educational in-
stitutions.

However, there are many university activities in 
which the opportunity for moral leadership by the 
president is complicated because of ambiguity or risk. 
One clear example would be causes concerned with hu-
man rights and dignity, particularly in such sensitive 
areas as racial diversity or gay rights. Most university 
presidents embrace the fundamental values underly-
ing such causes, those of equal opportunity and social 

justice. Yet how many presidents are willing to use the 
bully pulpit of their office or take decisive actions to ad-
dress these issues, when progress may be difficult and 
when considerable risks are posed by an increasingly 
conservative society—not to mention the strongly held 
views of many political leaders in national, state, and 
university governance? It is little wonder that many 
presidents decide to keep their powder dry and let oth-
ers carry on the battle.

Another obvious opportunity for moral leader-
ship involves intercollegiate athletics, where rampant 
commercialism has not only exploited young student-
athletes but also imposes a show-business culture that 
is corrosive to academic values. How many university 
presidents are willing to challenge the intractable train-
ing and traveling schedules that interfere with the aca-
demic progress of student-athletes or their exposure to 
the risk of serious injury that accompanies competition 
at a professional level, just to satisfy the demands of the 
viewing public, the greed of celebrity coaches, and the 
insatiable appetites of ambitious athletic directors for 
more revenue and grander facilities?

Many deplore the relative silence of university pres-
idents on broader social issues, such as corporate integ-
rity, poverty, and international conflict. The usual ratio-
nalization for this silence is that the demands placed on 
the presidency by the complexity of the contemporary 
university simply do not allow issue-related activities, 
suggesting that management responsibilities, fund-
raising, and political duties swamp the time available 
for moral and ethical leadership.1 Some even suspect 
the influence of other considerations, such as the fear of 
alienating donors or triggering political retaliation. To-
day, most university presidents are acutely sensitive to 
the need to distinguish when they are speaking and act-

Chapter 8

Moral Leadership
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ing ex cathedra (i.e., on behalf of their institution) and 
when they are merely stating their own personal views 
on a subject. Concerning his presidency at Brown Uni-
versity, Vartan Gregorian noted: “It is not natural for 
me, but I must speak with tact and diplomacy. I have 
come to agree with Lord Chesterfield that wisdom is 
like carrying a watch. Unless asked, you don’t have to 
tell everybody what time it is.”2 Beyond this, however, 
is the simple fact that many people—perhaps most in 
our society—no longer believe that university presi-
dents have any particular expertise or wisdom concern-
ing issues beyond their campus. Some even question 
whether many presidents—hired more as fund-raisers, 
politicians, and managers, have the academic train-
ing—intellectual vision, and moral authority to address 
such issues even on their campuses.

However, in defense of my colleagues, it has been 
my experience that a great many college and univer-
sity leaders do provide moral leadership, but through 
deeds rather than words. Here, we must remember that 
early college presidents led very small institutions, typ-
ically with fewer than several hundred students and a 
dozen faculty members, in an age in which rhetoric was 
the primary means of addressing moral issues. Today, 
the contemporary university president assumes a role 
as a chief executive officer, addressing issues both on 
campus and off through example, decision, and action. 
Instead of measuring moral leadership by the state-
ments of university presidents on controversial issues, 
it may be more appropriate to study instead their deci-
sions and actions. This latter perspective most clearly 
reflects my own view of the university president’s role 
in moral leadership, as I believe strongly in the admoni-
tion “Don’t listen to what I say, but instead watch what 
I do!”

The Challenges to Moral Leadership

An ancient Chinese proverb states, “The way to do 
is to be.” Clearly, moral leadership at the university 
begins at the top, with the integrity, both real and per-
ceived, of the president. University leaders who have 
problems with personal integrity and morality are un-
likely to command the high ground and possess the 
credibility necessary for moral leadership. Although 
some are able to disguise these shortcomings in the 

near term, one cannot fool all of the people all of the 
time.

I am not talking here so much about university 
presidents who are outright scoundrels, although the 
university presidency has probably attracted its fair 
share of such miscreants throughout history. Rather, 
I am more concerned with those who fail to see any 
correlation between their personal behavior and their 
expectations for the integrity of their institution. To be 
sure, many of the trappings of the presidency have a 
royal character: a large, stately home; chauffeur-driven 
cars; first-class travel and lodging; a large and humble 
staff; VIP treatment; a lifestyle of the rich and famous. 
But when presidents begin to demand such royal treat-
ment as an entitlement of rank, creating and enjoying 
court life much like a seventeenth-century French mon-
arch, setting themselves above the norms constraining 
other members of the campus community in such areas 
as financial accountability and personal austerity, they 
quickly lose their ethical compass, not to mention their 
moral authority.

The examples are all too numerous. In some cases, 
they amount simply to bad judgment, such as excessive 
expenditures on the president’s housing. Other cases 
involve more serious ethical lapses, such as tolerating 
the exploitation of students or sacrificing institutional 
welfare for personal career advancement. While this can 
be self-correcting—as history provides many examples 
when losing one’s head over excessive personal expen-
ditures leads to losing one’s head by the ax—the dam-
age to the integrity of the institution can be consider-
able.

Truth is another area where many presidents can 
have difficulty. New presidents are sometimes unaccus-
tomed to the public attention given their every word, 
and when blindsided at a public presentation, they 
may sometimes cut corners with the truth. Other presi-
dents come from backgrounds in law or politics, where 
distorting the truth is not only accepted but admired. 
Needless to say, a cavalier disregard for the truth can 
soon trample academic values.

Somewhat more abstract, yet of comparable im-
portance to moral leadership, is an understanding and 
acceptance of those key values and traditions that un-
dergird an institution. Some of these are fundamental 
academic values, such as academic freedom, scholarly 
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integrity, and openness. Others trace back to the institu-
tional saga—the history and culture—of the particular 
institution. Effective presidents accept, build on, rein-
force, and vigorously defend such values. Institution-
hopping short-timers ignore them.

As in other leadership areas, one can find ample ex-
amples of most of the dos and don’ts in the history of 
Michigan’s presidency. Although a forceful advocate 
for scholarly values, Michigan’s first president, Henry 
Tappan, preferred a lifestyle a bit too flamboyant for 
the frontier village that was then Ann Arbor (includ-
ing a taste for fine wines), an important factor in un-
dermining his leadership. C. C. Little met his demise 
in part by choosing the wrong areas for moral leader-
ship, criticizing temperance and promoting birth con-
trol in a conservative state. On the positive end of the 
scale are such presidents as James Angell and Robben 
Fleming. When Angell became president of the Univer-
sity of Michigan, it was already one of the largest pub-
lic universities in the nation. A man of strong Christian 
faith, Angell thought it natural to suggest that state and 
public universities should have the same deeply rooted 
concern for religious values as their older counterparts 
among the denominational colleges.3 Perhaps of most 
significance for the future of the university, however, 
was his articulation of a more fundamental purpose of 
public higher education, aimed at serving the working 
class, the common man. Among Michigan’s more recent 
presidents, Robben Fleming was known as a person of 
high integrity, with small-town Midwestern roots and 
a modest lifestyle. His modesty and tolerant manner, 
formed from years of mediating contentious labor con-
tracts, were factors that contributed to the strong public 
support he received when he spoke out courageously 
on such controversial matters as the Vietnam War and 
racial justice.

The entrepreneurial nature of the contemporary 
university, in which individual faculty and staff are in-
creasingly responsible for generating the resources to 
support their activities from myriad sources, can un-
dermine not only the sense of loyalty to the institution 
but any common agreement and acceptance of funda-
mental values. The many communities of the multi-
versity respond to different values and different moral 
perspectives. The social disruptions of the student 
movements of the 1960s and 1970s, leading to the rejec-

tion of not only in loco parentis but also the traditional 
values of the university (perceived as part of the op-
pressive establishment), were also contributors to this 
loss of moral cohesiveness. As universities accepted 
less moral responsibility for the lives of students and 
lowered expectations for faculty loyalty, they severed 
the linkages to their tradition, heritage, and values.

While certainly challenging, the vast, complex, and 
frequently political responsibilities of the contempo-
rary president should not be used as an excuse to avoid 
moral leadership. Effective leadership usually entails 
a certain degree of risk. Moreover, to change an insti-
tution in a fundamental way, the president has to lead 
from the front lines, not from a command bunker far 
from the action.

To illustrate the opportunity for moral leadership 
by the president of today’s university, I have chosen 
several examples from my own experience at the Uni-
versity of Michigan: the university’s leadership in dem-
onstrating the importance of diversity to excellence in 
higher education, its effort to change the student culture 
to stress personal responsibility, and the importance of 
integrity in the university’s business practices. Each ex-
ample illustrates somewhat different aspects of both the 
opportunity for and the challenge to the moral leader-
ship of the contemporary university president. Finally, 
although somewhat tangential to moral and ethical 
leadership, I have included in this chapter a discussion 
of the president’s responsibility for providing pastoral 
care and concern for the diverse elements of the campus 

Robben Fleming frequently used the opportunity pre-
sented by student protest as a teachable moment for 
moral leadership.
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community.

Social Diversity and Academic Excellence

The effort of the University of Michigan to bring di-
verse racial and ethnic groups more fully into the life 
of the university in the 1980s provides an excellent ex-
ample of the moral leadership that can be exerted by a 
university president. This process of institutional trans-
formation was guided by a strategic plan known as the 
Michigan Mandate, which achieved very significant 
progress toward the objective of social diversity and led 
eventually to a landmark decision by the U.S. Supreme 
Court in 2003.

As with most of higher education, the history of 
diversity at Michigan is complex and often contradic-
tory. There have been many times when the institution 
seemed to take a step forward, only to be followed by 
two steps backward. As I noted in the discussion of its 
institutional saga in chapter 1, Michigan was one of the 
earliest universities to admit African Americans and 
women in the late nineteenth century. It took pride in 
its large enrollments of international students at a time 
when the state itself was decidedly insular. Yet it fal-
tered as minority enrollments languished and racial 
tensions flared in the 1960s and 1970s, only to be jolted 
occasionally into ineffective action by student activ-
ism—the Black Action Movement in the 1970s and the 
United Coalition against Racism in the 1980s. Nonethe-
less, access and equality have always been central goals 
of the institution. Michigan has consistently been at 
the forefront of the struggle for inclusiveness in higher 
education.

When I became provost and then president in the 
late 1980s, it had become apparent that the university 
had made inadequate progress in its goal to reflect 
the rich diversity of our nation and our world among 
its faculty, students, and staff. In assessing this situa-
tion, we concluded that although the university had 
approached the challenge of serving an increasingly 
diverse population with the best of intentions, it sim-
ply had not developed and executed a plan capable of 
achieving sustainable results. More significant, we be-
lieved that achieving our goals for a diverse campus 
would require a very major change in the institution 
itself.

The long-term strategic focus of our planning proved 
to be critical, because universities do not change quick-
ly and easily any more than do the societies of which 
they are a part. Michigan would have to leave behind 
many reactive and uncoordinated efforts that had char-
acterized its past and move toward a more strategic ap-
proach designed to achieve long-term systemic change. 
Sacrifices would be necessary as traditional roles and 
privileges were challenged. In particular, we under-
stood the limitations of focusing only on affirmative ac-
tion—that is, on access, retention, and representation. 
The key, rather, would be to focus on the success of un-
derrepresented minorities on our campus, as students, 
as faculty, and as leaders. We believed that without 
deeper, more fundamental institutional change, these 
efforts by themselves would inevitably fail—as they 
had throughout the 1970s and 1980s.

The challenge was to persuade the university com-
munity that there was a real stake for everyone in seiz-
ing the moment to chart a more diverse future. People 
needed to believe that the gains to be achieved through 
diversity would more than compensate for the neces-
sary sacrifices. The first and most important step was to 
link diversity and excellence as the two most compel-
ling goals before the institution, recognizing that these 
goals were not only complementary but would be tight-
ly linked in the multicultural society characterizing our 
nation and the world in the future. As we moved ahead, 
we began to refer to the plan as The Michigan Mandate: 
A Strategic Linking of Academic Excellence and Social 
Diversity.4

The mission and goals of the Michigan Mandate 
were stated quite simply: (1) to recognize that diver-Students marching on Martin Luther King, Jr. Day
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sity and excellence are complementary and compelling 
goals for the university and to make a firm commitment 
to their achievement; (2) to commit to the recruitment, 
support, and success of members of historically under-
represented groups among our students, faculty, staff, 
and leadership; and (3) to build on our campus an envi-
ronment that sought, nourished, and sustained diversi-
ty and pluralism and that valued and respected the dig-
nity and worth of every individual. A series of carefully 
focused strategic actions was developed to move the 
university toward these objectives. These actions were 
framed by the values and traditions of the university 
and by an understanding of our unique culture, char-
acterized by a high degree of faculty and unit freedom 
and autonomy and animated by a highly competitive 
and entrepreneurial spirit. The strategy was both com-
plex and pervasive, involving not only a considerable 
commitment of resources (e.g., fully funding all finan-
cial aid for minority graduate students) but also some 
highly innovative programs, such as our Target of Op-
portunity program for recruiting minority faculty.5 It 
also was one of those efforts that we believed required 
personal leadership by the president, since only by 
demonstrating commitment from the top could we de-
mand and achieve comparable commitments through-
out the institution.

By the mid-1990s, Michigan could point to signifi-
cant progress in achieving diversity. The presence of 
underrepresented minority students, faculty, and staff 
on our campus more than doubled over the decade of 
the effort. Perhaps more significant, the success of un-
derrepresented minorities at the university improved 
even more remarkably, with graduation rates rising to 
the highest among public universities, promotion and 
tenure success of minority faculty members becoming 
comparable to that of their majority colleagues, and 
growth in the number of appointments of minorities to 
leadership positions in the university. Not only did the 
campus climate became more accepting and support-
ive of diversity, but students and faculty began to be 
attracted to Michigan because of its growing reputation 
for a diverse campus. Perhaps most significant, as the 
campus became more racially and ethnically diverse, 
the quality of the students, faculty, and academic pro-
grams of the university increased to their highest level 
in history. This latter fact reinforced our contention that 

the aspirations of diversity and excellence were not 
only compatible but, in fact, highly correlated. By every 
measure, the Michigan Mandate was a remarkable suc-
cess, moving the university beyond our original goals 
of a more diverse campus.

But, of course, this story does not end with the suc-
cessful achievements of the Michigan Mandate in 1996, 
when I stepped down as president. Beginning with 
litigation in Texas (the Hopwood decision) and then 
successful referendum efforts in California and Wash-
ington, conservative groups, such as the Center for 

Minority student enrollments (percentages)

African-American student enrollments (percentages)

Representation of persons of color in the nation,
the state of Michigan, and the University of

Miichigan, Fall 1955
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Individual Rights, began to attack such policies as the 
use of race in college admissions. Perhaps because of 
the University of Michigan’s success in the Michigan 
Mandate, the university soon became a target for those 
groups seeking to reverse affirmative action, with two 
cases filed against the university in 1997—one challeng-
ing the admissions policies of undergraduates and a 
second challenging those in our Law School. Although I 
had been succeeded by Lee Bollinger by that time, I was 
still named personally as a defendant in one of the cases 
(as the “et al.” in the Gratz vs. Bollinger et al. case). I had 
little influence on the strategies to defend both cases to 
the level of the Supreme Court, aside from giving day 
after day of depositions and having all of the records of 
my presidency digitized, archived, and posted publicly 
by our university history library.6

At Michigan, we felt it was important that we carry 
the water for the rest of higher education toward re-
establishing this important principle. Throughout our 

history, our university has been committed to extend-
ing more broadly educational opportunities to the 
working class, to women, to racial and ethnic minori-
ties, and to students from every state and nation. It was 
natural for us to lead yet another battle for equity and 
social justice.

Although the 2003 Supreme Court decisions were 
split, supporting the use of race in the admissions poli-
cies of our Law School and opposing the formula-based 
approach used for undergraduate admissions, the most 
important ruling in both cases stated, in the words of 
the Court: “Student body diversity is a compelling state 
interest that can justify the use of race in university ad-
mission. When race-based action is necessary to further 
a compelling governmental interest, such action does 
not violate the constitutional guarantee of equal pro-
tection so long as the narrow-tailoring requirement is 
also satisfied.”7 Hence, the Supreme Court decisions 
on the Michigan cases reaffirmed the policies and prac-

Graduation rates of African-American student 
cohorts six years afer initial entry

Number of minority tenured and tenure-track faculty

Number of university minority graduate fellowships Number of African-American faculty
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tices long used by the selective colleges and universi-
ties throughout the United States. More significant, it 
reaffirmed the importance of diversity in higher educa-
tion and established the principle that, with appropri-
ate design, race could be used as a factor in programs 
aimed at achieving diverse campuses. Hence, the battle 
was won, as the principle was firmly established by the 
highest court of the land. Or so we thought.

While an important battle had been won with the 
Supreme Court ruling, we soon learned that the war 
for diversity in higher education was far from over. As 
university lawyers across the nation began to ponder 
over the Court ruling, they persuaded their institutions 
to accept a very narrow interpretation of the Supreme 
Court decisions as the safest course. Actually, this pat-
tern began to appear at the University of Michigan dur-
ing the early stages of the litigation process. Even as the 
university launched the expensive legal battle (follow-
ing my presidency) to defend the use of race in college 
admissions, it throttled back many of the effective poli-
cies and programs created by the Michigan Mandate, 
in part out of concern that these might complicate the 
litigation battle. As a consequence, the enrollment of 
underrepresented minorities began almost immediate-
ly to drop at Michigan, eventually declining from 1996 
to 2002 by almost 25 percent overall and by as much 
as 50 percent in some of our professional schools. Al-
though there was an effort to rationalize this decline by 
suggesting that the publicity given the litigation over 
admissions policies was discouraging minority appli-
cants, there is little doubt in my mind that it was the 
dismantling of the Michigan Mandate that really set the 
university back.

Since the Supreme Court decision, many universi-
ties have begun to back away from programs aimed at 
recruitment, financial aid, and academic enrichment for 
minority undergraduate students, either eliminating 
entirely such programs or opening them up to nonmi-
nority students from low-income households. Threats 
of further litigation by conservative groups have inten-
sified this retrenchment. As a consequence, the enroll-
ments of underrepresented minorities are dropping 
again in many universities across the nation (including 
Michigan).8 After the years of effort in building success-
ful programs, such as the Michigan Mandate, and de-
fending the importance of diversity in higher education 
all the way to the Supreme Court, it would be tragic in-
deed if the decisions in the Michigan case caused more 
harm than good by unleashing the lawyers on the na-
tion’s campuses to block successful efforts to broaden 
educational opportunity and advance the cause of so-
cial justice.

Ironically, the uses of affirmative action (and pro-
grams that involved racial preference) were not high 
on the agenda of the Michigan Mandate. Rather, our 
success involved commitment, engagement, and ac-
countability for results. Yet there is ample evidence 
today, from such states as California and Texas, that a 
restriction to race-neutral policies will drastically limit 
the ability of elite programs and institutions to reflect 
diversity in any meaningful way. Former University 
of California president Richard Atkinson noted in a re-
cent address in Ann Arbor: “Proposition 209 asked the 
University of California to attract a student body that 
reflects the state’s diversity while ignoring two of the 
major constituents of this diversity—race and ethnicity. 

UM minority student enrollments UM African-American student enrollments
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A decade later, the legacy of this contradictory mandate 
is clear. Despite enormous efforts, we have failed badly 
to achieve the goal of a student body that encompasses 
California’s diverse population. The evidence suggests 
that without attention to race and ethnicity this goal 
will ultimately recede into impossibility.”9

In 2006, Michigan voters approved a constitutional 
referendum to ban the use of affirmative action in pub-
lic institutions similar to that of California’s Proposi-
tion 209. This referendum will prevent Michigan col-
leges and universities from using the narrowly tailored 
prescriptions of the 2003 Supreme Court decision. It is 
likely that the University of Michigan will see a rapid 
decline in campus diversity similar to that which has 
occurred in California. Yet it also seems clear that many 
people today believe that, despite the importance of di-

versity, racial preferences are contrary to American val-
ues of individual rights and the policy of color blindness 
that animated the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Atkinson 
suggests that we need a new strategy that recognizes 
the continuing corrosive force of racial inequality but 
does not stop there. We need a strategy grounded in 
the broad American tradition of opportunity, because 
opportunity is a value that Americans understand and 
support. We need a strategy that makes it clear that our 
society has a stake in ensuring every American an op-
portunity to succeed and that every American, in turn, 
has a stake in equality of opportunities and social jus-
tice in our nation.

Even while pursuing the racial diversity goals of the 
Michigan Mandate, we realized we could not ignore 
another glaring inequity in campus life. If we meant 

The Michigan Mandate: MLK Day Unity March, addressing student and alumni groups,
Professor Bunyon Bryant, Professor Charles Moody (with President Ford), Dean
Rhetaugh Dumas, Associate Vice Provost Lester Monts, toasting the heros of the
successful Michigan Mandate.
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to embrace diversity in its full meaning, we had to at-
tend to the long-standing concerns of women faculty, 
students, and staff. Here, once again, it took time—and 
considerable effort by many women colleagues (includ-
ing my wife and daughters)—to educate me and the 
rest of my administration to the point where we began 
to understand that the university simply had not suc-
ceeded in including and empowering women as full 
and equal partners in all aspects of its life and leader-
ship.

Despite the increasing pools of women in many 
fields, the number of new faculty hires and promotion 
of women had changed only slowly during the late 
twentieth century in most research universities. In some 
disciplines, such as the physical sciences and engineer-
ing, the shortages were particularly acute. We contin-
ued to suffer from the “glass ceiling” phenomenon: that 
is, because of hidden prejudice, women were unable to 
break through to the ranks of senior faculty and admin-
istrators, though no formal constraints prohibited their 
advancement. The proportion of women decreased 
steadily as one moved up the academic ladder. Addi-
tionally, there appeared to be an increasing tendency to 
hire women off the tenure track as postdoctoral schol-
ars, lecturers, clinicians, or research scientists. The rigid 
division among various faculty appointments offered 
little or no opportunity for these women to move into 
tenured faculty positions.

Many of our concerns derived from the extreme con-
centration of women in positions of lower status and 
power—as students, lower-paid staff, and junior fac-
ulty. The most effective lever for change might well be 
a rapid increase in the number of women holding posi-
tions of high status, visibility, and power. This would 
change not only the balance of power in decision mak-
ing but also the perception of who and what matters in 
the university. Finally, we realized that we needed to 
bring university policies and practices into better align-
ment with the needs and concerns of women students 
in a number of areas, including campus safety, student 
housing, student life, financial aid, and child care.

To address these challenges, the university devel-
oped and executed a second strategic effort, known as 
the Michigan Agenda for Women. While the actions 
proposed were intended to address the concerns of 
women students, faculty, and staff, many of them bene-

fited men as well. In developing the Michigan Agenda, 
we knew that different strategies were necessary for 
different parts of the university. Academic units varied 
enormously in the degree to which women participated 
as faculty, staff, and students. What might work in one 
area could fail miserably in another. Some fields, such 
as the physical sciences, had few women represented 
among their students and faculty. For them, it was nec-
essary to design and implement a strategy that spanned 
the entire pipeline, from K–12 outreach to undergradu-
ate and graduate education to faculty recruiting and 
development. For other fields, such as the social sci-
ences or law, there already was a strong pool of women 
students, and the challenge became one of attracting 
women from this pool into graduate and professional 
studies and eventually into academe. Still other units, 
such as education and many departments in humani-
ties and sciences, had strong participation of women 
among students and junior faculty but suffered from 
low participation in the senior ranks and in leadership 
roles.

As with the Michigan Mandate, the vision was 
again both simple yet compelling: that by the year 2000 
the university would become the leader among Ameri-
can universities in promoting and achieving the suc-
cess of women as faculty, students, and staff. Again, as 
president, I took a highly personal role in this effort, 
meeting with hundreds of groups on and off campus, 
to listen to their concerns and invite their participation 
in the initiative. There was significant rapid progress 
on many fronts for women students, faculty, and staff, 
including the appointment of a number of senior wom-
en faculty and administrators as deans and executive 
officers, improvement in campus safety, and improve-
ment of family care policies and child care resources. 
In 1997, Michigan appointed its first woman provost, 
Nancy Cantor (now president at Syracuse University). 
Finally, in 2002, the University of Michigan named its 
first woman president, Mary Sue Coleman.

The university also took steps to eliminate those 
factors that prevented other groups from participat-
ing fully in its activities. For example, we extended our 
antidiscrimination policies to encompass sexual orien-
tation and extended staff benefits and housing oppor-
tunities to same-sex couples. This was a particularly 
controversial action, because it was strongly opposed 
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not only by the religious Right but also by several of 
the university’s regents. Yet this was an issue of equity 
long frustrating to many faculty, staff, and students and 
required attention. Harold Shapiro had tried on several 
occasions, without success, to persuade the regents to 
extend its antidiscrimination policies to include the gay 
community. Finally, with a supportive, albeit short-
lived, Democratic majority among the regents, I de-
cided to move ahead rapidly to put in the policy while 
there was still political support, no matter how slim. 
The anticipated negative reaction was rapid and angry, 
including an attempt by the Michigan state legislature 
to deduct from our appropriation the estimated cost of 
the same-sex couple benefits (effectively blocked by our 
constitutional autonomy), a personal phone call from 
our Republican governor (although it was a call he did 
not want to make, and he did not insist on any par-

ticular action), and a concerted and successful effort to 
place two conservative Republican candidates on our 
board of regents in the next election (resulting in the 
horror of a 4–4 divided board during my last two years 
as president). We were determined to defend this ac-
tion, however, as part of a broader strategy. We had be-
come convinced that the university had both a compel-
ling interest in and responsibility to create a welcoming 
community, encouraging respect for diversity in all of 
the characteristics that can be used to describe human-
kind: age, race, ethnicity, nationality, gender, religious 
belief, sexual orientation, political beliefs, economic 
background, geographical background.

Listening, learning, planning, and selling the Michigan Agenda for Women
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Student Affairs

The social disruptions of the student protest move-
ments of the 1960s and 1970s led to the rejection of not 
only in loco parentis but many of the traditional val-
ues of the university, which were also perceived as the 
agenda of the oppressive establishment. As students 
pushed the faculty and the administration out of their 
lives, the universities themselves accepted less moral 
responsibility for the lives of students, in part out of 
fear of liability and litigation that might result from a 
deeper engagement and in part because of the shift in 
faculty interests and loyalty in the entrepreneurial uni-
versity. As a consequence, the students in most large 
universities lost the linkages to many of those institu-
tional values and traditions that had shaped the learn-
ing and lives of earlier generations.

My own educational experience had been in the 
early 1960s when such value-laden issues as the civil 
rights movement energized the campuses, in contrast 
to the later nihilistic protests against the establishment. 
Hence, I believed strongly in the role of the university 
president to provide moral leadership for the student 
body. In my early speeches, I challenged students to 
understand that freedom must be earned through re-
sponsible behavior. More specifically, I called for “a 
new respect for limits that carries with it concern for 
the moral values and restraints that unify communities 
and keep human conduct within acceptable bounds.” I 
maintained: “Universities cannot avoid the task. Like it 
or not, they will affect the moral development of their 
students by the ways in which they administer their 

rules of conduct, by the standard they achieve in deal-
ing with ethical issues confronting the institution, by 
the many who counsel their students and coach their 
athletic teams.” I went on to urge that “universities 
should be among the first to reaffirm the importance of 
basic values, such as honesty, promise keeping, free ex-
pression, and nonviolence, for these are not only prin-
ciples essential to civilized society; they are values on 
which all learning and discovery ultimately depend.”10

Two particular actions illustrate this approach: the 
effort to put into place a student disciplinary policy 
and my efforts to change the destructive culture of our 
fraternities. One of the university’s hangovers from 
the volatile days of the 1970s had been the absence of a 
code of student conduct. The elimination of this policy 
in 1974 had been intended only as a temporary lapse 
pending the development and adoption of a new and 
more contemporary code. But student government was 
given veto power over the process, and it had consis-
tently exercised this veto to prevent the development 
or adoption of a new disciplinary policy. As a result, the 
university had gone for almost 15 years without any 
of the student disciplinary policies characterizing es-
sentially every other university in the nation. The only 
option available for student disciplinary action was to 
utilize an obscure regents’ bylaw that gave the presi-
dent the authority to intervene personally to handle 
each incident. Although the university knew it was at 
some risk in the absence of such a student code—and 
was indeed out of compliance with federal laws that re-
quired such policies to govern such areas as substance 
abuse—each time an effort was made to develop a code, 
it was blocked by activist students (occasionally aided 
and abetted by a maverick regent, who appeared in this 
case to be a libertarian at heart).11

Yet another issue of great concern to many of our 
students, campus safety, also provided opportunities 
for protest to students who resented any authority. 
For most of the university’s history, Ann Arbor was 
a rather simple and safe residential community. But 
as southeastern Michigan evolved in the postwar era 
into a metroplex with intricate freeway networks link-
ing communities together, Ann Arbor acquired more 
of an urban character, with all of the safety concerns 
plaguing any large city. While many aspects of campus 
safety could be addressed through straightforward and 
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noncontroversial actions, such as improving lighting or 
putting security locks on residence hall entrances, there 
was one issue unique to the university proved to be 
more volatile: the absence of a campus police force. Un-
like most other large universities in America, the uni-
versity had never developed its own campus police and 
instead relied on community police and sheriff’s depu-
ties. Throughout the 1980s, it became more and more 
evident that local law enforcement authorities simply 
would never regard the university as their top priority. 
Their responsiveness to campus crime and other safety 
concerns was increasingly intermittent and unreliable. 
Furthermore, most other universities had found that 

the training and sensitivity required by police deal-
ing with students was far more likely to be present in 
a campus-based police organization than in any com-
munity police force.

The issues of both the code of student conduct and 
a campus police force came into focus in 1992, when 
a university task force on campus safety strongly rec-
ommended that both be established. Although surveys 
indicated that most students supported both steps, a 
number of student groups (including student govern-
ment and the Michigan Daily) rapidly assembled a co-
alition to protest under the slogan “No cops, no codes, 
no guns.” Like most protests resisting efforts to bring 

Student protests: the lifeblood of the social consciousness of the university
and sometimes the bane of the university president!
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the university in line with the rest of higher education, 
this one rapidly faded. The campus police force was es-
tablished and demonstrated not only that they could 
reduce crime on campus but, further, that they were 
far more sensitive to student needs and concerns than 
the local Ann Arbor police. Several years later, students 
again protested, this time to urge more deployment of 
campus police in preference to the use of city police.

There was also major change in Greek life during 
my years at the helm. Since the 1960s, the university 
had generally kept at arm’s-length distance from fra-
ternities and sororities, even though over 6,000 under-
graduates each year chose these as their residential en-
vironment. This reluctance to become involved grew, 
in part, from the university’s concern about liability 
for the institution should it become too closely linked 
with fraternity behavior. This attitude of benign neglect 
changed in the late 1980s, when the university—and 
the Ann Arbor community—became increasingly con-
cerned about a series of fraternity incidents involving 
drinking and sexual harassment. The university con-
cluded that it had a major responsibility, both to its 
students and to the Ann Arbor community, to become 
more involved with the Greeks.

As president, I finally decided it was time to step in 
and called a special meeting with the presidents of all 
of the university’s fraternities, to address the growing 
concerns about their destructive behavior. I reminded 
them of Michigan’s heritage of leadership, and I chal-
lenged them to strengthen their own capacity to disci-
pline renegade members through such organizations as 
the Interfraternity Council. Although I issued a strong 
challenge for self-discipline, I also indicated quite clear-
ly that the university would act with whatever force 
was necessary to protect the student body and the sur-
rounding community. (More precisely, I suggested that 
if their disruptive behavior continued, I would come 
down on fraternities “like a ton of bricks.”)

This challenge was picked up by fraternity lead-
ers, and a new spirit of responsible behavior and dis-
cipline began to appear. Policies were adopted forbid-
ding drinking during rush, along with strong sanctions 
against entertaining minors from the Ann Arbor com-
munity in the houses. With the arrival of Maureen 
Hartford as vice president for student affairs, the uni-
versity took further steps by hiring a staff member to 

serve as liaison with the Greeks. This is not to suggest 
that misbehavior in Greek life vanished from the cam-
pus. Indeed, several fraternities suffered from such a 
pattern of poor behavior that their national organiza-
tions agreed to withdraw their charter, hence they were 
removed from campus. But in general, the nature of 
Greek life became one of far greater responsibility and 
self-discipline.

Institutional Integrity

Closely related to a president’s responsibility for 
moral leadership are those values and ethical principles 
undergirding institutional integrity. Mark Yudolf, chan-
cellor of the University of Texas, has observed: “This is 
the era of Enron; this is the era of disclosure. This wave 
has already swept over the public schools, and now it 
is approaching higher education. Either you help to 
shape this accountability revolution so that it is done in 
an intelligent way, or you’re going to get swept over by 
it.”12 Of course, part of the problem is the very complex-
ity of the issues and ethical incidents. To be sure, there 
are obvious cases that amount essentially to criminal 
activity: for example, the cases with Enron, Tyco, and 
WorldCom. But how should one deal with more subtle 
business practices, such as the predatory behavior of 
Microsoft to prevent competitors from accessing their 
operating system, the American automobile industry’s 
efforts to block enhanced fuel economy, or the decisions 
of pharmaceutical companies to ignore the needs of 
children for vaccinations and instead focus drug devel-
opment to the far more lucrative market of aging baby 
boomers?

Higher education has its own list of high-profile 
ethical lapses: the loss of life in clinical trials conducted 
by faculty with interests in associated spin-off compa-
nies; the blatant conflict of interest of trustees cutting 
business deals with one another at their institutions’ 
expense; college sports scandals involving sexual as-
sault and substance abuse; and a host of extreme cases 
of faculty misbehavior in such areas as scientific integ-
rity, sexual harassment of students, and so forth. But 
here, too, there are more subtle issues that raise serious 
ethical questions: the “management,” rather than the 
“avoidance,” of conflict of interest in the commercial-
ization of intellectual property, which is clearly distort-
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ing the scientific enterprise, limiting publication and 
even cooperation among investigators; the tolerance 
of the abysmal graduation rates of college football and 
basketball players (now well under 50 percent), which 
clearly represent exploitation of these young students at 
a time when their coaches’ compensation has soared to 
truly obscene levels; and the exposure of our students 
to credit-card scams and other predatory commercial 
practices on our campuses. Just as with the business 
community, lapses in ethical behavior can cause very 
great damage to the reputation and integrity of the uni-
versity and of higher education more generally, under-
mining its privileged place in our society.

When one institution stumbles, we all get tarnished, 
as public opinion surveys clearly indicate. It all comes 
down to the need to make judgments and decisions on 
increasingly complex cases. This requires a solid foun-
dation of institutional values that frequently goes be-
yond what the law would require. It also requires an 
extensive program of education about fundamental in-
stitutional and social values for students, faculty, and 
staff—not just a focus on the laws. Put another way, just 
as with the business community, universities are at in-
creasing risk if they lack a clearly understood and ac-
cepted code of ethics and a process for educating the 
university community and continually reviewing and 
revising, when necessary, both the code of ethics and 
the policies and guidelines for its implementation.

So where are the key areas of concern? Clearly, 
we must include those areas that relate directly to the 
fundamental education and scholarly mission of the 
university, such as academic integrity and research ac-
countability. But universities are also places charged 
with developing human potential and serving society. 
Hence, there are such concerns as faculty-student rela-
tionships, exploitation of students, and the protection 
of human subjects. Since universities are places where 
the young are not only educated but socialized, they 
also confront such issues as student disciplinary poli-
cies, substance abuse concerns, sexual harassment and 
assault, and a host of “isms” (e.g., racism, sexism, elit-
ism, and extremism). Finally, since many of our insti-
tutions are multibillion-dollar global conglomerates, 
higher education also faces most of the same challenges 
with business practices characterizing any publicly 
traded corporation.

Today, many factors are intensifying both the impor-
tance and the complexity of ethical behavior in higher 
education. For example, the soaring commercialism of 
intellectual property, increasing university dependence 
on business activities (e.g., endowment management), 
faculty dependence on external compensation (con-
sulting, publishing, equity interests), and increasing 
pressures on auxiliary activities (e.g., hospitals and 
intercollegiate athletics) raise serious issues of conflict 
of interest and business practice, comparable to those 
addressed by the Sarbanes-Oxley Act in the corporate 
setting. As mission creep continues to expand the com-
plexity and scope of universities with new enterprises, 
it also entails new risks, such as the equity interests as-
sociated with technology transfer, real estate ventures, 
expansion of health care systems, international activi-
ties, and technology (software piracy). Driving it all is 
the increasingly Darwinian nature of the competitive 
environment in higher education—for the best faculty 
and students, for research grants and private gifts, for 
winning athletic programs, and for reputation.

More fundamentally, in an era in which the market-
place is replacing public policy in determining the na-
ture of higher education in America, one must question 
the degree to which financial gain is replacing public 
purpose in determining the actions of universities and 
their faculty, staff, students, and governing boards. I 
believe we have reached a tipping point that requires 
more rigorous attention to institutional values and ethi-
cal practices in higher education. Clearly, the privileged 
place of universities demands higher standards than 
those simply required by law or public perception. Af-
ter all, values are far more important than laws. There is 
a very significant difference between legal behavior and 
ethical behavior. The law provides very little guidance 
as to what is or is not ethical behavior, particularly in 
an academic institution where such values as academic 
freedom, rigorous scholarly inquiry, and openness re-
quire higher standards than those merely tolerated by 
the law.

The lesson of the past several years of corporate 
misbehavior—from Enron, WorldCom, and so on—in-
volves the importance of both process and transpar-
ency. The corrective medicine of the Sarbanes-Oxley 
Act demands that corporations and their boards of 
directors not only have to be fiscally accountable but 
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also have to be able to prove it. Some universities, such 
as the University of Texas, have already adopted such 
reforms as best practices. There are increasing calls to 
strengthen financial controls at colleges, not simply 
by government, but also by credit-rating agencies, ac-
counting and law firms, and private foundations. But 
while these may pose challenges—albeit necessary—
the call for greater accountability and transparency 
may also present important opportunities.

Here, governing boards must be particularly atten-
tive, since they will increasingly be held to the same 
standards as the boards of directors of publicly trad-
ed corporations, both in their own competency and in 
the processes they utilize for assuring institutional in-
tegrity. Furthermore, governing boards must be more 
scrupulous in their oversight of both the compensation 
and the expenditures of senior university administra-
tors, with particular attention paid to the university 
president. In public universities, this extends to trans-
parency, since the failure to disclose key aspects of 
presidential compensation or expenditures can be just 
as damaging politically as the inappropriate nature of 
these decisions.

Finally, achieving public trust and confidence in 
higher education may require some reform of the acad-
emy itself. The academy claims to be a profession, much 
like law, medicine, and engineering. Members of such 
learned professions agree to maintain high standards 
of performance, to restrain self-interest, and to promote 
ideals of public service in areas of responsibility. In re-
turn, society grants them substantial autonomy to regu-
late themselves.

Many of the recent scandals in business practices 
resulted from professionals—such as accountants, 
lawyers, bankers, security analysts, and corporate of-
ficers—allowing self-interest and greed to trump integ-
rity. Rather than acting as a constraint against excess, 
they facilitated unrestrained self-interest. As a result, 
their professions are increasingly losing their autono-
my, as government steps in to provide strict regulations 
for professional practice (e.g., through the Sarbanes-
Oxley Act), largely because the professions have lost 
the public trust.

There is an important lesson here for higher educa-
tion. Like other professions, the professoriat is granted 
the autonomy of academic freedom as long as it is able 

to demonstrate that it has the capacity to set and en-
force standards for ethical behavior. Yet, in all candor, it 
has failed to do so. Such ethical codes as those adopted 
by the American Association of University Professors 
and various disciplinary societies are largely vague 
and toothless. The evidence suggests that many faculty 
members fail to set high standards for the behavior of 
their colleagues, frequently tolerating the most blatant 
misbehavior of colleagues. The academy’s credibility 
to students is undermined by inattention to teaching, 
exploitation of student relationships, and numerous ex-
amples of conflict of interest (e.g., scholarly ethics).

As a result of its benign neglect of professional eth-
ics, the professoriat could find itself facing the same in-
trusion of regulation and constraint now characterizing 
the legal, accounting, and business professions, should 
the public lose confidence that it is upholding its end of 
the social contract that provides academic freedom and 
autonomy. Trustees need to act to hold the professoriat 
more accountable for maintaining its end of the social 
compact. They should require orientation programs for 
new faculty and include substantial material on ethics 
and values in graduate education, as these are key to 
producing the next generation of professors.

More specifically, the increasing demand for insti-
tutional accountability and integrity may provide an 
important opportunity to reinsert the subject of values 
and ethics into the curriculum. Key to institutional in-
tegrity is an understanding and acceptance of those val-
ues and traditions that undergird an institution. Some 
of these are fundamental academic values, such as aca-
demic freedom, scholarly integrity, and openness. Oth-
ers trace back to the institutional saga—the history and 
culture—of the particular institution. But unfortunately, 
all discussion of such values seems to be missing from 
campus these days. Presidential and trustee leadership 
can fill some of the gap created by faculty reluctance to 
discuss moral values with students. Today’s climate of 
increasing public scrutiny and accountability may pres-
ent an opportunity. It is now easier to make the case 
that it is time for universities to take strong action to 
stimulate a dialogue concerning and a commitment to 
embracing fundamental values and ethics in their ac-
tivities—certainly in their practices, but perhaps even 
more so in their fundamental activities of teaching and 
scholarship.
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The Bully Pulpit

It was my experience that opportunities for moral 
leadership by the president were not only abundant 
but also highly influential. The examples described in 
this chapter were important and, to be sure, required a 
certain amount of intestinal fortitude and tolerance for 
danger. But they concerned only the mainstream inter-
ests of the university.

Like other presidents of major universities, includ-
ing my predecessors at Michigan, I also used the bully 
pulpit to address moral issues of broader social import, 
such as the deteriorating social foundations of our fam-
ilies and communities, the growing divisions in our so-
ciety (by race, class, age, religion, political persuasion), 
the increasing distrust of social institutions, the eroding 
appreciation of quality, and the growing imbalance cre-
ated by consumption to satisfy present desires at the 
expense of investment for the future. After such fire-
and-brimstone addresses, I would always try to end on 
an upbeat note, albeit one of challenge.

America—and Michigan—have called upon some 
generations more than others for exceptional service 
and sacrifice, to defend and preserve our way of life 
for future generations, from taming Frontier America 
and the Revolutionary War to the Civil War, securing 
through suffrage the voting rights of all of our citizens, 
World Wars I and II, and the Civil Rights Movement. 
Americans have always answered the call. Now, no less 
than in those earlier struggles, our generation must rise 
to the challenge to serve. This time there are no foreign 
enemies. Our battlefield is at home and with ourselves. 
I’ve no doubt that in the end we will prevail through 
our collective wisdom and resolve.

Of course, with each sacred cow challenged, with 
each ox gored, I would use up a bit more political capi-
tal. But I believed these were messages that folks need-
ed to hear, and as president of the University of Michi-
gan, it was my responsibility to be the messenger, even 
if it shortened my tenure in the process. Sometimes 
people even agreed with me. Or at least they respected 
my right to be heard.13

Pastoral Care

The contemporary university is much like a city, 

comprised of a bewildering array of neighborhoods 
and communities. To the faculty, it has almost a feu-
dal structure, divided up into highly specialized aca-
demic units, frequently with little interaction even with 
disciplinary neighbors, much less with the rest of the 
campus. To the student body, the university is an excit-
ing, confusing, and sometimes frustrating complexity 
of challenges and opportunities, rules and regulations, 
drawing students together only in major events, such 
as fall football games or campus protests. To the staff, 
the university has a more subtle character, with the 
parts woven together by policies, procedures, and prac-
tices evolving over decades, all too frequently invisible 
or ignored by the students and faculty. In some ways, 
the modern university is so complex, so multifaceted, 
that it seems that the closer one is to it and the more 
intimately one is involved with its activities, the harder 
it is to understand its entirety and the more likely one is 
to miss the forest for the trees.

But a university is also a diverse community of 
many families: faculty, staff, and students; deans and 
executive officers; office staff and former presidents. As 
university president, one not only becomes a member of 
each of these families but also assumes responsibilities 
to understand, support, encourage, and protect them, 
to understand their concerns and their aspirations, and 
to advance their causes. This pastoral role is among the 
most important and challenging, yet also most reward-
ing, aspects of university leadership.

In the early days of American higher education, 
many college presidents played a direct role in student 
life, knowing each student by name and following their 
progress, much as would the headmaster of a prepa-
ratory academy. Yet from its earliest days, Michigan’s 
presidents followed a different path. They sought to 
build not simply a college but instead a great university 
where faculty scholarship and professional education 
would be placed on an equal footing with the training 
and socialization of young adults. Both Henry Tappan 
and James Angell were strongly opposed to such col-
lege traditions as dormitories and rigid discipline. They 
believed that students should be treated as adults, liv-
ing independently in the community, rather than sub-
jected to a common and carefully prescribed living ex-
perience. Later attempts to impose the collegiate model 
at Michigan, such as those by C. C. Little, met fierce 
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resistance from both faculty and students alike—and 
continue to do so today.

Beyond this striking difference in educational phi-
losophy, the size and diversity of such large universities 
as Michigan, with tens of thousands of students spread 
across hundreds of different disciplines and profes-
sional majors, dictates much of the presidential role 
with respect to students. Certainly, the president may 
have significant impact on the student body through 
involvement in key policy areas, such as admissions, 
student conduct, and student extracurricular activi-
ties (including, of course, intercollegiate athletics). But 
much of the president’s direct interaction with students 
involves symbolic activities—for example, presiding 
over such student events as convocations, honors cer-

emonies, and, of course, commencement.
Some university presidents still attempt to teach a 

regularly scheduled course and hold office hours for 
students. Others maintain research programs—even 
laboratories—and advise graduate students. Yet first as 
provost and then as president, I soon became convinced 
that the complexity, unpredictability, and importance of 
presidential duties and responsibilities outweighed any 
substantive or symbolic value to taking on the addi-
tional burden of regularly scheduled courses (although 
I did spend much of my time educating legislators, 
trustees, alumni, and even the faculty on the intricacies 
of the contemporary university). Instead, I used other 
methods to keep in touch with students and student is-
sues, including regular visits as a guest lecturer (some-

Student events hosted by the president and first lady
(at times the University’s “mom and pop”)
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times unannounced) in a wide array of undergraduate 
and graduate classes; frequent meals with students in 
residence halls; regular meetings with leaders of vari-
ous student groups, such as student government and 
the student newspaper; and a series of events that my 
wife, Anne, would arrange at the President’s House 
for various student groups throughout the university 
year—on a schedule compatible with other obligations 
and responsibilities.

Campuses with an activist student body pose a par-
ticularly exhilarating challenge for the president. Michi-
gan’s tradition of activism, while being a source of great 
energy and excitement, had its drawbacks, particularly 
when the issues and agendas were more annoying than 
compelling—for example, opposing all rules governing 
student behavior or legalizing marijuana. Student pro-
tests can distract the attention of the institution and the 
president from other, more compelling priorities, such 
as achieving academic excellence. They can dominate 
the local headlines and occasionally trigger strong po-
litical responses, sometimes favoring student issues, 
sometimes opposing them. Student protests can also 
catch the attention of the university’s governing board. 
Hence, like it or not, a university president frequently 
becomes the point person in dealing with student pro-
tests.

To be sure, on many occasions, student activism has 
had a very positive effect in raising issues of great im-
portance—for example, the protest against the Vietnam 
War in the 1960s, the environmental movement in the 
1970s, and the campaign to raise awareness of social 
injustice and the plight of underrepresented minority 
communities through the latter half of the twentieth 
century. Yet there is an ebb and flow to student activ-
ism, just as there is to broader political life. This flow 
is determined not only by social issues of the times 
(e.g., an unpopular war, the draft, an economic down-
turn, the lack of jobs for graduating students) but also 
by the quality of student leadership, since pulling to-
gether such movements requires some talent. There 
were occasional flare-ups of student activism during 
my years as a campus administrator, sometimes over 
such important issues as racial tolerance or gay rights, 
sometimes over cosmic concerns that have long since 
lost any relevance, such as establishing Ann Arbor as a 
nuclear-free zone. I found the students involved to be 

quite sincere and committed to their cause, and I must 
confess that there have been many moments of peace 
and quiet on the campus when I have longed for a more 
activist student body.

In my inauguration address, I began my comments 
to the faculty by observing: “It is sometimes said that 
great universities are run by their faculties, for their 
faculties. Clearly the quality of our institutions is de-
termined by the quality of our faculty—by their talents, 
their commitments, and their actions.”14 This faculty-
centric statement reflected well my own perspective, 
shaped by two decades of toiling in the faculty vine-
yards at Michigan—teaching, conducting research, ad-
vising students, hustling research grants, and serving 
on faculty committee after committee after committee. 
Similarly, my wife, Anne, had served in numerous lead-
ership roles with university faculty and community 
groups.

Anne and I had developed empathy for faculty life 
through personal experience, understanding well the 
stresses of promotion and tenure decisions, the relative 
poverty of junior faculty, and the frustrations of faculty 
politics. From this background, we understood clearly 
our obligation to serve the faculty of the university in 
various leadership roles—first as dean, then as provost, 
and finally as president. Yet even in these leadership 
roles, we continued to view ourselves as first and fore-
most members of the university’s faculty community, 
on temporary assignment to administrative positions. 
Of course, despite our best efforts, many of our friends 
and colleagues among the faculty began to pull away 
from us, whether because of the faculty’s natural sus-
picion of all administrators, because of their perception 
that we no longer had time for our old activities and 
friends, or because we were being held prisoner in the 
fortress of the administration building, out of sight, out 
of touch, and out of mind.

The deans themselves form yet another family of 
the university, occasionally in competition with one 
another, more frequently working together, but always 
requiring the attention and the pastoral care of the 
president and the provost. Being a faculty member is 
the best job in a university (with the most prestige, the 
most freedom, and the most opportunity), but if one has 
to be an academic administrator, the next best role—at 
least at Michigan—is that of a dean. Although some of 
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Michigan’s academic units (e.g., the College of Litera-
ture, Science, and the Arts and the School of Medicine) 
rival major universities in their size, financial resources, 
and organizational complexity, both the size and the in-
tellectual span of most UM schools and colleges is just 
about right to allow true leadership. To be sure, deans 
have to answer in both directions, to the provost from 
above and to their faculty from below. But their capacity 
to control both their own destiny and that of their school 

is far beyond that of most administrators.
Since the University of Michigan is so heavily de-

pendent on the quality of its deans, most presidents 
and provosts make a great effort to attract the very best 
people into these important positions. It is my belief 
that great universities have great deans. Hence, it is im-
portant for the president and provost to work closely 
together not only in the appointment and support of 
these key academic leaders but also to build a sense of 

Pastoral care for the faculty
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community among them, establishing friendships and 
bonds, since these, in turn, glue together the university. 
Perhaps because of our own experience as members 
of the “deans’ family,” Anne and I were always on the 
lookout for new ways to involve the deans more inti-
mately in the leadership of the university.

We took similar pride in the quality of the executive 
leadership team of the university, which I believed to 
be one of the strongest in the nation, both during my 
administration and throughout the university’s earlier 
history. The executive officers were also a family, al-
though, quite unlike the deans, they were characterized 
by great diversity in roles and backgrounds: some were 
line officers; others were in staff roles. Although many 
of the executive officers at most universities come from 
outside the academy (e.g., business and law), Michigan 
had a very unusual situation during my years as presi-

dent: all of our senior officers had academic roots, some 
even with ongoing teaching and research responsibili-
ties. This not only provided the leadership team with 
a deep understanding of academic issues but gave us 
important flexibility in breaking down the usual bu-
reaucracy to form multiofficer teams to address key 
issues, such as federal research policy, fund-raising, 
resource allocation, and even academic policy—issues 
that would be constrained to administrative silos in 
other universities.

The UM board of regents comprised yet another fam-
ily requiring pastoral care by the president. Although 
most of our governing board members were dedicated 
public servants with a strong interest and loyalty to the 
university, there were among some members, as with 
any family, occasional disagreements—indeed, long-
standing feuds—that might last months or even years. 

Pastoral care for the deans
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But this was not surprising for a governing board that 
owed both its election and its support to highly parti-
san political constituencies.

Although Anne and I tried to be attentive to the 
concerns of both current and past board members, our 
position was complicated by the fact that we were occa-
sionally viewed by some regents as hired hands, totally 
subservient and submissive to their particular requests 
and occasional whims. Although every effort was made 
to treat the regents with respect, concern, and attentive-
ness, the great diversity among the attitudes of individ-
ual regents toward the role of the president and the first 

lady made the task extremely complex, as it had been 
for our predecessors over the years. Most presidents of 
public universities know these challenges well.

Students and faculty members tend to take the staff 
of a university pretty much for granted. While they un-
derstand these are the people who “keep the trains run-
ning on time” and who provide them with the environ-
ment they need for teaching and research, most view 
staff as only the supporting cast for the real stars, the 
faculty. When staff come to mind at all, it is usually as 
a source of complaints. To many faculty members, such 
service units as the Plant Department, the Purchasing 

Pastoral care for the executive officers
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Department, and the Office of University Audits are 
sometimes viewed as the enemy.

Yet with each step up the ladder of academic ad-
ministration, my wife and I came to appreciate more 
just how critical the staff was to both the functioning 
and the continuity of the university. It became clear to 
us that throughout the university, whether at the level 
of secretaries, custodians, or groundskeepers or the 
rarified heights of senior administrators for finance, 
hospital operations, or facilities construction and man-
agement, the quality of the university’s staff, coupled 
with their commitment and dedication, was actually 

just as important as the faculty in making Michigan the 
remarkable institution it has become. In some ways, it 
was even more so, since unlike many faculty members, 
who view their first responsibilities as to their disci-
pline or perhaps their careers, most staff members are 
true professionals, deeply committed to the welfare of 
the university as their highest priority, many dedicating 
their entire careers to the institution. Most staff mem-
bers serve the university far longer than the faculty, 
who tend to be lured away by the marketplace. This 
was impressed on me twice each year, when the presi-
dent would host a banquet to honor staff with long-

Pastoral care for the staff
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volving layoffs—or campus unrest. Anne and I always 
gave the highest priority to events that demonstrated 
the importance of staff to the university and our strong 
support for their efforts. Whenever launching a major 
strategic effort, such as the Michigan Mandate or the 
Michigan Agenda for Women, I would meet with nu-
merous staff groups throughout the university to ex-
plain the effort and seek their advice and counsel. We 
made it a point to attend or host staff receptions, for 
example, to honor a retiring staff member or celebrate 
an important achievement. While we understood the 
central role of faculty in determining the quality of aca-
demic programs, we felt it was important that the presi-
dent always be seen, in word and in deed, as committed 
to the welfare of the entire university community—stu-
dents, faculty, and staff—in a balanced sense.

In our presidential roles, Anne and I were always 
very conscious of being part of another very impor-

term service—20, 30, even 40 years. In a very real sense, 
it is frequently the staff that provide, through years of 
service, the continuity of both the culture of the univer-
sity and its commitment to excellence. Put another way, 
the staff perpetuate the institutional saga of the univer-
sity as much as do the students, faculty, or alumni.

Beyond their skill, competence, and dedication to the 
university, there was also a remarkable spirit of team-
work among staff members. We found ourselves work-
ing with them not so much as supervisors but, rather, as 
colleagues. In time, we began to view our presidential 
roles as more akin to those of staff than faculty, in the 
sense that our first obligation was always to the welfare 
of the university rather than to our academic discipline 
or professional career.

While intensely loyal to the university, staff also re-
quire pastoral care from the president, particularly dur-
ing difficult times, such as budget cuts—sometimes in-

The presidential staff
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tant Michigan family comprised of former presidents 
and first ladies of the university. We believed ourselves 
particularly fortunate in having several of these former 
presidential teams—the Hatchers, the Flemings, and 
the Smiths—living in Ann Arbor, with the Shapiros 
only a phone call away at Princeton. This gave us ac-
cess to almost half a century of experience and wisdom.

We made it a point not only to seek the advice and 
counsel of earlier presidents and spouses whenever we 
could but also to involve them as completely in the life 
of the university as they wished to be. We made cer-
tain that they were invited to all major campus activi-
ties, such as dinners, receptions, commencements, and 
VIP visits. This conscious effort to involve the former 
presidents in the life of the university was intended not 

only to take advantage of their experience and wisdom 
but to better establish a sense of continuity. We realized 
that each presidency built on the accomplishments of 
its predecessors, and we wanted to make certain this 
was recognized throughout the university.

We also immensely enjoyed the friendship of the 
Hatchers, Flemings, Smiths, and Shapiros. There was a 
bond that only those who serve in the presidential role 
can understand. Even after one of our interim presi-
dents, Allen Smith, passed away, we felt it very im-
portant to keep his wife, Alene, involved in university 
activities. When we had the opportunity to honor the 
Shapiros by naming the newly renovated undergrad-
uate library after them, Anne went all out to design 
events for the Shapiros and their families, to convey a 

Four decades of leadership of the University of Michigan: Harlan and Anne Hatcher, 
Robben and Sally Fleming, Allan and Alene Smith, and Harold and Vivian Shapiro
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sense of the university’s appreciation for their efforts.
Both Anne and I believed it important always to 

keep in mind the historical context for leadership. Such 
institutions as the University of Michigan have exist-
ed for centuries and will continue to do so, served by 
generation after generation of leaders. To serve the uni-
versity, any Michigan president must understand and 
acknowledge the accomplishments of his or her pre-
decessors and build on their achievements. Each presi-
dent must strive to pass along to his or her successor an 
institution that is better, stronger, and more vital than 
the one he or she inherited. Indeed, this strong tradition 
of improvement from one presidency to the next has 
long been the guiding spirit of the university’s leaders.

While Michigan enjoys an intense loyalty among 
its students, faculty, and staff, it can also be a tough 
environment for many. It is a very large and complex 
institution, frequently immersed in controversial so-
cial and political issues. The Michigan campus culture 
has evolved to accommodate a tough political neigh-
borhood. The president’s challenge is to provide pas-
toral care and leadership for a highly diverse campus 
community that, left to its own devices, could become 
highly fragmented—that is, to create community in a 
cold climate.

During my presidency, Anne and I sought to tem-
per somewhat the university’s hardened character by 
stressing certain “c” words: community, communication, 

Flying the flag with alumni, around the world (including two “Presidents” Ford, 
Geraldine (of the UM Alumni Association, and Gerald (of the United States)
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comity, cooperation, civility, caring, concern, and commit-
ment—in contrast to the harsher “c” words competition, 
complaining, conniving, and conflict. (Anne suggested 
adding some other “c” words just for students, such as 
cleanliness and chastity, but she soon realized this was a 
hopeless cause.) Particularly during a period of change, 
we believed that we needed to better link together the 
various cultures, values, and experiences that char-

acterized our campus community. We also sought to 
build a greater sense of pride in and loyalty to the insti-
tution, pulling people together with a common vision 
and commitment to the achievement of excellence.

Some of the most important changes occurring at the 
university during the decade of my leadership affected 
the various family cultures of the university. The stu-
dent culture evolved beyond the distrust and confron-

Pastoral care for the “First Family” of the University of Michigan:
Susan (BS, Yale ‘88; MD-MPH UM ‘93); Katharine (BA, Harvard ‘89; PhD UM ‘97)
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tation born in the 1960s to a spirit of mutual respect and 
trust with the administration. The university’s commit-
ment to diversity through such major strategic efforts 
as the Michigan Mandate and the Michigan Agenda for 
Women would never have been possible without such 
a major change in the campus climate. So too, the staff 
culture became more tolerant of change, in part because 
of our efforts to recognize the staff’s loyalty and im-
mense contributions to the university.

Changes occurred far more slowly in the faculty 
culture, because of its complexity and diversity. Funda-
mental academic values—academic freedom, intellec-
tual integrity, striving for excellence—still dominated 
this culture, as they must in any great university. How-
ever, there seemed to be a growing sense of adventure 
and excitement throughout the university, as both fac-
ulty and staff were more willing to take risks, to try 
new things, and to tolerate failure as part of the learn-
ing process. While the university was still not yet where 
it needed to be in encouraging the level of experimen-
tation and adventure necessary to define its future, it 
seemed clear that this spirit was beginning to take hold.

personal traits and traps
Each president approaches the challenge of moral 

leadership in a unique way, shaped by his or her own 
experiences, personality, and deeply held values. As 
a skilled labor negotiator, Robben Fleming looked for 
teachable moments even during the most stressful mo-
ments of confrontation, always able to control his own 
demeanor while those about him lost theirs. His calm, 
reassuring approach to difficult issues, tempered at 
times with a Midwestern sense of humor, served him 
well in providing moral leadership.

In contrast, Harold Shapiro always gave careful 
and deep thought to the values underlying major is-
sues, such as racism on campus or faculty governance. 
One could always be certain that Shapiro not only lis-
tened carefully but read thoroughly the arguments and 
concerns of others and that he had given matters great 
thought. Although he found it more difficult than did 
Fleming to remain emotionally detached from many is-
sues, his careful, thoughtful approach was understood 
and accepted by all (or at least most).

Clearly, I was neither a skilled negotiator nor always 
a sufficiently thoughtful (or even rational) leader. But 
my small-town Midwestern roots gave me a “what you 

see is what you get” reputation. One of the leaders of 
the Michigan Mandate, Charles Moody, stated, “If Pres-
ident Duderstadt tells you he is going to do something, 
you can take it to the bank.”

Along with these personality characteristics (possi-
bly flaws to some), I also enjoyed taking on apparently 
insurmountable challenges, in part because sometimes 
I actually managed to accomplish something. Even if 
I occasionally failed, I rationalized that someone had 
to do it, and it might as well be me. After all, that goes 
with the territory of the presidency.

Taking on issues of values and morality can be haz-
ardous to one’s health, not to mention one’s career. Not 
only are they usually controversial, but they also fre-
quently demand leadership on the front lines. I firmly 
believe that only a leader who is willing to carry the 
flag into battle can move such complex agendas ahead, 
albeit at considerable personal risk. This is perhaps the 
reason why so few institutions make progress in such 
complex areas as social diversity. Several examples il-
lustrate this philosophy.

Many viewed as a significant risk my decision to de-
liver a sermon on the importance of social diversity at 
Detroit’s largest African American church, the Hartford 
Memorial Baptist Church. But it was key to building 
the broad support we needed for the Michigan Man-
date. In a similar sense, going over alone to meet with 
all of the deans and department chairs of the Medical 
School to read them the riot act about their failures to 
provide more opportunities for minorities and women 
students and faculty probably left some bruises (and 
grudges). But it certainly got the message across.

So, too, did my decision to address the Michigan 
Quarterback Club, a large body of the football team’s 
most rabid fans, which excluded women from their 
meetings. It would have been easier to take the poli-
tician’s approach of simply blasting their behavior in 
the press, although I suspect that this would have sim-
ply bounced off their stag policies. Instead, by using a 
personal appearance as a teachable moment, I was able 
to convince them that there was simply no place in the 
university for gender discrimination and that it was my 
intent to remove their university recognition if women 
were not promptly and fully integrated into their ac-
tivities. Needless to say, the change was immediate and 
permanent, even if the grumbling continued for a few 
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months.
My support of such issues as diversity and gay rights 

posed certain dangers from the political environment. 
On any given issue, presidents may decide that this is 
not the ditch they choose to die in. But sometimes, risk-
ing one’s tenure is necessary to sustain one’s personal 
integrity. Diversity was clearly one such issue for me. 
Although the university’s efforts to achieve diversity 
received the strong support of most members of the 
university community and alumni, these efforts were 
not accomplished without considerable resistance. In 
the mid-1990s, the mood of the nation began to shift 
toward the Right, and the university was attacked more 
frequently for its stances on such issues as affirmative 
action and gay rights. Indeed, during the last year of 
my tenure, even as other institutions, such as the Uni-
versity of California, were backing away from affirma-
tive action programs, I publicly reaffirmed Michigan’s 
strong commitment to the Michigan Mandate, with the 
strong support of the campus community, and estab-
lished even further the university’s leadership in high-
er education.

Yet these political forces began to affect the univer-
sity’s board of regents, resulting in the election of new 
conservative members who joined others on the board 
who had opposed the university’s diversity efforts. 
There was little doubt that my deep commitment to di-
versity and outspoken efforts to lead the university in 
this direction were not well received by many beyond 
the campus, who preferred a far more conservative—
and socially homogeneous—campus. In retrospect, I 
have little doubt that these efforts consumed a great 
deal of my political capital—with the regents, with po-
litical leaders in the state, and perhaps with the media. 
It can be argued that they were instrumental in erod-
ing regental support to the point where, months later, 
I would conclude that I no longer had sufficient sup-
port to continue my ambitious agenda for university 
transformation. Yet I also believe that I would probably 
choose to fight in this ditch again, even knowing the 
outcome. There are few causes that are clearly worthy 
of such sacrifices. Social justice and equity are certainly 
among them.
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One of first questions usually posed to candidates 
for university presidencies concerns their vision for the 
future of the institution. However, beyond such plati-
tudes as “enhancing the life of the mind” or winning a 
national championship in a revenue sport, the develop-
ment of a vision for the future of a university is an ex-
tremely difficult task. Universities are notoriously com-
plex institutions whose evolution is strongly influenced 
by their unique cultures, histories, and traditions. Even 
those internal candidates possessing intimate familiar-
ity with the institution can find the development of a 
vision an uphill struggle. Imagine the plight of external 
candidates, unfamiliar with the institutional saga of the 
university and given only a brief honeymoon period to 
propose their vision and plan for the future of the in-
stitution.

Yet there have been numerous examples in which 
visionary university leaders were able to craft both a 
compelling vision for the future of their institutions 
and a successful strategy for achieving it. Some notable 
twentieth-century examples include Clark Kerr, who 
designed and built the greatest university system in 
the world in the University of California; Frederick Ter-
man, who transformed Stanford into the scientific and 
technological powerhouse that created Silicon Valley; 
Richard Cyert, who led Carnegie Mellon University to 
a position of leadership in key areas, such as computer 
science; Charles Young, who transformed the Univer-
sity of California, Los Angeles, from a city college into 
a great research university; and Richard Atkinson, who 
led the young University of California campus in San 
Diego to become one of the leading research universi-
ties in the world in less than two decades. Although 
many Wolverines would hate to admit it, this list would 
also include John Hannah, who transformed Michigan 
Agriculture College into a world-class research univer-

sity, Michigan State University.
The University of Michigan has been fortunate to 

have been led by visionary presidents during various 
periods of its long history. Henry Tappan transformed 
Michigan into one of the nation’s first true universities. 
James Angell and, much later, Harlan Hatcher presided 
over periods of extraordinary growth in the university. 
Harold Shapiro understood the need for Michigan to 
transform itself into a predominantly privately sup-
ported university characterized by high standards if it 
was to sustain its quality during an extended period of 
weakened public support.

While there are many examples of visionary leader-
ship in higher education, it is also fair to suggest that it 
is certainly not the norm. Beyond the challenge of de-
veloping a bold vision for a university’s future, leading 
the institution toward such visions can be a hazardous 
task. It is little wonder that most university presidents 
tend to polish the status quo rather than proposing new 
paradigms, content to allow their institution to drift 
along without rocking the boat, until they disembark 
for their next leadership assignment.

Yet while the status quo may be the safest course for 
survival of university presidents, it can pose substan-
tial risks to the institution. Universities that drift along, 
without a vision or strong leadership, can founder on 
rocky shoals. Although a university may seem to be do-
ing just fine with benign neglect from the administration 
building, over a longer period of time a series of short-
term tactical decisions will dictate a de facto strategy that 
may not be in the long-range interests of the university. 
Leading a university during a time of great social change 
without some formal planning process is a bit like navi-
gating the Titanic through an iceberg floe in the dead of 
night. Simply reacting to challenges and opportunities 
as they arise can eventually sink the ship.

Chapter 9

Strategic Leadership
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At Michigan, we had encountered a particularly 
large iceberg during the early 1980s with the loss of 
much of our state support. Harold Shapiro and his 
administrative team had done an admirable job at ad-
dressing the near-term crisis through a “smaller but bet-
ter” strategy. But Shapiro realized the need to develop a 
longer-term planning process capable of not only navi-
gating the treacherous waters ahead but seizing the op-
portunities presented by an increasingly knowledge-in-
tensive society. This was to be my primary assignment 
when he lured me from my position as dean of the Col-
lege of Engineering to become the university’s provost 
in 1985. The two of us were to work closely together, as 
president and provost, to design and launch just such a 
planning process, although he would remind me, “Man 
plans while God laughs!”

Here, we accepted several key assumptions. First, 
we recognized that the University of Michigan was a 
very complex system, responding to the cumulative ef-
fects of its history as well as to its interactions with the 
changing external world. Despite this complexity, we 
believed it critical that the university take responsibility 
for its own future, rather than having its future deter-
mined for it by external forces and pressures. In par-
ticular, we sought a far more strategic and opportunis-
tic approach to leadership, rather than simply reacting 
to the changing world about us. Second, we believed 
that the University of Michigan would face a period of 
unusual opportunity, responsibility, and challenge in 
the 1990s. During this pivotal decade, it could—indeed, 
must—seize control of its own destiny by charting a 
course to take it into the next century. Finally, we were 
convinced that the challenges facing higher education 
in the late twentieth century required a new paradigm 
for the university in America and that the University 
of Michigan was in an excellent position to develop 
this model for the nation, just as it had in earlier times 
through its trailblazing saga.

The Approach

As dean, as provost, and then as president, I sought 
progressive, flexible, and adaptive planning processes, 
capable of responding to a dynamic environment and 
an uncertain—indeed, unknowable—future. My goal 
was to develop flexible strategies that avoided rigid 

paths or deep ruts and positioned the university to take 
advantage of windows of opportunity to pursue well-
defined objectives as they arose. In a sense, I utilized 
an informed dead-reckoning approach, in which one 
first selected strategic objectives—where we wanted to 
go—and then followed whichever path seemed appro-
priate at the time, possibly shifting paths as strategic 
plans were updated and as additional information and 
experience dictated. I never assumed that the planning 
framework was rigid, since what might appear first as 
constraints could, with skill and cleverness, frequently 
be transformed into opportunities. When state appro-
priations were cut, my team used this as an opportunity 
to convince donors that since they no longer provid-
ed as much funding to the university when they paid 
their taxes on April 15, they should shift to funding us 
through private giving, much like a private university. 
When publishers dramatically increased the cost of se-
rials to our libraries, we were able to convince the Big 
Ten universities that it was time to set aside competi-
tion and share library resources, creating, in effect, a gi-
gantic resource with over 78 million volumes.

Another aspect of our planning was the belief that 
the real creativity, innovation, and wisdom in a univer-
sity existed at the grassroots level, among faculty, stu-
dents, and staff. Hence, every planning effort involved 
numerous planning groups—some formal, some ad 
hoc—that played a very essential role in guiding our 
efforts. Many brainstorming sessions at the President’s 
House went late into the evening, challenging assump-
tions, proposing alternatives, and wondering “what if.” 
I viewed my role as stimulating, harvesting, shaping, 
and refining the ideas bubbling up from the university 
community.

As I have stressed throughout this book, long-en-
during institutions, such as universities, need to begin 
with an understanding of their history, tradition, and 
values—their institutional saga. These form the initial 
conditions for any planning process. Beyond this, it is 
important to gain an understanding of possible con-
straints that might restrict planning options, since these 
might be challenged and relaxed. In our case, a faltering 
Michigan economy that was no longer able to support a 
world-class public research university was clearly a se-
rious concern. But so, too, were an array of demograph-
ic issues, such as the need to serve underrepresented 
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minority communities and to embrace diversity as key 
to our capacity to serve an increasingly diverse state, 
nation, and world. Michigan’s long history of interna-
tional activities had sensitized us to the growing trends 
of globalization, just as the university’s leadership in 
developing and implementing new technologies, such 
as the Internet, had given us a good perspective of tech-
nological change.

Key in the planning effort was the task of develop-
ing a vision statement for the university, a task made 
particularly difficult by the very broad range of activi-
ties and roles of the institution. I began by challenging 
our planning groups to come up with a single word to 
characterize our future, such as excellence or public or 
diversity. Next, I asked the groups to combine several of 
these words into a descriptive phrase, such as “a lead-
ing, public, research university.” Finally, I asked them 
to use this exercise to develop, in a phrase (or, rather, 
a bumper-sticker slogan), a vision for the university’s 
future. Here, there were lots of suggestions (accompa-
nied by lots of discussion): “the nation’s leading public 
university” (but why not simply “the world’s leading 
university”?), “the university of the common man” (or 
even “the university of the poor”?), “America’s univer-
sity” (but was this not rather impolitic for a “state” uni-
versity?), and so on.

Soon our planning efforts began to converge on a 
vision stressing two important themes: leadership and 
excellence. Looking back over the history of the univer-
sity, we realized that quality by itself was never quite 
enough for Michigan. Here, the aspiration of going be-
yond excellence to achieve true leadership clearly re-
flected our understanding of the university’s history as 

a trailblazer. This process eventually led to the follow-
ing planning vision for the 1990s:

Vision 2000: To position the University of Michigan 
to become a leading university of the twentieth century, 
through the quality and leadership of its programs, and 
through the achievements of its students, faculty, and 
staff.

Such a leadership vision required a comprehensive 
strategy based on improving and optimizing the key 
characteristics of the university: quality, capacity (size), 
and breadth (comprehensiveness). Yet even at this early 
stage of visioning, the campus community became both 
engaged and energized in exercises to determine the 
university’s future.

The Action Plan

Of course, vision statements are empty without fol-
low-through, actions, and results. To shift the institu-
tion into action mode, my administrative team set out 
several general challenges—which I termed “the chal-
lenges of excellence”—for the next phase of the plan-
ning exercise. First, we asked for a rededication to the 
achievement of excellence. It was time for Michigan to 
pick up the pace, by building a level of intensity and 
expectation that compelled us to settle for nothing less 
than the best in the performance of faculty, students, Early diagrams of the “bumper sticker” discussions

The Mission and Vision 2000
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and programs. We encouraged the university to strive 
for even higher quality, since it would be the achieve-
ment of excellence that would set us apart and provide 
us with the visibility to attract the elements so essen-
tial to the enterprise—human and financial resources, 
outstanding students and faculty, and support from the 
public and private sectors.

Second, if we were to achieve excellence, we needed 
to commit ourselves to focusing resources. In decades 
past, regular increases in public support had allowed 
the university to attempt to do a great many things 
with a great many people and to attempt to do them 
all very well. However, in the future of constrained re-
sources that we faced, we could no longer afford to be 
all things to all people. Quality had to take priority over 
the breadth and capacity of our programs and become 
our primary objective.

Third, as we focused our resources to achieve excel-
lence, we needed to keep in mind that our highest pri-
ority was academic excellence—outstanding teaching, 
research, and scholarship. The University of Michigan’s 
reputation would not be built on the football field. It 
would be based on the quality of its activities in schol-
arship and learning.

Fourth, the university needed to be responsive to 
changing intellectual currents. Academic leadership 
demanded pursuing the paths of discovery that influ-
ence the evolution of intellectual disciplines. We were 
increasingly finding that the most exciting work was 
occurring not within traditional disciplines but, rather, 
at the interfaces between traditional disciplines, where 
there was a collision of ideas that could lead to new 
knowledge. At Michigan, we wanted to stimulate a 
transition to a change-oriented culture in which creativ-
ity, initiative, and innovation were valued. We needed 
to do more than simply respond grudgingly to change; 
we needed to relish and stimulate it.

Fifth, the university faced the challenge of diver-
sity and pluralism. Our ability to achieve excellence 
in teaching, scholarship, and service would be deter-
mined over time by the diversity of our campus com-
munity. We accepted our responsibility to reach out to 
and increase the participation of those racial, ethnic, 
and cultural groups not adequately represented among 
our students, faculty, and staff. Beyond this, we faced 
the challenge of building an environment of mutual 
understanding and respect that not only tolerated di-
versity but sought out and embraced it as an essential 
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objective of the university. Here, we were clearly sow-
ing the seeds that would later grow into the Michigan 
Mandate and the Michigan Agenda for Women.

Finally, to achieve the objective of leadership, we 
proposed to focus wherever possible on exciting, bold 
initiatives, consistent with the Michigan saga as a trail-
blazer. We aimed to stimulate, encourage, and support 
more high-risk activities. As steps in this direction, 
we began to reallocate each year a portion of the uni-
versity’s academic base budget into a Strategic Initia-
tive Fund designed to support a competitive grants 
program addressing key university priorities, such as 
undergraduate education, diversity, and interdisciplin-
ary scholarship. This fund was augmented by private 
support. Once again, the fish foodball theory of univer-
sity behavior (see chapter 6) came into play, as highly 
creative proposals and initiatives began to bubble up 
from faculty, students, and staff to address each of our 
priorities.

Some of our initiatives were obvious, if challeng-
ing. We set a goal of building private support for the 
university to levels comparable to our annual state ap-
propriation, which not only led to the first $1 billion 
fund-raising campaign for a public university but also 
stimulated a far more aggressive strategy for investing 
the university’s assets, including its growing endow-
ment. We developed new strategies for rebuilding the 
university’s campuses with internal funding and pri-
vate support, rather than waiting for the next round of 
state support for capital facilities. We provided deans 
and directors with strong authority, along with ac-
countability, in the control of their own revenues and 
expenditures, essentially completing the decentraliza-

tion of the university’s financial management begun 
under Harold Shapiro.

We were prepared to make major investments in 
high-risk intellectual activities, but only in those areas 
where we had established strength. Some of these in-
vestments achieved spectacular success. For example, 
our investment in the management of NSFnet resulted 
in the creation of the Internet. Other investments failed, 
such as the major (but premature) effort to build the na-
tion’s first clinical programs in human gene therapy. But 
even in failure we learned valuable lessons. To create 
even more of a spirit of innovation, we sprinkled sev-
eral “skunk works” activities about the campus (analo-
gous to the famous Lockheed Skunk Works), some in 
existing academic units, such as the transformation of 
our School of Library Science into a School of Informa-
tion, and some in new multidisciplinary facilities, such 
as the Media Union (see chapter 6).

Finally, we set a series of stretch goals, including 
becoming the national leader in such areas as campus 
diversity, sponsored research activity, faculty salaries, 
clinical operations, and the global outreach of our aca-
demic programs. As we began to make progress on our 
strategic goals, we fell into a pattern of raising the bar, 
compressing the timetable, and upping the ante. By the 
early 1990s, we began to realize something very sur-
prising: we were not only achieving our objectives, but 
in most cases, we were going far beyond the goals we 
had originally set. The strategic goals associated with 
Vision 2000 were essentially achieved by 1993, seven 
years ahead of schedule. Hence, we soon began to won-
der what to do for an encore.

First, get our house in order... Then develop “knobs” to steer the ship.
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Lessons Learned and the Growing Concern

There are many lessons, both good and bad, to be 
learned from Michigan’s comprehensive planning ef-
fort during the 1980s and early 1990s, particularly when 
it turns out to be remarkably successful. Beyond the ob-
vious challenges (to build on the institutional saga; to 
keep your eyes on the goals; to be candid, demanding, 
and evidence-based in your appraisal of progress and 
generous in your praise of achievement), other chal-
lenges arose from both the nature and the particular 
history of the university. I had recognized early in my 
provost role how important it was to shift the univer-
sity away from a reactive, crisis mode to a more strate-
gic focus after the trauma of state budget cuts and dif-
ficult reallocation decisions during the 1980s. Yet this 
was very difficult for some of our academic units. Not 
surprisingly, long-range planning was difficult for such 
a large and diverse academic unit as our College of Lit-
erature, Sciences, and the Arts, with almost 1,000 fac-
ulty, 20,000 students, and 45 departments. But, to our 
surprise, it was equally difficult for some of our profes-
sional schools, such as our School of Business, which 
had difficulty understanding the planning process or 
accepting any vision other than “We want to be better 
than Harvard!”

After the hard financial times of the 1980s, it was 
similarly difficult to re-create the risk-taking culture 
that had been such an important part of the Michigan 
institutional saga as a trailblazer. Institutions all too fre-
quently choose a timid course of incremental, reactive 
change because they view a more strategically driven 
transformation process as too risky. They are worried 
about making a mistake, about heading in the wrong 

direction or failing. While they are aware that this in-
cremental approach can occasionally miss an opportu-
nity, many mature organizations would prefer the risk 
of missed opportunity to the danger of heading into the 
unknown.1

Yet in the end, through considerable effort by the 
administration in engaging the university community 
(and perhaps a certain tolerance for the planning incli-
nations of an engineer as president—actually, of two 
engineers for a time, as the provost position was filled 
first by Chuck Vest and then by Gil Whitaker, a former 
dean of the School of Business), the planning process 
was successful in achieving essentially all of our origi-
nal goals. The Vision 2000 strategy, designed to move 
the university toward both the leadership vision and 
the strategic intent of transformation, succeeded be-
yond our wildest expectations. But this very success 
turned out to be one of our most formidable challenges.

With each step we took, with every project we 
launched, with each objective we achieved, I became 
increasingly uneasy. The closer the university ap-
proached its vision for the future, the more distant and 
uncertain it appeared to me, and the less confident I be-
came that we were headed in the right direction. It be-
came increasingly clear that the forces driving change 
in our society were far stronger and more profound that 
we had first thought. Furthermore, many of the social, 
economic, and technological forces driving change in 
higher education were disruptive in nature, leading to 
quite unpredictable futures. The future was becoming 
less certain as the range of possibilities expanded to in-

Fund-raising goals for the 21s century

Setting the goals for the first billion-dollar
campaign in the history of public universities.
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clude more radical alternatives.
Put another way, I became convinced that the Vision 

2000 effort, while bold and challenging, was in reality 
only a positioning strategy, designed to achieve excel-
lence and leadership, but within the current paradigm 
of the university in twentieth-century America. To be 
sure, this effort accomplished many of the tasks neces-
sary to prepare the university for the new century, such 
as financial restructuring, diversifying our campuses, 
and rebuilding our physical environment for teaching 
and research. But the real challenge lay ahead: to trans-
form the university so that it could better serve a rap-
idly changing society. We had now positioned the uni-
versity for leadership. The next task was to determine 
where it would lead. By the early 1990s, it had become 
apparent that we needed to shift from our Vision 2000 
plan, based on a series of small wins with an occasional 
opportunistic surge, to a bolder agenda based on block-
buster goals. Put another way, we needed to shift from 
positioning the university as a leading twentieth-cen-
tury institution to transforming it into a twenty-first-
century university designed to serve a profoundly dif-
ferent world.

Institutional Transformation

So how does an institution as large, complex, and 
bound by tradition as the University of Michigan go 
about the process of transformation? Sometimes, one 
can stimulate change simply by buying it with ad-
ditional resources. More frequently, transformational 
change involves first laboriously building a consensus 
necessary for grassroots support. But there are also 
times when change requires a more Machiavellian 
approach, using finesse—perhaps even by stealth of 
night—to disguise as small wins actions that were in 
reality aimed at blockbuster goals. And I must confess 
that there were times when, weary of the endless meet-
ings with group after group (including, at times, our 
own governing board) to build consensus, we decided 
instead to take the Nike approach and “just do it,” that 
is, to move ahead with top-down decisions and rapid 
execution—although in these cases, the president usu-
ally bears the burden of blame and hence the responsi-
bility for the necessary apologies.

Michigan’s own history provides many examples 
of both the payoffs and the risks of institutional trans-
formation. Tappan’s effort in the 1850s to transform a 

First achieving and then moving beyond Vision 2000.
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small frontier college into a true university was cer-
tainly important in the history of American higher edu-
cation, although it cost him his job in the end. Little’s 
effort in the 1920s to restore the collegiate model was 
also a transformative effort, but it failed to align with 
Michigan’s history and tradition. During a period of 
relative prosperity, Hatcher had the capacity to launch 
numerous transformative initiatives important for the 
university—for example, the Residential College, the 
Pilot Program, and the Center for Research on Learning 
and Teaching. But during the 1960s, this transformation 
effort went unstable, as the university was overtaken 
by political activism that sought not to transform but, 
rather, to destroy the establishment. This illustrates the 
danger that arises when a change process becomes en-
tangled with ideology and special interest agendas that 
divert it from the original goals. In the best scenario, 
the values and traditions of the institution will provide 
important limits on the process of change, so that the 
transformation process does not lead to a destructive 
outcome.

Of course, I was no stranger to transformation ef-
forts, some highly successful—for example, the re-
building of the University’s College of Engineering, the 
Michigan Mandate and Michigan Agenda for Women, 

and the transformation of the university’s research 
environment. But there had also been failures—for 
instance, the effort to better align auxiliary activities, 
such as the Athletic Department and the Medical Cen-
ter, with the core academic values of the university; the 
attempt to shift the regents’ perception of their roles 
from that of political governors to loyal trustees of the 
institution; and the effort to build stronger coalitions of 
universities, such as the Big Ten Conference, to work 
together on common goals. Through these efforts (both 
the successful and the unsuccessful) and from the ex-
perience of other organizations in both the private and 
public sector, it was clear that the more ambitious goal 
of institution-wide transformation—the reinvention of 
the university itself—would depend heavily on several 
key factors.

First, I recognized the importance of properly defin-
ing the real challenges of the transformation process. 
The challenge, as is so often the case, was neither fi-
nancial nor organizational. Rather, it was the degree of 
cultural change required. We had to transform a set of 
rigid habits of thought and arrangements that were cur-
rently incapable of responding to change either rapidly 
or radically enough.2

Second, it was important to achieve true faculty 

The early transformation strategy
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participation in the design and implementation of the 
transformation process. This was true in part because 
the transformation of faculty culture is generally the 
biggest challenge of all. I believe that faculty participa-
tion should involve its true intellectual leadership rath-
er than the political leadership more common to elected 
faculty governance.

Third, experience in other sectors suggested that 
externalities—both groups and events—were not only 
very helpful but probably necessary to lend credibility 
to the process and to assist in putting controversial is-
sues (e.g., tenure reform) on the table. Unfortunately, 
universities—like most organizations in the corporate 
sector—rarely have been able to achieve major change 
through the motivation of opportunity and excitement 
alone. Rather, it takes a crisis to get people to take the 
transformation effort seriously, and sometimes even 
this is not sufficient.

Finally, it was clear that the task of leading transfor-
mation could not be delegated. Rather, as president, I 
would need to play a critical role both as a leader and 
as an educator in designing, implementing, and selling 
the transformation process, particularly with the fac-
ulty. Furthermore, my presidential leadership had to be 
visible out in front of the troops rather than far behind 
the front lines.

Hence, in 1993, the university turned toward a bold-
er vision aimed at providing leadership through insti-
tutional transformation. This objective, termed “Vision 
2017” in reference to the date of the two-hundredth an-
niversary of the university’s founding, was designed 
to provide Michigan with the capacity to reinvent its 
very nature, to transform itself into an institution better 
capable of serving a new world in a new century. This 
transformation strategy contrasted sharply with the 
earlier, positioning strategy that had guided the univer-
sity during the 1980s. It sought to build the capacity, the 
energy, the excitement, and the risk-taking culture nec-
essary for the university to explore entirely new para-
digms of teaching, research, and service. It sought to 
remove the constraints that would prevent the univer-
sity from responding to the needs of a rapidly changing 
society—to remove unnecessary processes and admin-
istrative structures; to question existing premises and 
arrangements; and to challenge, excite, and embolden 
the members of the university community.

Of course, much of the preparation for this trans-
formation had already occurred earlier in my presi-
dency, when several of the major strategic thrusts were 
launched. A series of planning groups, both formal and 
ad hoc, had been meeting to consider the future of the 
university. This effort included the strategic planning 
teams of the late 1980s, ad hoc meetings of faculty across 
the university, and numerous joint retreats of executive 
officers, deans, and faculty leaders. A presidential advi-
sory committee of external advisors had been formed 
and had been meeting regularly on strategic issues for 
several years. Extended strategic discussions with the 
board of regents had been initiated and would continue 
through the transformation effort.

However, we needed something beyond this, to 
break our thinking out of the box, expanding our sense 
of the possible to encompass even highly unlikely alter-
natives. To this end, we first took advantage of the pres-
ence on our business school faculty of C. K. Prahalad, 
one of the world’s most influential corporate strategists, 
asking him to lead a group of senior administration and 
faculty leaders through the same strategic process that 
he had conducted for the executive leadership of many 
of the major corporations in the world. We followed this 
by inviting Robert Zemsky, both an important thought 
leader in higher education and an experienced facilita-
tor of strategic discussions, to lead several sessions of a 
roundtable group, including junior faculty members as 
well as senior leadership.

The Vision 2000 strategy required a careful optimi-
zation of the interrelated characteristics of institutional 
quality, size, and breadth. Transformation would re-
quire more: tapping the trailblazing spirit of the Michi-

The goal of the transformation process
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gan saga. It would emphasize risk taking and innova-
tion. It would demand the bold agenda of reinventing 
the university for a new era and a new world.

To capture a bolder vision of the university’s future, 
we turned to C. K. Prahalad for his concept of strategic 
intent.3 The traditional approach to strategic planning 
focuses on the fit between existing resources and cur-
rent opportunities. Strategic intent is a stretch vision 
that intentionally creates an extreme misfit between cur-
rent resources and future objectives and thus requires 
institutional transformation to build new capabilities. 
Michigan developed the following strategic intent:

The Strategic Intent (Vision 2017): To provide the 
university with the capacity to reinvent itself as an in-
stitution more capable of serving a changing state, na-
tion, and world.

Vision 2017 depended for its success on sustaining 
our most cherished values and our hopes for the future: 
excellence, leadership, critical and rational inquiry, lib-
eral learning, diversity, caring and concern, community, 
and excitement. In addition, we paid particular atten-
tion to those elements of the university’s institutional 
saga that were important to preserve, as well as those 
values and characteristics that were our fundamental 
aspirations. The figure that follows summarizes this 
aspect of our transformation process. Around the core 
of values and characteristics are arranged a number of 
possible paradigms of the university. While none of 
these alone would appropriately describe the univer-
sity as it entered its third century, each was a possible 
component of our institution, as seen by various con-
stituents. Put another way, each of these paradigms was 
a possible pathway toward the university of the twen-
ty-first century. Each was also a pathway we believed 
should be explored in our effort to better understand 
our future.

We proposed four simply stated goals to help move 
the university beyond the leadership positioning of Vi-
sion 2000 and toward the paradigm shifting of Vision 
2017:

Goal 1: To attract, retain, support, and empower ex-
ceptional students, faculty, and staff

Goal 2: To provide these people with the resources, 
environment, and encouragement to push to the limits 
of their abilities and their dreams

Goal 3: To build a university culture and spirit that 

values adventure, excitement, and risk taking; leader-
ship; excellence; diversity; and social values, such as 
community, caring, and compassion

Goal 4: To develop the flexibility and ability to focus 
resources necessary to serve a changing society and a 
changing world

Although simply stated, these four goals were pro-
found in their implications and challenging in their 
execution. For example, while Michigan had always 
sought to attract high-quality students and faculty to 
the university, it tended to recruit those who conformed 
to more traditional measures of excellence. If we were 
to go after “paradigm breakers,” other criteria—such 
as creativity, intellectual span, and the ability to lead—
would become important. The university needed to 
acquire the resources necessary to sustain excellence, 
a challenge at a time when public support was dwin-
dling. Yet this goal suggested something beyond that: 
we needed to focus resources on our most creative 
people and programs. We also needed to acquire the 
flexibility in resource allocation to respond to new op-
portunities and initiatives.

While most people would agree with the values set 
out in our third goal of cultural change, many would 
not assign such a high priority to striving for adven-
ture, excitement, and risk taking. However, if the uni-
versity was to become a leader in defining the nature of 

The Vision 2017 and the Goals
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higher education in the century ahead, this type of cul-
ture was essential. Developing the capacity for change, 
while an obvious goal, would be both challenging and 
controversial. We needed to discard the status quo as 
a viable option (to challenge existing premises, poli-
cies, and mind-sets) and to empower our best people to 
drive the evolution—or revolution—of the university.

The transformation agenda we proposed, like the 
university itself, was unusually broad and multifacet-
ed. Part of the challenge lay in directing the attention of 
members of the university community and its multiple 
constituencies toward those aspects of the agenda most 
appropriate for their talents. For example, we believed 
that faculty should focus primarily on the issues of edu-
cational and intellectual transformation and the evolv-
ing nature of the academy itself. The regents, because 
of their unusual responsibility for policy and fiscal mat-
ters, should play key roles in the financial and organiza-
tional restructuring of the university. Faculty and staff 
with strong entrepreneurial interests and skills should 
be asked to guide the development of new markets of 
the knowledge-based services of the university.

It is hard to persuade existing programs within 
an organization to change to meet changing circum-
stances. This is particularly the case in a university, in 
which top-down hierarchical management has limited 
impact in the face of the creative anarchy of academic 
culture. One approach is to identify and then support 
islands of entrepreneurialism, those activities within 
the university that are already adapting to a rapidly 

changing environment. Another approach is to launch 
new or greenfield initiatives that are designed to build 
in the necessary elements for change. If these initia-
tives are provided with adequate resources and incen-
tives, faculty, staff, and students can be drawn into the 
new activities. Those initiatives that prove success-
ful will grow rapidly and, if designed properly, will 
pull resources away from existing activities resistant 
to change. Greenfield approaches create a Darwinian 
process in which the successful new initiatives devour 
older, obsolete efforts, while unsuccessful initiatives 
are unable to compete with ongoing activities capable 
of sustaining their relevance during a period of rapid 
change.

Institutional transformation requires a clear and 
compelling articulation of the need to change and a 
strong vision of where the change process will lead. 
While the debate over specific elements of the trans-
formation process should involve broad elements of 
the university community and its constituents, the vi-
sion itself should come—indeed, must come—from 
the president. My administration made the case for 
transformation and both short- and long-range visions 
(Vision 2000 and Vision 2017) in a series of documents 
intended to serve as the foundation for the effort. Fur-
ther, these documents summarized the ongoing plan-
ning effort, developed a scheme to measure progress 
toward goals, and sketched a plan for transforming the 
university.4

Beyond this task, I served, as president, not only as 

The strategies for Vision 2017 The transformation matrix
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the leader of the transformation effort but also as its 
principal evangelist. In an academic institution, the role 
of the president is in many ways like that of a teacher, 
explaining to various campus and external constitu-
encies the need for transformation and setting out an 
exciting and compelling vision of where the transfor-
mation process will lead. In almost every address I 
gave during my presidency, in every available forum, I 
stressed two recurring themes: leadership and change. 
Each of my annual State of the University addresses 
during my latter years as president focused on differ-
ent aspects of required change and on the challenges 
and opportunities these presented to the university—
for example, diversity, intellectual change, and renego-
tiating the social contract between the public university 

and society. Each of these presentations stressed that 
the University of Michigan had a long heritage of pro-
viding leadership to higher education during periods 
of change and that it was positioned to do the same in 
the twenty-first century. As my administrative team’s 
efforts moved into high gear, we televised roundtable 
discussions among students and faculty on key strate-
gic issues, such as diversity, undergraduate education, 
and multidisciplinary scholarship. These discussions, 
moderated by myself, were videotaped and shown 
both on the university’s internal closed-circuit broad-
casting network and on the community-access channels 
on Ann Arbor’s cable television network.

When we launched the transformation effort in 1993, 
we held dozens of meetings with various groups on 

Selling the strategy–to faculty, students, staff, regents, alumni–to those on 
campus and those beyond, the public, the state, and the nation.
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campus (much as we had done with the Michigan Man-
date), both to explain the importance of the transforma-
tion effort and to seek input and engagement. Over the 
course of the next two years, I managed to meet not 
only with the faculties of each of our major schools and 
colleges and larger departments but also with several 
dozen staff groups in such areas as business, finance, 
and facilities. The final element of communication and 
engagement was to launch a series of presidential com-
missions composed of leading faculty members, to 
study particular issues and develop recommendations 
for university actions. These commissions were chaired 
by several of our most distinguished and influential 
faculty and populated with change agents. Among the 
topics included in their studies were the organization 
of the university; recruiting and retaining the extraor-
dinary (students, faculty); streamlining processes, pro-
cedures, and policies; the faculty contract (i.e., tenure); 
and developing new paradigms for undergraduate 
education within the environment of a research univer-
sity. A more complete description and analysis of the 
UM experience in strategic planning and institutional 
transformation during the 1990s is provided in the In-
ternet document Positioning the University of Michigan 
for the New Millennium.5

Experiments and Ventures

As the various elements of Michigan’s transforma-
tion agenda came into place, our philosophy also began 
to shift. We came to the conclusion that in a world of 
such rapid and profound change, as we faced a future 
of such uncertainty, the most realistic near-term ap-
proach was to explore possible futures of the univer-
sity through experimentation and discovery. Rather 
than continue to contemplate possibilities for the future 
through abstract study and debate, it seemed a more 
productive course to build several prototypes of fu-
ture learning institutions as working experiments. In 
this way, the university could actively explore possible 
paths to the future.

Some experiments had actually been launched dur-
ing the Vision 2000 positioning phase. One example 
was our exploration of the possible future of becoming 
a privately supported but publicly committed univer-
sity by completely restructuring our financing, raising 

over $1.4 billion in a major campaign, increasing tuition 
levels, dramatically increasing sponsored research sup-
port to the highest in the nation, and increasing our 
endowment tenfold. Another early experiment was 
exploring the theme of a “diverse university” through 
such efforts as the Michigan Mandate and the Michigan 
Agenda for Women.

There were also new experiments. The university 
established campuses in Europe, Asia, and Latin Amer-
ica, linking them with robust information technology, 
to understand better the implications of becoming a 
“world university.” Michigan played leadership roles 
in the building and management of first the Internet 
and then its successor, Internet2, to explore the “cyber-
space university” theme. We also launched the Michi-
gan Virtual University as such an experiment.

Of course, not all of our experiments were successful. 
Some crashed in flames—in some cases, spectacularly. 
My administration explored the possibility of spinning 
off our academic health center, merging it with another 
large hospital system in Michigan to form an indepen-
dent health care system. But our regents resisted this 
strongly, concerned that we would be giving away a 
valuable asset (even though we would have netted well 
over $1 billion in the transaction and avoided an antici-
pated $100 million in annual operating losses as man-
aged care swept across Michigan). Although eventually 
the Michigan Supreme Court ruled that the intrusive 
nature of the state’s sunshine laws interfered with the 
regents’ responsibilities for selecting presidents, we ran 
into a brick wall when attempting to restructure how 

The university played a leadership role in building
NSFnet, the precursor to the Internet.
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our governing board was selected and operated. And 
the university attempted to confront its own version of 
Tyrannosaurus Rex by challenging the Athletic Depart-
ment to better align its athletic activities with academic 
priorities—for example, by recruiting real students, 
reshaping competitive schedules, throttling back com-
mercialism, and even appointing a real educator (a 
former dean) as athletic director. Yet the university is 
now poised to spend over $250 million on skyboxes for 
Michigan Stadium after expanding stadium capacity 
in the 1990s to over 110,000 and raising ticket prices to 
over $150 per game.

Nevertheless, in most of these cases, at least we 
learned something—if only about our own ineffective-
ness in dealing with such cosmic forces as college sports. 
More specifically, all of these efforts were driven by the 
grassroots interests, abilities, and enthusiasm of faculty 
and students. While such an exploratory approach was 
disconcerting to some and frustrating to others, there 
were fortunately many on our campus and beyond 
who viewed this phase as an exciting adventure. All of 
these initiatives were important in understanding bet-
ter the possible futures facing our university. All have 
influenced the evolution of our university.

More Lessons Learned:  
The Challenges of Transformation

The experience of the University of Michigan dur-
ing the 1990s suggests the importance of several fac-
tors in achieving successful transformation. First, it is 

important that any transformation effort always begin 
with the basics, by launching a careful reconsideration 
of the key roles and values that should be protected and 
preserved during a period of change. The history of the 
university in America is that of a social institution cre-
ated and shaped by public needs, public policy, and 
public investment to serve a growing nation. Yet in few 
places within the academy, at the level of governing 
boards, or in government higher education policy does 
there appear to be a serious and sustained discussion 
(at a time when it is so desperately needed) of the fun-
damental values so necessary to the nature and role of 
the university.6 It is the role of the president to stimulate 
this dialogue by raising the most fundamental issues 
involving institutional values.

It is critical that the senior leadership of the uni-
versity buy into the transformation process and fully 
support it—or else step off the train before it leaves the 
station. This is required not only of executive officers 
and deans but of key faculty leaders as well. It is also 
essential that the governing board of the university be 
supportive—or at least not resist—the transformation 
effort. External advisory bodies are useful to provide 
alternative perspectives and credibility to the effort. In 
fact, it is the duty of the governing board to charge a 
president with the responsibility to develop a plan for 
the future of the university (setting goals and develop-
ing the means to achieve them), if it is to have a frame-
work for assessing presidential performance.

Mechanisms for active debate concerning the trans-
formation objectives and process must be provided to 
the campus community. At Michigan, we launched a 
series of presidential commissions on such key issues 
as the organization of the university, recruiting out-
standing faculty and students, and streamlining ad-
ministrative processes. Each of our schools and colleges 
was also encouraged to identify key issues of concern 
and interest. Effective communication throughout the 
campus community is absolutely critical for the success 
of the transformation process.

Efforts should be made to identify individuals—at 
all levels and in various units of the university—who 
will buy into the transformation process and become 
active agents on its behalf. In some cases, these will be 
the institution’s most influential faculty and staff. In 
others, it will be a group of junior faculty or perhaps 

Not so successful was the effort to develop
human gene therapy as a clinical application.
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key administrators. Every opportunity should be used 
to put in place leaders at all levels of the university—
executive officers, deans and directors, chairs and man-
agers—who not only understand the profound nature 
of the transformations that must occur in higher educa-
tion in the years ahead but are effective in leading such 
transformation efforts.

Clearly, significant resources are required to fuel 
the transformation process, probably at the level of 5 
to 10 percent of the academic budget. During a period 
of limited new funding, it takes considerable creativity 
(and courage) to generate these resources. As I noted 
earlier in considering financial issues, the only sources 
of funding at the levels required for such major trans-
formation are usually tuition, private support, and aux-
iliary activity revenues, so reallocation must play an 
important role.

Large organizations will resist change. They will try 
to wear leaders down or wait them out (under the as-
sumption “This, too, shall pass”). Administrators must 
give leaders throughout the institution every opportu-
nity to consider carefully the issues compelling change 
and must encourage them to climb on board the trans-
formation train. For change to occur, administrators 
need to strike a delicate balance between the forces that 
make change inevitable (whether threats or opportuni-
ties) and a certain sense of stability and confidence that 
allows people to take risks. For example, how do ad-
ministrators simultaneously establish sufficient confi-
dence in the long-term support and vitality of the insti-
tution and make a compelling case for the importance 
of the transformation process?

Leading the transformation of a highly decentral-
ized organization is a quite different task than leading 
strategic efforts that align with long-accepted goals. 
Unlike traditional strategic activities, where methodical 
planning and incremental execution can be effective, 
transformational leadership must risk driving an orga-
nization into a state of instability in order to achieve 
dramatic change. Timing is everything, and the biggest 
mistake can be agonizing too long over difficult deci-
sions, since the longer an institution remains in an un-
stable state, the higher the risks of a catastrophic result 
can be. It is important to minimize the duration of such 
instability, since the longer it lasts, the more likely it is 
that the system will move off in an unintended direc-

tion or sustain permanent damage. Those who hesitate 
are lost.

I had learned from my days as dean of the College 
of Engineering that during the early stages of transfor-
mative leadership, you can make a great deal of prog-
ress simply because most people do not take you very 
seriously, while those who do are usually supportive. 
However, as it becomes more apparent not only that 
you mean what you say but that you can deliver the 
goods, resistance begins to build from those moored to 
the status quo. I sensed that I was becoming increas-
ingly dangerous to those who feared change.

As we broke our thinking out of the box, pushing 
the envelope further and further, I worried that it was 
increasingly awkward and perhaps even hazardous for 
the president to be carrying the message all the time. 
As my awareness grew about just how profound the 
changes occurring in our world were becoming, my 
own speculation about the future of higher education 
was beginning to approach what some might consider 
the lunatic fringe. I worried that my own capacity to 
lead could well be undermined by my own provoca-
tive thinking on many of these issues. There were times 
when I wondered if it was time for the president to stop 
simply posing public questions (and taking behind-
the-scenes actions) and instead begin to provide candid 
assessments of how we were changing and where we 
were headed. Or perhaps it was time to set aside the 
restrictive mantle of university leadership and instead 
join with others who were actually inventing this fu-
ture.

Yet university leaders should approach issues and 
decisions concerning transformation not as threats but, 
rather, as opportunities. It is true that the status quo 
may no longer be an option. However, once one ac-
cepts that change is inevitable, it can be used as a stra-
tegic opportunity to shape the destiny of an institution, 
while preserving the most important of its values and 
traditions.
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The University developed a comprehensive set of “Michigan Metrics” to track
performance in a broad array of activities and agendas associated with Vision 2017.
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Many people would probably regard a university 
presidency as the ideal career, where one is highly ad-
mired, heavily pampered, and leads a life of luxury 
comparable to that of an English lord. To be sure, uni-
versity presidents have many exciting experiences and 
meet some fascinating people. However, those contem-
plating such careers for the perks and luxuries should 
take caution, because not only are these few and far 
between, but they are accompanied by some serious 
drawbacks.

True, a university president may live in a large man-
sion, but for many presidents, this is more a place of 
work than a pleasant residence. With the increased 
public scrutiny of such roles, many presidential fami-
lies have found themselves assuming roles of caretak-
ers and even servants in the presidential residence, in 
addition to their responsibilities as hosts for university 
events. What about all of those perks like a box at the 
football games and center-row orchestra seats at con-
certs and theatrical events? To the president, an athletic 
event is a working assignment with the primary objec-
tive of raising money from donors or lobbying politi-
cians for the university’s interests. My wife, Anne, and 
I would generally entertain several hundred guests be-
fore each game and then invite several dozen guests to 
our box for the game itself. Who had the time to watch 
the game while entertaining, persuading, and cajol-
ing potential donors or lobbying politicians? Since we 
were usually at events most nights of the week (when 
we were in town), there was little time to attend con-
certs, unless, of course, we were cultivating donors in 
the process. Usually, we just gave our tickets away to 
students.

Now don’t get me wrong. A university presidency 
can be a very satisfying assignment. You get to meet 
lots of interesting people, and you are working on be-

half of an important social institution. But the presiden-
cy is certainly not a lifestyle for the rich and famous, as 
this chapter will demonstrate.

The President’s Spouse

Although unwritten in the university contract for a 
president, there has long been an expectation that the 
president’s spouse will be a full participant in presiden-
tial activities. Much like the presidency of the United 
States or the governorship of a state, a university presi-
dency is really a two-person job, although generally 
only one partner gets paid and recognized in an em-
ployment sense. At many universities, such as Michi-
gan, the First Lady of the university is expected to play 
an important role not only as the symbolic host of 
presidential events—and perhaps also as the symbolic 
mom of the student body—but in actually planning 
and managing a complex array of events, facilities, and 
staff. These responsibilities include hosting dignitaries 
visiting the campus; organizing almost daily events for 
faculty, students, and staff; and managing entertain-
ment facilities, such as the President’s House or the 
hospitality areas of the football stadium.

Throughout the University of Michigan’s history, 
the spouse of the president has played an important 
role. Julia Tappan provided strong leadership for the 
frontier community of Ann Arbor and was affectionate-
ly called “Mrs. Chancellor.” Sarah Angell was strongly 
supportive of women on campus and was instrumental 
in launching the Women’s League. Nina Burton started 
the Faculty Women’s Club and served as its first presi-
dent. Florence Ruthven, Anne Hatcher, and Sally Flem-
ing all played key roles in building a sense of commu-
nity on campus—hosting students, faculty, and visitors. 
In addition to her role as a faculty member in the School 

Chapter 10

Life As a University President
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of Social Work, Vivian Shapiro provided important 
leadership for the university’s fund-raising activities, 
taking the lead in raising funds to expand Tappan Hall.

This partnership nature of the university presidency 
continues to be important in today’s era of big-time 
fund-raising, political influence, and campus commu-
nity building. Yet the spouse’s role is rarely recognized 
formally in terms of appointment or compensation—
at least in public universities—although participation 
by the spouse is clearly expected by governing boards 
and university communities alike (just as the American 
public expects of the spouse in the Washington White 
House). The role of the presidential spouse is an archaic 
form of indentured servitude that goes with the terri-
tory at most universities.

Looking across the higher education landscape, 
there are several approaches that presidential spouses 
can take to this challenge. Perhaps the simplest ap-
proach is a passive one—to just sit back and enjoy life 
as royalty. Here, the idea is to simply show up when 
you are supposed to, smile politely at guests, and let 
the staff take care of all the details, while you enjoy 
the accoutrements of the position. Of course, since the 
perks of today’s university presidency are few and far 
between, such a royal lifestyle has become a bit thread-
bare on many campuses. Moreover, giving the staff to-
tal control over presidential events can sometimes lead 
to embarrassment, if not disaster. But the laissez-faire 
approach is certainly one option.

The other extreme would be a take-charge ap-

Anne Duderstadt in her many roles as a university first lady: arranging events, managing 
caterers, greeting guests, and even cheering on the football team.
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proach, in which presidential spouses decide that 
rather than accept a merely symbolic role (with their 
calendar and activities determined by staff), they will 
become a more active partner with the president. Not 
only do these spouses assume major responsibility for 
planning, managing, and hosting presidential events, 
but they also sometimes become important participants 
in institution-wide strategy development in such areas 
as fund-raising and building the campus community.

A third approach that is increasingly common today 
is simply to reject any involvement whatsoever in presi-
dential activities (as if to say, “A pox on you! I’m not 
a ‘first’ anything!”) and pursue an independent career. 
Although this is understandable in an era of dual-ca-
reer families, it also can be awkward at times in view of 
the long tradition of university presidencies. In reality, 
many spouses with professional careers do double duty, 
participating fully in the presidency while attempting 

to maintain their careers, at considerable personal sac-
rifice. This may be particularly true, for example, of a 
First Gentleman, since many universities are now led by 
women. While many male spouses have independent 
careers, some have joined in partnerships with their 
presidential mates in advancing the interests of their 
university.

Fortunately, in our case, Anne and I had long ap-
proached university leadership positions—whether as 
dean, provost, or president—as true partnerships. To 
be sure, Anne faced a formidable challenge when she 
was thrust into the role as the university’s First Lady, 
responsible for the myriad of events, facilities, and staff 
associated with the president’s role in institutional de-
velopment. Beyond the responsibility for creating, de-
signing, managing, and hosting the hundreds of presi-
dential events each year, Anne also managed several 
major facilities—the President’s House; Inglis House, 

Anne Duderstadt also provided leadership for the effort to reconnect the University with 
its past through an array of history projects.
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Entertaining at the President’s House: Faculty groups, distinguished 
visitors, presidents, governors, and even the Michigan basketball team.
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a large estate used for university development activi-
ties; and the reception and hosting areas at Michigan 
Stadium—as well as a talented staff. Fortunately, her 
earlier university experiences as president of the Mich-
igan Faculty Women’s Club and through my roles as 
dean and provost had prepared her well for such a role. 
Through these efforts, she had developed consider-
able experience in designing, organizing, and conduct-
ing events and gained an intimate knowledge of both 
university facilities and staff. She also had developed a 
keen sense of just what one could accomplish in terms 
of quality and efficiency within the very real budget 
constraints faced by a public university.

Anne believed that since the image of the univer-
sity—as well as the president—would be influenced by 
the quality of an event, it was important that the hosts 
(i.e., the president and First Lady) be involved in key 
details of planning the event. Furthermore, she real-
ized that running these many events on automatic pi-
lot would inevitably lead to significant deterioration in 
quality over time, a rubber-chicken syndrome. She also 
realized that by raising the expectations for quality at 
the presidential level, there would likely be a cascade 
effect in which other events throughout the university 
would be driven to develop higher quality standards. 
The challenge was to do this while simultaneously re-
ducing costs. In effect, Anne launched one of the uni-
versity’s early total quality management efforts in the 
arena of presidential events. While she was able to re-
cruit and lead a talented staff, she also participated in 
all aspects of the activities, from planning to arrange-
ments, from working with caterers to designing seat-
ing plans, from welcoming guests to cleaning up after-
ward. No job was too large or too small, and her very 
high standards were applied to all.

While Anne’s direct involvement in all aspects of 
presidential events was perhaps unusual, there is nev-
ertheless an expectation that the presidential spouse 
will be a partner in advancing the interests of the uni-
versity. There is a certain inequity in the expectation of 
such uncompensated spousal service, and this expecta-
tion is an additional constraint placed on those seeking 
to serve as university presidents. But it is important to 
understand that even in these times of dual careers and 
the ascendancy of women to leadership roles, the uni-
versity presidency remains a two-person job.

The Hired Help

Legend has it that in the good old days, university 
presidents were treated as royalty: they were provided 
with presidential mansions staffed with cooks and ser-
vants and were driven about by chauffeurs in limou-
sines; they traveled to exotic locations and spent their 
summers golfing, reading, and relaxing in their com-
fortable summer homes. While there are presumably 
still a few presidents of private universities who enjoy 
such perquisites (although this, too, may be a myth), 
the lives of today’s public university presidents are 
far more austere. Particularly in these days of concern 
about the rising costs of a college education, university 
presidents can be swept away by public perceptions of 
luxury or privilege. The list of presidential casualties 
from excessive expenditures on residences, offices, en-
tertainment, or stadium boxes continues to lengthen. 
Because Anne and I were bathed in a public spotlight 
in which the local newspaper routinely led attacks on 
the president for excessive salary, it was clear that we 
needed to be creative in how we handled our personal 
lives. Far from being pampered residents, we served 
more in the roles of the butler, maid, and cook.

Like many universities, Michigan requires its presi-
dent to live in the President’s House. This ancient fa-
cility, located in the center of the Michigan campus, is 
the oldest building on the university campus, built in 
1840 as a home for professors and later enlarged and 
modified over the years by each of Michigan’s presi-
dents, until it became one of the largest and most dis-
tinguished-looking houses in Ann Arbor. Like most 
residents of Ann Arbor, Anne and I used to drive by the 
stately Italianate structure at 815 South University and 
wonder what it must be like to live there. From the out-
side, it looked elegant, tranquil, and exactly like what 
one would expect as the home for the university’s First 
Family—the “White House” for Ann Arbor.

Yet as we were soon to learn after accepting the 
Michigan presidency, the external appearance of the 
house was deceptive, to say the least. Our first visit to 
the house after being named as president was during 
the course of a massive renovation project. The front 
yard looked like a battlefield, with trenches all around. 
As we entered the house, we noticed a large toilet sit-
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ting quite prominently in the middle of the dining room. 
The interior of the house had a rather threadbare look. 
The plaster walls were cracked and stained by the not-
infrequent leaks in the plumbing. The carpet, drapes, 
and furniture dated from the 1950s. The wallpaper was 
taped together in many places. While earlier presidents 
had decorated the house with some of their own art 
and furniture, this had been largely replaced by rented 
furniture during the interregnum between presiden-
cies. The age of the President’s House posed a particu-
lar challenge, since rare was the day when something 
did not malfunction or break down. This disruption by 
repair projects turned out to be a perpetual character-
istic of living and working in a house designed for the 

mid-nineteenth century but used as if it were a modern 
conference center.

There was one positive result to the extensive work 
done in the house prior to my presidency. Since much 
of the house was torn up for mechanical and fire protec-
tion equipment (an absolute necessity for a 150-year-
old facility), the university had budgeted funds to patch 
things back together again after the heavy construction. 
By the time I assumed the presidency, the university’s 
interior decorating staff was already having a field day, 
picking out new carpets and expensive ornamental 
items, such as silver tea services and custom fireplace 
screens. At this point, Anne stepped in and brought the 
restoration project to an abrupt halt—out of concern 

The President’s House as the Duderstadt’s inherited it...
but soon to be renovated by Anne Duderstadt.
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both for the details of the restoration plan and for the 
dangers that might evolve from any appearance of in-
appropriate expenditures. Since she had a strong inter-
est in historic preservation, she wanted to first assess 
the opportunities to return the house to a more elegant 
and timeless design.

Actually, this turned into one of those teachable mo-
ments that educators so enjoy. First, it provided a case 
study in how university staffs relate to the first family. 
“Don’t you worry about these things. We’ve maintained 
the President’s House for decades and we knew just 
how it should look. So why don’t you folks take a long 
trip someplace, and when you return it will all look just 
like new?” Well-intentioned paternalism, coupled with 

a good dose of “Well, I told you so . . .” and “The new 
president is not going to get his way with our house!”

However this gave us an opportunity to demon-
stragte the Duderstadt philosophy. “Just because it isn’t 
broken doesn’t mean that it’s right! Humor us. Let us 
try it a different way and see if we can improve things.” 
With the help of some of the Plant Department people—
the carpenters, electricians, painters, and plumbers who 
were to become some of our best friends through their 
frequent visits to the house—Anne stripped off the old 
carpets and wallpaper and exposed the true majesty of 
the house. Original quarter-sawed oak floors. Hand-
crafted trim and molding. Donations of furniture were 
sought from several of Michigan’s fine old companies. 

The  President’s House, newly renovated 
and ready for guests.
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When the work was completed, and the dust settled, 
the house had been restored to its earlier elegance, 
while the total cost of the restoration project was actu-
ally less than the amount budgeted originally simply to 
replace the carpeting in the house ($100,000).

This experience demonstrates a very important les-
son for university presidents. While the efforts of staff 
to serve the president are usually very well intentioned, 
they can become very dangerous when accepted with 
benign neglect, particularly in public institutions. Ex-
penditures on ceremonial facilities—such as the presi-
dent’s home, football box, or office—should always in-
volve the approval of the trustees and ongoing review 
by the president, since the president must eventually 
bear the burden of public scrutiny for these expendi-
tures.

A closely related issue concerns the staffing of presi-
dential activities. While there was no shortage of staff-
ing, there were serious concerns both about quality and 
cost. Anne inherited a staffing cadre of over a dozen 
people, including an assistant to the president for spe-
cial events, a secretary to the First Lady, a facilities and 
grounds manager, cooks and housekeepers for both the 
President’s House and Inglis House, and a crew of gar-
deners. It was clear, however, that in an era of budget 
pressures and public accountability, considerable re-
structuring was necessary. By merging the management 
of the President’s House, Inglis House, and presidential 
events, Anne reduced the number of staff by half and 
the operating budget even further. Key in this strategy 
was the use of local caterers to handle most presidential 
events. By developing close working relationships with 

Another renovation project for Anne Duderstadt:
the Inglis House estate.
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the best caterers in Ann Arbor, then having them com-
pete against one another in terms of quality and price, 
Anne and her team were able to get exceptionally high 
quality at highly competitive costs.

Although it took several years of natural attrition 
and job redefinition, Anne managed to build an out-
standing team of talented and creative staff who were 
hardworking and dedicated. Not only did the quality 
of presidential events rise sharply, but these standards 
soon propagated to other activities for the university’s 
advancement. This result would prove critically impor-
tant to the upcoming fund-raising campaign.

Still, these efforts were not enough. We soon real-
ized that the only way we could walk the tightrope be-
tween cost containment and quality of events was to 
accept personal responsibility for many of the roles that 
in earlier years had been handled by staff. We shopped 
for our own groceries and cooked our own meals, so 
that we could dispense with a cook. We did our own 
laundry and cleaned our living areas in the President’s 
House, so we could reduce housekeeping expenses. 
We used our own furniture for those areas where we 
lived, and we augmented university furniture in pub-
lic areas of the house with our own items, to make the 
house a home. We drove our personal car for most of 
our trips. Recalling the legend about Michigan State 
University’s John Hannah (see chapter 7), I stopped us-
ing the university driver for trips about the state and 
began to drive myself about in one of the oldest Fords 
in the university fleet. We even paid for our own mov-
ing expenses, both when we moved into the President’s 
House and when we moved out eight years later.

Needless to say, this parsimonious style imposed ad-
ditional time, labor, and personal financial burdens. It 
also led to a rather strange life, in which we lived alone 
and largely responsible for a gigantic house (14,000 
square feet) that had been maintained throughout most 
of its existence by professional staff—a manager, cook, 
housekeepers, gardeners, and so on. Yet we managed 
to reduce very significantly the operating expenses of 
the President’s House. Perhaps more important, we 
removed any possibility that we could be targeted for 
living a life of luxury at the expense of the public, al-
though that did not stop the local newspaper from try-
ing to create the false impression that we did.

Security was another particular challenge. Since the 

house was so visible (similar to the White House in 
Washington), people with an ax to grind with the uni-
versity or just mad at the world in general would be 
drawn to the house as a symbol of whatever angered 
them. All too frequently, those showing up at the house 
posed some security risk. Since we were usually alone 
in the house, we had to be very careful in how we han-
dled access. We were advised by campus security not 
to answer the door during the evening, unless we were 
expecting someone or could determine who was at the 
door.

While protesting students rarely targeted the house 
directly, there were occasions when demonstrations 
against one tyranny or another would show up on 
the doorstep. Since many of the protests would march 
down the street passing right in front of the house, it 
was common for groups to stop to give the president 
a few blasts as well. Perhaps the most annoying such 
incident occurred during the protests over establishing 
a campus police force and a student disciplinary policy. 
(Michigan came quite late to these common universi-
ty practices.) Several hundred students chanting “No 
cops, no code, no guns!” marched up to the front porch, 
installed a podium with a sound system, and began a 
series of speeches about how the president was tram-
pling all over student rights. The students then decided 
to demonstrate their anguish by symbolically burying 
students’ rights in the front yard, digging graves and 
placing crosses. Finally, as night approached, about one 
hundred students set up tents on the lawn and spent 
the night.

Fortunately, we decided early in the presidency to 
keep our own house as a refuge for those times when 
we needed an escape from the headaches of living in 
the President’s House. We not only kept our house fully 
furnished and operational, but we actually maintained 
it as our official residence (for mail delivery and such) 
throughout our tenure in the presidency. The peace and 
quiet and simplicity of our old home was very reassur-
ing—and only ten minutes away.

Certainly one of the most disconcerting aspects of a 
major university presidency—particularly a university 
located in a small town—is the intensely public life one 
must lead. To Ann Arborites, the residents of the Presi-
dent’s House were every bit as much public figures as 
those in Washington’s White House. Every aspect of the 
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The president and spouse as hired help: organizing events, preparing meals,
cleaning up, refinishing furniture, baking the presidential pies–whatever it takes.
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presidential family’s lives was subject to public scru-
tiny, particularly by the local media. While we eventu-
ally got used to this public visibility in Ann Arbor, it 
frequently was disconcerting when folks would come 
up to us elsewhere (e.g., in California or Washington 
or London or Paris) and ask, “Aren’t you the president 
of the University of Michigan?” While I was hosting an 
alumni group on a trip one fall to Egypt, a young man 
approached me in front of the Sphinx to exclaim, “Hey, 
it’s President Duderstadt! Mr. President, do you know 
who won the Michigan-Illinois game yesterday?” (I 
did. We didn’t.)

It is little wonder that many of today’s university 
presidents believe that the stresses of the modern presi-
dency are simply too intense to add the burden of re-
quiring the president and family to live in a ceremonial 
university house and therefore be on duty 24 hours a 
day, seven days a week. Some universities are moving 
away from requiring presidents to live in a president’s 
house and are instead allowing them to purchase—and, 
in some cases, actually helping them to finance—their 
own home a short distance from the campus. This gives 
the president’s family some measure of privacy. It also 
allows them to maintain equity in rapidly inflating real 
estate marketplaces.1

During my tenure as president, however, we were 
required to make the President’s House our home, and 
so we did for the eight-year term of my presidency. 
While we never really felt at home in the house, we did 
everything we could to restore and maintain the ele-
gance of the facility. When we finally moved out of the 
house on July 1, 1996, we made certain that it was left 
in spotless condition for the next president. Despite the 
inevitable repair projects that would continue, we were 
confident that we had left the President’s House in per-
haps the finest condition of its long history (just as we 
hoped we had left the university).

A Turn About the University Calendar

Just as does the university itself, the life of a uni-
versity president revolves around the calendar, chang-
ing with the seasons. After the hot, humid doldrums 
of a Midwestern summer, excitement begins to build 
in late August, as students begin to return to campus. 
The fall is a time of beginning and renewal, as new stu-

dents and faculty arrive on campus, bringing the excite-
ment of new beginnings. The energy and activity level 
are high, with community celebrations such as football 
weekends, alumni reunions, Homecoming, and fall tra-
ditions such as apple picking and trips to the local cider 
mills.

As Labor Day approaches, streets become crowd-
ed, parking disappears, and one of the most traumat-
ic moments in a college education begins: the “Great 
Dropoff.” Parents bring their young students to the 
university, moving them into residence halls and away 
from home for the first time. I always made it a point to 
speak to the parents of new students, to reassure them 
that their sons and daughters were academically talent-
ed and would be carefully nurtured by the university. 
Both Anne and I would participate in welcoming activi-
ties, such as hosting a Good Humor ice cream wagon 
in front of the dorms as tired parents moved in their 
excited students, presenting a freshman convocation to 
convey to new students a few words of advice (usually 
ignored, of course), and holding an array of welcom-
ing events for new graduate students and new faculty. 
I always used to tell parents that there was only one 
college event more traumatic than the Great Dropoff. 
It was that moment, following commencement, when, 
just as parents swell with pride, their graduating stu-
dents happen to mention their intent to move back 
home until deciding what to do next.

Universities are places where tradition is important, 
and there are always many traditions during the begin-
ning of a new academic year. During my years as dean 
and provost, Anne and I had long been accustomed to 
hosting a fall kickoff event to get the new academic year 
under way. Anne had been particularly creative in de-
signing novel ways and interesting venues to get the 
new academic year off to a good start—a dinner hosted 
on the stage of one of our theaters or in a gallery of our 
art museum, “Dining with the Deans and the Dino-
saurs” at our museum of natural history, and even a 
brunch in our new solid state electronics facility (com-
plete with clean-room suits). In our presidential role, 
we felt such events were extremely important to build 
the necessary spirit of teamwork among deans and ex-
ecutive officers.

The spectacle of college football is a celebration of 
the joys of fall. A football Saturday is a community ex-
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perience, drawing tens of thousands together in a fes-
tival designed to celebrate more the wonders of a fall 
weekend than the game itself. While most of those at-
tending the game probably draw some excitement from 
the game, many are probably not fans, at least in the 
intense sense that one finds in such sports as basket-
ball and hockey. Some come to enjoy the spectacle, the 
tailgate parties, the bands, and the crowds. Some have 
a more social interest in seeing friends. Still others are 
there simply because it is the thing to do on a fall week-
end. After all, how else can they participate in conver-
sations later in the week if they have missed the game?

Everything was always too busy in the fall, particu-
larly for the Office of the President. Activities that had 
been suspended for the summer would come alive once 
again, demanding time and attention. No matter how 
much time one spent getting ready for the new term, 
it never seemed enough to cope with the demands and 
the challenges. Although it usually took several weeks 
for the first crisis to develop, sometimes it was earlier. 
Perhaps the endgame of the summer state budget pro-
cess in Lansing would have gone amiss, requiring days 
of follow-up effort with state government to repair the 
damage through supplemental appropriations. Some-
times Washington would spring a new surprise on the 
university—for example, a new scheme for cutting the 
amount of research grant support or a congressional in-
quiry. With new students came new issues that could 
rapidly dominate the agenda for campus activism. 
Even the regents would occasionally pitch in, returning 
to their first meeting after the August recess with new 
demands or accusations, particularly in an election year 
when positions on the board were at stake.

Even with all of the activity, fall is a pleasant time at 
the university. Michigan falls are glorious, with bright 
blue skies, the color of the turning leaves, and moderate 
temperatures. There is always a sense of optimism, the 
excitement of returning students and faculty, the hope 
of a winning football season (since Michigan usually 
does well during its early, nonconference season), the 
enthusiasm of returning alumni and friends.

However, as the skies turn gray and the leaves 
disappear, more serious matters begin to take hold. 
Student activists have defined their agendas and de-
veloped their strategies, and campus demonstrations 
begin. One can always depend on a crisis developing in 

one academic unit or another—a faculty revolt against 
a dean, the raid of an outstanding scholar by a com-
peting university, a serious budget problem. The local 
newspapers run out of national or regional news to re-
port and turn their attention to stirring up controversy 
about (or within) the university. Perhaps most demoral-
izing of all, the football team would sometimes be upset 
by Michigan State or Ohio State.

Winters in Michigan can be rugged. The tempera-
ture usually drops below freezing by Thanksgiving, 
where it remains until late March. An Alberta clipper 
sweeping across the Great Lakes can be ferocious. But 
more typically, a Michigan winter is wet and overcast. 
The phrase “good, gray Michigan” is apt. It is just the 
kind of season when one wants to stay home, curled up 
in front of a warm fire.

The focus during winter at Michigan is on serious 
matters: classes, research, politics, and student protests. 
Yet there are also basketball, hockey, and a number of 
other indoor sports. And, on not infrequent occasions, 
there is the joy of a holiday season concluding in the 
warm sunshine of a New Year’s Day in Pasadena.

During my presidency, Anne and I, like many oth-
er members of the central administration, were ready 
to collapse by the time the Christmas holidays ap-
proached. Yet even during the holiday season, we had 
little respite. From Thanksgiving to Christmas was the 
season of holiday events and receptions. Anne was al-
ways particularly busy, since she was responsible for 
numerous activities associated with the holiday season. 
She first had to decorate both the President’s House 
and Inglis House for the countless events scheduled 
for the month of December. Here, Anne had to steer a 
careful course between creating an appropriate spirit of 
the season and yet not having the season labeled as any 
particular religious experience. She was finally reduced 
to explaining that trees and wreaths were, in reality, 
pagan symbols of the winter solstice from prehistoric 
times (although my electric train under the tree in the 
President’s House was a pagan rite of more recent ori-
gin).

However, the real impact of winter on life at the uni-
versity sets in when students and faculty return after 
New Year’s. Since Michigan is high in latitude and on 
the western edge of the eastern time zone, not only are 
the days short, but darkness falls by midafternoon. Al-
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though Michigan’s proximity to the Great Lakes pre-
vents long periods of subzero weather, it is usually wet, 
and the skies are always overcast. Winter sports pro-
vide some distraction, but trudging through the snow 
to a basketball game or hockey match on a bitterly cold 
night is a challenge.

Not surprisingly, after a few weeks, there are the 
first signs of cabin fever—or perhaps sunlight-defi-
ciency syndrome. People become more irritable. The 
frequency of complaints increases. The newspapers be-
come more hostile. And much of this eventually finds 
its way to the Office of the President. During my presi-
dency, I found that one could be certain that February 
and March would also be the peak times for student 
activism. Usually, it took several weeks for campus 

politics to regain momentum after the holidays. But 
by February, protest leaders would have created a fe-
ver pitch of concerns—although, of course, the issues 
would change every year. This fever would generally 
peak during the February regents’ meeting, which usu-
ally provided the opportunity for maximum public 
visibility. Fortunately, the week of spring break would 
follow in early March. But after break, even though the 
weather was not quite as bitterly cold, Michigan re-
mained in winter’s grip, the campus remained irritable, 
and protest movements could be easily reignited.

There were usually several distractions that kept 
such politics from coalescing into a crescendo. First, if 
the basketball or hockey team was nationally ranked, 
students could look forward to the NCAA tournaments, 

The President’s House.in Christmas decoration
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March Madness, the Final Four, or the Frozen Four. Sec-
ond, Michigan’s unusually short winter term left very 
few weeks for building major political movements be-
fore the period of final exams and commencement. It 
is sometimes rumored that the reason the university 
shifted in the 1960s to a trimester system in which the 
term ends by May 1 is that the faculty wanted to get 
students out of town before warm weather brought the 
potential for real disruptions. While this is not true, it 
also is not a bad idea.

In contrast to the rest of society, the university ap-
proaches spring with mixed enthusiasm. Certainly, 
the end of winter and the transition from gray slush to 
green growth is welcome. Yet spring also signals the 
approaching end of the academic calendar, commence-
ment, and the departure of students and faculty. Aca-
demic administrators turn to the serious business of 
budgets and state politics.

Spring is a very brief season in Michigan. In late 
April, the thermometer finally moves above freezing. It 
then keeps right on going into the seventies and eight-
ies, so that by early May, summer has arrived. The tulips 
bloom, leaves appear on the trees, and students gradu-
ate and leave—all in the space of a few weeks. Hence, 
my spring memories as president of the university are 
few and brief: the blooming of the peony garden in the 
Arboretum, the May Festival when the Philadelphia 
Orchestra spent a week performing at the university, 
spring commencement—that is about it.

Summer is a strange time on university campuses, 
with most students and faculty gone, many campus fa-
cilities closed, and campus life in a dormant state. For 
most university faculty members and students, summer 
is a welcome break from the hectic pace of the academic 
year. Many faculty scatter to the winds, traveling about 
the globe, combining scholarly work and traveling va-
cations. Even those who stay in Ann Arbor to work on 
their research generally slow their pace a bit and try to 
take a few weeks of pure vacation.

Long ago, or so I am told, summertime was also a 
time of rest and relaxation for university presidents. 
Many had summer places, to which they would retreat 
to read, write, and relax during the summer months. 
It was also a time to travel abroad, to fly the univer-
sity flag in far-flung locales and be wined and dined 
by local alumni. Michigan president Harlan Hatcher 

once boasted to me that he had played golf in every city 
where the university had an alumni club.

But from my perspective in the 1990s, it was hard 
to imagine that such peaceful summers had ever ex-
isted for university presidents. In the fast-paced world 
of state and federal politics, summertime in the 1980s 
and 1990s was the time when the critical phase of the 
budget process occurred. May, June, and July involved 
nonstop negotiations—with governors, legislators, 
and regents—to pin down university funding and de-
termine how it would be distributed. During times of 
limited resources, this period was particularly stressful. 
Many were the long days I spent in Lansing pleading 
the university’s case for an adequate appropriation or 
attempting to persuade contrarian regents about the im-
portance of charging adequate tuition levels to sustain 
the quality of the institution. The Detroit-to-Washington 
shuttle also became a familiar experience for me as Con-
gress and the administration worked their way through 
appropriations bills with major implications for leading 
research universities, such as Michigan.

This political period required intense effort, involv-
ing long hours and seven-day workweeks. It also re-
quired constant vigilance, since a slight shift in a vote 
from a legislative conference committee or an inane 
comment to the press by a maverick regent could blow 
the strategy apart. As a result, by the time the July re-
gents’ meeting was completed, the executive officers 
were usually on the verge of collapse and looked to-
ward the month of August for a well-deserved break—
usually as far away from Ann Arbor as they could get. 
Unfortunately, the same was not true for the president.

August was always a traumatic month for me as 
president, since I was frequently left quite alone to pro-
tect the university from the slings and arrows of outra-
geous fortune. For example, early in my presidency, the 
challenge was an ongoing political struggle to prevent 
the governor from eroding the university’s autonomy 
by attempting to control its tuition levels. As chair of 
the President’s Council of the State Universities of 
Michigan, it was my role to lead a bitter yet success-
ful struggle to resist the governor’s efforts to control 
tuition. This fight usually came to a head in August, 
following the state legislature’s approval of the appro-
priation bill, when the governor’s staff would begin to 
pressure the presidents and governing boards to roll 
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back tuition increases. Hence, I would spend much of 
my time in August on the phone coordinating the ef-
forts of the other universities to stand up to this intimi-
dation. Much of the time, I was the only one left in the 
fort to carry on the fight, while others were on vaca-
tion. This was a lonely battle, but one in which defeat 
would have seriously damaged the university. In the 
end, Michigan managed to win each time—much to the 
consternation of the governor and his staff.

Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous

One of the most fascinating aspects of a major uni-
versity presidency involves the people that one meets 
and hosts on behalf of the university. During our presi-
dency, Anne and I hosted several presidents, numerous 
distinguished guests from the academy, corporate lead-
ers, celebrities, and even a god. Several examples illus-
trate the entertainment of the rich and famous.

Although she was just recovering from bronchitis, 
Anne organized a reception at the President’s House 
for Leonard Bernstein following his concert with the Vi-
enna Philharmonic in honor of his seventieth birthday. 
The guests, mostly students from the School of Music’s 
conducting program, began to arrive around 11:00 p.m., 
but Bernstein did not arrive until 12:30. After a couple 
of large scotches, he warmed up to the students (who 
were drinking nonalcoholic punch, of course). At one 
point, he went to the piano and began to play some of 
his Broadway compositions, singing along with lyrics a 
bit more bawdy than one is used to hearing. At about 
2:30, Bernstein decided to go out on the town, and off 
he went, followed by a dozen students, looking for a 
bar.

The evening before Michigan retired Gerald Ford’s 
football jersey number, we hosted a formal dinner for 
him and Mrs. Ford, attended by Governor John Engler 
and the real celebrities, Bo Schembechler and Steve 
Fisher. President Ford suggested that Michigan’s retire-
ment of his football number meant almost as much to 
him as being president.

Many celebrities were key volunteers for the Cam-
paign for Michigan. Mike Wallace agreed to be one of 
the cochairs of the campaign and played a critical role 
not only in the New York fund-raising efforts but also 
in hosting the campaign’s major kickoff events. He 

also made an important contribution to fund the facil-
ity housing the Michigan Journalism Fellows Program, 
named the Mike and Mary Wallace House.

In 1994, the university had the privilege of hosting 
Dr. Jonas Salk, in recognition of the fortieth anniver-
sary of the announcement of the successful tests of the 
Salk vaccine. Many of Salk’s former collaborators and a 
large number of polio survivors visited the campus for 
the event, which was sponsored in part by the March 
of Dimes.

One of the most interesting events hosted in the 
President’s House was a reception for the Dalai Lama, 
who was visiting the campus to receive the Wallenberg 
Medal. Of course, the Dalai Lama is the most revered 
figure in Tibetan Buddhism, regarded by the faithful 
as the fourteenth reincarnation of Siddha¯rtha and as a 
living god. The visit itself required some careful plan-
ning, since the Dalai Lama does not eat or drink after 
noon. Anne arranged for a small tea ceremony using 
hot water, so that we could first meet and chat with His 
Holiness for several minutes before introducing him 
to the many guests. He was charming, and the discus-
sions ranged from theoretical physics to Tibetan flow-
ers. He presented the guests with traditional Tibetan 
silk scarves. Then, after a receiving line, we rode with 
him over to Crisler Arena for the Wallenberg Lecture. It 
was quite an occasion.

Because of Michigan’s prominence as an institution, 
not a year passed without numerous command perfor-
mance events. Many of these involved commencements 
in which the university awarded honorary degrees to 
distinguished visitors. On some occasions, these took 
on national importance, such as when the university 
gave honorary degrees to President George Bush and 
Barbara Bush and to First Lady Hillary Clinton. In both 
cases, the honorees actually spent only a short time on 
campus, arriving just before and leaving just after the 
commencement ceremony. However, preparing even 
for these short visits was a Herculean task.

On the Road

There are times in a university president’s life when 
one begins to feel as if the drill for each morning is to 
be handed an airline ticket and told that the car to the 
airport is waiting. Travel is no stranger to university 
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Hobnobbing with the rich and famous: From left to right: Leonard Bernstein, Kurt Masur, James Galway, 
Andre Previn, James Earl Jones, David Broder, Jonas Sauk, Hillary Clinton, President Clinton, President and 
Mrs. Ford, Bill Cosby, Mike Wallace, the “60 Minutes” crew, Charles Moore,Toni Morrison, William Seid-
man, and Joyce Carol Oates.
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Hosting his Holiness, the Dalai Lama, at the President’s House.
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A Presidential Commencement: Awarding an honorary degree
 to President and Mrs. George Bush in 1992.
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From MIT’s inauguration of Chuck Vest to a state dinner with 
Queen Elizabeth II and President George Bush.
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presidents and their spouses. Whether it is fund-rais-
ing, visiting alumni, attending meetings, lobbying, or 
simply flying the university flag, the life of a president 
is always on the go. I once developed a hypothesis that 
there were, in reality, only about 500 people in the na-
tion who traveled all the time and that most of these 
were university presidents. We always ran into each 
other at airports. One good measure of travel mileage is 
elite customer status with airlines, generally requiring 
75,000 miles or more each year. I once earned this status 
simply by traveling back and forth to Washington (on 
about 75 round-trips) for National Science Board meet-
ings.

Compounding the calendar complexity of leading 
a university are a number of other commitments. It is 
customary for presidents of major universities to serve 
on a variety of public and private boards. Not only do 
such service activities benefit a university through the 
contributions their leaders make to such efforts, but 
they also add to the experience and influence of the 
president.

During my presidency, I participated in many such 
activities: the Big Ten Conference, the executive com-
mittees of such higher education organizations as the 
Association of American Universities and the National 
Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Col-
leges, the Presidents Council of the State Universities of 
Michigan, the executive council of the National Acade-
my of Engineering, and so on. I also served as a director 
of two major corporations. However, my most signifi-
cant and demanding service activity was on the Na-
tional Science Board, a national body consisting of 24 
leading scientists and engineers appointed by the U.S. 
president and confirmed by the Senate to be responsible 
for both the National Science Foundation and the devel-
opment of broader national science policy. Appointed 
to consecutive six-year terms by Presidents Reagan and 
Bush, I was elected chairman of the National Science 
Board during the early 1990s. In this role, I was respon-
sible not only for the operation of the board and the 
oversight of the NSF but also for the supervision of a 
staff of roughly two dozen professionals. In a very real 
sense, I had a second demanding chief executive job in 
national science policy, beyond the myriad responsibili-
ties of the Michigan presidency. It was always an inter-
esting mental transition to shift gears from the issues 

swirling about the campus or Lansing when I set aside 
my Michigan president’s hat and donned my federal 
hat to worry about congressional committees or White 
House policy or international relations.

Yet another demanding responsibility that I held 
during my UM presidency involved the Big Ten Con-
ference. During the early phase of my presidency, my 
primary role was just protecting the university from 
conference actions, since I did not yet have sufficient 
seniority to be in a leadership role. In later years, my se-
niority increased to the point where I became a member 
of the executive committee of the Big Ten Conference, 
first as chair of its finance committee and then finally 
as chair of the board of directors. In these latter roles, 
I found myself spending a great deal of time on con-
ference matters—for example, restructuring the NCAA 
from an association into a federation, representing the 
Big Ten during its centennial year, and negotiating with 
the Pac Ten Conference over the Rose Bowl relations. 
Although the day-to-day management of conference 
activities rested with the conference commissioner, I, as 
chair, had the executive responsibility to keep on top of 
matters. This was another job-related overload unseen 
and certainly unappreciated by most.

The president and his or her spouse also serve as 
the official representatives of the university in numer-
ous organizations. Since the University of Michigan is 
generally regarded as a leader of public higher educa-
tion in America, Anne and I were expected to play a sig-
nificant leadership role in many of these organizations. 
While this provided us with many opportunities, it also 
imposed very significant responsibilities and time com-
mitments on the president.

The Association of American Universities (AAU) is 
the most important of the higher education associations 
for a Michigan president to be involved in, since it is a 
presidents/spouses-only organization representing the 
top research universities in the United States and Can-
ada. Since both presidents and spouses are involved to-
gether in its activities, it is also a very important mech-
anism in building personal relationships among the 
leaders of various universities. While the AAU meet-
ings held during my presidency did deal with some 
important issues, their real value was to provide an op-
portunity for informal discussions of higher education 
and to build a network among the presidents. Perhaps 
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Meetiings around the world...

the only disconcerting aspect of the AAU was its tradi-
tion of publishing each year the names of the 60 presi-
dents, ranked by longevity. The turnover in this group 
was quite extraordinary. By the time I stepped down, I 
ranked eighth in seniority among the AAU presidents. 
Furthermore, there were only three presidents left on 
the list who had served more than 10 years.

There were numerous other organizations that met 
on a regular basis and required presidential participa-
tion. They included, to name only a few, the National 
Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Col-
leges, the American Council on Education, the Council 
of Presidents and associated Committee on Institution-
al Cooperation of the Big Ten universities, the Business–
Higher Education Forum, and the Presidents Council 
of the State Universities of Michigan. Needless to say, 
the meetings of these and similar organizations kept the 
calendar full and the travel load heavy.

Probably the most interesting and enjoyable high-
er education gathering was the least visible: the Tan-
ner Group. This group consisted of the presidents 
and spouses of the leading universities in the world: 
Harvard University, the University of Michigan, the 
University of California, Stanford University, Yale 
University, Princeton University, Oxford University, 
Cambridge University, and the University of Utah 
(which was the home institution of the benefactor,  
O. C. Tanner). The presidents and spouses served for-
mally as trustees of the Tanner Trust, which sponsored 
the Tanner Lectures on Human Values at each of the in-
stitutions. They met for several days in late June, at ei-
ther university campuses or world-class resorts. Beyond 
the enjoyment of the surroundings, participation in the 
Tanner Group offered one of the few opportunities not 
only to build friendships with presidents of other insti-
tutions but to discuss in a candid and confidential way 
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from state government or an effort to better integrate 
academic learning with student housing or a scheme to 
go after a major federal research laboratory. Once each 
project was launched, I would generally move ahead to 
another activity, only checking back from time to time 
to see how things were going. I rarely strove for per-
fection in any particular venture. Rather, I felt that, at 
least for such a large, diverse, and complex institution 
as Michigan, it was better to keep lots of things going 
on than to focus on any one agenda.

By contrast, Anne is a detail person. She focuses her 
attention on only a few matters at a time and is not sat-
isfied until they have met her standards of excellence. 
Whether her concern as First Lady at Michigan was a 
major renovation project (e.g., the President’s House or 
the Inglis House), the photographic book she helped de-
sign for the university, or a special fund-raising event, 
Anne’s standards were very high. Just as my spinning-
plate style kept the university in high gear, Anne’s in-
sistence on excellence rapidly propagated across the 
campus.

Always Some Doubts

Sometimes Anne and I would wonder whether we 
had taken on too much, whether there was any way to 
reduce the number of our commitments, whether we 
could streamline our presidential calendar. In the end, 
we concluded that streamlining was probably impos-
sible, as much due to the nature of the presidential posi-
tion as to our own personalities. Over time, a university 
president accumulates roles and responsibilities much 
like a ship accumulates barnacles. As one becomes 
more visible as a university leader, opportunities arise 
that simply must be accepted as a matter of responsibil-
ity. Our experience was that the number of new roles 
put before us always seemed to outnumber the number 
of old roles that we managed to complete.

Perhaps this is one of the reasons why the tenure of 
the modern university president has become so short. 
The inevitable accumulation of the barnacles of mul-
tiple roles so weights down the presidential ship that 
it eventually sinks. Eventually, it must be replaced by 
a fresh president, a clean ship, unencumbered as a rela-
tive unknown by the array of obligations and duties 
that build up over years of service.

the trials and tribulations of university leadership.
Needless to say, the time available for rest, relax-

ation, and recreation was limited. Anne and I used 
what little spare time we had available to balance the 
wear and tear of the presidency with physical exercise. 
We had both become dependent on jogging for main-
taining both physical condition and sanity. In other 
university roles, we had been able to set aside conve-
nient times during the day for this activity. However, 
the time demands of the presidency forced our exercise 
earlier and earlier in the day, until eventually we were 
up well before dawn and over at the varsity track (or 
the indoor track) to work out at 6 a.m. or so. We became 
familiar companions to various other early birds: the 
“Dawn Patrol” of wounded football players doing their 
obligatory mile, the ROTC students, and various other 
masochists.

A Matter of Style

Each presidency is characterized by a distinctive 
style that, over time, tends to affect—or infect—the rest 
of the institution. Contributing to this style are the way 
the president approaches the challenge of leadership; 
the nature of the president’s working relationships 
with students, faculty, and staff; the spirit of teamwork 
the president inspires among other university leaders; 
and even the character of university events. Since both 
Anne and I had grown up in a small, Midwestern farm 
town, we generally tended to approach our roles in an 
informal, unpretentious, and straightforward fashion. 
We both realized that we came from peasant stock, and 
we viewed ourselves very much as commoners thrust 
for a time into the complex and demanding roles of 
public leadership.

Of course, we brought our own quirks and patterns 
to our roles. I tend to be one of those folks who always 
has to have lots of balls in the air, although I will drop 
a few from time to time. Perhaps a more appropriate 
circus metaphor for my management style is the juggler 
who starts a whole series of plates spinning on sticks, 
jumping quickly from plate to plate to keep them spin-
ning together. As UM president, I would launch a se-
ries of activities, assigning the responsibility for each 
to a member of my leadership team. For example, I 
might initiate a project to secure capital outlay funding 
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The Tanner Group Meetings: Cambridge, Hawaii, and Oxford

During my ten years in the central administration 
as provost and president, Anne and I never really had 
a true vacation. We did manage to get away on several 
university trips—more precisely, expeditions—to ex-
otic places, such as China and Eastern Europe. But even 
on these trips, we were representing the institution and 
usually working on its agendas. Although the times 
made it impossible for us to ever take an extended va-

cation during our presidency as had our predecessors, 
we sometimes were able to escape for a few days. But 
we were never more than a phone call or an e-mail mes-
sage away from the demands of the university. Many 
were the times when I had to fly back to handle a quick 
emergency. Even when we were able to get several 
days’ distance away, the time was frequently filled with 
phone calls, e-mail messages, and faxes. Rare indeed 
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The Tanner Group: Stanford, Bellagio, and Yale

was the day when we could set aside university prob-
lems or demands. This inability to decouple from the 
university, to regain our strength, eventually played a 
key role in our decision to step down from the presi-
dency

So, what was the personal life of a university presi-
dent like? Once, after a long discussion of the past year’s 
wear and tear by the presidents of the Tanner Group, 

Neal Rudenstine of Harvard passed me a note with a 
quote from Robert Frost that perhaps best expresses 
it: “Happiness makes up in height for what it lacks in 
length.” Both of us were coming off rough years.
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In any book concerning an American university 
presidency, it seems most appropriate to include sev-
eral examples of failed agendas, to complement those 
that have actually succeeded. After all, university pres-
idents, like other leaders, need to remember that one 
usually does not win a war without losing a few battles 
along the way. There are times when presidents almost 
feel on a quixotic quest, tilting with one windmill after 
another on behalf of an apparently hopeless cause. Yet 
perseverance is an important trait for successful presi-
dencies.

Twenty years of making the case for the importance 
of a rational civilian nuclear power program in the 
United States had taught me well the importance—and 
yet also the frustration—of fighting what seem to be 
endless and sometimes losing battles. There were times 
when many of the causes I was called on to defend as 
president—academic freedom, diversity, tenure, and 
tuition—seemed almost as difficult to explain to re-
gents, legislators, and the press as nuclear fission chain 
reactions and radioactive waste disposal. While careful 
planning, skillful execution, and determined persis-
tency helped me to accomplish a great deal, there were 
some issues that defied all our efforts. This chapter 
considers three of the most intractable: (1) the increas-
ingly “private” reality of the public research university, 
(2) the threat posed to the university by the increasing 
commercialization and corruption of college sports, 
and (3) the hapless and seriously outdated nature of 
university governance.

Windmill No. 1: The Privately  
Supported Public University

Here, the issue is simple enough to state, even if 
intractable to address. The experience of the past two 

decades and a bit of demographic forecasting suggest 
that an aging population is unlikely to regard higher 
education as a high priority for its tax dollars when 
compared to its more urgent needs, such as health care, 
retirement, protection from crime, homeland security, 
and tax relief. Hence, if America’s public universities—
particularly the flagship public research universities—
are to sustain their quality and capacity to serve both 
present and future generations, they have no choice 
but to function more similarly to a private university, 
drawing an increasing fraction of their support from 
the marketplace (through student tuition, private gifts, 
and sponsored research) and weaning themselves from 
dependence on declining state appropriations. Wheth-
er this takes the form of explicit public policy to create 
a new class of public-private hybrid institutions, such 
as “charter” or “enterprise” universities, or whether a 
natural evolutionary trend eventually leads to the body 
politic’s acceptance of the institutional reality that the 
state has become a small, minority shareholder in the 
public university, the consequence is the same: for all 
effective purposes, the best of America’s public research 
universities will inevitably become, to use a phrase 
suggested by Frank Rhodes, predominantly “privately 
financed but publicly committed” institutions,1 albeit 
with strong public purpose and public accountability.

The challenge, then, becomes one of educating the 
public and its elected government officials and per-
suading them that until higher education rises higher 
on the priority list for public tax support, it is in the best 
interests of society to turn the public research universi-
ty loose, to allow it to compete in a fiercely competitive 
marketplace for resources, students, faculty, and repu-
tation, albeit with some agreement on how it will be 
held accountable for serving the public interest. Yet it 
is easier to persuade the environmental movement that 

Chapter 11

Tilting with WIndmills
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nuclear power is the key to mitigating global climate 
change driven by fossil fuel combustion than to per-
suade governors and state legislatures that if they are 
unable to adequately support their flagship public re-
search universities, they should allow their institutions 
to compete in the marketplace and thereby attain the 
agility and autonomy necessary to preserve their qual-
ity and their capacity to serve.

There is a deeper principle at stake here. For at least 
three decades, both the public and its elected leaders 
have been telling us, through actions and rhetoric, that 
a college education should be viewed less as a public 
good and more as a personal benefit for individual col-
lege students, as measured by future earning capacity 
and quality of life attributable to a college degree. They 
have reflected this shifting perspective both in declin-
ing tax support of public higher education compared to 
other social priorities (e.g., health care and prisons) and 
through an array of state and federal financial aid poli-
cies that increasingly benefit the students from middle- 
and upper-income families rather than those with seri-
ous financial needs.

Today, even as the needs of society for postsecondary 
education intensify, we find an erosion in the percep-
tion of education as a public good deserving of strong 
societal support. Our society seems to have forgotten 
the broader purposes and benefits of the university as 
a place where both the young and the experienced can 
acquire not only knowledge and skills but the values 
and discipline of an educated mind, so essential to a 
democracy; where we defend and propagate our cul-
tural and intellectual heritage, even while challenging 
our norms and beliefs; where we develop the leaders 
of our governments, commerce, and professions; and 
where new knowledge is created through research and 
scholarship and applied through social engagement to 
serve society.2 Whether a deliberate or unconscious re-
sponse to the tightening tax constraints and changing 
priorities for public funds, along with the escalating 
value of a college education in the knowledge econo-
my, the new message is that education has become a 
private good that should be paid for by the individuals 
who benefit most directly: students, patients, business, 
and other patrons from the private sector. Government 
policies such as the Bayh-Dole Act that not only enable 
but intensify the capacity of universities to capture and 

market the commercial value of the intellectual prod-
ucts of research and instruction represent additional 
steps down this slippery slope.

As a consequence, we need to question the viabil-
ity of the long-standing public principle that because of 
the broader benefit to all of society, education in public 
universities should be primarily supported through tax 
dollars rather than student fees. The traditional model 
of financing public higher education, relying on large 
state appropriations to enable nominal tuition levels, 
coupled with modest need-based student grants and 
loans from the federal government, looks increasingly 
fragile.3 If interpreted primarily as individual benefit, 
the concept of low-tuition public universities amounts 
to a highly regressive social policy, particularly at flag-
ship public research universities, since it taxes the poor 
to subsidize the educational opportunities available 
only to middle- and upper-class families. Put another 
way, low tuition at public research universities amounts 
to welfare for the rich at the expense of educational op-
portunity for low-income students.

Let me illustrate this by describing the current situ-
ation at the University of Michigan. For some time, our 
state legislature has adopted a policy (at least in rheto-
ric) that state tax dollars should only be used to support 
Michigan residents. For that reason, the University of 
Michigan sets the tuition levels for nonresidents at es-
sentially private university levels—$30,000 dollars for 
2006–7, which also happens to be roughly the universi-
ty’s estimate of actual instructional costs for undergrad-
uates. For Michigan residents, this tuition is discounted 
to $10,000. The current state appropriation ($320 mil-
lion) for the university amounts to about $12,000 per 
Michigan student. Hence, you see that even if the uni-
versity were to apply the full appropriation to the sub-
sidy of Michigan residents (ignoring the use of these 
funds for other state-mandated activities, such as pub-
lic service, health care, etc.), $8,000 ($30,000 – $10,000 – 
$12,000) of the discount from actual costs would remain 
to be covered from other sources. In reality, this fund-
ing gap must be covered from the same discretionary 
funds (from private gifts and endowment income) that 
the university would use for student financial aid pro-
grams. The policy implications of this reality become 
even more apparent when it is noted that the average 
student family income for Michigan undergraduates is 
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now in excess of $120,000. It is clear that for the Uni-
versity of Michigan and many other flagship public re-
search universities, maintaining in-state tuition levels 
far below the discount funded by state appropriations 
is coming at the expense of student financial aid. Low 
in-state tuitions represent a very substantial subsidy of 
the costs of a college education for the affluent at the 
expense of the educational opportunities of those from 
less fortunate economic circumstances. Inadequate 
state support coupled with political constraints on tu-
ition are not only threatening the quality of the univer-
sity; they are transforming Michigan into a university 
of the rich.

To survive with quality intact in this brave new 
world of constrained state support, a situation likely 

to last for at least a generation, many of the best pub-
lic universities have begun to move toward policies of 
high tuition and increased financial aid. State support 
is becoming correctly viewed as a tax-supported dis-
count of the price of education, a discount that should 
be more equitably distributed to those with true need. 
With the continuation of this trend, the leading public 
universities will increasingly resemble private univer-
sities in the way they are financed and managed. To re-
place declining state appropriations, they will use their 
reputation—developed and sustained during earlier 
times of more generous state support—to attract the 
resources they need from federal and private sources. 
Many institutions will embrace a strategy to become 
increasingly privately financed, even as they strive to 

The alarming deterioration of state support for higher education in Michigan and its im-
pact on student tuition is demonstrated in these state-by-state comparisons. (SHEE))
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retain their public character.
This privatization of support for public higher ed-

ucation actually began more than three decades ago, 
when inadequate state appropriations forced public in-
stitutions to begin to charge significant tuition. It inten-
sified with major fund-raising and financial indepen-
dence, including spin-off operations, of medical centers 
and law and business schools. Ironically (though per-
haps not surprisingly, in view of the nature of politics), 
even as public universities became less dependent on 
state support, state governments attempted to tighten 
the reins of state control with even more regulations 
and bureaucracy in the name of public accountability. 
It is little wonder that in many states, public universi-
ties are now moving into a new phase of privatization 

by seeking to free themselves from state control, since 
taxpayers now pay for such a small share of their over-
all operations—typically less than 20 percent for most 
flagship state universities. Public university leaders are 
increasingly reluctant to cede control of their activi-
ties to state governments. Many institutions are even 
bargaining for more autonomy from state control as an 
alternative to growth in state support, arguing that if 
granted more control over their own destiny, they can 
better protect their capacity to serve the public.4

It is instructive to return again to the Michigan case 
study. Throughout much of the twentieth century, the 
University of Michigan benefited from generous state 
support. At the time, a booming automobile industry 
made the Michigan economy unusually prosperous, 

The President’s Council provides further evidence of just how far Michigan 
has falled in its state support of higher education. (PCSUM)
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and the University of Michigan was the only major uni-
versity in the state. However, by the 1970s, the energy 
crisis and foreign competition weakened Michigan’s 
industrial economy. Furthermore, regional needs, am-
bitious leadership, and sympathetic political forces al-
lowed a number of other public colleges in Michigan to 
grow into comprehensive universities, thereby compet-
ing directly with the University of Michigan for limited 
state appropriations.

As state support dropped throughout the last de-
cades of the twentieth century, the University of Michi-
gan became, in effect, a privately financed university, 
supported by a broad array of constituencies at the 
national—indeed, international—level, albeit with a 
strong mission focused on state needs. Today, the state 
of Michigan has become the smallest shareholder in the 
university, contributing less than 7 percent of its total 
support (compared to 16 percent from student tuition, 

18 percent from research grants and contracts, 10 per-
cent from private gifts, and 49 percent from auxiliary 
income). Just as a private university, the University of 
Michigan must today earn the majority of its support in 
the competitive marketplace. It allocates and manages 
its resources in much the same way as private universi-
ties. It still retains a public character, however, commit-
ted to serving the people whose ancestors created it two 
centuries earlier.

Yet as the Michigan president who had the task of 
selling this vision of Michigan’s future (or perhaps the 
reality of the university’s present), I can attest to the 
difficulty of explaining this fact of life. The people of 
the state continued to hold tight to the persistent belief 
that they not only owned the University of Michigan 
but paid for the campus and supported most of its ac-
tivities through their taxes. State government, the press, 
and the public at large demonstrated little awareness 

The impact of the erosion of state support on the 
University of Michigan has been particularly serious.

State support is now the smallest component
of UMAA’s academic budget.

Academic expenditures per student has dropped
far belong that provided by Michigan’s peers.

Student debt levels are rising... While faculty salaries are falling behind.
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that the state had become the smallest shareholder in 
the university.5 Motivated by this point of view, the 
state legislature frequently passed legislation that in-
truded on university operations. It attempted to dic-
tate whom the university admitted, how much tuition 
students were charged, what they were taught, and 
even who taught them. At the same time, Michigan, 
like most flagship institutions, had long been plagued 
by the populist view that what was good enough for 
regional, predominantly undergraduate colleges was 
good enough for the University of Michigan. This view 
ignored almost entirely Michigan’s broader role in per-
forming the research that drove economic growth and 
operating the leading hospital system in the state.

My administrative team attempted to develop a 
strategy to respond to this public perception. The early 
effort was aimed at getting citizens to understand the 
multiplicity of ways that the university was vital to the 
state. Beyond simply providing a place to send their 
kids to college, we hoped to convince them of the broad 
impact of the university in such areas as health care, 
economic development, the training of professionals, 
the arts, and mass entertainment (the Michigan Wol-
verines). In meeting after meeting with citizens groups, 
editorial boards, legislators, and leaders of Michigan 

industry, I would make the case for the broader impact 
of the university as an important national and global 
resource, which leveraged the small subvention from 
the state’s taxpayers into very considerable impact on 
Michigan citizens. We could demonstrate that every $1 
of Michigan tax revenue invested in the university gen-
erated over $10 of additional institutional support and 
roughly $30 of related economic activity. We stressed 
that in a state that ranked forty-ninth in the nation in 
the return of federal tax dollars, the university’s rank-
ing as the nation’s leading research university was 
key to getting Michigan’s fair share of federal support 
through research grants. Furthermore, we sought to 
shift the public perception of the university from a con-
sumer of state resources to an institution that attracted 
and stimulated very considerable economic growth in 
Michigan, creating new companies, new jobs, and eco-
nomic prosperity.

However, as these arguments frequently fell on deaf 
or unsympathetic ears, we considered more pragmatic 
strategies. One cynical approach would be aptly de-
scribed by the saying “You get what you pay for.” Our 
sophisticated information systems could determine the 
real costs of all of the university’s services, including 
undergraduate education, professional education, and 

University projections suggest that this could become even more 
serious in future years as state support essentially vanishes!
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public service. Hence, we considered shifting from our 
current political stance of begging the state legislature 
for our appropriation each year to instead offering to 
sell the state our services. For example, offering 20,000 
undergraduate student positions at a cost of $30,000 but 
priced at $10,000 tuition would present the state a bill of 
$400 million a year. I imagined presenting the state with 
a menu that contained both services and prices, then 
inviting it to purchase whatever it wished—making for 
a very interesting appropriations hearing. Today, this 
approach, known as performance contracting, is becom-
ing more popular in some states.

Some consideration was given to possible legisla-
tion that might set the University of Michigan apart as a 
more independent university or that would at least re-
lax the state’s web of controls to a level more commen-
surate with our increasingly limited state support. We 
already had been given such autonomy in the state’s 
constitution, but it was vested in a politically elected 
board of regents. Achieving true autonomy and flex-
ibility would have required that we either persuade the 
elected regents to go against the wishes of the body pol-
itic or restructure the way the board itself was selected. 
Needless to say, neither approach was well accepted 
by the board members or their political parties. In the 
end, we concluded that such efforts would be unreal-
istic in view of the current political environment and 
the constitutional nature of our university’s charter. Of 
particular concern here was a state referendum that im-
posed term limits on members of our state legislature, 
eliminating not only much of the experience so neces-
sary to state government but any sense of continuity 
and perspective. Hence, our concerns about the eroding 
autonomy of the university remained unaddressed.

At least we managed to get the key issues on the 
table and into public discourse. In the face of the pri-
orities of an aging baby boomer population, how can a 
state responsibly and effectively maintain public insti-
tutions—such as the University of Michigan—that are 
distinctive in terms of their mission to provide the high-
est quality advanced graduate and professional educa-
tion and research? Can it simultaneously sustain these 
universities’ comprehensiveness in terms of student 
body, programs, and statewide responsibility? What 
happens when the state becomes a truly minority share-
holder in the university, contributing 10 percent or less 

of its resources or capital facilities? Do state taxpayers 
then deserve to own the university and dictate its role, 
character, and quality? Will such privately supported 
public universities have the necessary autonomy, integ-
rity, freedom from political interference, and bureau-
cratic controls? Or will the centrifugal forces of political 
and educational regionalism, the tempting but destruc-
tive urge to involve higher education in partisan poli-
tics, prevail, allowing the distinctive role of the public 
research university to deteriorate and pulling down the 
quality of all public higher education in a state?

It must be acknowledged that without some form of 
accountability to the body politic, the public purpose of 
the university is at risk. If the states and the nation are 
to balance the importance of values and public purpose 
in the face of the market-driven priorities of profit, lead-
ers need to get the issues on the table for public consid-
eration. But this will not happen until public leaders 
recognize, first, that they must allow higher education 
to adapt to the demands of the marketplace (e.g., by 
acknowledging the inevitability of high-tuition/high-
financial-aid models for public research universities) 
and to recognize further that they have the capacity to 
influence these markets to value once again the public 
purpose and social engagement of public research insti-
tutions. They must strive for a better balance between 
autonomy and accountability, at least for flagship pub-
lic research universities, or else the marketplace will 
sweep over them, eroding away their quality and ca-
pacity to serve, which were established long ago, dur-
ing more prosperous—and enlightened—times.

Windmill No. 2: College Sports

Mention Ann Arbor, and the first images that proba-
bly come to mind are those of a crisp, brilliant weekend 
in the fall; walking across campus through the falling 
leaves to Michigan Stadium; gathering at tailgate par-
ties before the big game; and the excitement of walking 
into that magnificent stadium—the “Big House”—with 
110,000 fans thrilling to the Michigan Marching Band 
as they step onto the field playing “Hail to the Vic-
tors.” Intercollegiate athletics at Michigan are not only 
an important tradition at the university, but they also 
attract as much public visibility as any other univer-
sity activity. They are also a critical part of a university 
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president’s portfolio of responsibilities. As any leader 
of an NCAA Division I-A institution will tell you, a uni-
versity president ignores intercollegiate athletics only 
at great peril—both institutional and personal. As a re-
sult, whether they like it or not, most presidents learn 
quickly that they must become both knowledgeable 
about and actively involved in their athletic programs.6

If you corner any major university president in a 
candid moment, he or she will admit that many of the 
problems they have with the various internal and exter-
nal constituencies of the university stem from athletics. 
The concerns are many: program integrity, a booster-
driven pressure for team success, the insatiable appe-
tite of ambitious athletic directors for more revenue 
and larger stadiums, media pressure to fire a coach, or 
overinvolvement by trustees. All can place the univer-
sity president in harm’s way because of the excesses of 
intercollegiate athletics.

The role of the president in Michigan athletics has 
been complex and varied. Although the president of the 
university has always had an array of formal, visible 
roles associated with athletics (e.g., entertaining visi-
tors at football games and representing the university 
at such key events as bowl games), there are other far 
more significant roles necessary to protect the integrity 
of the institution. The concerns about scandals in col-
lege sports have led to a fundamental principle of insti-
tutional control—at both the conference and the NCAA 
level—in which university presidents are expected to 
have ultimate responsibility and final authority over 
athletic programs. Although previously there had usu-
ally been a formal reporting relationship of the athletic 
department to the president, in many cases powerful 

athletic directors had kept the president and the institu-
tion at arm’s length.

Although Michigan had long had a reputation for 
successful programs with high integrity, there were 
warnings as early as the 1960s about systemic flaws 
in its Athletic Department. Perhaps most serious was 
the strong autonomy of the department, which used its 
proclaimed financial independence to skirt the usual 
regulations and policies of the university (concerning 
personnel, finances, conflicts of interest, etc.) and oper-
ate according to its own rules and objectives, usually 
out of sight and out of mind of the university adminis-
tration. The “Michigan model,” in which the revenues 
from the football program—due primarily to the gate 
receipts generated by the gigantic Michigan Stadium—
would support all other athletic programs, would even-
tually collapse, as the need to add additional programs 
(e.g., women’s sports), coupled with an unwillingness 
to control expenditures, led to financial disaster by the 
late 1990s. But perhaps a more serious threat to institu-
tional integrity was a shift in recruiting philosophy dur-
ing the 1960s, away from recruiting students who were 
outstanding athletes to recruiting, instead, outstanding 
athletes with marginal academic ability, athletes who 
would “major in eligibility” so that they could compete. 
While this generated winning programs, particularly in 
football and basketball, it would eventually erode the 
integrity of the department and lead to scandal in later 
years.

By the 1980s, it became clear that the days of the 
czar athletic director and the independent Athletic De-
partment were coming to an end. Athletics activities 
are simply too visible and have too great an impact 
on the university to be left entirely to the direction of 
the athletics establishment, its values, and its culture. 
Both Harold Shapiro and I faced the challenge of rein-
ing in the excesses of the Athletic Department during 
the days of two particularly powerful figures, athletic 
director Don Canham and football coach Bo Schem-
bechler, both of whom were media celebrities adept at 
building booster and press support for their personal 
agendas. Despite considerable resistance, Shapiro suc-
cessfully negotiated Canham’s retirement. As provost, 
I reestablished control of admissions and academic 
eligibility for student athletes. But the high visibility of 
Michigan athletics and the myth of its financial wealth 

Fall Saturday afternoons in Ann Arbor.
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and autonomy would continue to haunt the university 
for years to come.

An additional complication arose from the incor-
poration of the Big Ten Conference during the 1980s, 
with the university presidents serving as its board of 
directors. This new corporate conference structure de-
manded both policy and fiduciary oversight by the 
presidents, frequently in direct conflict with the athletic 
directors. It also demanded a great deal of time and ef-
fort, since the operations of the Big Ten Conference are 
more extensive than those of the professional athletic 
leagues. Many were the lonely, invisible battles I fought 
for the university on such issues as sharing football 
gate revenue, conference expansion, and gender equity. 
Some were won. Some were lost. But most battles were 
unseen, unrecognized, and certainly unappreciated.

It also frequently falls to the president to protect 
the Athletic Department from inappropriate intrusion 
by alumni and boosters, the media, and occasionally 
even the regents. I believed it critical to stand solidly 
behind each of my athletic directors, particularly when 
they were faced with difficult decisions or challenges. 
Actually, there were some occasions when I even had to 
stand solidly in front of them to protect them from the 
criticism and attacks launched by others.

This is not to say that a university president should 
become involved in the details of running the athletic 
department beyond hiring the athletic director—a task 
that frequently proves difficult enough because of the 
governing board’s strong interest and not infrequent 
interference—and handling institution-level issues at 
the conference or NCAA level. The hiring and firing 
of coaches, decisions to add athletic programs, and the 

general management of the finances and facilities of the 
athletic department are the responsibility of the athletic 
director, and the president should become involved 
only when the interests of the broader university are 
at stake. However, I also firmly believe that the athletic 
department should be treated in all matters precisely 
the same as any other administrative or academic unit, 
subject to the same policies and controls in financial, 
personnel, and academic matters. The days of regard-
ing athletics as an independent, auxiliary entertain-
ment business of the university are or should be over.

Most concerns about college sports today derive 
from the fact that the culture and values of intercolle-
giate athletics have drifted far away from the educa-
tional principles and values of their host universities. 
Today’s athletic departments embrace commercial val-
ues driven by the perception that the primary purpose 
of athletic competition is mass entertainment. There is 
ample evidence that the detachment of intercollegiate 
athletics from the rest of the university—its mission 
and values, its policies and practices—has led to the 
exploitation of students and has damaged institutional 
reputation to an unacceptable degree.

While the defense of truth, justice, and the Michigan 
way in intercollegiate athletics was a necessary role for 
the president, it was never a very pleasant or easy one. 
Over time, it took its toll. But it also provided a vivid 
education concerning what I gradually came to view 
as one of the most serious threats to the contemporary 
American university: the extraordinary commercializa-
tion and corruption of big-time college sports.

Over four decades as a faculty member, provost, 
and president of the University of Michigan and a 

...and an NCAA basketball championship.A few high points: a Rose Bowl win...
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member and chair of the Council of Presidents of the 
Big Ten Conference have brought me to several conclu-
sions. First, while most of intercollegiate athletics are 
both valuable and appropriate activities for univer-
sities, big-time college football and basketball stand 
apart, since they have clearly become commercial en-
tertainment businesses. Today, they have little, if any, 
relevance to the academic mission of the university. 
Furthermore, they are based on a culture—a set of val-
ues—that, while perhaps appropriate for show busi-
ness, are viewed as highly corrupt by the academy and 
deemed corrosive to our academic mission. Second, 
although one can make a case for the relevance of col-
lege sports to our educational mission to the extent that 

they provide a participatory activity for our students, I 
find no compelling reason why American universities 
should conduct intercollegiate athletic programs at the 
current, highly commercialized, professionalized level 
of big-time college football and basketball simply for 
the entertainment of the American public; the finan-
cial benefit of coaches, athletic directors, conference 
commissioners, and NCAA executives; and the profit 
of television networks, sponsors, and manufacturers 
of sports apparel. Of course, these two statements are 
nothing new. Many have voiced them, including most 
American university faculties. But beyond that, I have 
reached a third conclusion: that big-time college sports 
do far more damage to the university—its students and 

Flying the flag for Michigan athletics!
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faculty, its leadership, and its reputation and credibil-
ity—than most people realize or are willing to admit.

The examples are numerous. Far too many univer-
sity athletic programs exploit young people, recruiting 
them with the promise of a college education or a lu-
crative professional career, only to have the majority 
of Division I-A football and basketball players achieve 
neither. Scandals in intercollegiate athletics have dam-
aged the reputations of many U.S. colleges and univer-
sities (e.g., the University of Colorado and Duke Uni-
versity). Big-time college football and basketball have 
put inappropriate pressure on university governance, 
as boosters, politicians, and the media attempt to influ-
ence governing boards and university leadership. The 
impact of intercollegiate athletics on university culture 
and values has been damaging, with inappropriate be-
havior of both athletes and coaches all too frequently 
tolerated and excused. The commercial culture of the 
entertainment industry that characterizes college foot-
ball and basketball is not only orthogonal to academic 
values but corrosive and corruptive to the academic en-
terprise. Ambitious athletic directors and coaches have 
insatiable appetites for excessive expenditures—on pro-
grams, facilities, and themselves—that drive unbridled 
growth in athletic budgets and facilities, both distorting 
university priorities and burdening the university with 
considerable financial risk (much as do out-of-control 
university medical centers).

Clearly it is important for all of higher education 
to set firm principles for the conduct of intercollegiate 
athletics. This involves prioritizing student welfare, 
institutional welfare, and the dominance of academic 
values over competitive or commercial objectives. But 
this is not enough. University leaders must go further 
and translate these into strong actions that both reform 
and regain academic control of big-time college sports.

As it became increasingly clear that the autonomous 
nature of the UM Athletic Department, driven increas-
ingly by commercial profits rather than student or even 
institutional welfare, was putting the university at ever 
greater and unacceptable risk, my administrative team 
began to take steps to rein in its independence. Perhaps 
most important was the effort to appoint athletic direc-
tors who had a deeper understanding and appreciation 
for the purpose of a university than characterizes most 
coaches. Working with these leaders, we attempted to 

establish a concern for students as the Athletic Depart-
ment’s top priority, rather than the determination of ce-
lebrity coaches to build winning programs. We rapidly 
expanded the opportunities for varsity competition for 
women, becoming the first major university to achieve 
true gender equity. Numerous programs were put in 
place to deal with student concerns, ranging from aca-
demic support to substance abuse. The Athletic Depart-
ment developed a more systemic approach to compli-
ance with the complex rules governing intercollegiate 
athletics, including my annual meeting with the coach-
es when I would stress that there was only one way to 
conduct our programs, the right way, in complete com-
pliance with university, conference, and NCAA rules. I 
also attempted to use Michigan’s influence to slow ef-
forts by the Big Ten Conference and the NCAA to com-
mercialize college sports even further—for example, 
opposing postseason conference tournaments and a 
national football championship playoff system.

Yet despite these efforts, Michigan continued to be 
plagued by all of the usual problems facing big-time 
college sports: the intense pressure on coaches to win, 
the tendency to recruit talented athletes with limited 
academic ability or interests, the behind-the-scenes 
efforts of the old guard—past coaches and athletic di-
rectors—to manipulate the program through booster 
groups or even political influence. Despite our best 
efforts, we were unable to avoid scandals. The most 
serious involved star basketball player Chris Web-
ber’s acceptance of secret loans from a long-standing 
Detroit basketball booster—although this activity did 
not become known until several years after I had left 
the presidency. Within a short time after I had stepped 
down from the presidency, the old guard had again 
taken over the university’s athletic programs, influenc-
ing athletic directors and refocusing the Athletic De-
partment once again on the dominance of Michigan’s 
football program.

Of course, my administration’s failure in achieving 
permanent reform at Michigan should not have been 
surprising. After all, a century of efforts to reform col-
lege sports have been largely ineffective. I finally came 
to the conclusion that working through athletic orga-
nizations (e.g., the NCAA, the conferences, or the ath-
letic departments) is futile. These are led or influenced 
by those who have the most to gain from the further 
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commercialization of college sports. It is my belief that 
university leaders will never achieve true reform or 
control through these organizations, where the foxes 
are in firm control of the hen house. Instead, reform ef-
forts might more effectively proceed through academic 
organizations, characterized by the academic interests 
of higher education rather than the commercial values 
of the entertainment industry. Hence, the key to reform 
is to reconnect college sports to the academic enterprise 
by stopping the treatment of athletic departments, 
coaches, and student athletes as special members of 
the university community, subject to different rules, 
procedures, policies, and practices than the rest of the 
university. To achieve this, the academy must simply 
demand that athletic programs and their participants 
be mainstreamed back into the university in three key 
areas: financial management, personnel policies, and 
educational practices.

Athletic departments should be subject to the same 
financial controls, policies, and procedures as other uni-
versity units. Their financial operations should report 
directly to the chief financial officer of the university 
and be subject to rigorous internal and external audit 
requirements and full public disclosure as an indepen-
dent (rather than consolidated) financial unit. All exter-
nal financial arrangements, including those with ath-
letic organizations (e.g., conferences and the NCAA), 
commercial concerns (e.g., licensing, broadcasting, en-
dorsements), and foundation or booster organizations, 
should be under the strict control of the university’s 
chief financial official rather than the athletic director. 
In that regard, I would even suggest that we take the 
Sarbanes-Oxley approach (designed to eliminate abus-
es in the financial operations of publicly held corpora-
tions), by requiring the athletic director, president, and 
chair of the governing board to sign annual financial 
and NCAA compliance statements and holding them 
accountable should these later be found to be fraudu-
lent.

All athletic department staff (including coaches) 
should be subject to the same conflict-of-interest poli-
cies that apply to other university staff and faculty. For 
example, coaches should no longer be allowed to ex-
ploit the reputation of the university for personal gain 
through endorsements or special arrangements with 
commercial vendors (e.g., sports apparel companies, 

broadcasters, automobile dealers). Employment agree-
ments for coaches should conform with those char-
acterizing other staff and should be subject to review 
by university financial and personnel units. Personnel 
searches for coaches should comply fully with the poli-
cies and practices characterizing other staff searches 
(e.g., equal opportunity).

Athletic programs should not be allowed to inter-
fere with or undermine academic policies and prin-
ciples. For example, the admission of student athletes, 
their academic standing, and their eligibility for athletic 
competition must be controlled by the faculty. There 
should be a ban on special academic support activities 
that isolate athletes from the rest of the student body 
and the university, such as special academic support 
centers or counseling services under the control of the 
athletic department. Universities must insist that ath-
letic  schedules are compatible with the academic cal-
endar, even if this has significant revenue implications.

But how could one accomplish such an agenda? 
Although one might first turn to presidents’ organiza-
tions, such as the Association of American Universi-
ties or the American Council on Education, I have be-
come increasingly skeptical that university presidents 
are capable of taking the lead in the reform of college 
sports. Most university presidents are usually trapped 
between a rock and a hard place: on the one hand is a 
public demanding high-quality entertainment from the 
commercial college sports industry they are paying for; 
on the other are governing boards that have the capac-
ity (and all too frequently the inclination) to fire presi-
dents who rock the university boat too strenuously. It 
should be clear that few contemporary university presi-
dents have the capacity, the will, or the appetite to lead 
a true reform movement in college sports.

There is an important ally that could challenge the 
mad rush of college sports toward the cliff of com-
mercialism: the university faculty. In the end, it is the 
governing faculty that is responsible for the academic 
integrity of a university. Faculty members have been 
given the ultimate protection, tenure, to enable them 
to confront the forces of darkness that would savage 
academic values. The serious nature of the threats 
posed to the university and its educational values by 
the commercialization and corruption of big-time col-
lege sports has been firmly established in recent years. 
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It is time to challenge university faculties (through their 
elected bodies, such as faculty senates) to step up to 
their responsibility to defend the academic integrity of 
their institutions, by demanding substantive reform of 
intercollegiate athletics. To their credit, several faculty 
groups have already responded well to this challenge 
and stepped forward to propose a set of principles for 
the athletic programs conducted by their institutions. 
Beginning first with a small group of faculty known as 
the Drake Group, then in the Pacific Ten Conference 
universities, propagating to the Big Ten Conference 
and Atlantic Coast Conference, and most recently con-
sidered and adopted by the American Association of 
University Professors, such principles provide a firm 
foundation for true reform in college sports.7

Unfortunately, however, examples of faculty con-
cern and commitment are few and far between. Most 
faculty members regard college sports as an aberration 
that long ago was torn away from academic controls by 
commercial interests. While they deplore the exploita-
tion of student athletes and the corruption of academic 
values, they feel helpless to challenge the status quo in 
the face of pressures from coaches, athletic directors, 
and boosters—not to mention the benign neglect by 
presidents and trustees.

Therefore, while I must acknowledge my own dis-
taste for government interference, I have concluded 
that it is time for Congress to step in, at least in a limit-
ed way, to challenge several of the current anomalies in 
federal tax policy that actually fuel the commercial jug-
gernaut of big-time college sports. Today, much of the 
expansion of the commercialization of college sports is 
financed by IRS tax policies that treat as charitable con-
tributions the payment of leasing fees for stadium sky-
boxes and the “seat taxes” required to purchase season 
tickets at many universities. Of course, there is noth-
ing charitable about these mandatory fees for commer-
cial services. Furthermore, these fees would normally 
be classified as unrelated business income and hence 
subject to further tax as are other university activities 
unrelated to academic programs. It is my belief that a 
congressional challenge to these IRS loopholes could at-
tack the Achilles’ heel of big- time colleges sports, dry-
ing up the revenue stream that currently fuels much of 
the excess.

In the longer run, however, I continue to believe that 

the permanent cure for this commercial infection of the 
academy will only occur when faculties challenge uni-
versity trustees, who in the end must be held account-
able for the integrity of their institutions.8 To be sure, 
there will always be some trustees who are more be-
holding to the football coach than to academic values. 
But most university trustees are dedicated volunteers 
with deep commitments to their institutions and to the 
educational mission of the university. Furthermore, 
while some governing boards may inhibit the efforts 
of university presidents willing to challenge the sports 
establishment, few governing boards can withstand a 
concerted effort by their faculty to hold them account-
able for the integrity of their institution. As trustees 
come to understand and accept their stewardship for 
the welfare of their institutions, they will recognize that 
their financial, legal, and public accountability compels 
them to listen and respond to the challenge of academic 
integrity from their faculties. The American university 
is simply too important to the future of the nation to be 
threatened by the ever-increasing commercialization, 
professionalization, and corruption of intercollegiate 
athletics.

Windmill No. 3: University Governance

If one asks any group of university presidents about 
the greatest challenges to university leadership, the is-
sue of university governance rapidly emerges, whether 
the concerns are internal (the shared governance of lay 
governing boards and faculty senates) or external (the 
complex web of political and regulatory forces exert-
ed on universities by state and federal governments). 
Despite dramatic changes in the nature of scholarship, 
pedagogy, and service to society, American universi-
ties today are organized, managed, and governed in 
a manner little different from the far simpler colleges 
of a century ago. They continue to embrace—indeed, 
enshrine—the concept of shared governance involving 
public oversight and trusteeship by governing boards 
of lay citizens, elected faculty governance, and inex-
perienced (generally short-term and usually amateur) 
administrative leadership. Today, however, the pace of 
change in American society and the growing complex-
ity and accountability of American universities are ex-
posing the flaws in this traditional approach to univer-
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sity governance.
Of course, from a legal perspective, “shared gover-

nance” is a misnomer. By law or by charter, essentially 
all of the legal powers of the university are held by its 
governing board, although they are generally delegated 
to and exercised by the administration and the faculty, 
particularly in academic matters. When it works well, 
shared governance delegates academic decisions (e.g., 
criteria for student admissions, faculty hiring and pro-
motion, curriculum development, awarding degrees) 
to the faculty and administrative decisions (e.g., acquir-
ing resources and planning expenditures, designing, 
building, and operating facilities) to the administration, 
leaving the governing board to focus on public policy 
and accountability (e.g., compliance with federal, state, 
and local laws; fiduciary responsibilities; and selecting 
key leadership, such as the president). In short, shared 
governance allocates public accountability and stew-
ardship to the governing board, academic matters to 
the faculty, and the tasks of leading and managing the 
institution to the administration.

The University of Michigan is certainly no exception 
in facing the multiple challenges of university gover-
nance. To be sure, Michigan is an anomalous institution 
in certain respects. For example, it is one of the very few 
American research universities whose governing board 
is determined through statewide popular election, in-
volving partisan candidates nominated by political par-
ties. With two of its eight regents up for election every 
two years, the frequently changing political stripes of 
Michigan’s governing board present a particular chal-
lenge to both the university and its president.

To some degree this anomaly in the selection of the 
university’s governing board is balanced by another 
unusual feature of the university’s governance. The 
Michigan state constitution grants the university an 
extraordinary degree of autonomy as a “coordinate 
branch of state government,” by giving its regents full 
powers over all university matters. More specifically, 
the constitution authorizes the board to “have the gen-
eral supervision of the university and the direction and 
control of all expenditures from university funds.” But 
the constitution also directs the board to elect a presi-
dent who should preside, without vote, at all their 
meetings. This latter detail is very important, since it 
clearly identifies the president as both “chief executive 

Chaired by Hutchins in 1910

Chaired by President Ruthven in the 1940s

Chaired by President Duderstadt in the 1990s.

The University of Michigan Regents over the years.
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officer” and “chairman of the board” (at least at their 
meetings), a stature held by few other university presi-
dents, who generally attend governing board meetings 
only as observers. It allows the president both to deter-
mine the agenda and to orchestrate the activities of the 
governing board. Through this mechanism, the state 
constitution deftly relieves the regents of the ability to 
administer the university. In theory, at least, they need 
only to determine policy—and, of course, hire and fire 
the president.

Unfortunately, the political nature of a board deter-
mined by partisan nomination and popular election 
sometimes gives the Michigan governing board more 
the character of a legislative committee—with a prime 
objective of making certain that the university serves 
the body politic—than the character of a trustee body 
committed primarily to institutional welfare. The polit-
ical variability of an elected board, its inability to agree 
on many politically controversial issues, and its tenden-
cy to circle the wagons and protect even the most outra-
geous behavior of its occasionally maverick members 
can erode the board’s credibility. University adminis-
trators are always concerned that the regents not only 
will fail to support them but actually might attack them 
publicly on one agenda or another that advances a po-
litical purpose—a not infrequent occurrence.9

Faculty governance is also a challenge at Michigan. 
To be sure, the university has a long tradition of strong 
faculty governance at the level of individual academic 
units such as departments or schools, through faculty 
executive committees. Here, clearly identified respon-
sibilities (hiring, promotion, tenure, budget priorities) 
attract the participation of strong faculty and provide 
effective faculty governance. But at the university-wide 
level, the limited authority of the faculty senate all too 
frequently transforms it into a debating society more 
concerned with “p” issues (e.g., pay, parking, and the 
plant department) than with strategic academic issues 
facing the university.

Like many other university presidents, I gradually 
reached the conclusion that the complexity of the con-
temporary university and the forces acting on it had 
outstripped the ability of the current shared gover-
nance system of lay boards, elected faculty bodies, and 
inexperienced academic administrators to govern, lead, 
and manage these important institutions. Many of the 

most formidable forces shaping the future of Ameri-
can universities have become political in nature—from 
governments, governing boards, public opinion, and, 
at times, even faculty governing bodies—rather than 
reflecting both the long-standing academic values and 
traditions that have sustained American institutions 
and the changing needs of the society they were creat-
ed to serve. To be sure, most of the citizens and faculty 
members serving on various governing bodies do so 
with the best of intentions, loyal to the institution and 
committed to its welfare and capacity to serve. Yet all 
too frequently, they do so within an awkward structure 
of shared governance that allows political forces to in-
hibit access to both adequate information and commu-
nication. It is also a structure that can easily be hijacked 
by those with strong personal or political agendas that 
could harm the university.

As such concerns grew, my administration set out 
on a dangerous course to attempt to improve the qual-
ity of our governance. We attempted to restructure the 
meetings of our governing board to allow more discus-
sion of key strategic issues facing the university and to 
prevent the agenda from being dominated by the usual 
flow of routine business decisions. We tried to help the 
board develop internal leadership and discipline so 
that the occasional antics of maverick board members 
would not hold it hostage. Although we explored with 
state government the possibility of modifying the laws 
requiring popular (and partisan) election of regents, 
their constitutional nature finally proved too difficult to 
amend, and we instead focused our attention on using 
our political contacts (particularly alumni) to improve 
the quality of candidates nominated by the political 
parties, although this approach ran the risk of retalia-
tion by some of the current board members.

A similar effort was directed at improving faculty 
governance. We encouraged the deans to urge their 
faculties to nominate strong candidates for the univer-
sity’s faculty senate. My executive officers and I met 
regularly and frequently with the leadership of the 
faculty senate and most faculty advisory committees. 
We attempted to engage the executive committees of 
the university’s schools and colleges in university-wide 
strategic issues. To facilitate interactions with faculty, 
we brought former leaders of faculty governance into 
the Office of the President, to serve as liaison and secre-
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tary of the university.
Yet it seemed that each painful step forward would 

quickly be followed by two steps backward. An in-
cumbent regent would become irritated and attempt to 
retaliate against our alumni association’s efforts to en-
courage interested alumni to stand as candidates for re-
gent. The local newspapers would become attracted to 
our strategic discussions and attempt to use the state’s 
sunshine laws to pry into more sensitive areas, such as 
business strategies or property acquisitions. A cabal of 
discontented faculty members in a particular depart-
ment would engineer a coup to take over the faculty 
senate in an effort to push their personal agendas.

Looking back over my decade of leadership as pro-
vost and president, I have concluded that one of my 
most significant failures was my inability to improve 
the quality of governance at the university at any lev-
el—faculty, governing board, state, or federal. I took 
some consolation that I was not alone in this. Many oth-
er presidents, both at the University of Michigan and 
elsewhere in the state, including some of our most dis-
tinguished leaders (Tappan at the University of Michi-
gan, Hannah at Michigan State University), had broken 
their pickax on governance issues. Yet it was still frus-
trating to look back on such exhausting efforts resulting 
in so little progress.

More generally, it is important to recognize that 
shared governance is, in reality, an ever-changing bal-
ance of forces involving faculty, trustees, and admin-
istration.10 It represents the effort to achieve a balance 
among academic priorities, public purpose, and operat-
ing imperatives, such as financial solvency, institutional 
reputation, and public accountability. Different univer-
sities achieve this balance in quite different ways. For 
example, at the University of California, a strong tra-
dition of campus and system-wide faculty governance 
is occasionally called on to counter the political forces 
characterizing the governing board, examples being 
the loyalty oath controversy of the 1950s, the Reagan 
takeover of the board of regents in the 1960s, and the 
debates over the use of affirmative action in student ad-
mission during the 1990s.

In contrast, at the University of Michigan, campus-
wide, elected faculty governance has historically been 
rather weak, at least compared to faculty influence 
through executive committee structures at the depart-

ment, school, and college level. Hence, the tradition has 
been to develop a strong cadre of deans—both through 
aggressive recruiting and through the decentralization 
of considerable authority to the university’s schools 
and colleges—and then depend on these academic 
leaders to counter the inevitable political tendencies 
of the university’s regents from time to time. When 
the deans are strong, this checks-and-balances system 
works well. When they are weak or myopically focused 
on their own academic units, the university becomes 
vulnerable to more sinister political forces.

Where is the influence of the university administra-
tion—particularly the president—in this balancing act? 
It is usually out of sight or perhaps out of mind. Af-
ter all, senior administrators, including the president, 
serve at the pleasure of the governing board. They are 
also mindful of faculty support, since they may be only 
one vote of no confidence away from receiving their 
walking papers—a long-standing academic tradition 
recently reestablished by Harvard and several other 
universities. While it has always been necessary for 
the American university president to champion the 
needs of the academic community to the board and the 
broader society while playing a role in ensuring that the 
academic community is in touch with society’s interests 
and needs, it is not surprising that the administration 
is usually quite reluctant to get caught publicly in skir-
mishes between the governing board and the faculty.

The danger of such a bilateral balance of power 
arises when one party or the other is weakened. When 
the faculty senate loses the capacity to attract the par-
ticipation of distinguished faculty members or when a 
series of poor appointments at the level of deans, execu-
tive officers, or president weakens the administration, 
a governing board with a strong political agenda can 
move into the power vacuum. Of course, there have 
also been numerous examples of the other extreme, in 
which a weakened governing board caved in to unreal-
istic faculty demands—for example, by replacing merit 
salary programs with cost-of-living adjustments or ex-
tending faculty voting privileges to part-time teaching 
staff in such as way as to threaten faculty quality.

Part of the difficulty with shared governance is its 
ambiguity. The lines of authority and responsibility are 
blurred, sometimes intentionally. Although most mem-
bers of the university community understand that the 
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fundamental principals of shared governance rest on 
the delegation of authority from the governing board 
to the faculty in academic matters and to the admin-
istration in operational management, the devil in the 
details can lead to confusion and misunderstanding. 
Turf problems abound. One of the key challenges to 
effective university governance is to make certain that 
all of the constituencies of shared governance—govern-
ing boards, administrations, and faculty—understand 
clearly their roles and responsibilities.

Nothing is more critical to the future success of 
higher education than improving the quality and per-
formance of boards of trustees. Today, during an era of 
rapid change, colleges and universities deserve gov-
erning boards comprised of members selected for their 
expertise and experience, members who are capable of 
governing the university in ways that serve both the 
long-term welfare of the institution and the more im-
mediate interests of the various constituencies it serves. 
Trustees should be challenged to focus on policy de-
velopment rather than intruding into management is-
sues. Their role is to provide strategic, supportive, and 
critical stewardship for their institution and to be held 
clearly publicly, legally, and financially accountable for 
their performance and the welfare of their institution.

For public boards, the need is particularly urgent. 
As long as the members of the governing boards of 
public universities continue to be determined through 
primarily political mechanisms (without careful con-
sideration or independent review of qualifications or 
institutional commitment) and are allowed to pursue 
political or personal agendas (without concern for the 
welfare of their institution or its service to broader so-
ciety), the public university will find itself increasingly 
unable to adapt to the needs of a rapidly changing so-
ciety. Every effort should be made to convince leaders 
of state government that politics and patronage have 
no place in the selection of university governing boards 
or in efforts to determine their administrative leader-
ship. Quality universities require quality leadership 
and governance. Even as public university governing 
boards have become increasingly political and hence 
sensitive to special interests, they have also become 
increasingly isolated from accountability with respect 
to their quality and effectiveness. Not only should all 
university governance be subject to regular and public 

review, but the quality and effectiveness of governing 
boards should also be an important aspect of institu-
tional accreditation.

As the contemporary university becomes more com-
plex and accountable, it may even be time to set aside 
the quaint American practice of governing universities 
with boards comprised of lay citizens (with their lim-
ited expertise and all too frequently political character) 
and to shift instead to true boards of directors similar to 
those used in the private sector. Although it may sound 
strange in these times of scandal and corruption in cor-
porate management, it is nevertheless my belief that 
university governing boards should function with a 
structure and a process that reflects the best practices of 
corporate boards. Corporate board members are select-
ed for their particular expertise in such areas as busi-
ness practices, finance, or legal matters. They are held 
accountable to the shareholders for the performance of 
the corporation. Their performance is reviewed at regu-
lar intervals, both within the board itself and through 
more external measures, such as company financial 
performance. Clearly, directors can be removed either 
through action of the board or by shareholder vote. Fur-
thermore, they can be held legally and financially liable 
for the quality of their decisions—a far cry from the lim-
ited accountability of the members of most governing 
boards for public universities.

Perhaps the simplest approach to identifying pos-
sible reforms in faculty governance is to examine 
where it seems to work well and why. From my own 
experience—as a faculty member, a former member of 
faculty governance at both the academic unit and uni-
versity level, and a has-been university president—fac-
ulty governance seems to work best when focused on 
academic matters, such as faculty searches, promotion 
and tenure decisions, and curriculum decisions. This 
is because rank-and-file faculty members understand 
clearly not only that they have the authority and integ-
rity to make these decisions but that these decisions are 
important to their academic departments and likely to 
affect their own teaching and research activities. As a 
result, the very best faculty members (i.e., those with 
the strongest reputations and influence) are drawn into 
the academic governance process—either through for-
mal election or appointment to key committees (hiring, 
promotion, tenure, curriculum, executive)—or are at 
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indeed be one of the more anemic in our society, be-
cause of the imbalance between responsibility and au-
thority, the cumbersome process used to select universi-
ty leaders, and the increasing isolation of “professional” 
academic administrators from the core teaching and 
scholarship activities of the university.11 Yet it is never-
theless a position of great importance, particularly from 
the perspective of the long-term impact a president can 
have on an institution.

Universities have a style of governance that is more 
adept at protecting the past than preparing for the 
future. All too often, shared governance tends to pro-
tect the status quo or perhaps even a nostalgic view of 
some idyllic past, thereby preventing a serious consid-
eration of the future. During an era characterized by 
dramatic change, university leaders must find ways to 
cut through the Gordian knot of shared governance, of 
indecision and inaction, to allow our colleges and uni-
versities to better serve our society. Not only must our 
institutions develop a tolerance for strong leadership; 
they should demand such leadership.

The complexity of the contemporary university and 
the forces acting on it have outstripped the ability of 
the current shared governance system of lay boards, 
elected faculty bodies, and inexperienced academic ad-
ministrators to govern, lead, and manage. It is simply 
unrealistic to expect that the governance mechanisms 
developed decades or even centuries ago can serve 
well either the contemporary university or the society 
it serves. To blind ourselves to these realities is to per-
petuate a disservice to those whom we serve, both pres-
ent and future generations.

The Importance of Fighting Losing Battles

Clearly, the windmills described in this chapter—
the privatization of the public university, the corrup-
tion of intercollegiate athletics, and the obsolescence of 
university governance—are neither unique to my years 
as president nor to my institution. Most flagship public 
universities have always battled to achieve sufficient 
autonomy to ride out the inevitable ebb and flow of 
state support. So, too, many institutions have fought to 
counter the exploitation of student athletes and the cor-
ruption of academic values by the commercialization 
of big-time college sports. And the principle of shared 

least consulted for influential opinions in their role as 
department mandarins.

In sharp contrast, most active faculty members view 
university-wide faculty governance bodies, such as 
faculty senates, primarily as debating societies, whose 
opinions are invariably taken as advisory—and fre-
quently ignored—by the administration and the gov-
erning board. Hence, rare is the case when a distin-
guished faculty member spares time from productive 
scholarship, teaching, or department matters for such 
university service. Of course, there are exceptions, but 
more common is the squeaky wheel syndrome, where 
those outspoken faculty members with an ax to grind 
are drawn to faculty politics, frequently distracting fac-
ulty governance from substantive issues, to focus it in-
stead on their pet agendas.

Hence, a key to effective faculty governance is to 
provide faculty bodies with executive, rather than 
merely advisory, authority, thereby earning the active 
participation of the university’s leading faculty mem-
bers. Advisory bodies, paid only lip service by the 
administration or the board of trustees, rarely attract 
the attention or the participation of those faculty most 
actively engaged in scholarship and teaching. The fac-
ulty should become true participants in the academic 
decision process rather than simply watchdogs on the 
administration or defenders of the status quo. Faculty 
governance should focus on those issues of most direct 
concern to academic programs, and faculty members 
should be held accountable for their decisions. Facul-
ties also need to accept and acknowledge that strong 
leadership, whether from chairs, deans, or presidents, 
is important if their institution is to flourish, particu-
larly during a time of rapid social change.

One controversial proposal would be to provide fac-
ulty with a stronger voice in true university governance 
by appointing faculty representatives as members of the 
governing board. This would be similar to the practice 
in many other nations of governing universities with 
unicameral bodies consisting of a balanced composi-
tion of lay citizens, faculty members, administrators, 
and perhaps even students. It may be time to explore 
this approach in American colleges and universities.

The contemporary American university presidency 
also merits a candid reappraisal and probably a thor-
ough overhaul. The presidency of the university may 
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governance has always represented a very delicate bal-
ance of powerful forces from constituencies with vastly 
different values and objectives.

Like most university presidents, I felt it necessary to 
pick up my sword and fight these battles, even know-
ing that sooner or later I was likely to lose, just as had 
my predecessors at Michigan and my colleagues else-
where in higher education. Fighting battles you know 
you are likely to lose is frustrating, to be sure. But it 
is also very important. A president cannot give up the 
fight and walk away, since then things are likely to get 
worse—usually much worse, in fact.

In such battles, consistency and persistence can be 
as important as creativity and political acumen. It is es-
sential to stay on message to both internal constituen-
cies (e.g., the faculty) and external patrons (e.g., gov-
ernment, industry, and alumni). Any uncertainty or 
wavering will rapidly erode support for your efforts. 
Besides, you might actually be able to make things bet-
ter. Many apparently hopeless causes have been won. 
Sometimes, the key to progress is to continue to beat 
your head against the wall, until a window of opportu-
nity is suddenly jarred open in what appears to be an 
immovable barrier.
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Sooner or later, several facts of life begin to dawn on 
most university presidents. They become increasingly 
aware of just how much of their time is spent doing 
things they do not really like to do, such as stroking po-
tential donors for gifts, lobbying politicians, pampering 
governing board members, and flying the flag at nu-
merous events—football games, building dedications, 
political rallies—that eventually become rather boring. 
This is particularly true for those who come from aca-
demic ranks, since these are just the kind of activities 
that most faculty members avoid like the plague. Presi-
dents also begin to notice how much of their time is 
spent with people that most faculty members would 
choose to avoid, including politicians, reporters, and 
bureaucrats of various persuasions. Finally, they realize 
how much of their role has become that of a lobbyist, 
a huckster, or, worse, a sayer of things they know to 
be exaggerations, intentionally confusing, or even (for 
some) mildly false.

These are all warning signs that a university presi-
dent is outgrowing the job—or at least growing weary 
of its trials and tribulations. This realization soon leads 
one to a critical decision: determining when and how to 
step down (aside or elsewhere). Note that there are two 
concerns here: when and how. In many ways, knowing 
when to hold and when to fold is far more straightfor-
ward a decision than figuring out how to do it, particu-
larly in public universities. The challenge is analogous 
to dismounting a bucking bronco without getting tram-
pled in the process.

Of course, one approach is to simply accept a job 
elsewhere and leave. Some presidents move like gyp-
sies from one university to another, typically staying 

five years or so at each before moving on to the next. 
Sometimes, their progression is upward, through insti-
tutions of higher and higher distinction. But just as fre-
quently, the transition is sideways or even downward, 
leading one to suspect, in many cases, that the presi-
dent has left just before the fall of the ax. Other presi-
dents move into retirement, although this is becoming 
more of a rarity as presidents end their service at ever-
younger ages. Some—although few and far between—
return to active faculty roles, although very rarely in 
the institution they have led.

In private universities, presidents usually are al-
lowed to step down with honor, grace, and dignity 
and return to the faculty or retire completely from aca-
demic life. In sharp contrast, many public university 
presidents these days end their tenure by stepping on a 
political land mine. Sometimes, they run afoul of their 
governing board or faculty discontent or even the intru-
sion of a powerful political figure, such as a governor 
determined to control the state’s public universities. 
Occasionally there is a triggering event, such as a finan-
cial crisis or an athletic scandal. But more frequently, 
it is the continued wear and tear of university leader-
ship that eventually leads to a personal decision that 
enough is enough, that the further sacrifice of health 
and good humor is simply not worth it. Whatever the 
reason, many presidents who have served their institu-
tions well, with deep commitment, loyalty, and consid-
erable accomplishment, all too frequently leave bitter 
and disappointed. One of the greatest fears of many 
presidents, particularly those leading public universi-
ties, is that they will not be able to control the endgame 
of their presidency and will be savaged by hostile po-

Chapter 12

The Endgame
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litical forces and perhaps even severed from the very 
institution on whose behalf they have worked so hard 
and sacrificed so much.

The history of presidents at the University of Michi-
gan provides examples of each endgame strategy. Sev-
eral Michigan presidents—including Angell, Hutchins, 
Ruthven, Hatcher, and Fleming—retired after many 
years of service. Since Angell had served for 38 years, 
until the age of 80, the regents gave him the honorific 
title of chancellor and allowed him to continue to live 
in the President’s House until his death. One Michigan 
president, Marion Burton, died in office, after a very 
brief but productive five-year tenure. Several have 
moved on to university presidencies in private insti-
tutions (Erastus Haven to Northwestern University 
and Syracuse University, Harold Shapiro to Princeton 
University, and Lee Bollinger to Columbia University), 
suggesting that the grass may indeed be greener on the 
other side of the fence between public and private uni-
versities. Two of Michigan’s presidents left under more 
difficult circumstances: Tappan, regarded by some as 
Michigan’s most influential and visionary president, 
was fired by a lame-duck board of regents; C. C. Little, 
Michigan’s youngest president, lasted only a brief four 
years before being driven out by faculty discontent. 
One Michigan president—and only one—has managed 
to return successfully to the Michigan faculty in an ac-
tive role as a teacher and a scholar: me.

It is also interesting to note that most Michigan pres-
idents have ended their presidencies on a sour note. 
Tappan was understandably bitter at the capricious ac-
tions leading to his dismissal and wrote an incendiary 
letter lambasting all of those among the regents and fac-
ulty who had undermined his presidency. His succes-
sor, Erastus Haven, also became frustrated at what he 
viewed as lack of support. Haven’s papers indicate that 
he felt he had accomplished little as Michigan’s presi-
dent, while being subject to unfair criticism: “I started 
with an unfair sentiment against me and can never se-
cure impartiality. Why should I work all my life to sus-
tain a cause at a dead lift? Nothing whatever would, or 
should, induce me to remain here but a belief that I can 
do more for truth and good than anywhere else.”1

Harry Hutchins was effective in sustaining Angell’s 
legacy, but he was eventually worn down by the stress-
es of World War I on the university. Burton remained 

upbeat and energetic throughout his very brief presi-
dency, but he was the only Michigan president to have 
died in office. C. C. Little left Michigan after a brief four-
year period, frustrated with the faculty’s unwillingness 
to accept his proposals for reshaping the university’s 
programs to more closely resemble those of the Eastern 
colleges, his personal life in turmoil.2

Although highly successful as president, Alexander 
Ruthven was weary after his two-decade-long tenure 
and called his decision to accept the presidency “the 
greatest regret of my life”: “I find now that I get little 
satisfaction in looking back over the years. I have only 
done what my conscience dictated but in driving ahead, 
I have failed to make friends and to enjoy life. The job 
has been a lonesome one.”3 Harlan Hatcher had a simi-
larly long and successful tenure, but in his latter years, 
it became clear that the university would require a dif-
ferent style of leadership to cope with growing student 
activism and campus disruption. The Hatchers disen-
gaged from the university after his retirement, and it 
was only during my presidency, two decades later, that 
my wife, Anne, and I were able to reinvolve them in the 
university community—much to our delight and the 
university’s benefit.

Robben Fleming was one of the few Michigan pres-
idents who stepped down on a high note, leaving to 
assume the presidency of the Corporation for Public 
Broadcasting and then returning to the campus several 
years later as president emeritus. Perhaps because of 
Fleming’s personality and achievements in leading the 
university during the difficult period of the 1960s and 
1970s, he and his wife, Sally, remained highly engaged 
in the university, with Fleming serving as a confidant of 
later presidents and regents. Harold Shapiro left Michi-
gan after a highly successful tenure as a faculty member, 
provost, and president. Although he had accomplished 
a great deal as president—and would continue to pro-
vide strong leadership at Princeton University—his last 
years at Michigan were made difficult by a marked de-
terioration in the quality of the board of regents and by 
attacks directed at his leadership by student activists 
and intrusive legislators. As for me, well, this chapter is 
intended to reveal the endgame period of my Michigan 
leadership experience. Like most of my Michigan pre-
decessors, I also did not have the opportunity to ride off 
peacefully into the sunset.
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Survival Instinct

Michigan scores! The hockey fans begin to point at 
the visiting goalie and chant: “It’s all your fault! It’s all 
your fault! It’s all your fault!” Perhaps out of reflex, I 
find myself slinking down into my seat, trying to hide.

“It’s all your fault!” is perhaps the most common 
invective tossed at a university president, because the 
presidency of a major university is one of those rare 
leadership roles in which anything good that happens 
is generally due to someone else, but anything bad is al-
ways the president’s fault. Or so students, faculty, trust-
ees, and the media like to believe. The governor cuts a 
sweetheart deal to slip a few extra million to his alma 
mater, Michigan State University—my fault. A racist 
flyer is taped to the door of a minority faculty member 
in the Law School—my fault. As the stock market drops 
100 points, the value of the university endowment loses 
a few hundred million dollars, at least temporarily—
my fault again. A congressman interested in publicity 
attacks the university for “political correctness” (I have 
always marveled at how Congress always seems to 
know what is politically correct and what is not)—again, 
the president’s fault. When the Colorado quarterback 
Cordell Stewart faded back and tossed a 70-yard bomb 
to beat Michigan as the clock expired, whose fault was 
it? Well, the president did not call Michigan’s prevent 
defense, but since I was at the game, it was probably 
my fault. Ditto for Chris Webber’s illegal time-out in 
the closing seconds of the NCAA basketball champion-
ship game against North Carolina.

One of my Michigan predecessors, Robben Fleming, 
put it best: “Anyone in public office, or a position like 
a university president, is subject to the continual ex-
pression of unkind, unfair, inaccurate, and sometimes 
vicious criticism which we have to accept as the price 
of a society in which we place so high a value on free-
dom of expression.”4 It is characteristic of the university 
presidency, as of many in leadership positions, that one 
acquires a sense of personal responsibility for every-
thing bad that happens in the institution, even though 
most of these events are clearly beyond the president’s 
control. Furthermore, although most rational people 
understand this, someone has to take the blame. The 
president is usually the most convenient scapegoat.

As a consequence, a strange personality transforma-

tion occurs during the years of a university presidency. 
Successful presidents—or shall we say, surviving presi-
dents—develop a sixth sense, a primitive instinct that 
keeps them always on the alert for danger, almost as if 
they were hunted animals. And well they should, since 
today’s university presidents seem increasingly under 
attack by politicians, governing boards, and even their 
own faculties. Understandably, university presidents 
must develop not only an unusually thick skin but also 
an acute instinct to sense danger.

Anne and I had the good fortune of entering the 
Michigan presidency with a great deal of knowledge 
about the university from many years on the faculty, 
as members of the campus community, and in service 
in key leadership positions, including dean and pro-
vost. We already knew where most of the snakes nested 
about the campus and where most of the bodies were 
buried. But even with this advance forewarning, we 
were probably not prepared for the onslaught that ac-
companies public life.

Like other public figures, university presidents are 
frequently targets for those—both on and off campus—
who are mad at the administration, at the university, 
or simply at life itself. This long list might include fac-
ulty members with particularly political or personal 
agendas, student activists, regents (including the in-
evitable mavericks on the board), the media (always 
on the lookout for a provocative story), politicians (lo-
cal, state, and federal), and the usual list of obsessed 
or disturbed folks for whom the university president is 
simply a convenient target for their personal angst. Of 
course, one might add to this list the usual practitioners 
of court politics, particularly within the administration.

To some degree, this aggravation just goes with the 
territory characterizing any public leadership position. 
Following the meeting in which the Michigan Regents 
elected me as the eleventh president of the university, 
Robben Fleming pulled me aside for some advice. He 
suggested that a public university president should 
never regard the slings and arrows launched by others 
as personal attacks. Rather, he argued, most critics were 
simply angry at the institution, not the president. But 
he also acknowledged that university presidents made 
a most convenient target for taking out frustrations and 
that such attacks could not only hurt but cause fatal in-
jury.
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Some degree of paranoia is both appropriate and ad-
visable. There are always those who believe that their 
personal agendas can be advanced by attacking the 
president. There are numerous examples (including the 
overthrow of Michigan’s first president, Henry Tappan) 
where even the most successful presidents have been 
toppled and universities have been torn apart by indi-
viduals or special interest groups whose causes seem 
minor in the broader scheme of university priorities but 
whose ability to destabilize the institution—particular-
ly its governing board—was seriously underestimated. 
After years of enduring such attacks, one develops a 
survival instinct, a tendency to look under every rock 
and behind every tree, to question everything and ev-
eryone. It is little wonder that some presidents eventu-
ally self-destruct and that others surround themselves 
with mildly paranoid staff to serve as canaries in the 
mine shaft.

Putting It All on the Line

I received another piece of well-heeded advice from 
Robben Fleming: “A university president must develop 
the capacity to tolerate risk as a necessary characteristic 
of the position. If you do not occasionally face critical 
moments when you must put your job on the line in 
defending or advancing the institution, then you are 
likely not doing your job well.”5 Well, if living danger-
ously is a measure of a successful president, my experi-
ence must rank high, since my list of tightrope walks 
is long indeed. After a particularly frustrating day late 
in my presidency, I went back over my calendar and 
tried to identify some of the times when the interests of 
the university required me to confront powerful forces 
that posed significant risks to my presidency. Several 
examples from that list illustrate the point well:

1. Building and leading a statewide coalition of uni-
versity presidents and influential alumni to block 
a governor’s efforts to control public university tu-
ition

2. Launching and leading the Michigan Mandate and 
Michigan Agenda for Women, to diversify the cam-
pus

3. Modifying the university’s nondiscrimination poli-
cies to include gays and lesbians, then extending 

staff benefits to same-sex couples 
4. Putting into place a new student disciplinary pol-

icy against strong student opposition (and regent 
lobbying)

5.  Creating a campus police force—the first in the 
university’s history—to protect the campus

6. Insisting on academic control of the admission and 
academic progress of student athletes—much to 
the ire of power coaches in our football and basket-
ball programs

7. Restructuring the formula for sharing football gate 
receipts within the Big Ten Conference—an objec-
tive that required a not-too-subtle threat to with-
draw Michigan from the Big Ten but resulted in a 
40 percent increase in Athletic Department revenues

8. Standing up to and surviving an attack on the uni-
versity by a powerful congressional investigative 
committee attempting to exploit a preliminary in-
direct cost audit, which, on later review, actually 
substantiated the university’s integrity

9. Challenging the leadership of Michigan’s fraterni-
ties and threatening strong action if they did not 
address serious disciplinary behavior that was 
threatening both the university and the Ann Arbor 
community

10. Publicly challenging the UM athletic booster clubs’ 
tradition of excluding women

11. Creating and leading a statewide effort to build 
stronger support for public higher education in the 
midst of a close gubernatorial election campaign

12. Year after year, persuading, pressuring, and plead-
ing with the regents to support adequate increases 
in student tuition and fees to sustain quality and 
provide adequate need-based financial aid

13. Attempting to improve the quality of university 
governing boards in Michigan by working with 
alumni and the media, thereby earning the great ire 
of several Michigan regents who believed this mat-
ter should be left to incumbent board members

14. Challenging city government to stop beating on 
the university for its tax-exempt status and instead 
support a city income tax that would generate ad-
equate tax revenue, which would be paid in large 
measure by university employees

15. Challenging state government to recognize that 
a tax structure from the 1950s, based on a manu-
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facturing economy, would lead to disaster as the 
state’s economy was increasingly dominated by 
knowledge-intensive services that were excluded 
from the tax base—a warning that would prove all 
too true by the end of the 1990s

16. Persuading the regents to adopt new (and occa-
sionally high-risk) strategies for financing highly 
needed academic facilities on campus

17. Using the bully pulpit of the Michigan presidency 
to take on important national issues such as diver-
sity, K–12 education, post–cold war national pri-
orities, the regressive nature of public policies for 
supporting public higher education, global change, 
and so on

18. Threatening sacred cows by publicly raising the 
possibility of spinning off major auxiliary activi-
ties—such as the university’s hospitals and semi-
professional athletic programs (football and basket-
ball)—or by suggesting that Michigan was evolving 
into a “privately supported public university”

19. Making difficult personnel changes, particularly 
when they involved replacing highly visible or re-
gent-popular staff

20. When necessary, standing up to individual regents 
over issues important to the university or the com-
munity, including gay rights, supporting a Holo-
caust monument on campus, retired faculty hous-
ing, minority admissions, and personal behavioral 
issues (e.g., conflict of interest, “perk-itis,” and abu-
sive treatment of staff)

And the list goes on and on and on.
Not surprisingly, I used to worry about this frequen-

cy of putting it all on the line time after time. While it 
was true that this high-risk style led to quite remark-
able progress for the university, it also put consider-
able strain on Anne and me, while sometimes putting 
the university administration at some risk. I wondered 
about the wisdom of always putting the president out 
front to fight these battles when others, such as execu-
tive officers or senior staff, were far less vulnerable. Yet 
putting someone else in front was not my style—after 
all, my position in college football was tackle, always 
first into battle.

Perhaps it is not surprising, in retrospect, that while 
these high-risk actions were some of the most diffi-

cult and important tasks the president performed for 
the university, few folks—particularly among the fac-
ulty—were aware of them. Instead of sympathy and 
support, it was more common to encounter the attitude 
expressed in the phrase “So what have you done for 
us lately?” While tentativeness has never been one of 
my character traits, I must confess a growing weari-
ness that arises from fighting battle after battle to keep 
the university moving ahead, with little understanding 
and appreciation and even less support. It is hard to 
keep fighting the good fight when those you are trying 
to protect keep pecking away at your rear flank.

wear and tear
The presidency of a major university is a 24-hour-a-

day, 365-day-a-year job—both for the president and the 
spouse. Needless to say, the wear and tear can be con-
siderable. Today’s modern university runs year-round, 
around the clock, as do the various elements of society 
that depend on and influence it. While faculty can look 
toward summertime as a more relaxed period for rest 
and travel, June and July are usually the time when key 
budget decisions are made both in state legislatures and 
Congress, and when legislative bodies are in session, 
no one and no public institutions are safe, particularly 
public universities, such as the University of Michigan.

Modern telecommunications has made it even more 
difficult to decouple from the stresses and strains of 
presidential leadership. Associated with its early years 
in building and managing national computer networks, 
Michigan benefited from an exceptionally advanced e-
mail and computer conferencing system that permeat-
ed the university. On a typical day as president, I would 

Wear and tear takes its toll eventually...
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receive and respond to literally hundreds of e-mail mes-
sages from staff, faculty, students, and others, both on 
and off the campus, nationwide and worldwide. Wher-
ever I went, my laptop computer and cell phone were 
constant companions. Like most of the senior officers of 
the university, I also carried a pager that could down-
load brief e-mail messages anyplace in North Ameri-
ca—the precursor to today’s Blackberry device. Hence, 
this electronic umbilical cord—computer, phone, and 
pager—kept me constantly in touch with the university 
and kept it constantly in touch with me.

I do not doubt that many would seriously question 
the wisdom of this real-time connectivity. Yet my ex-
perience with leading such a complex institution in a 
continually changing environment convinced me that 
beyond carefully developed strategies, much of the ad-
vancement of the institution occurred through unan-
ticipated opportunities—being in the right place at the 
right time. So too, many of the greatest threats to the in-
stitution ignited rapidly and would reach the explosive 
stage if prompt effective action were not taken. Hence, 
while the personal toll was great, I was convinced that 
the times required this style of leadership. I always had 
to be prepared for the unexpected.

The Two-Minute Warning

There were many factors that eventually persuaded 
me that it was time to step aside as president. Since I 
had served both as acting president during Harold 
Shapiro’s sabbatical and then as provost and “presi-
dent-in-waiting” for roughly two years prior to being 
inaugurated as president in 1988, I was approaching 
the 10-year point in my leadership of the university. I 
was already second in seniority among Big Ten presi-
dents (serving as chairman of the Big Ten Conference) 
and sixth in longevity among the 60 AAU presidents. 
Hence, as Anne and I approached a new academic year 
in 1995, we felt it was time to take stock of how far the 
university had come and what the road ahead looked 
like.

Looking back, I would identify three quite separate 
phases in my presidency. The early phase involved 
setting the themes of challenge, opportunity, responsi-
bility, and excitement and developing a vision for the 
future of the university. During this phase, much of 

my time was spent meeting with various constituen-
cies both on and off campus, listening to their aspira-
tions and concerns, challenging and encouraging them, 
harvesting their ideas and wisdom, and attempting to 
build a sense of excitement and optimism about the fu-
ture of the university. This period marks the establish-
ment of some of my administration’s most important 
strategic directions for the university: for example, the 
Michigan Mandate, financial restructuring, the Cam-
paign for Michigan, the Undergraduate Initiative Fund, 
NSFnet and the Internet, and numerous international 
activities. This bottom-up visioning process was assist-
ed by numerous small groups of faculty and staff, some 
formal, some ad hoc.

The second phase of my leadership, while not so 
public, was equally substantive, since it involved de-
veloping and executing an action plan to move toward 
the vision. Key were a series of strategic initiatives 
designed to position the university for the leadership 
role proposed in Vision 2000, described in chapter 9. 
These ranged from the appointment of key leaders at 
the level of executive officers, deans, and directors, to 
setting new standards for academic and administrative 
quality, to rebuilding our campuses, to a bold financial 
restructuring of Michigan as the nation’s first privately 
supported public university. Largely as a result of these 
efforts, the university grew rapidly in strength, quality, 
and diversity during the early 1990s. One by one, each 
of the goals of Vision 2000 was achieved.

By the mid-1990s, my administration began to shift 
the university into a third phase, shifting from a posi-
tioning effort to a transformation agenda. I had become 
convinced that we were entering an era of great chal-
lenge and opportunity for higher education, charac-
terized by a rapid and profound transformation into 
a global knowledge society. I realized that the task of 
transforming the university to better serve society and 
to move toward a new vision for the century ahead 
would be challenging. Perhaps the greatest challenge of 
all would be the university’s very success. It would be 
difficult to convince those who had worked so hard to 
build a leading public university of the twentieth cen-
tury, that they could not rest on their laurels, that the old 
paradigms would no longer work. The challenge of the 
1990s would be to reinvent the university to serve a new 
world in a new century.
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It was clear that the transformation agenda of the 
university would require wisdom, commitment, per-
severance, and considerable courage. It would require 
teamwork. It would also require an energy level, a “go 
for it” spirit, and a sense of adventure. But all of these 
features had characterized the university during its 
past eras of change, opportunity, and leadership. These 
were, in fact, important elements of the institutional 
saga of the University of Michigan.

During this final phase, my administration launched 
a series of initiatives aimed at providing the university 
with the capacity to transform itself to better serve a 
changing world. Several of these initiatives were high-
ly controversial, such as the launch of several cutting-
edge academic programs (e.g., the Center for Molecular 
Medicine and the School of Information), a new system 
for decentralized budgeting that transferred to indi-
vidual units the responsibility for both generating rev-
enues and meeting costs, and a new approach to aca-
demic outreach involving the Internet (leading to the 
creation of the Michigan Virtual University). Hence, it 
was important that, as president, I returned once again 
to a more visible role. In a series of addresses and pub-
lications, I challenged the university community, stress-
ing the importance of not only adapting to but relishing 
the excitement and opportunity characterizing a time 
of change.

During this decade-long effort, begun with Harold 
Shapiro during my provost years, the university made 
remarkable progress. Due to the extraordinary talents, 
commitment, and depth of the leadership team (not to 
mention a great deal of luck), we had been able to ac-
complish essentially everything we had originally set 
out as goals. The institution had been restructured fi-
nancially and was now as strong as any university in 
the nation. The Campaign for Michigan, with over a 
year yet to go, had surpassed its original goal of $1 bil-
lion. The endowment had passed $2 billion, almost 10 
times the amount we began with. Minority enrollments 
and faculty representation had doubled as a result of 
the Michigan Mandate. Michigan had surpassed MIT 
and Stanford University in research volume, to become 
the nation’s leading research university. The massive $2 
billion effort to rebuild the university’s campuses was 
approaching completion, with over a dozen new build-
ing dedications already scheduled in the year ahead. 

Not only was our senior leadership team—executive 
officers, deans, and administrative directors—highly 
regarded as one of the strongest in the nation, but talent 
ran deep throughout the university administration and 
staff. Furthermore, most of our enemies in state and 
federal government had either been vanquished or had 
long since moved on, leaving us with relatively strong 
support among various external constituencies—in-
cluding, for a change, even the state’s media.

The more difficult transformation effort, Vision 
2017, was also well under way, with the key strategic 
initiatives in place, important planning teams and fac-
ulty commissions up and running, and extensive com-
munications efforts continuing to both educate and en-
gage on-campus and off-campus constituencies. Many 
of our most important experiments were launched and 
coming up to speed, such as the effort to improve un-
dergraduate education, the new School of Information, 
the creation of a new university health care system, and 
the Big Ten academic alliance. New facilities, such as 
the Media Union and the School of Social Work, were 
nearing completion. Furthermore, we were grooming 
the next generation of leaders and had begun the search 
effort for several key positions, including provost, dean 
of graduate studies, and executive vice president for 
medical affairs.

Hence, there was every reason to feel satisfied as 
Anne and I walked amid the construction cranes on 
campus in the summer of 1995, with yet another aca-
demic year soon upon us. But I hinted at my deeper con-
cerns in a passage contained in several of my speeches 
to the campus community and various alumni groups 
during the spring of 1995:

I believe the UM is as strong as it has ever been right 
now, . . . better, stronger, more exciting. That is due to 
the efforts of an enormous number of people, obvi-
ously. I inherited the fruits of the financial wisdom of 
Harold Shapiro, the diplomatic-political skills of Rob-
ben Fleming, and an enormous number of talented fac-
ulty and executive officers that brought us to this point. 
Yet while Michigan is very strong right now, it is also 
a time when institutions of higher education are being 
asked to change very dramatically to serve a changing 
world, just as other social institutions are. And leading 
an institution during a time of change, during a time of 
transformation, puts an additional stress on the entire 
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system.
I had become increasingly convinced that the uni-

versity needed to undergo a further series of profound 
transformations and that this period would require sus-
tained leadership for many years. Both Anne and I were 
increasingly concerned about whether we would be 
able to sustain the energy and drive necessary to lead 
Michigan through such an extended period.

Another related consideration was the very nature 
of the activities I saw as necessary for the university in 
the years ahead. In part because our progress had been 
so rapid, I began to look farther ahead—five years, a 
decade, even a generation or more into the future. I be-
came more interested in blockbuster goals than in the 
incremental and opportunistic approach of our earlier 
efforts. I sought larger agendas than those that could 
be addressed by Michigan alone, agendas that would 
require new coalitions at the national and even inter-
national level.

Although I had a personal vision for the future of 
the University of Michigan, I also realized that there 
were many questions involving the evolution of higher 
education that remained unanswered. As a scientist, I 
preferred to look at the decade ahead as a time of ex-
perimentation, in which leading universities, such as 
Michigan, had both an unusual opportunity and a re-
sponsibility to explore new paradigms of the university. 
Looking through my notes from that period, it is clear 
today that my sense of the challenges and opportunities 
facing higher education in general and the University 
of Michigan in particular were moving ever farther be-
yond the perceptions of my colleagues.

Although I had a very strong interest in leading 
progressive efforts, I began to question whether I could 
do so in my role as president. The ongoing roles of the 
presidency must continue—as chief executive officer 
for the institution; its lead promoter and fund-raiser; 
the shepherd tending its many flocks; and defender 
of its values, missions, and quality. I became increas-
ingly concerned about whether I could build sufficient 
regental understanding and support for this bolder 
agenda, particularly when the board was becoming in-
creasingly divided. Although many faculty and staff in 
the university were excited and energized by the bold-
ness of the transformation agenda, many others were 
threatened. Hence, awareness began to build that my 

next stage of leadership for higher education might best 
be accomplished from elsewhere, far from the politics 
of the presidency and the glare of the media. It was 
becoming increasingly clear that as I challenged the 
university to change in more profound ways to serve a 
changing world, I would gradually exhaust my politi-
cal capital.

Ironically, Anne and I were forced to think a bit 
more seriously about our future when two regents of 
the University of California flew out to visit us over 
a Memorial Day weekend to discuss the possibility of 
the UC system presidency. This was probably the only 
leadership position in the nation more complex than 
Michigan, with nine major campuses and three nation-
al laboratories. This, combined with our earlier experi-
ences in California, compelled us to at least consider 
the possibility of the UC presidency. The University of 
California had looked earlier to Michigan for its leader-
ship, tapping UM provost Roger Heyns for chancellor 
of the University of California, Berkeley, in the 1960s 
and approaching Robben Fleming about the UC presi-
dency in the 1970s.

But for us, there were serious drawbacks to the UC 
presidency, not the least of which was the intent of the 
UC regents to pass a motion to ban the use of affirma-
tive action in admissions (a decision later reinforced by 
California’s Proposition 209). Such a policy would have 
placed me in almost immediate conflict with both the 
UC governing board and the state of California, in view 
of my successful efforts through the Michigan Mandate 
to build diversity at Michigan. But more significantly, 

Has the time come?...
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Anne and I also realized that we had invested far too 
much in serving the University of Michigan to simply 
walk away.

Yet perhaps it was in this effort to take stock of what 
we had accomplished and what remained that we be-
gan to think more seriously about just how much lon-
ger we could serve. Early in the fall of 1995, as Anne 
and I walked through the campus and saw all the new 
buildings and landscaping and went to events to meet 
the new faculty, we had an increasing sense that our 
job might be complete. After all, we were entering our 
eighth year in the presidency, a term comparable in 
length to the terms of our predecessors and longer than 
average for public university presidents.

As fate would have it, another factor became the 
straw that broke the camel’s back, pushing us to a deci-
sion to step down after 10 years at the helm: this was 
the deteriorating support provided by the university’s 
board of regents. As a result of the 1994 elections, the 
board of regents had become badly fragmented—in 
political beliefs (it was composed of four conservative 
Republicans and four labor-left Democrats), in genera-
tion (four young regents resisted the leadership of more 
senior members of the board), and in relations with the 
university (four regents who were Ann Arbor residents 
were regularly lobbied by students, faculty, and staff on 
various agendas). But more seriously, the long-standing 
senior leadership of the board, its chair and vice-chair, 
were defeated in the 1994 elections. The four-to-four 
political division of the newly elected board made it 
difficult for members to agree on new leadership. Sev-
eral regents soon reached the conclusion that the board 
would remain dysfunctional until a new political ma-
jority could be reestablished. One regent even stressed 
to me that my role must become that of protecting the 
university from its governing board during this stale-
mate. As a sign of the difficulties to come, the board 
finally assigned its most senior member, ironically the 
board’s true maverick (in whom they had little con-
fidence), with the task of being the primary interface 
with the president and administration—a decision per-
haps meant to send a signal of the eroding support of 
some members of the new board.

As a result, the executive officer team was forced to 
deal with a governing board without any internal struc-
ture whatsoever—no chair or even party caucus lead-

ership. Although I, as president, had constitutional au-
thority to preside over the meetings of the board, I did 
so without a vote. Hence, with a four-to-four political 
split, it became increasingly time-consuming to obtain 
the additional vote to achieve a majority on matters of 
importance, such as setting tuition or approving prop-
erty acquisitions, and to avoid getting a majority vote 
on issues that could harm the university, such as the 
rejection of the Michigan Mandate diversity agenda or 
our student disciplinary policy. The political divisions 
on the board, its inability to agree on many issues, and 
its instability made the executive officers increasingly 
tentative, always concerned that the regents might fail 
to support them or even attack them publicly on one 
agenda or another.

A badly divided governing board can take a con-
siderable toll on the executive officers, the university, 
and the president. Roughly one-third of my time was 
spent dealing one-on-one with various regents because 
of their inability to trust one another. Regent intrusion 
into such areas as finance, personnel, state politics, and 
athletics was particularly excessive, placing added 
pressure on the executive officers responsible for these 
areas.

It soon became apparent that the changing charac-
ter of the board not only had put our transformation 
strategy at risk but was also increasingly threatening 
the university. The executive officer team eventually 
concluded that we had no choice but to narrow our 
transformation agenda, stressing only those efforts we 
believed could be completed over the next year or two 
and lashing down the wheel to prepare for the stormy 
seas ahead. Since it was also becoming increasingly 
clear that my own tenure might be shortened consider-
ably by an intrusive governing board, we began to lock 
in place a series of key actions—for example, develop-
ing the responsibility center management structure and 
endowment investment strategy and protecting univer-
sity financial reserves—and moved even more aggres-
sively to decentralize authority to the unit level. Need-
less to say, developing and executing this doomsday 
strategy was depressing at times, particularly in view 
of the extraordinary progress that the university had 
made over the past decade. But in the end, we became 
convinced that our responsibility to the institution and 
to those it would serve in the future demanded such 
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downside strategies.
This was the atmosphere surrounding the univer-

sity administration as I approached my last year in the 
Michigan presidency. It was the calm before the storm, 
characterized by both a sense of satisfaction about re-
markable accomplishments of the past decade and a 
growing dread of the damage that, despite the best ef-
forts of several regents to heal divisions among their 
colleagues, an increasingly divided governing board 
was capable of inflicting on the institution as some 
members pursued their political and personal whims.

Finally, following a particularly difficult week in 
early fall, when several of the regents undercut my ef-
forts to recruit a new provost, I realized that the oscilla-
tions of the board were becoming increasingly volatile 
and dysfunctional. Hence, I concluded that the only 
way to stabilize the board, regain control of the agen-
da, and refocus the university on academic issues once 
again was to use the visibility of my resignation and a 
year as lame duck to regain command. This was not an 
easy decision (at least as far as timing was concerned), 
but sometimes the general has to fall on his sword to 
save his army.

My decision was announced simultaneously to the 
regents, the university community, and the world (via 
the Internet). By carefully designing both the tone of the 
announcement and its broad release, I tried to take the 
high ground and set the right context for the decision 
as the key paragraph in my letter to the board indicates.

After considerable thought, Anne and I have de-
cided that the university, the board, and the two of us 
would be best served if I was to retire from the presi-
dency at the end of the current academic year (June 30, 
1996). This would provide the Regents with both the 
opportunity and the time to conduct a search for a new 
president. It would also allow me to keep the university 
on course, hold together a stable leadership team, and 
prepare for a graceful transition back to the faculty. We 
ask only for the respect, honor, and dignity that our ef-
forts and accomplishments merit through service both 
as president and as dedicated members of the univer-
sity for the past 27 years.6

Unfortunately, Michigan’s governor at the time, 
John Engler, ever the political opportunist, used my an-
nouncement to blast the Michigan regents, in an effort 
to make the case for shifting from elected to appointed 

governing boards. While his criticism was valid in prin-
ciple, his attacks were far too strident, too blatantly po-
litical, and without any follow-through. This unleashed 
a torrent of criticism by the media,7 with most calling 
for a new process for selecting university governing 
boards and condemning the behavior of the Michigan 
board. Anne and I were deluged by hundreds of letters 
of support and thanks, which were reassuring, but we 
now faced the challenge of repairing the damage the 
governor had inflicted on the board. Fortunately, the re-
gents’ new role in searching for and selecting a succes-
sor soon smoothed the waters, while most people close 
to us understood and accepted our decision. Over the 
course of the next several months, the many constituen-
cies we had served throughout the university arranged 
events to both honor and thank us.

Taking Stock

I mentioned earlier that one of the most important 
guidelines for a university president is to make certain 
that you pass the institution along to your successor in 
better shape than you received it. In 1996, Anne and I 
handed off a university that not only benefited from the 
highest academic program rankings in its history but 
had become regarded nationwide as a leader and an in-
novator. Michigan led the nation in the magnitude of its 
research activities. It had the most successful medical 
center in the nation. It had achieved national leadership 
in information technology, playing a key role in build-
ing the Internet. It had become the strongest public uni-
versity in the nation in a financial sense, as evidenced 
by the fact that Wall Street gave it its highest credit rat-
ing, Aaa, in 1996 (along with the University of Texas, 
the only two public universities in the nation to receive 
this rating). A CBS News segment on the University of 
Michigan in 1995 observed, “While America has a num-
ber of world-class universities, Michigan truly stands in 
a class by itself.”

More specifically, by the time I stepped down, 
Michigan’s endowment had surpassed $2.5 billion, an 
increase of almost tenfold. The Campaign for Michigan 
was nearing completion, raising over $1.4 billion, 40 
percent beyond its original goal. The university’s port-
folio of resources was far more balanced, with tuition 
revenue increasing to over $450 million per year, and 
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private support (gifts received plus endowment pay-
out) had passed $260 million per year, clearly on track 
to surpass my administration’s goal of exceeding state 
support by the end of the decade.

The campus environment for teaching and research 
had been improved significantly. All of the university’s 
campuses—Ann Arbor, Dearborn, and Flint—were es-
sentially rebuilt, with over $2 billion of new construc-
tion and renovation. The campuses had also been re-
landscaped, and new master plans had been not only 
adopted but achieved. As the quality of the campus 
was improved, a new sense of pride appeared within 
the campus communities (particularly among the stu-
dents), resulting in a dramatic decrease in littering and 
other activities that defaced the environment.

There was also a significant change in the quality 
and style of university events and facilities. Both the 
President’s House and Inglis House had been com-
pletely renovated. There was a new level of quality 
achieved in university advancement events. The uni-
versity had also begun to reconnect itself with its re-
markable past, developing a new sense of understand-
ing and appreciation for its history and traditions and 
restoring historically important facilities, such as the 
Detroit Observatory.

The student body was characterized by a new spirit 
of leadership and cooperation. Such programs as Lead-
ership 2017 attracted a new generation of leaders, and 
fraternities and sororities accepted a new sense of re-

sponsibility for their activities. Although initially dif-
ficult to implement, the student code and campus po-
lice had become valuable contributions to the quality of 
campus life. This was augmented by a major effort to 
improve campus safety, including the improvement of 
lighting, transportation, and security.

Michigan athletics had evolved far beyond its foot-
ball-dominated history, to achieve leadership across 
a broad range of men’s and women’s sports. Further-
more, Michigan became the first major university in 
America to achieve full gender equity in varsity oppor-
tunities. The Michigan Mandate and Michigan Agen-
da for Women had a dramatic impact on the campus, 
doubling the number of underrepresented minorities 
among Michigan’s students, faculty, staff, and lead-
ership; breaking through the glass ceiling to appoint 
women to senior leadership positions; and creating a 
new appreciation for the importance of a diverse cam-
pus community.

The external relations of the university were back 
on track. There were strong teams in place in Lansing, 
Washington, development, and alumni relations. The 
university also benefited from what was regarded as 
one of the strongest leadership teams in the nation at 
the level of executive officers, deans, and senior admin-
istrative staff—although, unfortunately, many of these 
were to leave early in the tenure of the next president.

Not to say that there were no remaining problems. 
The regents still suffered from a political selection pro-
cess that posed a gauntlet to many qualified candidates. 
The state’s sunshine laws had become increasingly in-
trusive and were clearly hampering the operations of 
the university. A scandal was uncovered in the men’s 
basketball program that would plague future presi-
dents. Prospects for the restoration of adequate state 
support continued to look dim.

Yet in assessing the decade of leadership from 1986 
to 1996, it is clear that the university made remark-
able progress. It approached the twenty-first century 
better, stronger, more diverse, and more exciting than 
ever, clearly positioned as one of the leading universi-
ties in the world. During this decade, the University of 
Michigan completed the ascension in academic quality 
launched years earlier by Harold Shapiro. Its quality 
and impact across all academic disciplines and pro-
fessional programs ranked it among the most distin-

The “Sunflower Book”:
A documentation of progess...
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guished public and private universities in the world.
As the strategic focus of my administration shifted 

from building a great twentieth-century university to 
transforming Michigan into a twenty-first-century in-
stitution, a series of key initiatives were launched that 
were intended as seeds for a university of the future. 
Certainly, highly visible efforts, such as the Michigan 
Mandate and financial restructuring, were components 
of this effort. However, beyond these were numerous 
exciting initiatives led by many of our most distin-
guished faculty members and designed to explore new 
paradigms for higher education. These included the In-
stitute for the Humanities, the School of Information, 
the Global Change Program, the Molecular Medicine 
Institute, and the Media Union.

Each Michigan president seems to have filled a par-
ticular leadership role for the university, perhaps less 
because of how they were selected than the degree to 
which the institution and its needs shaped their presi-
dency. Which earlier presidency most resembled my ad-
ministration? There were probably some faculty mem-
bers who initially regarded me as the barbarian from 
the North Campus, an engineer rather than a scholar. 
To be sure, I was a builder, like Burton, leading a suc-
cessful $2 billion construction effort to rebuild all of the 
university’s campuses. While bricks and mortar do not 
make a great university, it was difficult to conduct high-
quality teaching and scholarship in the dismal facilities 
that housed many of Michigan’s programs prior to my 
presidency.

Some on the faculty regarded me as a corporate type, 
a CEO president, who completed Harold Shapiro’s ef-
fort to financially restructure the university. Driving 
the $1.4 billion Campaign for Michigan, increasing en-
dowment from $250 million to $2.5 billion, fighting the 
political battles to build Michigan’s tuition base to com-
pensate for the loss of state support, providing the envi-
ronment and incentives to make Michigan the nation’s 
leading research university, and reducing costs through 
such efforts as Total Quality Management and decen-
tralized budgeting were all components of a strategy 
to preserve and enhance the quality of the university 
despite the serious erosion in state support, which I be-
lieved was likely to continue for the foreseeable future. 
It was certainly true that I was a driver, with a relentless 
commitment to completing the ascension on academic 

quality launched during the Shapiro years. Like Sha-
piro, my academic roots were with institutions com-
mitted to the highest academic standards—Yale and 
Caltech—and I was determined that Michigan should 
strive for similar quality. Hence, the aspiration for ex-
cellence was pervasive throughout all of our efforts.

It was probably not surprising that a scientist as 
president would develop, articulate, and achieve a 
strategic vision for the university that would provide 
it with great financial strength, rebuild its campus, and 
position it as the leading research university in the na-
tion. But many were surprised by my deep commit-
ment to diversifying the university through such initia-
tives as the Michigan Mandate, the Michigan Agenda 
for Women, and the revision of Regental Bylaw 14.06 
to prevent discrimination based on sexual orientation. 
Furthermore, my broad effort to improve undergradu-
ate education and campus life were far beyond what 
one might have expected from one who had spent his 
academic career in graduate education and research.

If, however, I were to choose my own descriptor to 
characterize my tenure, it would be that of providing 
leadership during a time of change. In a sense, I aimed 
at serving as both a prophet and a force for change, rec-
ognizing that to serve a rapidly changing world, the 
university itself would have to change dramatically. In 
my view, the most important contribution of my decade 
of leadership was building the recognition that to serve 
a rapidly changing world, the university itself would 
have to change dramatically.

The students provided their own documentation: 
a quilt fabricated from the T-shirts of student

organizations (sewn together by VP Hartford).
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Fortunately, in 1996, as I approached the end of my 
presidency, the state of Michigan and America were en-
tering what would become the most prosperous time 
for higher education in decades. State support was rela-
tively generous, and a booming equity market stimu-
lated strong private giving and endowment growth. 
The university coffers were filled. A strong leadership 
team of executive officers, deans, and administrative 
staff were in place, and numerous important initia-
tives were running in high gear. Hence, when I stepped 
down from the presidency, the future of the university 
seemed secure—at least for the moment.

Fading Away

During my last, lame-duck year in the presidency, 
the pace certainly did not slow down. The transforma-
tion effort moved ahead, as did other major efforts, 
such as various academic initiatives, the fund-raising 
campaign, the major capital facilities projects, and the 
effort to strengthen support of the university from both 
state and federal government. The effort to appoint a 
new provost was put on hold, to preserve the preroga-
tive of the next president. Fortunately, we were able to 
entice one of our senior deans, Bernie Machen, dean of 
dentistry, to serve in the interim role. Bernie was highly 
respected by the deans and executive officers, and al-
though my successor, Lee Bollinger, would look else-
where for his provost, Bernie went on to highly success-
ful presidencies at the University of Utah and then the 
University of Florida.

Anne turned much of her personal attention to pro-
viding encouragement and support to the deans and 

executive officers during the transition. As I mentioned 
earlier, unlike Harold Shapiro, I found that my power, 
responsibility, and accountability continued undimin-
ished, with major decisions put on my desk up to my 
final day as president in the summer of 1996. Since peo-
ple realized that Anne and I fully intended to remain 
at the university as active members of the faculty and 
community, they trusted us to do what was best for the 
institution up until the very end of our tenure.

This decision to remain at the university was rather 
unusual. As I noted in an earlier chapter, most univer-
sity presidential searches today end up selecting can-
didates from outside. While these individuals bring 
new ideas and experience, they usually do not have the 
emotional attachment that comes from years of service 
on the faculty or within the campus community. Hence, 
when they step down from their presidency, they usu-
ally do not remain as part of the university community 
but, rather, move on to another institution or retire from 
higher education entirely.

Anne and I were somewhat unusual in higher edu-
cation, since we had spent our careers at the same in-
stitution that I would lead in the presidency. We had 
many opportunities to go elsewhere. Yet we turned 
away these approaches by saying, each time, that our 
job was not yet complete at Michigan. Our commitment 
to finish what we had started was firm. We did give 
some thought to life after the presidency, as all presi-
dents should—particularly in a public university with a 
political governing board. In the negotiation associated 
with my decision to continue for several more years of 
service following my first five years as president, I fol-
lowed a pattern set by Harold Shapiro and negotiated 
a path to return to my role as an active professor, but 
reporting to the provost rather than to a particular aca-
demic unit. To indicate the university-wide character of 
the appointment, the regents approved the title “univer-
sity professor of science and engineering,” noting it was 
comparable to an endowed chair. I was given a small 
suite of offices in one of the last buildings constructed 
on the university’s North Campus during my presiden-
cy, the Media Union (eight years later to be renamed the 
James and Anne Duderstadt Center). I was able to mar-
shal sufficient funds for a small staff and several student 
assistants for a research project called the Millennium 
Project, aimed at exploring over-the-horizon topics in-

Moving out of the President’s House
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volving the impact of technology on society.
However, remaining at the institution where one 

had served as president—even when this had been pre-
ceded by decades as a faculty member and a member 
of the university community—was, in itself, a rather 
stressful experience. I remember well the “good news–
bad news” advice given me by a colleague who had also 
returned to the faculty after long service as the leader 
of his campus. First the bad news: He warned that life 
would be difficult under my first successor, since in 
public universities, there is a tendency for new presi-
dents to obliterate any evidence of the existence of their 
predecessors—“The king is dead, long live the king!” 
A retiring president will frequently be ignored—if not 
buried and paved over. He noted that loyal staff would 
be replaced and that programs would be dismantled as 
the new leader tried to establish his or her own agenda 
and steer the university in a different direction. How-
ever, my colleague also had some good news. First, he 
suggested that my first successor would not last very 
long, since, like an ocean liner, a university is very hard 
to turn about, and efforts to attempt this usually end 
in failure. Second, he believed that life could be quite 
enjoyable under my second successor, who no longer 
would have any need to discount the accomplishments 
of earlier predecessors and hence could welcome them 
back once again as valued members of the university 
community.

Ten Years After a Decade at the Helm

What has life been like as a president emeritus? For-
tunately, my postpresidency agreement with the regents 
provided me both the position (with a university-wide 
faculty appointment) and the platform (as director of 
a small research center) to reenter the professoriat—an 
important lesson for those university presidents consid-
ering a faculty position in the presidential afterlife. To 
be sure, there have been occasional frustrations beyond 
those of suddenly becoming powerless during a period 
when valued colleagues are replaced and programs are 
dismantled. The first jarring transition is the loss of the 
strong support staff so necessary for the hectic life of a 
university president. In the transition back to the fac-
ulty, it soon becomes apparent that execution becomes 
more important than delegation, as one must learn once 

again how to make travel arrangements, maintain a fil-
ing system, use the copy machine, and make the coffee.

Calendar management also becomes a new chal-
lenge. Although has-been presidents are expected to be 
ghosts on their campuses, the former leadership of such 
a prominent university as Michigan still retains some 
visibility and credibility on the national stage. The in-
vitations to speak or participate in various activities are 
quite numerous. The challenge, of course, is to prioritize 
these opportunities into a coherent pattern. Otherwise, 
one soon finds the calendar filled with too many such 
commitments, leaving little time for other activities, 
including the normal faculty pursuits of teaching and 
research. In my own case, this overload of opportunities 
was compounded by my continued involvement with 
numerous state and national agencies, including the 
National Science Board, the National Science Founda-
tion, the Department of Energy, and the National Acad-
emies. Beyond this, I faced the very pragmatic challenge 
of seeking longer-term funding for my own research 
interests, since grantsmanship is a requirement for any 
productive faculty role in science and engineering.

It soon became apparent that beyond acquiring the 
usual speaking and writing roles characterizing the af-
terlife of a university president, I had become, in effect, 
a “professional chairman,” because of the numerous re-
quests to chair various committees and task forces. Here, 
I suppose that chairing an elected board of regents for 
many years had prepared me for almost any chair as-
signment. The assignments ranged from chairing a wide 
range of National Academy groups on such topics as 
national science policy, information technology, and sci-
ence education to advisory committees for federal agen-
cies on such topics as nuclear energy research and space 
exploration. Michigan’s governor asked me to launch a 
new Internet-based university, the Michigan Virtual Au-
tomotive College—later renamed the Michigan Virtual 
University—so I was once again a university president, 
if only in a virtual sense.

Many of my speaking engagements were at the in-
vitation of my colleagues who were still sitting in the 
saddle as active presidents. I used to refer to my role 
in such engagements as that of a “professional two-by-
four,” recalling the old Missouri adage that, sometimes, 
to get a mule to move, one has to first whack it over the 
head with a two-by-four to get its attention. I would be 
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invited to a campus to meet with trustees, the faculty, 
or even governors and legislators, to help them read the 
writing on the wall about the future of higher educa-
tion and to raise such issues as tuition, tenure, and col-
lege sports, which were dangerous territory for a sitting 
president.

Fortunately, as I became more adept at calendar 
management, I was soon able to define my own priori-
ties and began to resume my prepresidency activities as 
an author, although this time on subjects of current in-
terest, such as the future of the university, public higher 
education, and intercollegiate athletics, rather than, as 
in my past efforts, on such archaic subjects as nuclear 
engineering and mathematical physics.8 I launched a 
series of projects under the umbrella of my research 
center, the Millennium Project, including exploring 
the impact of rapidly evolving digital technologies on 
learning, the development of strategies for assisting re-
gions in evolving into knowledge economies, and the 
future of engineering education.

Since I had considerable freedom in my teaching ac-
tivities, I arranged with the deans to develop and teach 
an array of new courses scattered across the univer-
sity, depending on my interests of the moment. These 
ranged from new undergraduate courses in engineer-
ing to a history course developed for last-term seniors 
in our liberal arts college to graduate-level courses on 
information technology, nuclear technology, science 
policy, and higher education. Finally, after Lee Bollinger 
had left for Columbia and Mary Sue Coleman had ar-
rived as Michigan’s new president, it became political-
ly acceptable once again for the president to ask me to 
take on various assignments within the university, in-
cluding building a new program in science, technology, 
and public policy within our Gerald R. Ford School of 
Public Policy; leading a university-wide effort to build 
a major effort in energy research; and helping the uni-
versity develop a strategy for information technology.

Ironically, however, perhaps of most lasting value to 
the university was my and Anne’s effort to better cap-
ture and articulate Michigan’s remarkable history. This 
effort was really stimulated by Anne. During my presi-
dency, she developed a strong interest in historical pres-
ervation and documentation, stimulating the creation 
of a university-wide History and Traditions Committee 
and launching numerous projects involving the renova-

tion and preservation of facilities of major historical im-
portance, such as the University’s historic Detroit Ob-
servatory. Hence, one of the major activities within the 
Millennium Project has become an effort to document 
the history—and hence the institutional saga—of the 
University of Michigan. This has resulted in a growing 
series of books on the history of the university.9 In ad-
dition, we were able to utilize the unique resources of 
the Duderstadt Center to develop new ways to present 
this history, including three-dimensional virtual reality 
simulations of the Michigan campus in various eras, a 
highly detailed computer model of the historical evolu-
tion of the campus, and a historical Web site designed 
as a research tool for scholars (see http://umhistory.
org.)

Hence, 10 years after the conclusion of my presiden-
tial service, I can confirm that there can indeed be an ac-
tive life after a university presidency. To be sure, there 
are particular challenges when one decides to return to 
faculty life at the same campus one has led, not the least 
of which is reentering faculty life as a ghost—or in my 
and Anne’s case, I suppose guardian angels would be 
a more appropriate analogy. Furthermore, it is possible 
to have considerable impact built on the experience 
and external visibility gained during a presidency. It is 
even possible to have greater influence and impact after 
serving as a university president than during the actual 
leadership period, at least beyond the campus, since as 
a faculty member, one not only has more time to think 
but, perhaps more significantly, fewer constraints on 
one’s activities. Put another way, as a faculty member, 
one regains those valuable prerogatives frequently 
absent in a university presidency: academic freedom, 
freedom of expression, and freedom to think.

whence and whither the university
It is hard for those of us who have spent much of our 

lives as academics to look objectively at the university, 
with its tradition and obvious social value, and accept 
the possibility that it might change in dramatic ways. 
But although its roots are millennia old, the univer-
sity has changed before. In the seventeenth and eigh-
teenth centuries, scholasticism slowly gave way to the 
scientific method as the way of knowing truth. In the 
early nineteenth century, universities embraced the no-
tion of secular, liberal education and began to include 
scholarship and advanced degrees as integral parts of 
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their mission. After World War II, in return for federally 
funded research, they accepted an implied responsibil-
ity for national security, economic prosperity, and pub-
lic health. Although the effects of these changes have 
been assimilated and now seem natural, the changes 
involved profound contemporary reassessment of the 
mission and structure of the university as an institution.

Of course, this ever-changing nature of the univer-
sity is part of the challenge, since it gives rise to not 
only an extraordinary diversity of institutions but also 
a great diversity in perspectives. What is a university? 
Is it a “college,” in the sense of the heritage of the co-
lonial colleges (and, before that, the English boarding 
schools)? Is it the twentieth-century image of universi-
ty life—football, fraternities, Joe College, protests? Is it 
Clark Kerr’s multiversity, accumulating ever more mis-
sions in response to social needs—health care, economic 
development, entertainment, and technology transfer. 
Or is the true university something more intellectual: 

a community of masters and scholars (universitas mag-
istorium et scholarium) or a school of universal learning? 
What is the core of its university activities: student de-
velopment; creating, curating, archiving, transmitting, 
and applying knowledge; or serving society, respond-
ing to its contemporary needs—health care, economic 
development, national defense, homeland security, 
entertainment (e.g., athletics)? What is its core value: 
critical, rigorous thinking (e.g., “the life of the mind”); 
academic freedom; or individual achievement (with the 
contemporary organization of the university designed 
to enable individuals to strive to their full potential as 
students, faculty, and even as athletes)?

With the university having much the charac-
ter of the proverbial elephant being felt by the blind 
men, it is not surprising that discussions involving 
the future of the university can be difficult. It is par-
ticularly difficult to ignite such discussions among 
university presidents, who generally fall back on a 
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famous observation by Clark Kerr: “About 85 institu-
tions in the Western World established by 1520 still 
exist in recognizable forms, with similar functions 
and with unbroken histories, including the Catho-
lic Church, the Parliaments of the Isle of Man, of Ice-
land, and of Great Britain, several Swiss cantons, and  
. . . 70 universities.”10 In contrast, during a recent work-
shops for university presidents and provosts, Susanne 
Lohmann, of the University of California, Los Angeles, 
noted that in a single generation following the Civil 
War, higher education in America changed quite radi-
cally.11 There was a shift from the colonial colleges to the 
Humboldtian research university, with the Land Grant 
Acts creating the great public universities with strong 
service missions. Enrollments went from hundreds to 
thousands of students, and empowerment shifted to the 
faculty. Everything that could change about the univer-
sity did change during this brief period. The consensus 
in several of our workshops has been that we are well 
along in a similar period of dramatic change in higher 
education. Some academic leaders have even been will-
ing to put on the table the most disturbing question of 
all: will the university, at least as we know it today, even 
exist a generation from now?

Today, we live in a time of great change, an increas-
ingly global society, knitted together by pervasive com-
munications and transportation technologies and driv-
en by the exponential growth of new knowledge. It is a 
time of challenge and contradiction, as an ever-increas-
ing human population threatens global sustainability; a 
global, knowledge-driven economy places a new pre-
mium on workforce skills through such phenomena as 
off-shoring; governments place increasing confidence 
in market forces to reflect public priorities even as new 
paradigms, such as open source technologies, challenge 
conventional free-market philosophies; and shifting 
geopolitical tensions are driven by the great disparity 
in wealth and power about the globe, national security, 
and terrorism. Yet it is also a time of unusual opportuni-
ty and reason for optimism, as these same technologies 
enable the formation of new communities and social in-
stitutions, better able to address the needs of our society. 
Not surprisingly, we have also entered a period of sig-
nificant change in higher education, as our universities 
attempt to respond to the challenges, opportunities, and 
responsibilities before them. Much of this change will 

be driven by market forces (by a limited resource base, 
changing societal needs, new technologies, and new 
competitors), although we must remember that higher 
education has a public purpose and a public obligation.

It is likely that the university as we know it to-
day—or, rather, the current constellation of diverse 
institutions that comprise the higher education enter-
prise—will change in profound ways to serve a chang-
ing world. But this is just as the university has done so 
many times in the past. From this perspective, it is im-
portant to understand that the most critical challenge 
facing most institutions will be the development of the 
capacity for change. Universities must seek to remove 
the constraints that prevent them from responding to 
the needs of a rapidly changing society. They should 
strive to challenge, excite, and embolden their campus 
communities and diverse stakeholders to embark on 
what should be a great adventure for higher education.

What might we anticipate as possible future forms 
of the university? The monastic character of the ivory 
tower is certainly lost forever. Many important features 
of the campus environment suggest that most univer-
sities will continue to exist as physical places, at least 
for the near term. But as digital technology makes it in-
creasingly possible to emulate human interaction with 
arbitrarily high fidelity, perhaps we should not bind 
teaching and scholarship too tightly to buildings and 
grounds. Certainly, both learning and scholarship will 
continue to depend heavily on the existence of commu-
nities, since they are, after all, highly social enterprises. 
Yet as these communities are increasingly global in ex-
tent, detached from the constraints of space and time, 
we should not assume that the scholarly communities 
of our times would necessarily dictate the future of 
our universities. For the longer term, who can predict 
the impact of rapidly evolving technologies on social 
institutions—including universities, corporations, and 
governments—as they continue to multiply in power 
by the thousands, millions, or billions?

What are university leaders and stakeholders to do 
as their institutions are buffetted by such powerful forc-
es of change and in the face of unpredictable futures? I 
certainly can claim no particular wisdom on this issue, 
but my decade of leading a major university transfor-
mation effort does suggest some possibilities. First, it is 
important to always begin with the basics, by consider-
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ing carefully those key roles and values that should be 
protected and preserved during a period of transforma-
tion. For example, how would an institution prioritize 
among such roles as educating the young (e.g., under-
graduate education), preserving and transmitting our 
culture (e.g., libraries, visual and performing arts), basic 
research and scholarship, and serving as a responsible 
critic of society? Similarly, what are the most important 
values to protect? Clearly academic freedom, an open-
ness to new ideas, a commitment to rigorous study, and 
an aspiration to the achievement of excellence would 
be on the list for most institutions. But what about such 
values and practices as shared governance and tenure? 
Should these be preserved, and at what expense?

Of course, all academic leaders aspire to excellence, 
but just how do we set our goals? There is an increasing 
sense that the paradigm characterizing many elite insti-
tutions, which simply focuses more and more resources 
on fewer and fewer people, does not serve the broader 
needs of our society. Rather, the future premium will be 
on the development of unique missions for each of our 
institutions, missions that reflect not only their tradi-
tion and their unique roles in serving society but also 
their core competency. If such differentiation occurs, far 
greater emphasis should be placed on building alliances 
with other institutions that will allow universities to fo-
cus on core competencies while relying on alliances to 
address the broader and diverse needs of society.

In a rapidly changing world characterized by un-
predictable futures, perhaps experimentation will be-
come more important. Perhaps more emphasis should 
be placed on exploring possible futures of the univer-
sity through experimentation and discovery. Rather 
than continuing to contemplate or debate possibilities 
for the future, perhaps academic leaders might embark 
on a more productive course if we build several proto-
types of future learning institutions as working experi-
ments. In this way, we could actively explore possible 
paths to the future.

Finally, it is important for university leaders to ap-
proach issues and decisions concerning institutional 
transformation not as threats but, rather, as opportuni-
ties. True, the status quo is no longer an option. How-
ever, once we accept that change is inevitable, we can 
use it as a strategic opportunity to control our destiny, 
while preserving the most important of our values and 

our traditions. Creative, visionary leaders can tap the 
energy created by such threats as the emerging for-prof-
it marketplace and technology, to engage their campus-
es and to lead their institutions in new directions that 
will reinforce and enhance their most important roles 
and values.

Some Final Thoughts on 
the University Presidency

The importance of the university in our society de-
mands experienced, enlightened, visionary, and com-
mitted leadership. It is my belief that the most ap-
propriate training ground for a university presidency 
remains the traditional academic path, where one first 
establishes a solid record as a teacher and a scholar 
before climbing the academic leadership ladder. I also 
remain convinced that the best university presidents 
are those who have progressed through the ranks of 
academic leadership, assuming positions of increas-
ing responsibility and accountability and developing 
a strong, intuitive understanding of university values 
and academic excellence in institutions of quality com-
parable to those they will serve as president.

To be sure, a university president has many respon-
sibilities that simply have no counterpart in academic 
life: working with governing boards, influencing gov-
ernors and state legislatures, fund-raising, and intercol-
legiate athletics. There may indeed be a need to aug-
ment the academic experience of potential university 
leaders with additional training, similar to that given 
through executive management education by business 
schools. But it is my belief that without an understand-
ing of the fundamental purpose, values, and traditions 
of the university and a sense of academic intuition that 
understands what excellence is all about and how to 
achieve it, a university president can rarely be effective. 
This understanding can only be gained by toiling in the 
vineyards of teaching and scholarship. For a lay gov-
erning board to select a president with little experience 
or understanding of academic institutions is to perpet-
uate the fallacy of the blind leading the blind.

Part of the reason that the university presidency has 
become less attractive and less capable of attracting tal-
ented candidates is due to the wearisome and distaste-
ful nature of many presidential duties. Fund-raising, 
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political lobbying, pampering governing board mem-
bers and prima donna faculty, scrapping with other 
presidents over such trivia as the sharing of football 
gate receipts, and enduring endless committee meet-
ings and rubber-chicken banquets and water- sogged 
shrimp receptions eventually becomes quite tiresome. 
To repeat an earlier epiphany, when presidents realize 
that most of their activities involve things they do not 
like to do, with people they do not enjoy being with, 
and saying things they do not believe, it is probably 
time to look for other employment.

There are many other frustrating aspects of the job. 
Many find the mismatch between responsibility and 
authority disturbing; most grow weary of being re-
sponsible and accountable for everything that happens 
in the university, whether they could influence it or 
even know about it. The distraction of the current and 
urgent from the strategic and important is an ongoing 
annoyance. Yet when a trustee calls (or a governor or a 
donor or a football coach), everything stops until his or 
her matter is handled.

For true academics, perhaps the greatest frustration 
of the position is the all-consuming nature of the re-
sponsibilities and duties, leaving precious little time to 
think deeply about substantive issues. Many presidents 
fall into a “rip and read” practice where they reach for 
the script from a speechwriter as they head out the door 
for their next meeting (or, rather, performance). The 
time for careful consideration and reflection vanishes 
during a presidency, at least if one wants to keep on 
top of university matters. While I actually enjoyed the 
spinning-plate trick—that is, keeping lots of activities 
moving ahead with only a nudge from time to time—
many others have difficulty partitioning their brains to 
handle such massively parallel processing. Even in my 
case, a plate would occasionally spin out of control and 
crash to the floor.

In reading over an early version of the manuscript 
of this book, one of my colleagues remarked about 
how depressing it made the life of a university presi-
dent appear, observing, “You make it sound like you 
were continually beaten with whips.” In looking back 
over that period, it could well be that the memory of 
frustration and occasional failure lingered longer than 
the joys from success. Yet whenever I hear university 
presidents proclaim publicly how much they enjoy the 

position, I must question their candor, their sanity, or 
perhaps their effectiveness. It is my belief that, like so 
many leadership roles in our society, a successful uni-
versity presidency requires great personal sacrifice. It is 
the kind of job one enjoys most afterward, looking back 
with a sense of satisfaction in serving an important in-
stitution or community, but decidedly not because of 
personal enjoyment or reward while in the role.

There is one very positive aspect of the hectic pace 
of a presidency, however. One does meet some interest-
ing people and has the opportunity to enjoy (or endure) 
some fascinating experiences, creating a storehouse 
of memories (or, more accurately, notes) that can be 
digested later, long after a president finally gains the 
understanding and wisdom to see the true path. There 
might even be enough material to write a book.

Shortly after announcing my intention to leave aca-
demic administration and return to the faculty, after a 
decade of leading the University of Michigan as pro-
vost, acting president, and president, one of my col-
leagues slipped me a scrap of paper with the following 
well-known quote from Machiavelli:

There is no more delicate matter to take in hand, nor 
more dangerous to conduct, nor more doubtful of suc-
cess, than to step up as a leader in the introduction of 
change. For he who innovates will have for his enemies 
all those who are well off under the existing order of 
things, and only lukewarm support in those who might 
be better off under the new.12

To this, I could only respond, “Amen!” Leading in 
the introduction of change can be a challenging and 
risky proposition. The resistance can be intense, the po-
litical backlash threatening. As one who has attempted 
to illuminate the handwriting on the wall and to lead an 
institution in transformation, I can attest to the lonely, 
hazardous, and usually frustrating life led by an agent 
of change.

The times clearly call for such leadership. Today, our 
society faces a crossroads, as a global knowledge econ-
omy demands a new level of knowledge, skills, and 
abilities on the part of our citizens. We have entered 
an era in which educated people and the knowledge 
and innovation they possess and produce have become 
the keys to economic prosperity, public health, national 
security, and social well-being. Sustaining the strength, 
prosperity, and leadership of our nation will demand a 
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highly educated citizenry and hence a world-class sys-
tem of higher education.

This educational goal faces many challenges, includ-
ing an increasing stratification of access to (and success 
in) quality higher education, based on socioeconomic 
status, questionable achievement of acceptable student 
learning outcomes (including critical thinking ability, 
moral reasoning, communication skills, and quantita-
tive literacy), and cost containment and productivity. 
Equally challenging is the ability of our colleges and 
universities to adapt to changes demanded by the 
emerging knowledge services economy, globalization, 
rapidly evolving technologies, an increasingly diverse 
and aging population, and an evolving marketplace 
characterized by new needs (e.g., lifelong learning), 
new providers (e.g., for-profit, cyber, and global univer-
sities), and new paradigms (e.g., competency-based ed-
ucational paradigms, distance learning, open source/
open content educational resources).

In particular, higher education today faces the chal-
lenge of complacency. This was captured by an obser-
vation of a senior member of Congress, who portrayed 
the typical message from today’s academic leaders as: 
American higher education is the best in the world, so 
give us the money we ask for and leave us alone! It has 
become increasingly clear that higher education must 
do more than change and become more innovative to 
meet the changing needs of the nation. If it is to play the 
role it must in our future, it must strive to rebuild a far 
greater sense of trust and confidence on the part of the 
American public and its elected leaders.

In part, the lack of confidence that American higher 
education can adapt to the imperatives of a changing 
world has occurred because of a leadership vacuum 
among university presidents, governing boards, and 
faculties. In the face of formidable resistance to change, 
many presidents have resigned themselves to becom-
ing more “representatives” than “leaders” of their in-
stitutions. There is ample evidence today that few lay 
governing boards offer presidents the degree of sup-
port necessary for courageous or visionary leadership. 
Boards are increasingly detached from their institu-
tions, in both experience and understanding, and are 
hence more likely to withdraw support at the slightest 
sign of concern from within (e.g., from the faculty) or 
from without (e.g., from politicians, donors, and the 

media).
There is an even more fundamental reason for the 

leadership vacuum in American higher education. We 
have allowed the contemporary university presidency 
to drift ever farther from the academy and the academic 
mission of the university, redefining it as a separate pro-
fession in and of itself, more similar to the professions 
of corporate executives or government leaders than to 
academic leadership. To some degree, this has been a 
consequence of the marching orders many presidents 
receive to focus their energy on external activities, such 
as fund-raising or political persuasion. It has also oc-
casionally arisen from lay boards whose deep suspicion 
of the academy motivates them to bring in leadership 
with little experience with the academic activities of the 
university.

Today, there is an urgent need to reconnect the uni-
versity presidency with the academic values and public 
purposes of higher education, to link university presi-
dents tightly to the institutional saga that animates and 
shapes the evolution of their institutions. The pace and 
nature of change affecting the higher education en-
terprise both in America and worldwide in the years 
ahead will require such strong, informed, and coura-
geous leadership. True, it is sometimes difficult to act 
for the future when the demands of the present can be 
so powerful and the traditions of the past so difficult 
to challenge. Yet such academic leadership will be the 
most important role of the university president in the 
years ahead, as we navigate our institutions through 
the stormy seas of a changing world.
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The first family of the University: 1988-1996
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